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PREFACE
The Documents Department of the KSC Library has frequently
been asked if there were available any number of lists con-
taining acronyms, abbreviations, initials,; -code'words and
phrases generally used at the John F. Kennedy Space Center
(KSC). After a careful search, only KSC GP-334, KSC
Scheduling Abbreviation Glossary, was found. Theoref,
to meet the need of the KSC Community, the Documents
Department prepared KSC GP-589, the first selective list of
acronyms and abbreviations, with the issue date. of October
28, 1969. This issue is the third revision to that list and is
the most comprehensive one yet available in this format at KSC.
More than nine thousand nine hundred (9,900) entries are identi-
fied in this revision.
Comments and suggestions concerning entries and the usefulness
of this list are welcomed by the Documents Department of the
KSC Library.
Vincent Rapetti
NWSI ibrarian
Date, z x 7.
I aC .Ke, le/j .~ (Miss) H. C. Ke Ie.y /
Assistant to the NWSI Librarian
Date qL,~ :X} 1 /7 $
d. I
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AsM
AAT
A-C
A-E
A -SD
A-V
A/C
A/D
A/D
A/E
A/FTP
A/RA/k
A/W
AA
AA
AA/MSF
AAA
AAAS
AAAS
AA3
AAb
AAC
AAC
AAC
AACB
AACC
AACE
AACo
AACb
AAC5
AAD
AADB
AADC
AADCP
AA5S
AAE
AAE
AAEE
A A ESWB
AAF
AAFR
AAFE
AAFSS
AAI
AAl
AAIB
AAIE
AAL
AAL
AAL
AAL
AAM
KSC LIBRARY ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ASSEMBLY & MAINTENANCE
ASSEMBLY & TEST
ALTERNATING-CURRENT [AS ADJECTIVE]
ARCHITECTURAL-ENGINEERING
AERO-SPACE DIVISION
AUDIO-VISUAL
AIR CRAFT
ARM/DESTRUCT
1*ANALOG TO DIGITAL
ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS
ACCEPTANCE FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURE
AIR TO GROUND
-AS REQUIRED
ASCENT STAGE CLEM]
ALL WEATHER
ATLAS AGENA
I AEROSOL ANALYZER
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR. MANNED SPACE FL'IGHT
APOLLO ACCESS ARM
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
1 AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THiE ADVANCtEMENT OF SCIENCE
AIRCRAFT ARMAMENT BULLETIN
1 ARMY AVIATION BOARD
ANTI-AIRCRAFT CANNON
1 ACQUISITION ADVICE CODE
2 ALASKAN AIR COMMAND
AERONAUTICS & ASTRONAUTICS COORDINATING BOARD
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR CONTAMINATION CONTROL
AMERICAN ASSOC. OF COST ENGINEERS
ASSAULT AIRLIFT CONTROL OFFICER
ARMY ALASKA COMMUNICATIONS sYSTEM
1 AIRWAYS & AIR COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE
ARMY AIR DEFENSE
ARMY AIR DEFENSE BOARD
ARMY AIR DEFENSE COMMAND
ARMY AIR DEFENSE COMMAND POST
ARMY AIR DEFENSE SCHOOL
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ENGINEERS
1 ABORT ADVISORY EQUIPMENT
AIRPLANE & ARMAMENT EXPERIMENTAL ESTA1'.
ARMY AIRBORNE ELECTRONICS & SPECIAL WARFARE BOARD
ARMY AIR FORCES
AUXILIARY AIR FORCE BASE
ADVANCFD APPLICATION FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
ADVANCED AERIAL FIRE SUPPORT SYSTEM
AIR-TO-AIR IDENTIFICATION
1 AIRCRAFT ARMAMENTS#INC.
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION BOARD
AMERICAN ASSOCo OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
ARCTIC AEROSPACE LABORATORY
1 AVIATION ARMAMENT LABORATORy
2 AMES AFRONAUTICAL LABORATORY
3 ARCTIC AEROMEDICAL LABORATORY
ANTI-AIRCRAFT MISSILE
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2AAM I AIR TO ARR 9SSXLc
AAMC ARMY AIXAV9ON AVERgEL COMMAND
AAML ARM¥ AVR¥WN MTERSLS LABORATORY
AAMS ARKM AfRTLLERY a MESELE SCHOOL
AAO ASR~WAUV? AC7T)¥ ES O eFFICE EMSC
AAOC ANTXAIRCRAFT OPERATONS CENTER
AAP APOLLO APPLCATONS PaOGRM
AAP 1 ALLiED AN~ESTRATVEE PUBLICAT7ON
AAP 2 ANALOG AUTO PSLOT
AAR AIRCRAFT ACCBOENT REPORT
AARPS AIR AUGMENTED ROCKET PROPULSION SYSTEM
AAS ABORT ADVISORY SYSTE
AAS 1 AMERICAN ASYROmAUTCAL 'SOREieT
AASHO AMERICAN AS5OC'T0ON OF STATE' HIGHWAY OFFICIALS
AASM ASSOCiATiOM OF MEC AN STEEL MANUFACYURERS
AASR AIRPORT a ARWAYS SUVEXLLANC6 RADAR
~AAB ARMY AvIXATXM TEST BOARD
AATR APOLLO APPLVCATONM. TEST REOUREMENTS
AAIRIS ARMV AxR TRAFFIC RESULATEON AND IDENTIFCATION SYSTEM
AAV AIRBORNE ASSAULT VEHICLE
AAVSO AMERICAN ASOCZAT7O0N OF VARIABLE STAR OBSERVER
AAWSSC ARMV ATOMEC tEAPOM SSTEMS SAFETyV COMMITTEE
A8 AUTO BEACON
AH I AIR NEARING
AKA AMERXCAN BOARD ASSOCo
ABAD AIR BATTLE ANALVsgS UOMS~ON
ABAR ADVANCED SATTERV ACOU'STION RADAR
ABBR ABBREVIATE
ARC ADVANCED BONEGECAL' CAPSULE
ALC 1 AUTOMATIC BRSTNMESS COMYROL
AMCB AIR BLAST CgRCUYT SM~AKE
ABCC ATOMiC BON CASUALTY COMM,
ABD AIRBORNE SALLTCS DI~XVON NASA3]
ABE AIRBORNE BO9N0I EVALUATh
ABES AIR GREAT7 M EM09W SVSTEM
AHETS AIRBORNE ELECTRCAL TST SEY
AHL ALLE~HENV BALLSyTgCS LAORATORV
AHL 1 ARMY BxOLOGXCAL LAV©RATORY
ARL 2 AUTOmATED BROLOOICAL LABORATORY
AHLAT ABLATIVE
ABLE ACTIVITY BALANCE LNE EVALUAT2ON
ABLP AIR BEARINO LET PAD
ABM ANT9 BALLSTgC NESSELE
AHNA ARMY BALLESTYCS SSLE AGENCY
ABMD AIR BALLISTCS MSSRLE DEV¥SON
ABMDA ADVANCED BALLiSTiC OSSMLE DEFENSE AG6ENCY
AHNEWS ANTIBALL9STXC NMISSLE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
ABMS ADVANCED BALLEST9C PXSSXLE SYSTENS
AHN AIRBORNE
ABNCP AIRBORNE COMMAND POST
ARO0M ASSISTANT BASE OPERATIONS MANAGER
AIRPS AIR BREATH2NG PROPULSION SYSTEM
ABOSS ADVANCED BOMBARDMENT SYSTEM
ARRES ADVANCED BALLRSVTC REENMRY. SVSTEN
ADS ANER9CAN BUREAU OF SHEPP~m
ABSOLUTE CEILING
AIR-BORNE SEARCH & ATTACK PLOTTER
ATLANTIC BOOSTER TEST
ALTERNATING CURRENT
1 AIR COHDITIONING
2 AC DIVISION S6ENERAL MOTORS=
3 ATLAS CENTAUR
4 ATTITUDE CONTROL
AUSTRALIAN COUNCIL FOR AERONAUTICS
1 ATTITUDE CONTROLLER ASSEMBLY
ASSOCIATE COMMITTEE ON AVIATION MEDICAL RES.
AIR CIRCUIT BREAKER
AUTOMATIC CHEMICAL BIOLOGICAL WARNING' SYSTEM
ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE ON COORDINATION
1 ADMIRALTY CORROSION COMMITTEE
2 AIR COORDINATING COMMITTEE
3 ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION
4 AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY
5 AIR COMPONENT COMMAND
ALTERNATE COMMAND AND CONTROL CENTER
AEROSPACE COMMUNICATION i CONTROLS DIV.'
AUTOMATED CIRCUIT CARD ETCHING LAYOUT
AIRCRAFT COMMUNXCATIONS Ek'ECTRONIC SIGNALING SYSTEM
1 AUTOMATIC COMPUTER-CONTROLLED ELECTRON'CS SCANNING SYSTEM
2 ACCESSORY
ARMY COATING AND CHEMICAL LABORATORY
1 AMERICAN COUNCIL OF COMMERCIAL LABORATORIES
ARMY CHEMICAL CORPS NEDICAL LABORATORIES
AMERICAN CYANAMID CO.
ACCEPTANCE
ACCESSORY
ACCOUNT
ACCUMULATE
AVIATION COMBAT DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
1 ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT AGENCY
ARMY COMBAT DEVELOPMENT EXPERIMENTATION CENTER
AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
1 ACCEPTANCE CHECKOUT EGUIPMENT
2 AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION
ACCEPTANCE CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT - SPACE CRAFT
AC ELEcTRONICS CORPORATION DIV.. G.M..
AIR CREW EQUIPMENT LABORATORY'
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS REQUIRtMENTS PLAN
AIR COLLECTION ENGINE SYSTEM
1 AIR COLLECTION & ENRICHMENT SYSTEM
AMERICAN CAR & FOUNDRY
ACF ELECTRONICS
AIRCRAFT
AIR CARGO GLIDER
AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT a CONTROL SYSTEM
ALLOCATED CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATpON
AERONAUTICAL CHART & INFORMATION CENTER
I APOLLO CONTRACTOR INFORmATION CENTER
AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION
AIR COMBAT INTELLIGENCE OFFICE
PAGE
AhS CLG
ABSAP
ART
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
ACA
ACA
ACAMR
ACB
ACBwS
ACC
AC'
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACCC
ACCD
ACCEL
ACCESS
ACCESS
ACCESS
ACCL
ACCL
ACCML
ACCO
ACCPT
ACCRY
ACCT
ACCUM
ACDA
ACDA
ACDEC
ACE
ACE
ACE
ACE-S/C
ACED
ACEL
ACERP
ACES
ACES
ACF
ACFE
ACFT
AC6
ACGS
ACI
AC IC
ACIC
ACID
ACIO
ADVISORY CONPES'S,© ON 9MERGOVERNENT'AL RELATXONS
ACKNOWLEDgE
AERtAUYj,@AL CONPUVWES LAS.
AGENt CLASS LUNAR ORS
AUTGNATEC CARREO L:AND9W' SVSTEM
ACTIVE COUMNER, n E'RE
ADVANCED CONCE[TS AD 5ShON DEVSIOON
AUTONATIC CONTROL A'b MNE'UVEIRENG' EL'ECTRONICS
ATTEVUDE CONTROL a MEIEN¥Rl EL0CVONICt
ADVANCED CONF6URATONM ANAENT SVSTEN
ASCENIOM ESLaND UZS TAEON E MiSN'
A'DMINSTRA2TE CONVRACTYN OFFSCER
AREA CO9NUMN 'a9ONk OPEratOnS CNTER
AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT E'~UPk'NT
ACOUSTIC .
ACCEPTANCt CHECKOU PROCEDURE
I AZIMUTH CHANGE PULSE
ATLAS CRE'U PROCEDUOES LaO0RATURV
ATTITUDE CODMRQL PROPUL$o@N moORs
AUXXL'ARV CONPUYEN P©VER UMNT
ACQUX RE
1 ACqUiEZiVON
ATT 'UnE CONMROL PROPUL~SDM SYSTE
AUXZLIARY COMPUTER ROOM
AUDIO &ENVER - RECE'9¥ER
AUTOmATIC CHKOECOUY l READMESS EGUPe
ACRE-FooT
AIR-BORNE COMUMCiAVON RELAY' STA?ION
ARGONME CMCER REo HOSP'ETAL
AERO CHEN RESEAR LBS0oo xNC'o
AIR CONDRTIONENG i RMFREO~RAT'N6 IACHYNERY ASSOCiATiON
AUDIO CENTER - REEER
AMERICAN CHEICAL' SOCE'TY
I APOLLO COMAND SVSTMS
2 ATTITUDE CONTYROL AD TABEL22ATO'M
3 AUTOmATXC CONmYROL S~VTE3
4 ATTITUDE CONVTROL SV~?E
5 ASTRO CO UNMECATONS SME
6 ATMOSPHERE COMYROuL S'TsM
APOLLO CREW SSTENS ~RMCK
AIR CONMND SAFF COLLEw'
AC SPARK PLUG
ACoUSTIC
AUTOM'ATC CHECKOUT TECHNMUES
1 ACTUAL
2 ACTUATE
ACTUAT ING
ARMY CONCEPT TEAM IN ¥OMTAN
AUDIO CENTER - YRANSMTYER
ADVANCED COMPUTER TtCNNRUES PROJECT
ACYUATOR
ACTIVATE
AIR CUSHION VEECLEs
ARMY CHENZCAL WARFAE LA&o
AXIRCRAFT CONTROL Q UaRN9NM SVYSTE
ACIR
ACK
ACL
ACLO
ACLS
ACM
ACMD
ACME
AC'ME
ACMS
ACN
ACO
ACOC
ACOE
ACOUS
ACP
ACP
ACPL
ACPM
ACPU
ACe
ACW
ACPS
ACR
ACRC
ACRE
ACRE'FT
ACkES
ACRH
ACRL
ACNMA
ACRV
ACS
ACS
ACS
ACS
ACS
ACS
ACS
ACSB
ACSC
ACSP
ACST
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACTG
AcTIVC ! 
ACTP
ACTR
ACTV
AC 
ACWL
AC'WS
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APOLLO DEVELOPMENT
I AVALANCHE DIODE
2 ASTIA DOCUMENT
AUTOMATIC DAMPER ARM
APOLLO DOCUMENTATION ADMIN INSTRUCTION'
ADAPTIVE LINEAR CLAtSIFIR'
AIR DEFLECTION AND MODIFICATION
ADAPTOR
1 ADAPTIVE INTERCOMMUNItATION ROUTINE
ADVANCED DESIGN ARRAY RADAR
AUXILIARY DATA ANNOTATION SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC DATA AND SELECT PROGRAM
AUTOMATIC DATA ACCUMULATION a TRANSFER
APOLLO DATA BANK
AIR DEFENSE COMMAND
1 AEROSPACE DEFENSE COMMAND
2 AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
3AUTHORIZED DATA CHAlN
4 AUTOMATIC DRIFT CONTROL
5 AIRBORNE DIGITAL COMPUTER
6 ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER
7 AEROPHYSICS DEVELOPMENT CORP.
8 AIR DATA COMPUTER
AIR DEFENSE CONTROL' CENTER
ADVANCED DRAWING CHANGE NOTICE
ADDITIoN
ADDENDUM
ANALOG DATA DISTRIBUTOR AND CONTROL
AUTOMATIC DIGITAL-DATA-ERROR RECORDER
ADDiTIONAL
AERODYNAMIC DEPLOYABLt' DECELERATOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PROGRAM
APOLLO DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS INDEX
APOLLO DATA DESCRIPTION STANDARDS
I APOLLO DOCUMENTATION DESCRIPTtON STANDARDS
ARMAMENT DESIGN ESTABLISHMENT
AIKEN DAHLGREN ELEC. CALCULATOR
ADAPTIVELY DATA EQUALIZED MODEM
AUTOMATIC DATA EXTRACTOR & PLOTTING TABLE
AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDING tEOUIP.J
1 AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDER
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FLIGHT OPERATIONS CHOUSTON3
ADHESIVE
APOLLO DOCUMENT INDEX
I ATTITUDE DIRECTOR INDICATOR
AIR DEFENSE IDENTIFICATION ZONE
ADJUST [MENTJi
ARTHUR D. LITTLEt INC.
AIR DEFENSE MISSILE
I APOLLO DATA MANAGER
ADMINISTRATION
ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE
ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION OF BERYLLIUM PROGRAM
AUTOMATIC DECISIONS OPTIMIZING PRE'DICTED ESTIMATES
ACCEPTANCE DATA PACKAGE
1 ADMINISTRATIVE DATA PROCESSING
AD
AD
AD
ADA
ADAI
ADALINE
ADAM
ADAP
ADAP
ADAR
ADAS
ADASP
ADAT
ADB
ADr
ADC
ADC
ADC
ADC
ADCA fj C
ADC
AODC
ADCC
ADCN
ADD
ADD
ADDAC
ADDER
ADDL
ADOPEP
ADDRI
ADUS
ADDS
ADE
ADEC
ADEM
ADEPT
ADF
ADF
ADFO
ADH
ADI
AD1
AL)DIZ
ADJ
ADL
ADM
ADM
ADMIN
ADO
AL)OBE
ADOPE
AnP
ADP
"p a z,, 6
ADP 2 APOLLO DYMAS PRCv
ADP 3 AUTONATXC DA'V' PROCLSS.O
ADPLL ALL U7asCAL PHS[ L©OED LOOP
ADPS APOLLO D0CUMNU PNEPRHDM SVMDARDS HMNDBOOK'
ADPS I AUT@mATXC OAaT PR©mEssBo MVYEms
A)PT ADAP¥ER
ADR AVIATAON DES95M WZARCH
ADRES ARMV DATA REYEL ~ o SVYEN
ADRN ADVANCE 'M REL~WE WHTO
ADRN 1 ADVANCED DOCUmEmv REUMOM, MOVE@E
ADS AUTOATXC DOOOR SAL
ADSA ATOMOXC DEFENSE SU'PPRY WE rv
ADSEP AUTOMATIC DA¥( SE? [DETMN P'ROOR
ADSID AIR DEFENSE SVYSENS 2.VE@ ¥0NM BEVo
ADSMO AIR DEFENSE SVS$EN MAGENE OrFrge
ADSS AIRCRAFT DANASE SEMSG YSSE
ADTIC ARC'¥XCo DUSER?9 ?D©P9C 9WOR£A790M CENTER
ADTU AUXIL9ARV DATA TaSaT OR UNX
ADV ADVANCED
ADVS ADVESE
ADYN AMPLIDYNe
AE AUXELEARY EOUEPMENY
AEA ABORY FLECTRONEC ASBEPD
AEAA ASCENT ENNME aR ® SERLY
AFB AFT EUEPMENT BA
AEC AIRSHIP EXPER9ENVAL CE3VER
AEC I ARMY ELECTROMCS COMMAND
AEC 2 ATOMIC ENEROV CON©SNON
AECL ATOMIC ENERGV OF NMADA LgN¥ED
AED AERONAUJTICAL ENOS @R~N6 DOE1P T¥
AED 1 AMMUNITZON ENBNEERj 09RETORA't,'
AEDR APOLLO ENGYNEER~M DOCUPN'TATOWN BOARD
AEDC ARNOLD ENOlNEEN6 EEL©P3EMV CETE .
AFDS ATMOSPiHERC ELECTZrC DEVE?0 SVTEM
AEDU ADmERALTY EXPERSENYAL DOMN UMg
AFEC AIRL¢EMS ELEROC HRERN O YE
AEEL AERONAUTECAL LECYR S EL@ TR L'AS
AEHA ARMY ENVOMMENYAL V6E ' A&CY
AEL ADMERALTY ENGXMEEReN LADRATORV
AEL I AEROSPACE ELECRO1MT LIMRA¥ORYV UoSo
AEL 2 ARMY ELECTROCS LADDRNARM ES
AEL 3 AERONAUTICAL EM2M2ENKM LABORNAORV
AELD ASCENT ENgiNE LATCWM0N DE¥CE
AFLRO ARMY ELECTROKCS L00$?V8% RESEARCH OPFECE
AENC AMERICAN ELECTRO T&L C©RPo
AEMSA ARMY ELECTROMNSC E L UPPRT ASENCY
AEN ADVANCE EVALuAOM MOVE
AEPr A~MV ELECtRONEC PRO©MS @NOUND
AER AZIMUTH. ELEVaTiON AMOE
AFHD ATOMIC ENERGY RESEARC DEPaRTBENT
AERDL ARMY ENGENEERS RESEWCH n Io DUEL@P© ENT L&BORATVUXE$
AERE ATomNC ENERGV RESo EST&BLSSNmUV
AERL AERO-ELASTVE RESEARCH LA.RAYUR©
AERL I AVCOEVERET RESE N LAB.0AT0RV
AERNO AERONAUTICAL EOUSPPENY NEREMCE M~UWBE
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A ERODYN
AES
AES
AESOPA,, 'k ' , OF00
AETC
. AFTI.
AEV
AEW
AEWES
AF
AF
AF
AFA
I A i
AFAR
AFAC
AFAFC
AFAL
AFAPL
AFASD
AFATL
: AFB
.... , '.AFBM
AFBMA
- AFBMD
.:,:AFBSD
,, ; AFC.
AFC
. .AFC'CDD
AFCE
AFCEA
: AFCO
:', AFCRC
AFCRL
'' AFCS!AFCS
AF,CS
AFD
AFDMP
, ',AFDP
AFE
:AFEMS
:'A, FEOAR
. AFESD 
AFETR
, AFF
,' AFFDL
.' AFFTC
;.,AFFTD
AFH
^-AFIHRL
AFI
,::, AFIC
AERODYNAMIC
AMERICAN ELECTROCHEMICAL SOCIETY
1 APOLLO EXPERIMENT SUPPORT
2 APOLLO EXTENSION SYSTEMS
ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITE OBSERVATION PROGRAM
ACCESSORY & EQUIPMENT TECH. COMMITTEE
APOLLO ENGINEERING A TECHNOLO6Y INDEX
AEROTHERMODYNAMIC ELASTIC VEHICLE
AIRBORNE EARLY WARNING
ARMY ENGINEERS WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION
AIRFRAME
1' AIR FORCE
2 AUDIO FREQUENCY
AIR FORCE ACADEMY
1 ARMY FLIGHT ACTIVITY
AIR FORCE AUDIT BRANCH
AIR FORCE ARMAMENT CENTER
AIR FORCE ACCOUNTING & FINANCE CENTER
AIR FORCE AVIONICS LABORATORY
AIR FORCE AERO PROPULSION LABORATORY
AIR FORCE AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS DIVISION
AIR FORCE ARMAMENT TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
AIR FORCE BASE
AIR FORCE BALLISTIC MISSILE
ANTI-FRICTION BEARING MFG. ASSOC.o
AIR FORCE. BALLISTIC MISSILE DIVISION
AIR FORCE BALLISTIC SYSTEMS DIVISION
APOLLO FLIGHT CONTROL
I AUTOMATIC FREGUENCY CONTROL
AIR FORCE COMMAND & CONTROL DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL EQUIPMENT
ARMED FORCES COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS ASSOC.
,AUTOMATIC FUEL CUTOFF
AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH CENTER
AIR FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORY
ADAPTIVE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
I AIR FORCE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
2 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
ASSISTANT FLIGHT DIRECTOR
AIR FORCE DIRECTORATE OF MATERIALS & PROCESSES
ARMY FORCE DEVELO PLAN
AIR FORCE IN EUROPE
AIR FORCE EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
AIR FORCE EUROPEAN OFFICE OF AEROSPACE RESEARCH
AIR FORCE ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION
AIR FORCE EASTERN TEST RANGE
ARMY FIELD FORCES
AIR FORCE FLI6HT DYNAMICS LABORATORY
AIR FORCE FLIGHT TEST CENTER tEDWARDS AF'Bt CALIF.']
AIR FORCE FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
AMERICaN FEDERATION OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES
AIR FORCE HOSPITAL
AIR FORCE HUMAN RELATIONS LABORATORY
AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE 
AIR FORCE INTELLIGENCE CENTER
I
AFIP
AFIPS
AFIT
AFLC
AFLMC
AFM
AFM
AFMDC
AFMDC
AFML
AFML
AFMTC
AFO
AFOAO
AFOAR
AFOSR
AFP
AFPC
AFPI
AFPL
AFPP
AFPRO
AFPTRC
AFQA
AFR
AFRAMS
AFRD
AFRD
AFRM
AFROASI
AFRPL
AFRTS
AFS
AFSAMSO
AFSC
AFSCF
AFSS
AFSSC
AFSSD
AFSTC
AFSTRIKE
AF SWC
AFSwP
AFT
AFTO
AFTOSU
AFWL
AFwTR
AG 
AGA
AiACS
AGAN!
A;AP
ALARD
AGAVE
ARMED FORCES ZT:-.'UtE OF PATHOLOGY
AMERICAN FEDERElOM 9MgFORATZON PROCESSING SOCIETIES
AIR FORCE UNSTuTE @F TECHNOLOsy
AIR FORCE LOGZSTXCS COSAND
AIR FORCE LOWICSTS MANOEENT CEMVER
ANTI-FRICTION METAL
1 AIR FORCE MANUAL
AIR FORCE MISSILE DEVELOPMENT CENTER
I AIR FORCE MACHINABXLITY DATA CENTER
AIR FORCE MATERIALS LABORATORV
1 ARMED FORCES MEDICAL LXRMARY
AIR FORCE MISSXLE TEST CNTER
ANNOUNCEMENT OF FLIGeT OPPORTUNITY
AIR FORCE OPERATIONS ANALYSIS OFFICE
AIR FORCE OFFXCE OF AEROSP'CE RESEARCH
AIR FORCE OFFICE OF SCZETEFC RESEARCH
AIR FORCE PAMPHLET
AIR FORCE PROCUREMENT CARCULAP
AIR FORCE PROCUREENET RNSTRUC¥ION
AIR FORCE PACKAGING LAB
AIR FORCE PROCUREMEWT PROCEDURES
AIR FORCE PLANT REPRESENTATEVE OFFICE
AIR FORCE PERSONNEL 8 7RAMIN RESEARCH CENTER
AIR FORCE GUALITY ASSURANCE
AIR FORCE REGULATION
AIR FORCE RECOVERABLE ASSEMBLY NANAGENY SVSE~
AIR FORCE RESEARCH DAVo
1 AIR FORCE RESEARCH DIRECTORATE
AIR FRAME
AUTHORITY FOR REMOV¥L OF ACCEPT ED' SPACECRAFT INSTALLATIONS
AIR FORCE ROCKET PROPULSION LAORATORY
ARMED FORCES RADIO a TELEiISEON SEVICE
ADVANCF- FIOURE SENSOR
AIR FORCE SPACE AND 'S5SELE SYSTEMS OGANIZATION
AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMAND
AIR FORCE SATELLITE' CONTROL FACEL'T
AIR FORCE SECURITY SZRVIX
ARMED FORCES SUPPLY SUPPOR7 CENVER
AIR FORCE SPACE SYSTEMS DESVIRO'
ARmY FOREIGN SCIENCE TECHniCAL CENTER
U.$S. AIR FORCE STRIKE COWAND
AIR FORCE SPECIAL WEAPONS CENTER
ARMED FORCES SPECIAL WEAPONS POJECT
AFTER
AIR FORCE TECHNICAL ORDER
AIR FORCE TECHNICAL ORDER STANDARDEZATEON BOARD
AIR FORCE WEAPONS LASo &ORNERLY SWC'
AIR FORCE WESTERN TEST RANGE
ATLAS GEMINI
AERO 6EO ASTRO CORP
AUTOMATIC SROUND-AIR COMUNICATION SY$TEA
APOLLQ GUIDANCE AND MAVI¥ATRON INFORMATION
ATTITUDE GYRO ACCOLEROMETER PACKAGE
ADVISORY GROUP FOR AERONAUTIcAL RE5EARCH & DEVELOPMENT
AUTOMATIC GIMBALLED ANTENNa vCTRORN'G' EGUIP
P iE 'A, 3,
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AGC AEROJET GENERAL CORP
AGC 1 APOLLO GUIDANCE COMPUTER
AGC 2 AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL
AGCA AUTOMATIC GROUND-CONTROLLED APPROACH
AGCM AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL CALIBRATION PROGRAM
AGCS AUTOMATIC GROUND CHECKOUT SYSTEM
AGCS 1 AUTOMATIC GROUND CONTROL STATION
AGCS 2 AUTOMATIC GROUND COMPUTER SYSTEM
AGCSC AUTOMATIC GROUND CONTROL SYSTEM COMPUTER
AGCU ATTITUDE GYRO COUPLING UNIT
AGE AEROSPACE GROUND EQUiPMENT
AGE 1 AUTOMATIC GUIDANCE ELECTRONICS
AGE 2 APOLLO GUIDANCE EQUIPMENT
AGEP ADVISORY GROUP ON ELECTRONIC PARTS
A~r- ADVISORY GROUP ON ELECTRONIC TUBES
AGF ARMY GROUND FORCES
AGGD APOLLO GUIDANCE GROUND DISPLAY
AGGR AGGREGATE
AGI AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL INSTITUTE
AGM AIR-TO-GROUND MISSILE
AGMA AMERICAN GEAR MFGo ASSOCe
AGNIS APOLLO GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT
AGO SANTIAGO TRACKING STATION
AGPA AMMUNITION GROUP - PICATINNY ARSENAL
AGREE ADVISORY GROUP ON RELIABILITY OF ELECTRONIC EQUIP,
AGS AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY'
AGS 1 ABORT GUIDANCE SECTION'
AGS 2 ABORT 5UIDANCE SYSTEmS
AGS 3 ASCENT GUIDANCE & CONTROL SYSTEM
AGT AVIATIoN GAS TURBINE
AH AMPERE HoUR
AHEL ARMY HuMAN ENGINEERING LABORATORIES
AHF AUTO HOLD FIRE
AHI AUGMENTED HUMAN INTELLECT
AHRU AVIATION HUMAN RESo UNIT
AHS AMERICAN HELICOPTER SOCIETY
AHT ACOUSTIC HOMING TORPEDO
Al ArTOMICS INTERNATIONAL
AI I ATTITU!)E INDICATOR
AIA AEROSPACE INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION
AIAA AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS & ASTRONAUTICS
AIAE ASSOCIATE INSTITUTE OF AUTOMOBILE EN'GRS.
AIAOS ACADEMIC INSTRUCTOR * ALLIED OFFICER SCHOOL
AIAR AMERICAN INST. OF AEROLOGICAL RES. 
AIAS ARMY INST. OF ADVANCED STUDIES
AIBS AMERICAN INSTo OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
AIC AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY CONFERENCE 
AICA L:ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE POUR LE CALCUL ANALOGIQUE
AICBM ANTI-INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE
AICE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEE'RS
AIO AGENCY FOR XNTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
AID I AIR INFORMATION DIVISION
AID 2 ATTACH'ED INFLATABLE DECELERATOR
AIDA AUTOMATIC INSTRUMENTED DIVING ASSEMBLY
AIDE AEROSPACE INSTALLATION DIAG'N'OSTIC EQUIPMENT
AIDS
iuDS
AIEE
AIENDF
AIETA
AIl
AILE
AlL
AILAS
AILS
AIM
AIM
A IMME
AIMP
AIMS
AIMS
AIOC
AIP
AIR
AIR COND
AIR HP
AIRCO
AIRCOM
AIRCOM
AIREW
AIRL
AIRS
AIS
AlS
AIS
AIS
AIS
AISC
AISE
AISI
AITC
AIU
AJ
AJA
AK
AKM
AL
AL
AL
ALA
ALA0OL
ALARM
ALARR
ALART
ALBI
ALBM
ALC
ALC
ALCAL
ALCAPP
AIRCRAFT XINTERATZD 'ATA SYSTEMS
I ABORT INER7TAL DG9iTAL SYSTEM
AMERICAN INST OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS ENOW ZEEE,1
ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL EVALUATED NUCLEAR DATA FILES
AIRBORNE INFRARED EOUIPO FOR TARGET A`ALYS!S
APOLLO IMPLEMENTIN6 NSTRUcTIONS NAA'v S&IO3
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTS LABORATOAY
AUTOMATIC INSTRUMENT LANDING APPROACH SYSTEM
ADVANCED INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM'
ARMY INSTALLATION MANAGEMENT
I ADVANCE INFORMATION MEMO
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MINING & METALLURGICAL ENGINEERS
ANCHORED INTERPLANETARY MONITORING PLATFORM
ARMY INTEGRATED METEOROLOGICAL SYSTEM
1 ADVANCED INTERCONTINENTAL MISSILE SYSTEM
ASSISTANT INSTRUMENTATION OPERATIONS COORDINATgON
ACCEPTANCE INSPECTION PAC.KAGE
AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR RtSEARCH
AIR CONDITION
AIR HORSEPOWER
AIR REDUCTION COMPANY
AEROSPACE COMMUNICAYloNS COMPLEX
I AIRWAYS COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
AIRBORNE INFRARED EARLY WARNING
AUTOMATION INDUSTRIES RESEARCH LAbORATORY
ABLATOR INSULATED RAMJET STUDY
ACADEMIC INSTRUCTORS SCHOOL
t ARMY IPJTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY
2 ADVANCE IN SCHEDULE'
3 ARMY INFANTRY SCHOOL
4 APOLLO INSTRUMENTATION SHIP
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ASSOCIATION OF IRON & STEEL ENGINEERS
AMERICAN IRON e STEEL INSTITUTE
AMERICAN INST. OF TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
ABORT INTERFACE UNIT
ANTI-JAM
AGBABIAN-JACOBSEN ASSOCIATES
APOGEE KICK
APOGEE KICK MOTOR
AIR LOCK
I ALUMINUM
2 ANTENNA LABORATORY
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
ALGORITHMITIC AND BUSINESS ORiEnTED LANGUAGE
AIR-LAUNCHED ADVANCtb RAMJET MIS5SILE
AIR LAUNCHED# AIR RECOVEKRABLE ROCKEY
ARMY LOW-SPEED AIR RESEARCH TASKS
AIR-LAUNCHED BALLISTIC INTERCEPT
AIR LAUNCHED BALLISTIC MISSILE
ALCOHOL
AUTOMATIC LIGHT CONTROL
ALLOY COATED ALUMINUM
AUTOMATIC LIST CLASSIFICATION AND PROFILE PRODUCTION
PAeE4 lo
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AIRBORNE LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA
ALASKAN COMMAND
AMERICAN LIBRARY DIRECTORY
I ACTIVITY LEVEL DEPENDENT
APOLLO LAUNCH DATA SYSTEM
APOLLO LEM SENSORS
AUDIO LINGUAL EDUCATION PRESS
ACUTE LAUNCH EMERGENCY RELIABILITY TIP
AIR LUBRICATED FREE ATTITUDE
APOLLO LIGHT FLASH NOVING EMULSCON DEYECTOR
AIR LAUNCHED GUIDED MISSILES
ALIGNMENT
AL-GORITHMIC LANGUAGE
ACTIVITY LEVEL INDEPtNDENT
ALGEBRAIC LOGIC INVESTI6ATIONS OF APOLLO SYSTEMS
ALIGNMENT
AIR-LAUNCHED INTERCEPT MISSILE
ALKALINE
ALLOWABLE
1 ALLOWANCE
APOLLO LUNAR LOGISTIC SUPPORT
AEROPHYSICS LAB. MEMORANDUM
ARMY LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT CENTER
AMPLITUDE & LATENCY MEASURING INST. WITH DIGITAL OUTPUT
ALBOUUE:ROUE OPERATIONS OFFICE
AIR LINE OF COMMUNICATION
1 APOLLO LAUNCH OPERATIONS COMMITTEE'
A LANGUAGE ORIENTED' TO FLIGHT ENG'INEERXNG AND TESTINg
APOLLO LAUNCH OPERATION PANEL
APOLLO LUNAR ORBITAL SCIENCE 
AIRBORNE LIGHTWEIGHT OPTICAL TRACK'ING SYSTEM
AUTOMATED LEARNING PROCESS
AUTOMArIC LANGUAGE PROCESSING ADVISORY COMMITTEE
AUTOMATED LITERATURE PROCtSSING HANDLING AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM
ADVANCED LIQUID PROPULSION SYSTEM
AEROJET LIQUID ROCKET COMPANY 
APOLLO LUNAR RADIOISOTOPE HEATER
AIRBORNE LONG-RANGE INPUT , 
ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL
1 AUTOMATIC LANDING SYSTEM
ASTRONAUT LIFE SUPPORT ASSEMBLY
APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE CLOSEUP CAMERA
APOLLO LUNAR SURFACt DRILL
APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE
APOLLO LUNAR SAMPLE RETURN CONTAINER
APOLLO LOGISTICS SUPPORT SYSTEM
ALL STATIONS
ALTERNATOR
APOLLO LAUNCH TRAJECTORY DATA' SYSTEM
ALTERNATE
ALTIMETER
ALTERNATE
1 ALTERNATOR
ADVANCFD LUNAR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
ALCC
ALCOA
ALCOM
ALD
ALD
ALDS
ALEMS
ALEP
ALERT
ALFA
ALFMED
ALGM
ALGN
ALGOL
AL!
ALIAS
AL, GN
ALIM
ALK
ALLOW
ALLOW
ALLS
ALM
ALMC
ALMIDO
ALO
ALOC
ALOC
ALOFT
ALOP
ALOS
ALOTS
ALP
ALPAC
ALPHA
ALPS
ALRC
ALRH
ALRI
ALS
ALS
ALSA
ALSCC
ALSD
ALSEP
ALSRC
ALSS
ALSTA
ALT
ALTDS
ALTER
ALTM
ALTR
ALTR
ALTS
<'ArE . 12
ALVRT
ALWL
AM
AM
AM NIT
AMA
AMA
AMA
AMA
AMAL
AMA
AMARS
AMB
AMB
AMBRL
AMC
AMC
AMC
AMCL
AMCM
AMCR
AMCS
AMD
AMD
AME
AMERADC
AMF
AM6
AMHTS
AMI
AML
AML
AML
AMLLV
AMM
AMM
AMMIP
AMMP
AMMP
AMMRC
AMNH
AMOCOM
AMOO
AMOS
AMP
AMP
AMP
AMP HR
AMP MIN
AMPC
AMPDS
AMPH
AMPHENOL
AMPL
AMPS
AIR-CAUNCHER LOU ::,L RAMJET
ARMY LSTElD UAR LAWR~AORY
AMPLXYUDOE ODULATION
1 AIRLODCK NODULE
ANMNIOU1 NXTRATE
ACOUS¥IC MATERIALS ASSOCIATION
I AIR MATERIALS AREA
2 AMERICAN MANAgEMENT ASSOCATION
3 AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
AVIATION MED. ACCE'LRATXON LAL S
4 AUTOMATIC MALFUNCtiON ANRLYSXS
AIR MORILE AIRCRAFT REFUELxN6 YSSTEM
ANTI-MOTOR BOAT
I AIRWAYS MODERNI[ATION BOARD
ARMY MEDICAL 65OMECHAN'ICAL RESEARCH L'ABORATORY
ARMY MUNITIONS COMMAND
1 ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND
2 ARMY MISSILE COMMAND
AIR MATERIAL COMKAND LETTER
AIR MATERXIAL COMMAND MANUAL
AIR MATERIAL COMMAND REGULATION
AIRBORNE MISSILE CONTROL SYSTEM
AEROSPACE MEDICAL DEV, :SEE+ MRL3
ACCIDENT MODEL DOCUMENT
ANGLE MEASURING EQUXPMENYT
ARMY'MOBTLITY EGUIPEtNT RESEARCH AND DEVELOMENT CENTER
AMER'iCAN MACHINE AND FOUNDRY CO.
ANGLE oF MIDDLE G'IMBAL
AUTOMATED MULTIPHASING HEALTH TESTING '& SERVCES
ADV-NCED MANNED INTEPCEPTOR
AD ;RALTY MATERIALS LAVORAYORY
1 AERONAUTICAL MATERIALS LABORATORY
2 AERO-MEDICAL LAbORAYORY
ADVANCFD MULTIPURPOSE LARGE LAUNCH VEHICLES
AMmUNITION
I ANTI-MISSILE MISSILE
AVIATION MATERIEL MANAGEMENT EMPROVEM'NT PROGRAA
APOLLO MASTER MEASUREMENTS PROGRAM
1 ADVANCED MANNED MISSIONS PROGRAM
ARMY MATERIALS ANP ME'CHANICS RESEARCH CENTER
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
ARMY MOBILITY COM4MAND
AEROSPACE MEDICAL OPEPRATIONS OFFICE
ACOUSTICp METEROLOGICAL 8 OCEANoGRAPHC'5 URVEY
AMPLIFIER
I ACCELEROMETER MONITORING PROGRAM
2 APOLLO MISSION PROGRAMS
AMPERE HOUR[S.
AMPERE MINUTE
AUTOMATIC MESSAGE PROCESSING CENTER
ADVANCED MISSILE PROPULSION DEFINITION STUDY
AMPHIBIANAMPH BlIOUS
AMERICAN PHENOLIC 'CRPo
AMPLIFIER
AUTOMATIC MESSAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM
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1 AMPERES
2 ADVANCE MANEUVERING PROPULSION SYSTEM
ADVANCED MANNED PENETRATOR STRIKE SYSTEM
ADVANCED MANEUVERING PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY
APOLLO MISSION PLANNXNG TASK FORCE
ALTITUDE MARKING RANGE
I ATLANTIC MISSILE RANGE
ARMY MATERIELS RESEARCH AGENCY
ANJTI-MISSILE RESEARCH ADVISORY COUNCIL
ADVANCED METALS RES, CORP.
ASSOCIATION oF MXSSXLE & ROCKET INST
ARMY MFDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
1 AEROSPACE MEDIC AL RESEARCH LABORATORY'
ARMY MEDICAL RES. a NUTRITION LAB.
ATLANTIC MISSILE RAN'GE OPERATIONS CMSC]
ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING VEHICLE
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
1 ARMY MANAGEMENT SCHOOL
2 ARMY MAP SERVICE
3 AERONAUTICAL MATERIAL SPECIFICATION
4 APOLLO MISSION SIMULATOR
5 ADVANCED MISSION STUDIES
ADVANCED MANNED STRATEGIC AIRCRAFT
ARMY MATERIEL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AGENCY
ANTI-MISSILE SURFACt-TO-AIR MISSILE
ARMY MATERIAL SUPPLY COMMAND
ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE GRADUATE SCHOOL
APPLIEF) MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS LAB','
AMOUNT
ANTI-MOTOR TORPEDO BOAT
AREA MOVING TARGET INDICATOR
AIRCRAFT MULTIPURPOSE TEST INSPECTION B DIAGNOSTIC EQUIP.
ATLANTIC MISSILE TEST RANGE
ARMY MISSILE TRANSPORT SYSTEMS
ARMY MEDICAL UNIT
1 ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING UNIT
2 AVERAGE MONTHLY USAGE
3 ATOMIC MASS UNIT
ARMY MUNITION COMMAND
ANGULAW MOMENTUM WHEEL
AIR FORCE-NAVY
1 ALPHANUMERIC
ARMY NAVY AERONAUTICAL
1 AIR FORCE-NAVY AERONAUTICAL
ANALYZE
AIR FORCE - NAVY CIVIL
1I ASSISTANT NETWORK CONTROLLER 
AIR FORCE-NAVY DESIGN
AIR NAVIGATION FACILXTY
AIR NATIONAL GUARD
ANHYDROUS
ARMY-NAVY INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM
ANNEAL
I ARGONNF NATIONAL LABORATORY
2 ARMY NATICK LABORATORIES
AMPS
AMPS
AMPSS
AMPT
AMPTF
AMR
AMR
AMRA
AMRAC
AMRC
AMHl
AMRL
AMRL
AMRNL
AMRP
AMRV
AIS
AMS
AMS
AMSAMS
AM5S
AMSA
AMSAA
AMSAM
AMSC
AMISGS
AMSL
AMT
AMTH
AMT I
AMTIDE
AMTR
A NTRANS
AMU
AMU
AMU
AMU
AMUCOM
AMW
AN
AN
ANA
ANA
ANAL
ANC
ANC
AND
ANF
ANG
ANHYD
ANIP
ANL
ANL
ANL
ANNUNC ATOR
ARMY-NAVY 1NASnA9 V RCE SATELLITE
ASSISTAM MEUTORK OPERATION5 MANAGER
AXRCRAFT NUCLEAR POPULSIOGN
AlCRAF¥ MUCLEAR PROPULSION oFFICE'
ANTENNA POSITEONIN ODEVECE'
APOLLO NETORK SIMULATIONS
I ANSWER
ANALYTIC SERVICES INC.
AMERICAN NATIONAL STAWDARDS INTXYUDE'
AEROSPACE NUCLEAR SAPETY INFOAMATION CENTER
ANTENNA
1 ANTIGUA STATZON 9[
ANTILOGARRTHM
ANY TAPE SEARCH COMPUTER PROSRAM
APOLLO NETWORK
APOLLO NAVXGAVOOM WORINO GROUP
ADMINISTRATIVE AND OVERNAD
1 ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATONm
AMERICAN ORDNANCE ASSOCo
AIR OPFRATXONS CENTER
I AVERAGE OPERa¥ING COST
AIRCRAFT OUTOFCO M SI 5 FOR. PARTS
AIRFIELD OPERATIONS DESGNAOR
AN ORDNANCE DE[STRUf 0STEM'
ALL SYSTEMS OPERATIONAL AND READY
ADVANCED ORBITAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS
ARMY ORDNANCE MISSILE CENTER
AVERAGE OUTGOgNG QUALITY
AVERAGE OUTGO'NG GUALITY LIMIT
ASTRONAUT OPERATIONS REUTREMENT DOCUNENT
APOLLO ORBITAL RESEAOCH LABORATORY
ACQUISITION OF SIGNAL
1 ASTRONoMICAL OBSERVATORY SATELLITE
ARMY ORDNANCE SUBMAXNE HINE LA~o
ADVANCED OERBX7NG SOLAR OBSERVATORY
ALIGNMENT OPTICAL' ELESGOP'E
ACCELEROMETER PACKAK
1 AIR POLLUTION
2 AUTO PILOT
ADVANCED PLANNING AWD DESIGN
ABORT PROGRAMMER ASSEMBLY
ANTENNA POINTZNG ANOLE CHANGE
AUTOMArIC PROGRAMMEN  AND RECORDING
AUTOMATIC PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS SYSTEM'
AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMER & TEST SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC PHASE CONTROL
I AMCEL PROPULSION COMPANY
2 APPLIEr)D.PSYCHOLOgY CORPo
APOLLO PROGRAN CONT¥OL CENTER
AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMED CHECKOUT EQUIP.
AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS INC
APPROACH CONTROL
APOLLO PROGRAM CONTROL ROOM
AIR PHoTOGRAPHIC & CHARTING SERVICE
ANN
ANNA
ANOM
ANP
ANPO
ANPOD
AN5
ANS
ANSER
ANSI
ANJSIC
ANT
ANT
ANTILOG
ANTS
ANW
ANWG
AO
A ()
AOA
AOC
AOC
AOCP
AOD
AODS
AOK
AOLO
AOMC
AOa
AOQL
AORD,
AORL
AOS
AOS
A051JLO$' '
AOSO
AOT
AP
AP
AP
AP&D
APA
APAC
APAR
APAS
APATS
APC
APC
APC
APCC
APCHE
APCI
APCON
APCR
APCS
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APCS
APD
APU
APDA
APDP
APEL
APERS
APG
APG
APG
APG/BRL
APG/OBDC
AP5/OTC
APGC
APGYA P HF FEAPHFFF
API
API
API
APIC
APICON
APICS
APIP
APJ
APK
APL
APL
APLC
APLhN
APM
APO
APO
APOP
APOTA
APP
APP
APP
APPt
APPROX
APPX
APR
APR
APRL
APRO
APRS
APR V ']
APRVL
APS
APS
APS
APS
APS
APS
APS
APSA
1 ATTITUDE AND POINTXNG CONTROL SYSTEM
AUXILIARY POWER DISTRIBUTION
I1 APOLLO PROGRAM DIRECTIVE
ATOMIC POWER DEVELOPMENT ASSOCof INC.
APOLLO PROGRAM DEFINITION PHASE
AERONAUTICAL PHOTOGRAPHZC EXPERIMENTAL LAB.
A1NTIPERSONNEL
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND
I ARMY PLANNING GROUND.
2 AZIMUTH PULSE GENERATOR
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND/BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABS,
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND/ORD BOMB DISPOSAL CENTER
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND/ORD TRAINING COMMAND
AIR PROVXNG GROUND CENTER
APOLLO PROPELLANT GAGING SYSTEM
AMES PROTOTYPE HYPERSONIC FREE FLIGHT FACILITY
AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE
1 AIR POSITION INDICATOR
2 ALIGNMENT PROGRESS XNDICATOR
APOLLO PARTS INFOo CENTER
AIRCRAFT POSITION INFORMATION CONVERTER
AIR POLLUTION INFORMATION & COMPUTER SYSTEM
APOLLO PERSONNEL IDENTIFICFATION PROGRAM
AMERICAN POWER JET COMPANY
ACCE'LEROMETER PACKA6E
A IRPLANE
I ADVANCED PROCUREMENT LIST
ARMY PRoPULSION LABORATORY & CENTER
APOLLO PROGRAM LOGIC NETWORK
ANTI-PrRSONNEL MISSILE
ACCOUNTABLE PROPERTY OFFICER
1 APOLLO PROGRAM OFFICE
APOLLO PREFLIGHT OPERATIONS PROCEDURES
AUTOMATIC POSITIONING6 TELEMETER[NO ANTENNA
APPARATUS
1 ACCESS POINT PACE
2 ADVANCE PLANETARY PROBE
APPROVED
APPROXIMATE
APPENDIX
APRIL
I APOLLO PROGRAM REGUXREMENTS
ARMY PROSTHETIC RESe LAB.
ARMY PERSONNEL RES. OFFICE
ARMY PERSONNEL RESe' SERVICE
APPROVEC D 3
APPROVAL
APOLLO PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS
1 ACTA POLYTECH SCANDINAVIA
2 AIRBORNE POWER SUPPLY
3 APPLIED PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
4 ASCENT PROPULSION SYSTEM
5 ACCESSORY POWER SUPPLY
6 AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM
AMMUNITION PROCURE'MENT & SUPPLY AGENCY
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APT AUTOMATIC P2CYURE `?~NSSSZION
APT I AUTOMATIC PO1~N O T1LEMETERIN6
APT 2 AUTOfA¥~C P@OSRANED TOOLING
APT 3 APOLLO PD TES?
APT 4 APARTMENT
APTT APOLLO PART VATSK TRAINER
APU AUXIL!:ARY POWER UNIT
APU 1 ACCESSORY POWER UN!T
AQ APOLLO QUALXFICATION
AQL ACCEPTABLE QUALITY LEVEL
AGREC ARMY QUARTERMASTER RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING COMMAND
AQUIS ACQUISxTION
AR ACQUISyTION RADAR
AR I ARMY REGULATION
AR 2 ASPECT RATIO
AR 3 ADVANCED REACTOR
ARA AUXILIARY RECOVERY ANTENNA
ARA I AEROSPACE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
ARA 2 A*IRBORtNE RADAR APPROACH
ARA 3 AUTOMATIC RETAILERS OF AMERICA
ARA 4 ALLIED RESEARCH ASSOCIATFS
ARAD ALPHA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ARAP AERONAUTICAL RES. ASSOC, OF PRZNCETONP INCo
ARB ASTIA REPORT BBL!OGR0APHY
ARBRA AMERICAN RAILWAY BDRDE & BUILDING ASSOCiATiON
ARC AMES RESEARCH CENTER
ARC 1 AIR REDUCTION CENTER
ARC 2 AMERICAN RED CROSS
ARC 3 ASTRO RESEARCH CORPORATION
ARC 4 ATLANTIC RESEARCH Ce'NTER
ARC 5 ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORPORATION
ARC 6 AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
ARC 7 AIKEN RELAY CALC
ARC/W ARC WELD
ARCAS ALL PURPOSE ROCKET FOR COLLECTING ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDINGS
ARCAS 1 AUTOMATIC RADAR CHAiN ACUISXITION SYSTEN
ARD ADVANCED RESEARCH DIVISION
AROC AIR RESEA'CH & DEVELOPMNT CENTER
AROC 1 AIR RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT C00AND
ARDE ARMAMENT RES. &. DEV, ESTAbLISHMENT
ARE APOLLO RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
AREA AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERNmG ASSOCtATION
AREE APOLLO RELIABILITY ENGINEEAINe ELEtCTONXCS
ARELEM ARITHMETIC ELEMENT PfOGRAi
ARENTS ADVANCED RESEARCH ENVIRONMENTAL TEST SATELLITE
ARF AUBURN RESEARCH FOUNDATION
ANF 1 ARMOUR RESEARCH FOUNDATION
ARGMA ARMY ROCKET GUIDED MISSXLE AGENCY
ARI AERONAUTICAL RADIO INCe
ARIA APOLLO RANGE INSTRUMENTATION AIRCRAFr
ARIES ADVANCED RADAR INFORMATION EVALUATION SYSTEM
ARINC AERONAUTICAL RADIO XNCo
ARIP AUTOMATIC ROCKET IMPACT PREDICTOR
ARIS ADVANCED RANGE INST UMENTATIO'N SHIPS
ARIS 1 ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS
ACCEPTABLE RELIABILITY LEVEL
I AEROMEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
2 AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
3 AEROSPACE RESEARCH LABORATORY
APOLLO REQUIREMENTS MANUAL
1 ARMATURE
ARMOR PLATE
ARMORED
ADVANCED RECEIVER MODEL SYSTEM
1 ARMY READER MICROFILM SYSTEM
ARMAMENT
ARMY AEROBIOLOGY AND EVALUATION LABORATORY
: ARMY COASTAL ENGINEERIN6 RESEARCH CENTER
4 ARMY ELECTRONICS COMMAND
ARMY NUCLEAR DEFENSE LABORATORY
ARMY TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH COMMAND
ARMY RESEARCH OFFICE
I AFTER RECEIPT OF ORpER
ARMY RESEARCH OFFXCE %DURHAM'
AIRBORNE RANGXNG AND ORBITAL DETERMINATION
AIRBORNE RADAR ORBITAL' DETERMINATION SYSTEM
AERONAuTICAL RECOMEtNDED PRACTICE
1 AZIMUTH REFERENCE PULSE
ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY'
AIR RESERVE PERSONNEL CENTER
AEROSPACE RADIOISOTOPE POWEk' TNFORMATION CENTER
AEROSPACE RESEARCH PXLOT ScHobL
ARRIVAL
I ARRESTER
AERONAUTICAL RADXO & RADAR LAB.
AEROSPACE RESCUE & RECOVERY SERVICE
ATTITUDE REFERENCE SYSTEM
I ADVANCED RECONNAISSANCE SATELLITE
2 AMERICAN ROCKET SOCIZETY
AEROSPACE RESEARCH SUPPORT PROGRAM
AIR ROUTE SURVEILLANCtE RADAR
ADVANCED RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY
1 ARTIFICIAL
AIRCRAFT RESo & TESTING COMMITTEE
AIR ROuJTE TRAFFXC CbMNTROL CENTER
AZIMUTH RANGE AND TIMING GROUP
ARMY TACTICAL OPERATIXONS CENTER
ARMY ROCKET TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
ADVANCED RADAR TRAFFIC SYSTEM
1 AUTOMATED RADAR TERMINAL SYSTEM
ARTILLERY
AEROBALLISTXC RE-ENTRY VEHICLE
ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC OF, VIETNAM
APOLLO SATURN
I ASCENT STAGE
2 ANTXI-SUBMARIXNE
ATTITUDE SET AND GIMBAL POSITION DISPLAY
AGENA SYSTEMS/POWER ON' TEST
ABORT SENSOR ASSEMBLY
I ACOUSTfCAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
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EL
ERC
DCOM
DL
RCO
ARL
ARL
ARL
ARL
ARM
ARM
ARM-PL
ARMD
ARMS
ARMS
ARMT
ARMY A
ARMY Cl
ARMY El
ARM'. NI
ARMY TI
ARO
ARO
ARO-D
AROD
ARODS
ARP
ARP
ARPA
ARPC
ARPIC
ARPS
ARR
ARR
ARRL
ARRS
ARS
ARS
ARS
ARSP
ARSR
ART
ART
ARTC
ARTCC
ARTG
ARTOC
ARTP
ARTS
ARTS
ARTY
ARVY
ARVN
AS
AS
AS
A S/ GPD
AS/POT
ASA
ASA
W AGE
ASA 2 AMERICAN STANDaRL'~ ' CgTAEO
ASA 3 ARMY SECUREVY 6ENCV
ASA 4 AUTOMATiC SVT EMS ALYSi
ASACS AIRBORwE SURV 'LLANCE 8 CONTROL SYSE'
ASAO AUTHORIZED SHRTAES AND 6SCRE~PkC'Es
ASAE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AROUTjCAL ENOMEES
ASAIO AMERICAN SOCIETY F*OR ARTF9CAL YNTRmAL ODNS
ASAP AUTOMATED STATSTICAL ANALYSIS PRORA
ASAP I AUXILXARY STORAGE AND PLAYVEAC ASBSEL
ASB ASBESToS
ASC AUTOM4ATIC SENSITIVITY CONTROL
ASCATS APOLLO SIMULATION CNECKOG? AND TRAEMN SYSTEM
ASCC AIR STANDARDIZ'YAON EO0IMAVNA 5 CG0'*¥7EE
ASCE AMERICAN SOCLETY OF CgVL EN'gf[ERS
AeCO AUXILIARY SUSTAINER CUTOFF
ASCOP APPLIEi) SCIENCE CORPe OF PRZKCEON'
ASCS AUTOMATIC STABILIZAITON AND CbNROL SVSVENS
ASCS I ALLKEY CAMERA SYSTEM
ASU APOLLO SUPPORT DEPARTMEm
ASD 1 AERONAuTICaL SVTEMS D6ROm
ASD 2 AEROSPACE iSRVICES DM¥ERC
ASDO APOLLO SIGNAL DEFINgON Y GCUmNuy
ASDE AIRPORT SURFACE DETE'C O EOUVPMENT
ADG AIRCRAFT SVORAGE & D0P'p T~Os ROUp'
ASDTP APOLLO SPACECCAFY D¥E.L.VEm Ys PLm
ASE AMERICAN SCIENWAFIC ENGNEEA'NG
AS E ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPEgREN?
ASEA AMERICAN SOCIETY OF NSMEERS AND A&C'TES
ASEC AMERICAN STANDARD ELEVAT'R CODES
ASEP AUTOMATIC SEGU[ENCE ~CCUT9ON AND P@cVsR
ASESA ARMED SERVICES ELECTRO STANDARDS '®,¥M
AsESB ARMED sERVICES EXPLO¥VES SAFE7t DARD
ASESS AERO-SPACE ENVIRONMENT KNULATON SYSTEM
ASF ALASKAN SEA FRONTIER
ASFIR ACTIVE SWEEP FREqUeNCY xmrREON¥TE DAR
ASFTS AUXILIARY SYSVEMS FUNCTO~M ?E1 &MD'
ASv ADVANCED STUDZES GROUP
ASH ASSAULT SUPPORV HEL'COP7E
ASHRAE AMERIC4N SOCiETY OF HEATNBo REFR90 TE0N & aR CONDo ENG6nEIRE
ASHUR APOLLO SPACECRAFT HARDWARE UT0L9ZAT¥ NEESYST
ASI AEROSPACE STUDIES INSTo
ASI 1 AUGMENTED SPAOK IGNITER
AI 2 AUGMENTED SYSTEMY XGTER
AsI 3 AIRCRAFT SERVXCE NTERNATEONAL 'T©'L gNC
ASIA ARMY SIGNAL INTELLIG CE AG'ENC
ASIDIC ASSOCIATION OF SC'IEwlFgC L MORAYH DgSSEgAMAYION CIMTERS
ASIS AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR INF'OR'AT0N Sc'EI N
ASIS 1 ABORT SENSING & IMPLENENYAION YSTE
ASK ASKANIA THEODOLITE CAMERA
ASL APPLIED SCIENCE LABo
ASLF AMERICAN SOCIETY OF LUBRXCATMe NWSMEE5
ASLIB ASSOCIATION OF SPECIAL LEDARiES & INFO6MAYION 8UREAUX
ASLV ADVANCED SMALL LAUNCH ¥[NECL'
ASM ASSISTANT STAFF PETE'OL00S1T
ASM 1 AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSL'E'
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AEROSPACE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
ARMY SUPPLY & MAXNTENANCE COMMAND .:-
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
ADVANCED SURFACE MISSILE SYSTEM
I ATMOSPHERE SENSING AND MAINTENANCE SYSTEM
ARMY SIGNAL MATERIAL SUPPORT AGENCY
AUXILIARY SToRAG6E & PLAYBACK ASSEMBLY
ASTRONAUT STABILIZER MANEUVERING UNIT
AVERAGE SAMPLE NUMBER
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF NAVAL ENGINEERS
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVXCE OFFICE
AIR TRaNSPORT OPERATION CENTER
ADVANCED SENSOR DEVELOPMENT pROG6RAM
AEROSPACE PLANE
I AUTOMATIC SYNTHESIS PROGRAM
2 APOLLO SIMPLE PENETROMETER
3 ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDING PROJECTILE
AUXILIARY STORAGE & PLAYBACK ASSEMBLY
AEROJET SOLID PROPULSXON COMPANY
ARMED SERVICES PROCUREMENT REGULATIONS
ASPHA'LT
APOLLO SUPPLEMENTAL PROCEDURAL INFORMATION
APOLLO SPACECRAFT PART5 AND MATERIALS INFORMATION SERVICES
APOLLO SPACECRAFT PROJECT OFFICE CMSC3
I APOLLO SPACECRAFT PROGRAM OFFICE
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR PHYSICAL RES.
1 ARMED SERVICES PROCUREMENT REGULATION
ARMAMENT SYSTEMS PERSONNEL RE'SEARCH LAB.
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR QUALITY CONTROL
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ROCKETRY
I AIRBORNrE SURVEILLANCE RADAR
ARMY SIGNAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
ADMIRALTY SIGNAL & RADAR ESTABLISHMENT
AEROELASTgC & STRUCTURES RESo LAB.
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT RANGE OPERATIONS
ANTI-SUBMARIXNE ROCKET
ARMY SIGNAL RADIO PROPAGATION AGENCY
APOLLO SIMULATED REMOTE SITE
AEROSPACE SURVEILLAN'CE SYSTEM
1 ACQUISITION SUN SENSOR
APOLLO SITE SELECTION BOARD
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF SAFETY ENGINEERS
ASSEMBLE
ASSESSMENT
ASSNO (F SUPERVISORY STAFF & TECHNICIANS
1 AEROTHERMODYNAMIC/ELASTIC' STRUCTURAL SYS. ENVIRONMENTAL TEST
ASSOCI ATION
ASSOCIATE
ASSEMBLY
ALL SYSTEMS TEST
ANTIRADAR SURVEILLANCE AND TARGET ACOUISITION SYSTEM
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TOOL ENGINEERS
ADVANCED SOLAR TURBO-ELECTRIC CONVERSION
I AEROSPACE SYSTEM TEST AND EVALUATION COMPLEX
ARMED sERVICES TECHNICAL INFORMATION AGENCY
ASMA
ASMC
ASME
ASMS
A SMS
ASMSA
ASPA
ASMU
ASN
ASNE
ASO
ASOC
ASOP
ASP
ASP
ASP
ASP
A SPA
A SPC
ASPERS
ASPH
ASPI
ASPMIS
ASPO
ASPO
ASPR
ASPR
ASPRL
ASQC
ASR
ASR
ASRDL
ASRE
ASRL
ASRO
ASROC
ASRPA
ASRS
ASS
ASS
ASSB
ASSE
ASSEM
ASSESMT
ASSET
ASSET
ASSN
ASSOC
ASSY
AST
ASTAS
ASTE
ASTEC
ASTEC
ASTIA
PAE , 20
ASTM
ASTME
ASTR
ASTRA
ASTRA 
ASTRI
ASTRO
ASTROBIOL
ASTROMED
ASTROPHY
ASTROSPACE
ASV
ASW
ASwCR
ASWE
ASWEPS
ASWG
AT
AT 1
AT 2
AT wT
AT&T
ATA
ATA 1
ATAC
ATAP
ATB
ATBM
ATC
ArC I
ATC 2
ATCA
ATCE
ATCRBS
ATCS
ATCS I
ATCSS
ATD
ATODL
ATOS
ATE
ATE 
ATEC
ATFOS
AT6
ATGAR
ATI
ATI 1
ATIC
ATIS
ATISC
ATIWG
ATL
ATL 
ATLAS
AMERICAN SCXEf¥ i T'ESUNG MATERIALS
A MERICAM S OF VOGL & FGe 64ASQ
ASTREONmCS
APPLIED SPACE TECHNOLOGY REGIONAL ADMVACMENT
ASTRONoMECAL SPACE TELESCOPE PESEARCH SSENBLV
ASTRXONXCS
AIR SPACE YRAVEL RESEARCH ORGANIZATICON
ASTRO I OLOGY
ASTROMFDXCINE
ASTROPHYSICS
ASTRONAUTICS AND SPACE
AEROSPACE VEHICLE
ANTISURMARINE WARFARE
AIRBORHtE SURVEILLANCE WARNING & CONTROL RADAR
ADMIRALTY SURFACE WEAPON ESTABLISHMENT
ANTI-SUBMARXINE WEAPONS ENVIRONMENTAL PREDECYTON FVTSE
AMERICAN STEEL AND WIRE GAGE
ARMAMENT TEST
ANTI-TANK
ATOMIC TIME
ATOMIC WESgHN
AMERICAN TELEGRAPH a TELEPHONE COo
AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION
ASSEMBLY AND TET AREA
ARMY TANK AUTMDOTIVE CENTER
ANTI-TANK AXIRCRAFT ROCKET
ARC TIC TEST BANCH
AVERAGF TIME BETWEEN MAINTENANCE
AIRCRAFT TECHNICAL CONMITTEE
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
AVERA6E TOTAL COST
ATTITUDE AND TRANSLATION CONTROL ASEBLV
AbLATIvE THRUST CHAMBER ENGINE
AIR TRAFFIC COMTROL RADAU BEACON SYStEi
AIR TRAFFIC COMUMICAY0ON SYSTEM
ACTIVE THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
AIR TRAFFIC C'ONTROL SIGNALING SYSTEM
AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
APOLLO TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATXON DISTRItBU¥ON L'S?
AIRBORrJE TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM
AI R-TURBO EXCHANGER
AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
ARMY TEST & EVALUATION COMMAND
ALIGNMENT a TEST FACILITY FOR OPTICAL STSTEMS
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY GROUP
ANTI-TANK GUIDE.D AIR ROCKET
AIR TECHNICAL INDEX
AVERAGE TOTAL XNSPECTION
AIR TECHNICAL' INTEL IGENCE CENTER
AIR TECHNICAL' INTELLIGENCE' STUDY
AIR TECHNICAL XNTE'LIGENCE' SEVICES COMMAND
APOLLO TEST INTEGRATION WORKING GROUPS
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES
AERONAUTICAL TURBINE LABORATORXES
AUTOMATXC TAPE LOAD AUDit SYSTEM
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' ..ATLIS
ATM
ATMDC
ATMOS
ATO
ATO
ATOC
ATOLL
ATP
ATP
ATR
ATR
ATRAN
ATRC
ATSc
ATS
ATS
ATS
ATS
ATSC
ATSE
ATSI'T
AT55
ATT
AT1
ATTD
ATTEN
ATTN
ATTREF
ATV
ATVC
ATW
Au
AU
AlJUD
AUDAR
AUG
A JL
AUM
AlJTEC
ARUTH
AUTH
AUTO
AUTO CV
AUTODIN
AUTO LEAN
AUTO RECL
AUTO RICH
AUTO TR
AUToVON
AUTRAN
AUWE
AUX
AUXBOX
AUXGCS
ARMY TECHNICAL LIBRARY IMPROVEMENT STUDIES
APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT
APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT DIGITAL COMPUTE '
ATMOSPHERE
ACTION TECHNICAL ORDER
1 APOLLO TEST OPERATIONS 
AVERAGE TOTAL OPERATING COST
ACCEPTANCE TEST OR LAUNCH LANGUAGE'
ALTERNATE TARBET POINT
I ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES
AIR TURBO ROCKET
1 APOLLO TEST REQUIREMENTS
AUTOMATIC TERRAIN RECOGNITION & NAVIGATION
ARMY TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH COMMAND'
AUTOMATIC TARGET RECOGNITION IDENTIFICATION ' DETECTION
ASTRONOMICAL TIME SWITCH
I APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOG'Y SATELLITE
2 ATLANTIC TRACKING SHIP
3 ATLANTIC TECHNICAL SERVICES
AIR TECHNICAL SERVICE COMMAND
ADVANCED THROTTLING SLURRY ENGINE
AUTOMATIC TECHo FOR SELECTION & IDeNTIFICATION OF TARGETS
ACQUISITION AND TRACKING SUBSYSTEM
ATTACH
I AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO
ATTITUt)E
ATTENUATOR
ATTENTION
ATTITUDE REFERENCE PROGRAM
AGENA TARGET VEHICLE
AUTOMATIC THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
AF AERoSPACE TEST WING
AIR UNIVERSITY
I ASTRONOMICAL UNIT
AUDIBLE
AUTODYNE DETECTION & RANSIN6
AUGUST
AIR UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
AIR TO UNDERWATER MISSILE
ATLANTIC UNDERSEA TEST & EVALUATION CENTER
AUTHORIZE
1 AUTHORIZATION
AUTOMATIC
AUTOMATIC CHECK VALVE
AUTOMATIC DIGITAL NETWORK
I AUTOMATIC LEAN
AUTOMATIC RECL'OSING'
I AUTOMATIC RICH
AUTO-TRANSFORMER
AUTOMATIC VOICE NETWORK
AUTOMATIC TARGET RECOGNITION ANALYSIS
ADMIRALTY UNDERWATER WEAPONS ESTABLISHMENT
AUXILIARY
AUXILIARY BOX
AUXILIARY GROUND CONTROL STATION
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AVAIL AVAILABLE
AVAIL I AVAILABIL:TV
AVC AUTOMATiC VOLUME CONTROL
AVCO AVCO MANUFACTURIN6 CO.
AVCS ADVANCED VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM
AVD AUTOMATIC VOICE DATA
AVDP AVOIRDUPOIS
AVE AVENUE
AVE 1 AEROSPACE VEHICLE EOUIPMENT.
AV6 AVERAGE
AVI A'IRBORiE VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION
AVID ADVANCED VISUAL INFORMATION D'XSPLAY
AVIEN AVIATION ENGINEERING CORPORATION
AVO AVOID vERBAL ORDERS
AVOLO AUTOMATIC VOICE LINK OBSERVATION
AVS ADVANCF IN SCHEDULE
AVSCOM ARMY AVIATION a SURFACE COMMAND
AVSER AVIATIoN SAFETY ENG'INEERIN'G AhD RESEARCH
AVSS APOLLO VEHICLE SYSTEMS SECTION
AVSSD AVCO SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION
AVT APOLLO VALIDATION TEST
AVT I APPLICATIONS VERTICAL TEST
AW ABOVE wATER
AwACS AlRBORNE WARNIN6 & CONTROL SYSTEM
AWC AIR wAR COLLEGE
AWCS AIR WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEM
AwG AMERICAN WIRE GAGE
A19I ACCOMODATION WEIGHT INVESTIGATION
AWLS ALL WEATHER LANDING SYSTEM
AWPA AMERICAN WOOD PRESERVERS ASSOCIATION
AWS AMERICAN WAR STANDARD
AWS I AIR WEATHER SERVICE
AWS 2 AMERICAN WELDING SOCIETY
AWWA AMERICAN WATER WORKS ASSOCIATION
AX AXIS
AZ AZIMUTH
AZGS AZUSA GROUND STATION
R BONDED
B TO B BACK To BACK
B.G.M,.A. BRITISH GEAR MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
B.T.H. LTD.BRITISH THOMPSON HOUSTON Co., LTD.
BAS BELL AND BELL
B&F BELL AND FLANGE
B~i BASE AND INCREMENT
BaS BELL AND SPIGOT
B & W BLACK a WHITE
B/D BINARY TO DECIMAL
R/H BLOCKHOUSE
B/L BILL OF LADING
B/M BENCH MAINTENANCE gBM IS PREFERRED]
B/P BLUEPRINT
R/R BOOSTER REGULATOR
F/U AACKUP
BA BELL AEROSYSTEMS COMPANY
BAAR BOARD FOR AVIATION ACtIDENT RES.
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BOOZe ALLEN APPLIED RE'SEARCH, INC'.
BABBITT
BEAM APPROACH BEACON SYSTEM
BELL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
1 BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
2 BELL AEROSYSTEMS COMPANY
3 BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION
4 ROEING AIRPLANE COMPANY
BASIC AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
BUAER CLOTHING a SURVIVAL EQ'UIPMENT BULL.
BACTERIOLOGICAL
BINARY AUTOMATIC DATA ANNOTATION SYSTEM
BASE AIR DEFENSE GROUND ENVIRONMENT
BIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION & COITROL
RAFFLE
BALLISTXIC ATTACK GAME
BOOZ:ALLEN-HAMILTON
BAIRD=ASSOCIATES9 INC'o
BASIC ADVANCED INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEM
BAKERY
BALANCF:
BALLAST
BALLOON PARACHUTE
BUREAU OF AVIATION MEDICINE
BALLISTIC MISSILE BOOST INTERCEPT
BALLISTIC MISSILE RADIATION ANALYSIS CENTER
BANDOLIER
BOMBING a NAVI6ATION XNERTIAL REFERENCE
BALLOON AND NIKE. SCALED HIGH EXPLOSIVE EXPERIMENT
BASE AUXILIARY POWER
BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS REPRESENTATIVE
BARBETTE
BOMBINc & RECONNoe NAVIGATION
BACKUP ATTITUDE REFERENCE SYSTEM
BASIC eNETWORK
BASIC ARMY STRATEGXC ESTIMATE
BELL ALARM SWITCH
BATTERY
BOEING ATLANTIC TEST CENTER
BALLISTIC TEST AND EVALUATION SYSTEMS
BUREAU OF AXR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
BALLoON=ASSISTED TAkE-OFF
BUSINESS AIR TRANSPORT SERVICE
I BALLISTIC AERIAL TARSET SYSTEM
BATTEN
THE BABCOCK AND WILCOX CO'e
BALL BEARING
I BREADBOARD
BODY BOUND BOLTS
RRUNSWICK-BALKE & COLLENDER
BARREL
BOLTo BERANEK AND NEWMAN't INC
BALL BROTHERS RESEARCH CORP.
BOMBARDMENT e PROJECYXLE]
BALLISTIC CAMERA
RAARINC
BAB
BABS
BAC
BAC
BAC
BAC
BAC
RACE
BACSE
BACT
BADAS
BADGE
BADIC
BAC
BAG
BAH
BAI
8 A I NS
BAK
BAL
BALL
BALLUTE
BAM
BAMBI
RAMIRAC
RBAND
BANIR
BANSHEE
RAP
RANBAR
BARN
BARS
BAS NET
BASE
BASW
BAT
BATC
BATES
BATM
BATO
BATS
HATS
BATT
BAW
RH
PRBEB/
BR/B
BBFIC
RBL
BHN
BRRC
BBT
C
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BALLISTIC CAMERcA CG-NROL
BOEING CONTRCV CHANGE PROPOSAL I
BINARY CODED DECIMAL
1 BIMARY CODED DATA
BARIUM CLOUD EXPERIMENT
1 BREVARD COMMUNXITY CbLLEGE
BALLISTOCARDIOGRAM
BINARY-CODED INFORMATION
BEACON
BUSHING CURRENT TRANSFORMER
BUS CONTROL UNIT
BASE DETONATING
I BAND
BOMB DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
1 BERMUDA TRACKING STATION
BONDED DOUBLE COTTON
BASE ODETONATION FUSE
BRIDGE
BATTELLE-DEFENDER INFORMATION ANALYSIS CENTER
BUNDLE
BONDED DOUBLE PAPER
BOMB DIRECTOR SYSTEM
BUSINESS & DEFENSE SERVICE ADMINISTRATION
BOUNDARY
BAND ELIMINATION
I BOOSTER ENGINE
BRITISH EUROPEAN AIRWAYS
BRITISH ELECTRONIC & APPLIED RES. ASSOCE
BROWN ENGINEERING COet INC.
1 BARNES ENGINEERING COMPANY
2 BREVARn ENGINEERING COLLEGE
BECCO CHEMICAL DIV.
BROWN ENGINEERING COMPANY
I BOOSTER ENGINE CUTOFF
REMOTE CONTROL PILOT
BENDIX CORPORATION
BIT ERROR PROBABILITY
BIT ERROR RATE
BINARY ELECTROMAGNETIC SIGNAL SIGNATURE
BETWEEN
1 REST ESTIMATED TRAJECTORY
BILLION ELECTRON VOLTS
BACK FEED
BUREAU OF FOREIGN COMMERCE
BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
BOILER FEED PUMP
BUREAU OF FLIGHT STANDARDS
BOILER FEED.WATER
BACK-GEAR
BOOSTER GAS GENERATOR
BRITISH GEAR MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
RROUWER GENERAL PERTURBATIONS DIFFERENTIAL CORRECTION PROSRAM
BOOST (;L!DE RE'ENTRY VEHICLE
BOEING GROUND SUPPORT
BRINELL HARDNESS
BCC
BCCP
BCD
RCD
BCE
BCC
BCG
BCI
BCN
BCT
BCUJ
Rn
BDA
B C.) A()A
PI]C
OBDF
BDG
DPIAC
BDL
BDS
3DSA
BDY
nFI
QF.REA
BEA
BEAR A
BECB F C
BECBEiCCORECO
GECO
BEEPER
REN
REP
RFR
BESS
BET
BET
BEV
OF
BFC
BFO
RFP
BFS
RFW
B 1
BGPDC
BGRV
BFS
BH
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BH I BLOCK HOUSE
BHC BLoCKHoUSE COMPUTER
BHD BULKHEAD
RHN BRINELL HARDNESS NUMBER
RHP BOILER HORSEPOWER
BHP=HR BRAKE iORSEPOWER=HOUR
8HR BIOTECHNOLOGY a HUMAN RESEARCH
BHRA BRITXSiH HYDROMECHANICS RES. ASSOC'
BI BASE IGNITION
BIA BOOSTo INSERTION & ABORT
BIG BIOLOGICAL ISOLATION GARMENT
RIGS BOOSTER INERTIAL GUIDANCE' SYSTEM
BIH BUILT YN HOLD
BIO BiOLOGICAL
Bin-INSTR 9iOINSTRUMENTATION
BIOS BIOLOGICAL XNVESTIGATION OF SPACE
RIOSAT BIOLOGICAL SAYELLITE
B.IP BIPROPFLLANT
BIPD BI PARTING DOORS
BIR BUREAU OF INTELLIGENCE & RES.
BIRDIE RATTERY INTEGRATION a RADAR DISPLAY EGUIPMENT
BI5 BOARD OF INSPECTION a SURVEY 
RIS I BRITISH INTERPLANETARY SOCIETY
8ISMRA BUREAU OF INTERkINDUSTRIA'L STATISTICS & MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
BISRA BRITISH IRON a STEEL RES. ASSOCo
BISS BIO2ISOLATOR SUIT SYSTEM
BISU BOEING INTERFACE SURVEiLLANCE UNIT
BIT BUILT IN TEST
RITE BUILT IN TEST EQUIPMENT
BK BRAKE
BKR nREAKER
BKS BARRACKS
RKUP BACKUP
9L BLUE
BLAM BALLISTICALLY LAUNCHED AERoDYNAMIC MISSILE
BLC BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
BLG' BUILDING
ALEU BLIND LANDING EXPERIMENTAL UNIT
BLIMP BOUNDARY LAYER INTEGRAL MATRIX PROCEDURE
BLIP BACKgROUNDLIXMITED INFRARED PHOTOtCONDUCOR
BLK BLACK
BL O BLOWER
BLOM BOOSTER LXFT OFF MASS
BLOW BOOSTER LIFT OFF WEIGHT
RLP BASIC LAUNCH PLAN
BLR BOILER
BLS RUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
BLSTG PWD BLASTING POWDER
BLT BORROWED LXIGHT
BLU FBLUE
BLWR BLOWER
Bm BEAM
BM I BASE MAINTENANCE
BM 2 BENCH MARK
BMAG RODV=MOUNTED ATTITUDE GYRO
BMU
BMD 1
B3ME
BMEP
BMEWS
BMI
BMKR
AMMD
BmOC
BMRC
BMRS
BMTD
BMWS
BN
BNCHBD
BND
BNDDIS
SNGS
BNH
Br4L
BNP
BNW
BNWL
BO
BOA
BOAC
BOB
RoB 1
BOC
ROCK
BOD
Bou 1
BOL
BOLS
BOM
BOMROC
ROSN
RoSS
ROSS-WEDGE
BoSU
BOT
BP
BP 
BP 2
BP 5
SPA
BPC
BPC 
BRPD
BPF
HPH
RiPMS
BP RF
BPS
BALLISTIC m5~sm ,~6 NE
BALLiSTRC M SV2LES D'VISON
BENCH ASMTEMAN.CE EQUXPMENT
BRAKE MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE
BALLXSTIC MXSXLE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM'
BATTELLE MEMORIAL INST.
BOILER MAKER
BODY MASS MEASUREMENTS DEVICE
BALLXSTIC MISSILE ORIENTATION COURSE
BROOKHAVEN MEDICAL RES. CENTER
BALLISTIC MISSILE REENTRY SYSTEM
BUREAU OF MEDICINE a SURGERY
BALLISTIC MISSILE TERMINAL DEPENSE
BALLISTIC MISSILE WEAPON SYSTEM
BATTALION
BENCHBOARD
BAND
BAND DISPLAY
BOMB NAVIGATiON GUIDANCE SYSTEM
BURNISH
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB,
BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL
BUREAU OF NAVAL WEAPONS
RATTELLE-NORTHWEST LAWORATORY
BURNOUT
BROAD oCEAN AREA
RRITISH OVERSEAS AIRWAYS CORP.
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET
BOBbIN
BLOWOUT COIL
BIBLIOGRAPHIC ON-LINE ORGANIZED KNOWLEDGE
BASE OPERATIONS DIVISION
BENEFICIAL OCCUPANCY DATE
BIOTECHNOLOGY ORBITAL LABORATORY
BOLSTER
BASE OPERATIONS MANAGER
BOMBARDMENT ROCKET
BOATSWAIN
RIO-ASTRONAUTIC ORBITING SPACE STATION
BOMB ORBITAL STRATEGIC SYSTEM-WEA0ON DEVELOPMENTY 6LDE ENMYRV
BIoASTRONAUTICS OPERATIONAL SUPPORT UNIT
BOTTOM
BINDING POST
BOILERPLATE
BIOPACK
BLOOD PRESSURE
BLANKET PURCHASE AGREEMENT
BACK PRESSURE CONTROL
BOOST PROTECTIVE COVER
BENDIX PRODUCTS DIV.
BAND PASS FILTER
BARRELS PER HOUR
BLOOD PRESSURE MEASURING SYSTEM
BULLET-PROOF
BITS PER SECOND
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BPsS RIOPACK SUBSYSTEM
BQAP BILEVEL QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM
BR STO BRITISH STANDARD
PRAB BUILDING RESEARCH AtDVISORY BOARD
BRAD BUREAU OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
BRASS BOTTOM REFLECTION ACTIVE SONARt SYSTEM
BRAZ BRAZIER
BRC BURLINGAME RES. CENTER
RRC 1 BROWN a ROOT-NORTHROP
BRD BRAID
BRDG BRIDGE
BRFG BRIEFING
BRFP BASELINE REFERENCE FLIGHT PLAN
B.RG BEARING
R~I' BRILLIANCE
BRK BREAK
BRKT BRACKET
BRL BALLISTIC RESEARCH LABORATORY
BRLP BURLAP
BRM BASELINE REFERENCE MISSION
BRN BROWN
BRO BROACH
BRO 1 BROADBAND REMOTE OCULOMETER
BROOM BALLISTIC' RECOVERY OF' ORBITING MAN
B RPRA BRITISH RUBBER PROD . RES. ASSOC.
f3RRS BANANA RIVER REPEATER STATION
BAS BRASS
BRT BRIGHT ENESSI
BRU BSAYTON ROTATING UNIT
BRZ BRONZE
BRIG BRAZING
Bs BORESIGHT
BS 1 BASE SUPPLY
BSA BUREAU OF SUPPLIES & ACCOUNTS
BSD BENDIX SYSTEMS DIVISION
B su 1 BALLISTIC SYSTEMS DIVISION
BSE BOOSTER SYSTEMS ENGINEER
BsI BRITISH STANDARDS INSTITUTION
BSKT BASKET
PSLSS BUDDY SECONDARY LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
BSM BATTERY SHOP MAINTENANCE
BSRL BOEING SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH LAB.
AST BOOSTER TEST DEPARTMENT
BST 1 BRIEF SYSTEMS TEST
BSTR BOOSTER
QT BUS TIE
BTD BURN To DEPLETION
BTFLY VLV BUTTERFLY VALVE
BTL BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
BTL 1 BEACoN TRACKING LEVEL
BTLS BREADBOARD TERMINAL LANDING SYSTEM
BTMS BODY TEMPERATURE MEASURING SYSTEM
BTRY BATTERY
BTS BOEING TEST SUPPORT
Bt ST BILLET STEEL
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BRITIXSH THERMAL U!ZET
BUREAU
1 BACKUP
2 BOSTON UNIVERSITY
3 BUILDUP
BUREAU OF STANDARDS
BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS CNAVY]
BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS
BUBBLE
BUREAU OF THE BUDGET
BUREAU OF YARDS a DOCKS
BACK Up INTERCEPTOR CONTROL SYSTEM
RREAK-UP MISSIXLE
BUREAU OF MEDICINE
BLOOD UREA NITROGEN
BUREAU OF ORDNANCE
BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL
BUREAU OF SUPPLIES & ACCOUNTS
BUSHING
BUREAU OF SHIPS
BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET
BUREAU OF WEAPONS
BUREAU OF YARDS & DOCKS
BUZZER
BUREAU OF VITAL STATISTICS
I BUOYANT VENUS STATION
BLACK AND WHITE PRINTS
1 BAND WIDTH
2 BODY WING
BACKWARD WAVE AMPLIFIER
BIRMINGHAM WIRE GAGE
BACKWARD WAVE OSCILLATOR
BACKWARD WAVE POWER AMPLIFIER
BRITISH WELDING RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
BOEING WIND TUNNEL
BACK WATER VALVE
BY-PASS
CARBON
1 CONFIDENTIAL
2 VELOCITY OF LIGHT
3 CENTIGRADE
CARIBBEAN AIR COMMAND
CENTER TO CENTER
COMMUNICATION AND DATA
I CONTROL & DISPLAY
COYIMUNICATIONS. a DATA SUBSYSTEMS
COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY
COMMUNICATION AND INSTRUMENTATION
COMMUNICATION AND INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM ECIS IS PREFERRED]
CAUTIOfi & WARNING
CAUTION & WARNING SYSTEM
CATALYT IC-DOW
CANDLE-HOUR
CORRECTIVE ACTION
CIRCUIT BREAKER
RTU
BU
BU
RU STD
BRlJAER
BUAIR
88JB
BUBUD
BULUDOCKS
BUIC
BUM
BUMED
BUN
BUORD
BUPERS
BUSANDA
BUSH
BUSHIPS
BUV
BUWEPS
BUYARD
BUZ
ByS
BvS,
B wBW8w
BW
BWO
BWPA
BWRA
BwT
BwV
BYP
C
C
C
C
C AIR C
C TO C
CsD
C & D
CaDSS
C S
C&IS
CaW
CaWS
C-D
C-HR
C/A
C/B
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C/L
C/D
C/F
C/I
C/O
C/o
C/R
C/s
C/T
C/T
C/I
C/T
c/w
C 2 F?
CA
CA
CAA
CAA
CAB
CAC
CAD
CAD
CAUAI
CAUC
CAUDDAC
CAUD5)S
CADF
C'AUFISS
CADI
CADIC
C A DL.
C A L)
C;a()
CAD S
CAE
CAb
C AHOR D T
CA4I
CA1
CA I
C A IN
CAIR
C A 1 RC
CAJ
CAL
CAL
CAL/CERT
CALC
C&LC
CALIHF
CALIB
CALF'P';
CALIT
CALM
COMMAN Nr1 CONTROL : 
COUNTDoWN
CENTER FREQUENCY 
COMMANO- MODULE
1 CUTOFF
1 CHECK OUT -
COM.MAND RECEIVER
COMMANfj SYSTEM'
CRAWLEr(-TRANSPORTER
1 CABFLE TRAY
2 CENTRAL TIMING
3 COMMAN) TRANSMITTER
CRAWLEIR WAY
CREW COMPARTMENT FIT AND FUNCTION
CALC I UM
I CRITICALITY ANALYSIS
CAMF3RI[oGF ACOUSTICAL ASSOCIATES# INC.
I CIVIL AERONAUTICS ADMINISTRATION
CAi3INET
1 CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD
CONTINFNTAL AIR COMMAND
CORRECTIVE ACTION DISPOSITION
I CADMIUM,
CENTER APOLLO DOCUMENTATION ADMINISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS
CONTINENTAL AIR DEFENSE COMMAND
CENTRAL ANALOG DATA DISTRIBUTING AND CONTROLLING SYSTEM
CENTER APOLLO DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION STANDARDS
CENTRAL. AIR DEFENSE FORCE
COMPUTATION AND DATA FLOW INTEGRATED SUBSYSTEM TFST
CENTER APOLLO DATA INDEX
COMPUT-ER-AIDED DESIGN OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA LINK
CENTER APOLLO DATA MANAGER
CENTRAl AIR DOC. OFFICE
CELLUJLAR ABSORBED DOSE SPECTROMETER
CONTINENTAL AVIATION ENGINEERING CORP.
COMBINFD ARMS GROUP
CENTER AD HOC DATA REVIEW TEAM
COMPREsSED AIR INSTITUTE
1 CONPUTCR APPLICATIONS INC'.
2 COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
CATALOGING & INDEXING SYSTEM
COST ANALYSIS INFORMATION RPT.
CARIBEFAN AIR COMMAND
CALKED JOINT
CALORIF 
1COMPON:NT ACTION LIST
CALIBRATION/CERTIFICATION
CALCULATE
I CALCULA;TION '.
CALIWiRATE
1 CALIRRATION
CALIFRATED PRESSURE SWITCH
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
COLLECTrED ALGORITHMS FOR LEARNING MAC'HINES
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CALOGS I
CALTECH
CAM
CAME SA
CAMP
C A N O
CANDOCAN[DO
CAPRE
CAP
CAPt~p
CAPAB
CAPCO4
CAPCON
C APER
CAPO:
CAPRI
CAPS
CAR
CAR
CAR
CARA
CARB
CARD
CARDE
CARDS
CARR
CARS
CAS
CA5
CAS
CAS
CfA S
CASE
CASF
CASI
CASP
CASRS
CASTS
CAr
C A tI
CAT
CAT
CAT
CAT
CAT
CATFCATF
CArVORT
Cti
CH
CMi
CIIA
COwiPUTERf ASSISTED LOGISTICS SIMULATION
CALIFOkNIA ZNSTT¥UTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CA;mIERAA
CANADIAN MILITARY ELECTRONICS STANDARDS AGENCY
CAHIN AIR MANIFOLD PRESSURE
CANAVERAL
CANAVEPAL DISTRICT oFFICE %CoRPS OF ENGxNEERSt.
1 CONSOLIDATED ACCELERATED NAVY DOCUMENTATIoN ORGANY7ATXONJ
CANADIAN ARMY OPERATIONAL RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT
CIVIL AIR PATROL
I CAPITAL
2 CONTRAcTOR ACQUIRED PROPERTY
3 CONTROL 8 AUTHORIZATION PROCESS
CAPABILITY
CAPSULE COMMUNICATOR
CAPSULE CONTROL
COmPuTFRS AIDED PATTERN EVALUATION AND RECOGNITXOH
CENTER APOLLO PROGRAM OFFICES
CODED ADDRESS PRIVATE RADIO INTERCOM.
CRITICAL ANGLE PRISM SENSOR
CURRECTIVE ACTION REOUEST
I CIVIL AIR REGULATIONS
2 CLOUD ALTITUDE RADIOMETER
CURRENT AEROSPACE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
CARBURIZE
COMPUTrR AIDED RADAR DESIGN
CANADIAN ARMAMENT RES. & DEVEL. ESTABo
CARD AiITOMATED REPRODUCTION AND DISTRiBUTiON SYSTEM
CUSTOMER ACCEPTANCE READINESS REVIEW
COMBAT ARMS REGIMENTAL SYSTEM
COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM
[ CABLE ASSEMBLY SET
2 CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS SERVICE
3 CALIBRATED AIR SPEED
4 COoPERAXTIVE APPLICATIONS SATELLITE
COORDI'iATED AEROSPACE SUPPLIER EVALUATION
COMPOSITE AIR STRIKE FORCE
CANADIAN AERONAUTICS AND SPACE INSTITUTE
CREw ACTIVITIES SCHEDULING PROGRAM
COUNYDOWN AND STATUS RECEIVING STATION
COUNTDo(WN AND STATUS TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE
1 CONFXGuRATION AND TRACEABILITY
2 CONTROL ATTENUATOR TIMER
3 CATALOG
4 CATAPULT
5 CATEGORY
6 COMPLEMENTARY ANALYSIS TEAM
CURRENT ARDC TECHNICAL EFFORTS
COST ANALYSIS TASK FORCE
COHERENT ACCELERATION & VELOCITY OBSERVATIONS IN REAL TIvE
COMMON BATTERY
1 CIRCUIT BREAKER
2 CENTER OF BUOYANCY
CHESAPEAKE BAY ANNEX
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COUNTEkBALANCE
COMPLETE BLOOD COUNT
C-BAND CHECKOUT SYSTEM
CARLYLE BARTON LAB.
1 CABLE
CARGO RAY MODULE PERSONNEL PROVISIONS
COUNTER BORE
CENTRO BRASILIERO DE PESQUISAS FISICAS [BRAZILIAW CENTER FOR
CHEMICAL-BACTERIOLOGICAL-RADIOLO6GICAL
CHARGER BATTERY RELAY MODULE
COLUMBIA BROADCASTIN' SYSTEM, INC.
C-BAND TRANSPONDER
CONSTANT BANDWIDTH
CHIEF COUNSEL
1 CENTRAL CONTROL
2 CLOUD COVER
3CONTROL CENTER
4CONTROL COMPUTER
5COMBUSTION CHAMBER
6 CUBIC CENTXMETER
CATALYTIC CONSTRUCTION CO.
CENTRAL COMPUTER AND SEQUENCER 
CONFIGURATION CONTROL ACTION
1 CONTRACT CHANGE AUTHORIZATION
COMMUNICATIONSY COMMAND AND TELEMETRY SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION CONTROL BOARD
CONFIGURATION CONTROL BOARD DIRECTIVE
CAMBRIDGE COMMUNICATION CORPORATION
1 COMMAND CONTROL CONSOLE
2 COMPLEx CONTROL CENTER
3 CATALYTIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
4 CENTRAL COMPUTER COMPLEX
CONFIGuRATION CHANGE CONTROL BOARD
CATALYTIC CONSTRUCTION CO.
CREW COMPARTMENT COOLING UNIT
CONFIGURATION CHANGk DIRECTIVE
CENTRAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY CONSOLE
COMMAND & CONTROL DEVELOPMENT DIVISION'
COMMAND CONTROL EQUIPMENT
CONVERTER COMPRESSOR FACILITY
CONSTRUCTION COORDINATION GROUP
COLD-CATHODE-GAGE' EXPERIMENT
COLD CATHODE ION GAUG6E
COMMITTED CHANGE INCORPORATION RECORD
COMMAND CONTROL INFORMATION SYSTEM
1 COLD CATHODE ION SOURCES
CONTROLLED CARRIER MODULATION
CHRYSLER CORPORATION MISSILE DIVISION
CENTRAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT REGION
COORDINATING COMMITTEE ON MATERIALS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
CAPE CANAVERAL MISSILE TEST ANNEX
CAPE CANAVERAL MISSILE TEST CENTER
CONTRACT CHANGE NOTIFICATXON
1 CLASSIFICATION CHANGE NOTICE
CONFIGURATION CHANGt PLAN
PHYSICS]
CHAL
CHC
CBCS
CRL
CBL
C iMPP
C ORE
CRPFap
CBR
CBRM
CBS
C FX
C W
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
cC CO
CC&S
CCA
CCA
CCATS
CCB
CCBD
CCC
CCC
CCC
CCC
CCC
CCCB
CCCO
CCCU
CCD
CCDC
CCDo
CCE
CCF
CC6
CCGE
CCIG
CCIR
CCIS
CCIS
CCM
CCMD
CCMR
CCMRD
CCMTA
CCMTC
CCN
CCN
CCP
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I CONTRACT CHANE 4' L
CONTROL CEWE PRO RAMNS CENTER
C'OPLEX CONTROL ROO
CkEPICAL CORPS. RESo & DEVELOP. COMMAND
COPUTFR COMPLEX
1 CAMERA CONTROL S5STEM
2 COMBINDFO CHEFI OF STAFF
3 COMMANn COMMUMNCATION SYSTEMS
4 CONFIGURATION CONTROL: SECRETAIAT
CHRYSLER CORPORATON SPACE DIVISION
COMPUTER COMPOMENTS a SYSTEM GROUP
CONSTANT CURRE.N- TRANSFORMER
CANAVERAL COUNCIL OF TECHNXCAL SOCIETIES
CLOSED-CIXRCUIT TELEVISION
CREWMAN COMMUNICAVIONS UMBELICAL
COUNTERCLOCKWES 
CALIBRATION DEVICE
1 COUNTDOWN
CADMIUM PLATE
CENTRAL DATA a SWTCHING CENTER
I COMMUNICATIONSYD§STRIBUTION & SWITCt'lo CENTER
CENTRAL DAA AN ALS$S AREA
CENTRAL DATA ACQU2?I!ON SYSTEM
CONTROL DATA CORPORATON
I COUNTDowN CLOCK
2 CRYOGENICS DATA CENTE
3 COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT CENTER
4 COMMAND DEC'ODER COAX
CENTRAL DATA CONVERSON EQUIPMENT
COMBAT DEVEL, COMTYTEE EXPERIMENTATION CENTER
CENTER DATA DESCRIPTION5 CATALOG
COUNTDOWN DEMONSTRAVION TEST
COMBAT DEVELOPMENT EXPERIMENTATION CENTER
CHEMXICAL DEFENSE EPER94ENTAL ESTABLISHMENT
COMPUTER DEVEL OPMET CENTER
CONFINED DETOMAINj FU'E
I CONTROL DETONAUN FUSES
CONSTA T DELTA mEgd
COMMAND AND DATA HANDOLN6 CONSOLE
COUPL'ING DISPLAY OMCAL HANDO CONTROLLER
COMPRESSOR D~RCHAR6 PRESSURE
CENTRAL DATA PROCESING COMPUTER
COUNTDoWN DEViATION REQUEST
1 COMMAND DESTRUCT RECE'VER
2 CRITICAL DESIGN REVEVW
COMPUTATIONS AND DATA' REDUCTION D'VISION CMSC'
CHEMICAL DEFENSE RESo ESTAB,
CONTRACT DATA REGUIREMENTS LIST
COMPUTER DATA RECORD'NG SYSTEM
COMMAND DESTRUCT SYSTEM
COMMUNICATIONS DW$'RIVUTION AND SWITCHING CENT
CENTRAL DAYLIGHT TIME
COUPLING DISPLAY UNiT
1 CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS UNIT
2 COUPLING DATA UNIT
IER
CCP
CCPC
CcR
CCRC
CCS
CCS
CCS
CCS
CCSD
CCT
CCTS
CCTV
CCU
CCw
CD
CD
CD PL
CD&SC
CD&s5C
C DAA
CDAS
CDC
COC
CDC
CDC
CDC
C DCE
CDCEC
CDDC
CODDY
CDEC
CDEE
CDEVC
CDF
CDF
CoH
CDHC
CDOH
CDP
CDPC
CDR
CDR
CDR
CDRD
CDRE
CDRL
CDRS
CDS
CDSC
CDT
CDU
CDU
CDU
I
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COWG
CE
CE
CEA
CE M
CECL
CECM
CEO
CED
CE!
CF!
CE!
CF IDD
CEL
CE.:Lr CO
CELESCOPE
CEM
CEMF
CEMS
CFN
CEND
CENT
CENT
CENT
CENTO
CEO
CEP
CEP
CEPE
CEPE
CEPS
CER
CER
CERC
CERE
CERE.L
CERL
CF RMET
CERN
CERT
CES
CES
CFS
CESL
CETEX '
CEU
CEV
CEVM
CEX
CF
CF
CFAE
CFAR
CFD
CFD
COUNTDowN WORKX NG SROUP
CORPS oF ENGINEERS
1 COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS
CAMBRIL)GE ELECTRON ACCELERATOR
CORONA. EDDY CURRENTe BETA RAY HMICROWAVE
CIVIL ENGR, ,COMPUTER LABo
COMPOSITE ENGINEERIN6 CHANGE MEMO
COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
1 COST ESTIMATE DIXSPERSXION
CONTRACT END ITEM
I COMMUNICATIONS ELECtRONICS INSTRUCTION
2 CORRECT END ITEM'
COMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC' IMPACT OF DEFENSE A
CRYOGENICS EN6RG0 LAB,
CELESTIAL RES O CORP. 0
CELESTIAL TELESCOPE
CEMENT
COUNTER ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE
CENTRAL ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CENTAUR
COMBUSTION ENGRG6 NUCLEAR DIVo
CENTAUR
1 CENTIGRADE
2 CENTRIFUGAL
CENTRAL TREATY ORGANIZATION
CHEMICAL ENGRG, OPERATIONS
CIRCLE OF EQUAL PROBABXLITY
I CIRCULAR ERROR PROBABILITY
CENTRAL EXPERIMENTAL a PROVING ESTAB.
1 CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBE EXPERIMENT
COMMAND MODULE ELE'CYTRICAL PoWER SYSTEM
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE REQUEST
I COST ESTIMATIN6G RELATZONSHIP
COASTAL ENGXNEERIN' RES. CENTER
COMPUTER ENTRY AND READOUT EQUIPMENT
CIVIL F:NGRGo d EVALUATION LAB.
CAMBRIDGE ELECTRONIC RESEARCH LAB.
CERAMIC METAL
EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH
CERTIFICATION
CENTRAL ELECTRONICS SYSTEM
1 CREW ESCAPE SYSTEM
2 CONTROL ELECTRONICS SECTTION
CAMP- EVANS- SIZGNAL ' LABORATORY
CONTAMINATION BY EXTRATERRESTRIAL EXPLORATION
COUPLER ELECTRONICS UNIT
COMBAT ENGINEER VEHICLE
CONSUMABLE ELECTRODE VACUUM MELTIN6
CIVIL EFFECTS EXERCISE
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE
1 CUBIC FEET
CONTRAcTOR FURNISHED AERONAUTICAL EQUIPMENT
CONSTANT FALSE ALARM RATE
CONTRACTOR FUNCTIONAL DEMONSTRATION
I CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
ND DISARMAMENT
CENTRAL FIGHTER ELS)iDSLHNENT
1 CONTRACTOR FURMSHED E'GUEPMENT
CUBIC FEEHOUR
CONTSNUOU=FLOW HYPERSONIC TUNNEL
CU8XC FEET PER MINUTE'
CONTRACOR FURNISHED' PROPERTY'
I CONCENTRIC FLIGHT P'.AN
CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS
CONTRACT FINANCIAL RE'QUIREMENTS ESTIMATE
CUBIC FEET PER SECOND
I COMPONENT FAILURE SUMMARY
CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FEDERAL SCXENTIFIC I TECHNICAL ANFORATXON
CONTINUOUS FLOW STIRRED TANK REACTOR
COMMANDING GENERAL
1 CENTER OF eRAVITY
CERAMICS & 'GRAPHITE BRANCH
CERAmIC & GRAPHITE gNFOR, CENTER
CLOUD TO GROUND LIGHTNING'
COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY
COMMANr & GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE
CRYOGENIC GAS STORAGE SYSTEM
CONDUCTOR HEAD
CHALLENGE
CHANNEL
CHARRING ABLATZON PROGRAM
CHARACTER
CHARACTERISTICS
CAA HXGH ALTITUDE REMOTE MONITORING
CHOKE cOIL
CHORD
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOgY
CHEMICAL
CHARGE
CHANGE CONTROL BOARD
COGNITIVE HYBRID INTELLIGENT LEARNING DEVICE
CHECK
CENTRAL HEATING PLANT
CHUTE
METHANF
CAST IRON
I COMMUNICATIONS AND INSTRUMENTATION
CENTRAL INTELLISENCE' AGENCY
COMBAT INFORMATION' CENTER
CABLE INTERCONNECYION DIAGRAM
CABLIN, INTERFACE DRAWIN6S
COST INSURANCE AND FREIGHT
1 CENTRAL INDEX FILE
2 CENTRAL INSTRUMENTATION FACIL'ITY
CONRANT INSTo 0F MATH SCIE'NCE
1 CIVILIAN INFORMATION MANPOWER SYSTEM
COMMANDER IN CHIEF
cOMPUTER INDEX NEUTRON DATA
C INETHEODOLITE
CAST IRON PIP
CHANGE INITIATION REQUESTS
CFE
CFE
CFH
CFHT
CFM
CFP
CFP
CFR
CFRE
CFS
CFS
CFSTI
CFSTR
CG
CGB
CGIC
CGLTG
CGS
CGSS
erisc
CH
C HAL
CHAN
CHAP
CHAR
CHARACT
CHARM
CHC
CHD
CHECIT
CHEM
CH&
CHGCB
CHILD
CHK
ClHP
CHT
CH4
CI
CiCI
CIC
CID
CID
CIF
CIF
CIF
CIMS
CIMS
CINC
CIND
CINE
CIP
CIR
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COSPAR INTERNATIONAL REF. ATMOSPHEhE
CIRCULATE
CIRCUMFERENCE
COMMUNICATIONS INSTRUCTIONS REPORTIN6 VISUAL INTELLIGENCE sIGHTINGS
CENTER OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
1 CENTER FOR INFORMATION SCIENCES
2 COMMUNICATIONS AND INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
CENTRO INFORMAZIONI STUDI EXPERIENZE *CENTER OF INFORMATION STUDIES]
CONFIGURATION INDEX AND STATUS REPORT
COMMUNICATION AND INSTRUMENTATION SUPPORT SERVICES
I COMMAND INTERFACE TEST
2 CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CURRENT INFORMATION TAPES FOR ENGINEERS
COMMAND INTERFACE UNIT
CHECK
1 CAPE KENNEDY
CAPE KENNEDY AIR FORCE STATION
CAPE KENNEDY FORECAST FACILITY
CAPE KENNEDY MISSILE TEST ANNEX
COCKPIT
CAPE KENNEDY RANGE SAFETY oFFICER
CAPE KENNEDY SPACE NETWORK', INC.
CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT BREAKER
CIRCUITS
CHLORINE
1 CLOSED LOOP
CENTER LINE AVERAGE
1 COVER LAYER ASSEMBLYV
CHEMICAL LOW AL¥TIUDE MISSILE
COMPOSITE LAUNCH & SPACECRAFT PROGRAM
1 COMPUTER LANGUAOE FOR AERONAUTICS AND .SPACE PROGRAMING
COMPUTER-BASED LABORATORY FOR AUTOMATED SCHOOL SYSTEM
CLUSTERED ATOMIC WARHEAD
COMPONENTS LIFE EVALUATION AND RELIABILITY
CARGO LUNAR EXCURSION MODULE.
CENTER LAUNCH AND FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION CENTER
CEILING'
CLOCK
CALKING
CIRCUMLUNAR MISSION
CLUSTER MISSION SIMULATOR
CLEARANCE
CLEAR
CREW LIFE SUPPORT MONITOR
CARGO LEFT TRAILER
CLUSTER
CLEVIS
CRAFT, LANDING. VEHICLE - PERSONNEL
COMMAND MODULE
I CREWMAN
2 CENTIMETER
CONTACT MAKING AMMETER
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT BRANCH
COMMAND MODULE COMPUTER
CIRA
CIRC
CIRCUM
CIRVIS
CIS
C Is
CISE'
CISR
CIS
E
CITCISS'CIT
CITE
CIUCKu
CKC K
CKAFS
CKFF
CKMTA
CKPT
CKRSO
CKSNNI
CKT
CKT BKR
CKTCS]
CL
CL
CLA
CLA
CLAM
CLASP
CLASP
CLASS
CLAW
CLEAR
CLEM
CLFIC
CL6
CLK
CLKG
CLM
CLMS
CLN
CLR
CLSM
CLT
CLU
CLV
CLVP
CM
CM
CM
CMA
CMi
CMC
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coMPoSjTEO&DRFE DOUBLE BASE %PROPELLANT5S
CONTROL MOHET GYRO
CONTROL MENT GYRO SUB$SSTEM
cHiCeo mNDOAV LAS0
CONF2u0A'?TO N ANAOENT OFFICE
COMrado MODULE PILOT
COMmAND .MODULE' PROCDURES SIMULATOR
COMPUTER
CONMUNICATIONS NOOIN RELAY'
CENTER FOR NAERXALS SCXtENCE & ENGRG,'
CELE'STAL' MOVNG TARSET iNDICATOR
COPATSa3LZTY NOCKUP
CObM CTTeNA OL'TmTrER
CHANGE NoTXCE
CENTER FOR MWA.L ANALYSIS
CeHIEF oF N.MAL ATR TZCHo TRAININS
CANBERRA
C:ONDUXT
CONS96LIO MARRONALE. DELLE' RICtRCHE ' NATIONAL RES, COUNCIL' OF ITALY]
CONDENSATE
CONXThTO N20ALt' P' LSENERGIA NUCLEARE l.NATL. NUCLEAR ENERGY COMM]
CENTRE YMTONAL' DETUDES SPATIALES (NATL, CENTER F OR SPACi STUDIES$
cENTR' NATSOMAL DSETUDES DES TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Co9miUNiCA? ONNA e ATON-lDENTIFICATYZON
CODUNECA'TONSo NETURKS & INFORMATION PROCESSIN6 THEORY GROUP
CHIF OF N1AVL ATEMALS
CHIEF oF NAa'L OPE 'AT'ON
CARBoXY NgYR~O RUSOt
CEtTRE mOA'T9L oDE' La RECHERcHE SCIE'NTIFIQUE tNATL., SCI RES. CEN T ER3
COSOL F
CANTON ISLAND
CONTAENER
CAPE CANVRAL
CONVEYOR
CUT OUT
I CHANGE ORDER
2 C ORAcTEN OFFICt
3 CHECKOUT
CO9MDASER¥3CE' TO THE ARMY
COLLEGE O AERONA'UTCS
CREW OpTICAL AL'IGN~MT SUBSYSTEM
I CRE~N OPTgC'tL' ALlsmNMENT SIBNT
COHERENT OPYTCAL ARR¥Y TECHNIGUES
O sA R XgLR
COMN BUSINESS OINTED LANGUAGE
Cb'mT OPERAYoNs C'NTER CNORAD
CONPRESED COERENC¥ DETECTION [RADAR TECHNIQUE]
CAMERA OVERBDE; CONTROL SYSTEM
CARRIER OWbOARD DELIVERY tC-2A]
I CASH ON DELIVEhY
2 COLLECT ON DELIVERY
3 C9MPUNXCATONS OPfERATiN DIREtCTIVE
CONTRACTORORRENTED DATA ABSTRACT MODULE'S
CORRELATXON DISPL'AY AALYSINg & RECORDING
C'OMPUTFR DE$S.N OF ELECTRONIC' DEVICE's
C~qDBM 8
C NM
CML
CMO
CMP
CMPS
CMPTR
CMSE
C M5EI
CMU.cm.
CN
CNA
CNATT
CNB
CMD
CNDR
CNDS
CNEN
CNT
CX PTG
CNM
CNO
CNER
CNHS
CNSL
CNT
CNTR
CN¥
CNVR
Co
¢ 0COCo
CO
CO-STAR
CuA
COAS
COAS
COAT
COAX
cobooLCOOL
COCODE
eocs
COD
COD
COD
COD
CODAM
CODAR
CoDED
PAGE
COuIC COMPUTER-DIRECTED COMMUNICATIONS
CODIPHASE COHERENT DXGITAL PHASED ARRAY SYSTEMCODqPAE~ ARY SECODN COMPONENT OPERATIONAL DATA NOTICE
COE CAa OVER ENGINE
COE I CORPS oF ENGXNEERS
COED COMPUTER OPERATED ELECTRONIC DISPLAY
COEF COEFFICIENT
COESA U.S. COMMITTEE ON EXTENSION TO THE STANDARD ATMOSPHERE
COF CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES
COFI CHECKOUT AND FAULT XSOLATION
COFS CHIEF oF STAFF
COFW CERTIFICATION OF FLIGHT WORTHINESS
COGS CONTINUOUS ORBITAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM
COI CONTINGENCY ORBIT INSERTION
CoI 1 COMMUNICATIONS OPERATION INSTRUCTION
COIN COMMITTEE ON INFORMATION NEEDS
COL COLUMN
COLA COMMITTEE ON LIBRARY AUTOMATION
COLL COLLECTOR
COLDG COLOGARITHM
COM COMMANDING
COM 1 CHANGE ORDER MODIFICATION
COM 2 COMPUTER-OUTPUT-MICROF'ILMl
COMAIRPAC CbMMANDER, AIR PACIFIC FLEET
COMAT CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS
COMD COMMAND
COMDR' COMMANDER
COMDT COMMANDANT
COMET COMPUTER OPERATED MANAGEMENT EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
COML COMMERCIAL
COMM COMMUNICATIONS
COMMAND COMMAND MODEL FOR ANALYSIs a DESIGN
COMNEED COMMUNICATIONS NEED
COMP COMPENSATE
COMP I COMPENSATING
COMPACT COMPUTER PRO6RAMMED AUTOMATIC' CHECKOUT &' TEST SYSTEM
COMPAR COMPARATOR
COMPAT COMPATIBILITY
COMPL COMPLETEC ION3
COMPLI COMPLIANCE
COMPR COMPRESSION
COMPT COMPARTMENT
COMSAT COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
COMSEC COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY
CONAC CONTINENTAL AIR COMMAND
CONAD CONTINENTAL AIR DEFENSE COMMAND
CONARC CONTINENTAL ARMY COMMAND
COND CONDITIONEER]
COND 1 CONDUCTOR
CONELRAD CONTROL OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
CONF CONFERENCE
CONF I CONFIDENCE
CONF 2 CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIG CONFIGURATION
CONN CONNECTOR
S7
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CorOPS COMTEMMVAL UNITED STATES OPERATIONS
CONSTR CONSVRAWT
CONSTRANS CONCEYUAL THOUGHT RANDO MNET SIMULATION
CONT ctomyLLi
CONT 1 CONCY
CONT 2 CONVIMUE
CONT HP CONtiENTAL HORSEPOR'
CONTAM CONUMTNx ED
CONTG COM~TM~GNCV
CONTNRES3 CONYANER$3
CONTR COTRCt
CONTRL CONVROL
CONTRO CONVRACTING OFFICER
COmUS CONYINENTL UMTED STATES
comv CONERTER
CONVAIR CONSOLDTVOD VULTEE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
coo CHCAgo c AI$XOS O 3FF'ICE
COORD COO O NATE R I
COP CtLESCOPE OPCAL' PACeA'
COP PL COPPER PLAE
COPS CHRYSLER ©PTCL PROCE$SNG SCANNEA
Coo CERTIVICAE O' GUALXFICATION
COR
COR I CO NRCTNO OVFiCERS REPRESENTATIVE'
CORDS COHERENTON RtSCUE DOPPLER SYSTEM
CORE C9NC cVE
CORG CONDAY OPRATgOM RE'S GROUP
CORP CORPORAYgN
COPAL CONTROL ROM PATCHNNG' ANti LABRLING
CORR CORRECT
CORR I ©o
COs COSME
COS I CUTOFF SZMAL
COSAR tCOPR5S,© SCANMM8N ARRAV RADAR
COSATI CtM'MTEE' O SC'ENTIIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMAYION
COsl COMMTEC, ON B@ E'NTlV'xc ~NFORMATION
COZXP COLLEGE SCUNC' XMPROVENENT PROGRAM 1NS5Fm
CosiC COMPUVER MFMR AN~[GE,'NT AND INFOrMATION CENTEO
COSNOSTRA eCOKPUER gEPED' SYS-NE~WL¥ O'GANIZEb' STORAGEU-TO-RETRIEVAL APPARATUS
COSPAR COMMTEE ON SP~tE RtSEARtH
eoSPUP CONL TER ON &CkECt' A PIBLIC POLICY
COT OAM?
COT uEB COVTO.N WE63NO
COTAR CORnELAYO ORINTZOAON' TRACKING & RA.NjI'4G SYSTEM
COVR Cbnacme OFFcBR69 TEC NICAL REPRESNTATIVE
co~' vCUov'F LOC-TV C RAVBE
COwL COULRNG
COWR' COM0NTTE ON WATER R$OURCES RESEARCH
COP ChROOM DROXEDE
CP C6OLE PUMCNED
CP C'ANDLE POUR
CP 2 CHANGE PROPOSAL
CP 3 CIRCULAR POLAARaED
CP 4 CgMAND P05?
CP 5 CONYROL PaNEL
PAGE 3'
CP 6 COMMAND PILOT
CP 7 COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSOR
CPA COST PLANNING a APPRAISAL
CPAF COST PLUS AWARD FEE
CPAO CANOGA PARK AREA OFFItCE
CPU CHEMICAL PROPULSION DIVo
CPD I CENTER PROGRAM DIRECTOR
CPE COMPUTER PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
CPE 1 CONTRACTOR PERFORMANCE' EVALUATION
CPEO CPE ENGINEERIN6 ORDAE
CPF COMPLETE POWER FAILURE'
CPFF COST PLUS FIXED FEE
CPHE COMMON PERSONAL HYGIENE EQUIPMENT
CPIA CHEMIXCAL PROPULSION INFORMATION AGENCY
CPIAF COST PLUS INCENTIVE AWARD FEE
CPIr COST PLUS INCENTIVE FEE
CPIP COMPUTER PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS .-
CPL COUPLE
CPLEE CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT EXPERIMENT
CPL' COUPLING
CPLR COUPLER
CPM CYCLES PER MXNUTE
CPM I CRITICAL PATH METHOD
CPM 2 CENTER PROGRAM MANAGER
CPM 3 CARGO PROPULSION MODULE
CPO CENTRAL PLANNING OFFIXCE t MSFC']
CPPM COMMUNICATION PREDICTTION PROGRAM
CPPs CRITXCAL PATH PLANNING & SCHEDULIN6'
CPR COMPONENT PILOT REWORK
CPRV CABIN PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE
CPS CRITICAL PATH SCHEDULE
CPS 1 CYCLES PER SECOND
CPSA CANADIAN POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCtATION
CPSF CANDLE POWER/SQUARE FOOT
CPT CREW PROCEDURES TRAINERS
CPT 1 COMPATIBILXTY
CPU CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT [OF A COMPUTER]
CPUNCH COUNTERPUNCH
CQ CREW QUARTERS
CH CHROMIUM
CR I CABLE RACK
CR 2 CHANGE REOUEST
CR 3 CONTRACTOR REPORT
CRA CREW RECEPTION AREA
CRAF CIVIXL RESERVE AIR FLEET
CRAM CARD RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY
CRAM I COMPUTERXZED RELIABXLITY ANALYSIS METHOD
CRAW COMBAT READINESS AIR WINS
CRAW 1 CRAWLER
CR CHANGE REVIEW BOARD
CRC CAMBRIDGE RES. CENTER
CRC 1 COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
CRCS CENTER RANGE CONTROL STATZON
CRD CONTROLLED RELEASE DEVICE
CRD 1 COSMIC RAY DETECTOR
COLUMBIA RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT CORP'
CATHODEsRAtV DRECTEON FINDER
CHEmiAL RESEARCH ai DEVELOPMENT LAB.
CtOMMA5Mn RELAWY DRXVe UNIT
CORROSIoN RESISTANT
CORROSION RES15ANT STEEL
COMBINED RE-ENTRY EPFORT IN SMALL SYSTEMS
CONTROL RATE OVRO
CALISRAT9OM RECALL INWORMATION SYSTEMS
CRITICAL
1 CRITERIA
CRANK
CRANKCASE
CAMBRInGE RESEARCH LAB.
CHROME MOLBDEINUNM
CENTER FOR RESo IN M4ANAGEMENT SCIENCE
C.AARYON ?RA@CKNG STATION
I CATHODE RAV OSCXLLOSCOPE
CO4BXNED ROCKET WARHEAD
COMAMD READ PULSE
CENTRAL RANDO PRPOATION LAB.
CHURCHILL RESo RAN1E ' '
COLD REXOI OS RES Q ENGRG* LAB'
COLD ROLLED STEEL
CATHODE-RAV TUBE
I COMPOSXTE READINESS TEST
COMPoSXTE RE=ENTRY TE'ST VEhIcLE
CRUISNG
CURVE DRRA~NG
CHROME VANADUO
CARRIER ~IAVE
CRYOGNRC
CommuNCxAXON SYSTEM
I CENVRL' SUPPL
2 CREtj STAYFON
CON63ED SY&TEDN/TO ER
CANADIAN SYANDARDS ASSOCIATION
1 CON7RACYO SUPPORT AREA
CONFUElJRAON ST'TUS A CCOUNTING REPORT
CARTREO'E STORAE' CASE
I CtNTRAL SU9TCH8H6 CbNCEPT
2 CV9L SERYSCE C!OMSSION
3 COomEaLYTH $CXEMTXFlC CORPORATION
C OfPUYER SC'E'NCS CORPORATION
5 CAPE SUPPORT COORDISATOR
6 COMPLEX SUPPORT CONTROLLER
7 COSECAwT
COMPUTER SYSTEMS DlRE'cTOR
I CREW SYSTES DV?$SION
CLUSTER SVSYENS DE'SCRIPTION DOCUMENT
COORDRNAYTED SLSP ELECTRONIC DESIGN
easamr
COMMUNIC&XOMS SOFT HAT
CONCENTREC BOUENCE' XNITIATE
1 COELgPTIC SE UENCE INITIATIXON
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CRDC
CRDF
CHDL
CRDU
CRE
CRES
CRESS
CR (
CRIS
CRIT
CRIT
CRK
CRKC
CRL
CR MOLY
C RMS
CR0
CHO
CROW
CRP
CRPL
CRR
CRREL
CRS
CRT
CRT
CRTV
CRUIS
CRV DWG
CR VAN
CRW
CRYOG
CS
CS
Cs
CS/T
CS¢R
C SC
CSC
C5¢SC
C SCG
CSC
CSC
C sc
CSC
CSD
CSDD
CSED
CS5
CSH
c5[
Cs[
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CSK COUNTERSINK
CSK-O COUNTERSINK OTHER SIDE
CSL COLES SIGNAL LAB.
CSL 1 CONSOLE
C5L 2 CONTROL AND STATUS LOGIC
CSM C'OMBUSTION STABILITY MONITOR
CSM 1 COMMAND SERVICE MODULE .APOLLOu
CSM 2 COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES
C&MITH COPPERSMITH
CSO COMPLEX SUPPORT OFFICE
CSR CENTER FOR SPACE RESEARCH
CSR 1 CHECK STATUS REPLY
CSNE CLOSED SYSTEM RESPIRATOR EVALUATOR
CSRM CONTROLLED SOLID ROCKET MOTORS
CSRo CHIEFt SUPERINTENDENT RANGE OPERATIONS
CS5 CRYOGENIC STORAGE SYSTEM
CSs5 I CURRENT STEERING SWITCH
CSSD COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM STATus DISPLAY
CSSG COMBAT SERVICE & SUPPORT GROUP
CST COMBINED SYSTEMS TEST
CST I CENTRAL STANDARD TIME
CSTAR CONFIDENTIAL SCIENTIFIC & TEC4NICAL AEROSPACE RPT.
CSTG CASTING
CSTR CANISTER
CSTU COMBINED SYSTEM TEST UNIT
CsU COMBINED SHAFT UNIT
CSwY CAUSEWAY
CT COMPONENT TEST
CT 1 CALIBRATION TECHNICIAN
CT 2 CURRENT TRANSFORMER
CT/MSS CRAWLER/TRANSPORTER/MOBILE SERVICE STRUCTURE
CTA COMPATIBILITY TEST AREA
CTC CAPSULE TEST CONDUCTOR
CTCI CONTRACTOR TECHNICAL COMPLIANCE INSPECTION
CTCL COUNT CLOCK
CTCS CONSOLTDATED TELEMETRY CHECKoUT SYSTEM'
CTD COATED
CTDN COUNTDoWN
CTE CABLE TERMINATION EQUIPMENT
CTE 1 CENTRAL TIMING EQUIPMENT
CTE 2 COMPONENT TEST EQUIPMENT
CTEC COMMUNICATION TECHNICAL EVALUATION CONSOLE
CTFM CONTINuOUS-TRANSMISSION FREQUENCY MODULATED bSONARI
CTG COUNTING
CTG I CARTRIDGE
CTIS CRAWLER/TRANSPORTER INTERCOM SYSTEM
CrL COMPONENT TEST LABORATORY
CTL 1 CAGE TEST LANGUAGE
CTLI CONFIDENCE TRAINING LAUNCHING INSTRUMENTATION
CrN CERTIFICATION TEST NETWORK
CTOC CORPS TACTICAL OPERATIONS CENTER
CTUCU CENTRAL TECHNICAL ORDER C0oRDINATION UNIT
CTP CONFIDENCE TEST PROGRAM
CTH CERTIFICATION TEST REQUIREMENTS
C1T5 CERTIFICATION TEST SPECIFICATION
COMPA?7LE TYE SHARXNG SYSTEM
CENTRAL Tl1~gNG UNIT
COUNYWEISHT
CONTROL UNIT
I COPPER
CUBIC FEET
CUBIC INCH
CUBXC METER
CUBIC MLLIMETERES3
CUBIC YARD
CONAMn UP LINK
I TWX-CALL YOU LATER
CUMULATXVE
COPPER OXXDE
COMPUYER FOR UPRAN6E POINT-oF-IMPACT DETERMINATION
CURRENT
C'OMON USAGE RF CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
SI.OGLE COTON VARNISH
I CHECK VALVE
CHANCEVOUgHT AIRCRAFT
CONSoLiDa'TED VULTEE' AIRCRAFT CORP.
CONMUNICAEXON VALVE DEVELOPMENT
I CHEMXCAL VAPOR. DEPOSZTION
COMPLEx VEH9CLF. ERECTOR
CONVSR ASTRO'AUTICS DIVISION
CONSTANT VOLTAE UNIT
CLOCKWISE
1 CARRIER WAVE
2 CRALERUIAV
3 CONIMNUOUS WAVE
4 CONSTANT EAR
CONTRACTOR tORK AUTHORIZATION
CURT ZSS=RET CORPo
CURRENT UORINGS ESTIMATE
I C'AUT0N AND UARNIN EtQUIPMENT
CAUTION a URNAIN ELECTRONICS ASSY
CON STANoUER SRRENT
CNEMYCAL UARFARE LA8S
CONRACT NORK NOTXFICATION
CONTsNUOUS MVE' OSCILLATOR
CIRCULATENO WATER PUMP
CHEmXCAL WARFARE SERVICE
HUNDREnWEIGHT
COMPLEx
CARGO/TRANSPORT EXPERIMENTAL-HEAVY LOGISTICS SYSTEM
CALENDAR YEAR
I CUBIC YARD
CYBERNETIC ORGANISM
CANARY ISLANDS
CYLINDFR
CYLINDER LOCK
CYANY'u
CAMERA EPIERINTAL RIBBON FRAME
HIGH SPEED ETRIC' CAMERA
DOUBLE
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CTSS
CTU
CTWT
CU
Cl)eu
CU FT
CU IN
Cu M
CU MM
Cu YD
CUL
CUL
CUM
CUO
CUPID
CUR
CUlJRFCOE
CV
Cv4
CvD
Cvi
CVE
CVR
cvU
Cw
Cw
CW
Cw
Cw
C A
chi
CwE
CwE
CWEA
C LR
CWN
CwO
C¢P
CWs5
CWT
CX
CX-HLS
CY
CY
C Y BORG
Cyl
CYL
CYL L
CYN
CZR
CZR
D
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0 I DELTA
D'C DISPLAY AND CONTROL
D'PS DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION
D-C DIRECT-CURRENT CAS ADJECTIVE]
D-PAT DRUM PROGRAMMED AUTOMATIC TESTER
D/A DIGITAL TO ANALOG
D/B DECIMAL TO BINARY
D/C DATA CONVERSION
D/F DIRECTION FXNDER
D/L DATA LINK
D/O DROP OUT
D/R DOWN RANGE
D/R I DATA RECEIVER
D/S DESCENT STATE ELEM'
D/W DIRECT WRITIN6
DA DOUBLE AMPLITUDE
DA I DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY
DAA DEPT. OF AERO a ASTRO.
DAC DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTER
DAC I DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY
DAC 2 DATA ACQUISITION CAMERA
DACL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS & CONTROL LAb.
DACOR DATA CORRELATOR
DACT DEACTIVATE
DADE DIGITAL ACOUISITION AND DOCUMENTATION EQUIPMENT
DADIC DATA DICTIONARY
DAE DATA ACQUISITION EOUIPMENT
DAEMON DATA ADAPTIVE EVALUATOR AND MONITOR
OAF DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
DAI DISCRETE ACTIVITY INDICATOR
DA15 DEFENSE AUTOMATIC INTEGRATED SWITCH
DALO DISCONNECT AT LIFT-OFF
DAMP DOWNRANGE ANTI-MISSILE MEASURIN6 PROGRAM
DAMS DEFENSE AGAINST MISSILES SYSTEM
DAN DUAL AREA NOZZLE
DAP DIGITAL AUTO PXLOT
DAQC DATA ACQUISITION CENTER
DAR DEVIATION APPROVAL REQUEST
DARD DATA ACQUISITION REOUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
DARE DOVAp AUTOMATIC REDUCTION EQUIPMENT
DARL DOUGLAS ADVANCED RESEARCH LABS.
DARS DIGITAL ATTITUDE & RATE SYSTEM
DART DIRECTOR AND RESPONSE TESTER
DART 1 DECOMPOSED AMMONIA RADIOISOTOPE THRUSTER
DAS DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
DAS 1 DATA AMPLIFICATION SHEET
DAS 2 DATA AUTOMATION SYSTEM
DAS 3 DATA ACQUISITION SUBSYSTEM
DAS 4 DIGITAL ADDRESS SYSTEM
DAS 5 DATA AUTOMATION SUBSYSTEM
DASA DEFENSE ATOMIC SUPPORT AGENCY
DASC DEFENSF AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY CENTER
DASD DATA ACQUISITION SUPPORT DOCUMENT
DASH DRONE ANTI-SUB HELICOPTER
DASOP DEMONSTRATION AND SHAKEDOWN OPERATION PIGGYBACK £K7TJ
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DATAC DEFENSE a TC?0CAL ARAMENT CONTROL
DATAR D9GXTAL AUVOW'ATC ACKING & REMOTING
DATCO DIGITAL AUTOmATEC TAPE XNTELLIBENCE ChECK-OUT
DATP DETAILED ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE
DATR DESIGN APPROVAL TEST REPORT
OATS DYNAEc ACCURAC' TEsy SET
OATS I DETAILED ACCEPTANCE TEST SPECIFICATIOh'
DAU DATA ACQeU NM UNIT
DAVC DELAYED AUTONATC' VOLUME CONTROL
DAVID DEFENSE OF ARSORNE VEHICLES IN DEPTH
DR DECXBEL
DaFS DULL LACK Fg9SH SLATE
DHL DOUBLE
D$LR DOUBLER
DRM DEC IBEL MTER
DHP DESCENT BATTERY PACK
DBw DECEELS tIH RESPECT TO ONE WATT
DC DATA CENTER
DC I D9RECT CURENT
DC 2 DISPLAY CONSOLE
D£c 3 DI[SC EPA C'HCK
DCA DESIXN CHANOE AUTHORIZATION
DCA I DEFENSE CON'UNICATIONS ASENCY
DCA 2 DIGITAL CeOAND ASSEMBLY
DCAA DEFENSF CONTYROL AUDT AGENCY
DCAS DEPUTY COMANDER AEROSPACt SYSTEM
DcASR DEFENSE CONTRACT ADMN'STR'ATON SERVICE REGIONS
DCC DOw CHEMCAL CO
DcC I DESIGN CN&NME CMTROL'
DCC 2 DISPLAv COYROL CONSOLE
DCcs DIGITAL CONA'M' CONMNICAT~ON SYSTEM
DCCU @DECO1u¥TAVOR CNDIXOXN'G UNI'T [PACE'
DCDS DOUBLE COTON DOUBLt SILK
DCeO DEFENSE COpmUmiCATiONS ENSINEERING OFFICE
Ocl DOCUMENTA¥E@N CHN' M INSTRUCTION
Dcl I DELZVERnBLE CoNeACv ITEM
DCAS DATA CoMM'gNECA7TON MPUT BUFFER
DCIC DEFENSE CA\MXC' EFORATION CENTER
DCL DgGETAL CONPUTeR LA'o
DCmN DRAAFT CHAMOE NOTICE
DCN 1 DOCUM1ENT CONMYmL NUMBER
DCN 2 DATA CHHANE NOVICE
DCOS DYATA COMUNgCta4XON OUTPUT SELECTORk
DCP DISASTER CONTROL PLAN
DCPG DEFENSE CO UNCfTZONS PLANNING GRoUP
OCPS DVNAMZC CkEW PROCEDURES SIMULATOR
DCR DECREASE
DCR I DESGN CERV9FlCATOM' REVXEW
DCR 2 DES7RUCT CO~MAND RECEVER
DCRP DEPVo OF CTYV 8 REGIONAL PLANNING
DeCs DOUBLE COT¥¥N SZMLE SILK
DcS 1 DESiGN COMOL 5PEC'9FCATION
DeS 2 6DgTAL CO AND MY&
DCS 3 DAMAGE CONTROL 5YSTEM
DCS/C DEPUTY CH2gF OF STOFP COMPTROLLER
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DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFFt DEVELOPMENT
DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF INTELLIGENCE'
DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF. MATERIEL
DEPUTY CHIEF OF. STAFFt OPERATIONS
DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF, PERSONNEL
DEFENSE CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY CENTER'
DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR LOGISTICS
DISASTER CONTROL TEAM
DIRECT COUPLED TRANSISTOR LOGIC
DIGITAL CONTROL UNIT
1 DATA COMMAND UNIT
DOUBLE COTTON VARNISH
DEEP DRAWN
DRAWING DEPARTURE AUTHORIZATION
1 DIGITAL DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZER
DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CENTER
DIGITAL DATA CALIBRATION SYSTEM
DIRECT DISTANCE DIALING
DIRECTOR DESIGN ENGINEERING
DOCUMENT DATA INDEXING SET
DOCUMENTATION DISTRIBUTION LIST
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE MANNED SPACE FLIGHT SUPPORT PLANNING OFFICE
DOCUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT NOTIFICATION
DATA DISTRIBUTION PANEL
DIRECTOR OF DEFENSE RESEARCH & ENGRG,
DANISH DEFENSE RESEARCH BOARD
DRAWINI DATA REQUIRED FOR CHANGE
DIGITAL DATA RECORDING SYSTEM
DATA DISPLAY SYSTEM
DIGITAL DEMODULATION TECHNIQUES
DIGITAL DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
DECK DRAIN VALVE
DISPLAY ELECTRONICS
I DESCENT ENGINE
2 DESIGN ENGINEERING
3 DIRECT ENCOUNTER
DESIGN EVALUATION/QUALIFICATION
DISPLAY ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLIES
DEACTIVATION
DECIMAL
DISPLAY/AGAP ELECTRONIC CONTROL ASSEMBLY
1 DESCENT ENGINE CONTROL ASSEMBLY
DEFENSE COMMUNICATION ENGRG. OFFICE
TELEMETRY DECOMNUTATORS
DECONTAMINATION
DESIGN ENGINEERING DIRECTORATE
DATA ENTRY & DISPLAY ASSEMBLY
DISCRETE EVENT EVALUATOR
I DIGITAL EVENTS EVALUATOR
2 DIGITAL EVALUATION EQUIPMENT
DIRECTIONAL EXPLOSIVE ECHO RANGING
DEFINErD 3
1 DEFENSE
DEFINITE TIME
DCS/D
DCS/INT
DCS/O
DC SJCS/P
DCSL
DCT
DCTL
DCU
DCU
DC V
DD
DDA
DDA
DDA5
DODC
DOCS
DD
DDE
DDIS
ODL
DDMS
DDN
DDP
DD RgE
DDRR
DDRCOt)R CDDR5
DpS
DpT
DDTS
DDV
DE
DE
DE
DE
DE/O
DEA
DEACT
DEC
DECA
DECA
DECEO
DECOM
DECONTN
DED
DEDA
DEE
DEE
D£E
DEERF
DEF
DEF
DrF T
DEFCON
DEFL 
DEFREPNANA
DEG
DEI
DEI 
DEL
DEL 
DELTA
DEM
DEMO
DEMOD
DEP
DEPT
DES,
D ES
DESC
DESCR
DESIG
DESS
DU.ST
DET
DET 
D£l 2
DFTEC
DETER
DEV
DEY 1
DEV 2
D,E~DE IZDE11:I Z
DF
nF 1
DF 
DF 3
nF 4
DFAW
DFI
DFMSR
DFO
DFU
DFR
DFHL
OF5
OFSR
OFT
DFT 
DFTG
DFTSMN
DG
DGB
DG8C
DGDP
DGG
DGS5
DEFENSE READINESS CONDITXON
DEFLECT
DEFENSE REPRESENTATIVE NORTH ATLANTIC AND MED!'TERRANIAN AREA
DEGREE.
DEFENSE ELECTRONICS. INC.
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING INSPECTION
DELETE
DELIVER
DETAILED LABOR a TIME ANALYSIt
DEMODULATOR
DEMONSTRATION
DEMODULATION COR]
DEPOT
DEPARTMENT
DESCENT
DESIGNATOR
DEFENSE ELECTRONICS SUPPLY CENTER
DtSCRIBE
DESIGNATION
DEPARTmENT OF ECoNoMICS A SOCIAL SC'E14CE
DESTRUCT
DETACHmENT
DETECTOR
DETERMINATION
DETECTION
DETERMINATION
DEVICE
DEVELOPMENT
DEVIATION
DISTANT EARLY WARNING
DISTANT EARLY WARNINS IDENTIFICATION ZONE
DROP FORGE
DIRECTION FINDER
01STR1XUTRON FRAME
DEGREES FAHRENHEIT
DIRECT FLIGHT
DIRECT FIRE ANTI-TANK WEAPON
DEVELOPMENTAL FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
DIRECTORATE OF FLIGHT & ZMISSILE SAFETY RES.
DEPUTY FOR FLIGHT OPERATIONS
DIRECTOR FLIGHT OPERATIONS
DUAL FREQUENCY RECEIVER
DIFFERENTRAL RELAY
DYNAmCc FLIGHT SIMULATOR
DIRECToRATE OF FLIGHT SAFETY RESEARCH
DE-AERATING FEED TANK
DIRECT FLIGHT TEST
DRAFTING
DRAFTSMAN
DOUBLE GROOVE tINSULATORS3
D XSKASAPBOND
DIGITAL GEO BALLISTIC COMPUTER
DOUBLE GROOVE* DOUBLE PETTICOAT tINSULATORS]
DEPARTMENT OF eEOLoGY a sEOPHYSICs
DATA GROUND STATION
,e
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DSC
OH
DHC
DHDD
DHEW
DHP
0~1D.I
D!I DIA
DIAG
DIAGE
DIAM
DIANE
DIAPH
DIC
DIC
DICON
DIOU
D,1DS
DIE
DIEA
DIF
DIFF
DIFF TR
DIG COM
DI &ACC
DIGICOM
DI6ITAC
DIGS
DIGTL
D,IM
DIM
DIMATE
DIMES
DIMUS
DIN
DIO
D IOI
DIPEC
D,I R
DIK
DIN CONN
DIRCOL
DIS
DIS
DI5
DISASSY
DISC
D,I SC.
DISCO
DISCOM
DISCON
DISCR
DEFENSE GENERAL SUPPLY CENTER
DESIGN HANDBOOK
DATA HANDLING CENTER
DIGITAL HIGH DEFINITION DISPLAY
DEPT. oF HEALTHP EDUCATION a WELFARE
DEVELOPED HORSEPOWER
DEMAND INDICATOR
I DISCRETE INPUT
DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
DIAGRAr4
DEFENSE INDUSTRY ADVISORY GROUP EUROPE
DIAMETER
DIGITAL INTEGRATED ATTACK & NAVIGATION EfUIPMENT
DIAPHRAGN
DOCUMENT IDENTIFIER CODE
I DATA INSERTION CONVERTER
DIGITAL COMMUNICATION THROUGH ORBITING NEEDLES
DIVISION OF ISOTOPES DEVELOPMENT
DEFENSE INTEGRATED DATA SYSTEMS
DOCUMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
DICTIONARY OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING ABBREVIATIONS
DIFFERENTIAL
DIFFERENCE
DIFFERENTIAL TIME REL'AY
DIGITAL COMPUTER
DIGITAL GUIDANCE AND CONTROL COMPUTER
DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
DIGITAL TACTICAL AUTOMATIC CONTROL
DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR SAFETY
DIGITAL
DESIGN INFORMATION MANUAL
1 DIMENSION
DEPOT-INSTALLED MAINTENANCE AUTOMATIC EQUIPMENT
DEFENSE INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING SYSTEM
DIGITAL MULTIBEAM STEERING
DIGITAL INPUT
DIODE
DATA IwPUT/OUTPUT BUFFER
DATA INPUT OUTPUT INTERFACE
1 DIGITAL INPUT OUTPUT INTERFACE
DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL PLANT EQUIP. CENTER
DOCUMENT INFORMATION RECORD
1 DIRECTOR
DIRECT CONNECTED
DIRECTION COSINE LINKAGE
DISPLAY
1 DISCRETE
2 DATA It4PUT SUBSYSTEM
DISASSEMBLY
1 DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CENTER
2 DISCRETE
DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL SECURITY CLEARANCE OFFICE
DIGITAL SELECTIVE COMMUNICATIONS
DISCONNECT
DISCRIMINATOR
Per 4:8
DATA a INFORMATION SVSTEMS DIVISION
DXSCONNECT
DISPLAY
DISTR IRUTOR
I DiSTRInUTED TIME
ODIGITAL SPACE TRAJECTORY MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
DIGITAL INTERFACE TEST UNIT
DIGITAL INTERFACE UNIT
DIVERTER
DRESSER INDUSTRIAL VALVE & INSTRU4ENT DIV.rFORMERLY MMM3
DECA
1 DOCKED
DOcKENG
DEC AMETER
DOUBLE ACtTATE
I DATA LiNK
DECLINATION OF LAUNCH ASYMPTOTE
DYNAMIC LOAD CHARACTR'ISTICS
DOUBLt LEG ELBOW AMPLIFXER
DATA LiNK
DEPUTY FOR LAUNCH OPERATIONS
I DIRECTOR LAUNCH OPERATIONS
DEFENSE LOGISTICS SERVICES CENTER
DEFENSE LO0iSTICS STUDIES INFORMATION EXCHANGE
DELAY
DATA MANAGEMENT
1 DECIMETER
2 DESIGN MANUAL
DATA MANAGEENT. COMPUTER
DISTANcE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
DROP MAN-HOLE
DEFENSE METAL5 INFORMATION CENTER
DEMAND MODE INVEGRAL ROCK'T RAMJET
DEMOLITrOM
DEFEC¥IVE MATERIAL NOTICE
DATA MANAEMENT OFFICE
DESIRED MEAN POINT OF IMPACT
DAPER
DEFENSE MIS$LE SYSTEMS
I DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
DEFENSE MEDICAL SUPPLY CENTER
DIRECToR OF MISSILE' SAFETY RESEARCH
DUAL PuRPOSE MANEUVERING UNIT
DEFENSE MATERIAL UTILIZATION PROGRAM
DUMMY
DOWN
I DATA NUMBER
DEPT, OF NAVAL ARCHITECTURE & MARINE ENGRGe
DEFENSE NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS CONTROL CENTER
DEPT. OF NUCLEAR ENGRGO
DEPTo oF NUTRITIONt FOOD SCIENCE & TECH.
DOWNRANGE
DOPPLER NAVXGATION SYSTEM
DIRECToR OF NUCLEAR SAFETY RESEARCH
DRAW OUT
DI SD
DISC
DISP
DIST
DIST
D ISTRAM
nXTU
DIU
DIV
DXIVID
DK
DK
DKG
DKM
DL
DL
DLA
DLC
DLEA
DLK
OLL.
ODO
DL SC
DL. SIE
DLY
DM
DM
D~C
DME
OMH
DMIC
DMXIRR
DML
DMN
DMO
DMPI
DMPR
D')S
Dms
DMSR
DMU
DMU
DMY
D NDNDr4
DNAME
DNCCC
DNE
DNFST
DNR
DNS
DNSR
DO
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Do 1 DROPOUT
Do 2 DISCRETE OUTPUT
DOb DISCRETE OUT BLOCKHOUSE
DOC DOCUMENITtATIONJ]
DoU DEVELOPMENT OPERATIONS DIVISION
DOD 1 DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
DODCI DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMPUTER INSTITUTE
DODD DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DIRECTIVE
DODDAC DEPT. nF DEFENSE DAMAGE ASSESSMENT CENTER
DODISS DEPTo OF DEFENSE INDEX oF SPECIFICATION a STANDARDS
DOF DIRECTION OF FLIGHT
DOFL DIAMOND ORDNA'NCE FUZE LAB.
DOI DIFFERENTIAL ORBIT IMPROVEMENT
DOI 1 DESCENT ORBIT INSERTION
OM1 DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
DOP DOPPLER
DOP 1 DETAILED OPERATING PROCEDURES
Do)T DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
D'oUSER DOPPLER UNBEAMED SEARCH RADAR
DOV DISCRETE OUT VEHICLE
DOVAP DOPPLER VELOCITY & POSITION
DpZ DOZEN
DP DIAMETRAL PITCH
Dp I DOUBLE POLE
DP 2 DESCRIPTION PATTERN
DP SW DOUBLE PoLE SWITCH
DPC DATA PROCESSIN6 CENTER
DPC I DATA PROCESSING CONTROL
DPDC DOUBLE PAPER DOUBLE COTTON
DPDM DOUBLE PULSE DURATION MODULATION
DPDT DOUBLE-POLE DOUBLE-THROw
OPE DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
DPF DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE FEEDBACK
DPGR DUGWAY PROVING 6ROUND
DPL DIPOLE
DPLCS DIGITAL PROPELLANT LEVEL CONTROL SYSTEM
DPLY DEPLOY
DPM DISINTEGRATION PER MINUTE
DoPM 1 DUAL PURPOSE MISSILE
DPO DROP-OUT CRELAY ]
OPPE DATA PROCESSING PROJECT ENGINEER
DPR DEPT. OF PHYSICAL RESEARCH
DPS DESCENT POWER SYSTEM
DP5 1 DATA PROCESSING STANDARDS
DP5 2 DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS
DP5 3 DESCENT PROPULSION SYSTEMS
DPSC DEFENSE PETROLEUM SUPPLY CENTER
DPU DESIGN PROOF UNIT
DpV DRY PIpE VALVE
DR DIVISION OF RESEARCH
DR 1 DATA RECEIVER
DR 2 DATA RrDUCTION
DR 3 DISCREPANCY RECORD
DR 4 DEGREES RANKINE
DRA DEAD RFCKONING ANALYZER
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DRA 1 DOCUMENT RELEASE AUTHORIZATIoN
ORADS DEGRADATION OF RADAR DEFENSE SYSTEMS
DRC DATA REDUCTION CENTER
DRCL DEFENSE RESEARCH CHEMXCAL LABSo
DRD DATA R FUIRENENT DESCRIPTION
ORD 1 DOCUMENT REOUXRKMNT DESCRIPTION
DRE DEFENSE RESe ETABL5HMENT
DRED DATA RoUTER AND ERROR DETECTION
DREG DATA REGULATIONMS.
DRF DIVISION READY FORCE
DRF I DATA REQUIREMENT FORM
DRI DENVER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
DRIFT DYNAMIC RELIABILITY' INSTANTANEOUS FORECASTING TECH.
DRKL DEFENSE RESo KINGSTON LAB.
DRL DATA REQUEREMENT LIST
DRL I DEFENSE RESEARCH LABORATOmY
DRL 2 DOCUMENT REGUIREMENT LIST
DORM DRAFTING ROOM MANUAL
D'RM I DESIGN REFERENCE MODEL
DRML DEFENSFE RESEARCH MEDICAL LAB.
DRNL DEFENSE RESo NORTHERN LAB.
DROS DIRECT READOUT SATELLITE
DRR DEVEL.OPMENT REVISION RECORD
DRS DATA REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
ORS I DATA RECEXZVNG STATION
ORS 2 DATA REDUCTION SYSTEM
DRSCS DIGITAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND SYSTEM
ORTE DEFENSE RESo TELECOMMUNICATION ESTAB.
DRUL DOwNRAmeE UP LINK
DRV DEEPDIVING RESEARCH VEHXICLES
DS DESCENT STAGE
DSA DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCY
DSA6 DEFENSE SYSTEN ANALYSIS GROUP
DSAH DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCY HANDBOOK
DSAM DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCV MANUAL
DSAP DATA SySTEMS AUTOMATION PROGRAM
DSAR DATA SAMPLinG AUTOMAtIC RECEIVER
DSB DOUBLE SIDEGAND
OSBS DEFENSE SCIENCE BOAD' SUBCOMMITTEE
Dsc DYNAMIC SCIEmCE CORPORATION
DSCc DEEP SPACE COMPUNICATIONS COMPLEX
DSDS DOCUmENT SURVEY DATA SHEET
DSE DATA STORAGE E0UlPMNT
DEA DATA STORAGE ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY
ODSEE DESIGNATED SPECIAL EMPHASIS ENGINEERING
DSEG DATA SYSTEMS ENGRG. GROUP
DSI DATA SUBMiTTED INFORMATION'
DSIF DEEP SPACE INSTRUMEWTATION FACILITY
DS1R DEPT. oF SCIENTIF[IC ' INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
DSIS DIRECTORATE OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION SERVICE
O SKY DISPLAY AND KEYBOARD
DSL DETROIT SIGNAL LAbOrATORY
DSM DIGITAL SIMULATION MODEL
DSMA DEFENSE SUPPLY MANAGEEENT AGENCY
DSN DEEP SPACE NETWORK
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DSNT DESCENT
DSP DEFENSE STANDARDIZATION PROGRAM
DSRC DAVID SARNOFF RESEARCH CENTER
DSS DEEP SPACE STATION
DSSC DEFENSE SUBSISTENCE SUPPLY CENTER
DSTN DESTINATION
DSU DATA SYNCHRONIZER UNIT
DT DELAYED TIME
DTA DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS
DTC DATA TRANSMISSION CENTER
DTC DESIGN / TEST CONTRACTOR
DTCR DATA TRANSFER AND CERTIFICATION RECORD
DTCS DIGITAL TEST COMMAND SYSTEM
DTE DATA TPANSMISSION EGUIPMENT
DTF DATA TRANSMISSION FEATURE
DTG DATE TIME GROUP
PTI DESIGN TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION
DTL DIODE-TRANSISTOR LOGIC
DTMB DAVID TAYLOR MODEL BASIN
DTMS DIGITAL TEST MONITORING SYSTEM
DTO DETAILED TEST OBJECTIVE
DTP DETAILED TEST PLAN
DTR DEMAND TOTALIZING RELAY
D'THEM DUST, THERMAL#& RADIATION ENG. MEASUREMENT
OTS DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
nTV DYNAMIc TEST VEHICLE
DTVC DIGITAL TRANSMISSION AND VERIFICATION CONVERTER rPACE]
Du DISTRInUTION UNIT
DLJA DIGITAL UPLINK ASSEMBLY
DUN DOUGLAS UNITED NUCLEARP INC',
Dv DIFFERENTIAL VELOCITY
DV 1 DIVERTER VALVE
DVD DELTA VELOCITY DISPLAY
DVM DIGITAL VOLTMETER
DVT DESIGN VERIFICATION TESTING
DVTL DOVETAIL
DwG DRAWING
DWL DESIGNED WATER LINE
DYNM DYNAMOTOR
Dwo DELTA WING ORBITER
DWS DRY WORKSHOP
DYNO DYNAMOMETER
DZ DRoP ZONE
E TO E END TO END
E4L ENGINEERING & LABORATORY
EhNM ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
EMSP EQUIPMFNT & SPARE PARTS
E-A-ME EUROPEAN-AFRICA'MIDDLE EASTERN COMMUNICATIONS AREA
E/T ESCAPE TOWER
EA EUGEWOOD ARSENAL
EA I EXPERIMENT ASSEMBLY
EADF EASTERN AIR DEFENSE FORCE
EADI ELECTRONIC ATTITUDE DIRECTOR INDICATOR
EAF EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS FORM
EAFH ELISON AIR FORCE BASE %ALASKAu
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EAFB 1 EODWARDS AIR FORCE BASE
E;AFB 2 ELLINGTON AIR FORCE BASE
EAGLE ELEVATION ANGLE GUIDANCE LAND'XNG EQUIP.
FAl ELECTRoNIC A5SOCIATESP INC.
EAL ESTIMATED AVERAGE LIFE
EAM ELECTRONIC ACCOUNTING MACHINE
FAMR ENGINEFRING ADVANCE MATERIAL RELEASE'
EANDC EDGEWOOD ARSENAL NUCLEAR DEFENSE CENTER
EANDC I EUROPEAN AMERICAN NUCLEAR DATA COMMITTEE
EAPL ENGINEERINS ADVANCE PART5 LIST
EAR ENGINEERING ANALYSIS REPORT
EAS ESTIMATED AIR SPEED
EASE ELECTRICAL AUTOMATIC SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
EASL EXPERIMENTAL ASSEMBLY AND STERILIZATION LABORATORY
EAT EXPECTED APPROACH TIME
EA'X ELECTRONIC AUTOMATIC EXCHANGE
En ELECTRON BEAM
ER I EQUIPMENT BAY
ERMD ELECTRON BEAM MODE DISCHARGE
ERR EXPERIME'NTVAL BREEDER REACTOR
ES'S EMER~ENCY BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Erw EXPLODING BRIDME WIRE
EBwS EXPLODING BRIDGE WIRE SYSTEM
E.C ETHYL CORPORATION
EC 1 EUROPEAN COMMUNITY
EC 2 ENVIRONIMENTAL CHAMBER
ECA ENGINEERING CHANGE ANALYSIS
ECA I ELECTRONIC CONTROL ASSEMBLY
ECAC ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS CENTER
ECAN ELECTRONIC CALIBRATION AND NORMALIZATION
ECAR ELECTRONIC CONTROL ASSEMBLY - ROLL
ECt EQUIPMENT CONTROL BOARD
ECC ENGINEERING CRTICAL COMPONENT
ECCANE EAST COAST CONF, ON AE'RO' & NAVI.' ELECTRONICS
ECCM ELECTRONIC COUNTER-COUNTEAMEASURES
ECD ENTRY cORRIDOR DISPLAY
ECD I ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE
ECDU ELECTRICAL COUPLING DISPLAY UNIT
ECE ELECTRICA4 CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
ECET ELECTRONXC CONTROL ASSEMBLY - ENGINE THRUST
EC6 ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH
ECS EVAPORATIVE COOLINg eARMENT SYSTEM
ECH ECHELOj
ECI EXTENSION COURSE INST EA'IR. U*]
ECI I ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT INTERRUPTEt
ECID ENROUTE COMPUTER IDENTIFICATION
EC'K EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS KEY
ECL EXCHANGE CONTROL LOGIC
ECLSS ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL LIFE SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM
ECm EUROPEAN COMMON MARKET
ECM 1 ELECTRONIC COUNTER ME'ASURES
ECM 2 ENGINEERING CHANGE MEMO
ECME ELECTRONIC COUNTER MEASURES ENVIRONMENT
ECN ENXGINEERING CHANGE NOTICE
ECO ELECTRON COUPLED OSCILLATOR
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ECO I ENGINE CUTOFF
ECO 2 ENGINE'.iRING CHANGE ORDER
ECOM ELECTRONIC COMMAND
ECOMS EARLY cAPABILITY ORBITAL MANNED STATION
ECON ECONOMIZER
ECP ENGINEF:RING CHANGE PROPOSAL
ECPY ELECTRONIC CONTROL ASSEMBLY - PITCH . YAW
ECR ENGINEERIN6 CHANGE REQUEST
ECR I ENGINEERING CHANGE REPORT
ECRC ENGINEERING CONTRACTS REGUIREMENTS COMM.
ECRC 1 ELECTRONIC COMPONENT RELIABILITY CENTER
ECS ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
ECS 1 ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM
ECSC EUROPEAN COAL A STEEL COMMUNITY
ECT ENGINE CUTOFF TIMER
ECU ENVIROIMENTAL CONTROL UNIT
ECV ENAMEL SINGLE COTTON VARNISH
ED EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
EDA ELECTRONIC DIGITAL ANALYZER
EDC ENAMEL DOUBLE COTTON
EnC 1 EXPERIMENT DEVELOPMENT CENTER
ErCV ENAMEL DOUBLE COTTON VARNISH
EDD ESTIMATED DELIVERY DATE
EDDS ELECTRoNIC DEVICE DATA SERVICE
EDI ELECTRON DIFFRACTION INSTRUMENT
EDIS ENGRG, DATA & INFORMATION SYSTEM
EDIT ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT INTEGRATION TEST
EnITAR ELECtRoNIC DIGITAL TRACKING AND RANGING
EDL ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
EDL 1 ELECTRoNIC DEFENSE LABORATORY
EDLP ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT LAB PROGRAM
EDM ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE MACHINERY
EDP ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING
EoPC ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING CENTER
EDPE ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
EDPM ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING MACHINE
EDPR ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT PART RELEASE
ED.R EQUIVALENT DIRECT RADIATIONj
EnS EMERGENCY DETECTION SYSTEM
Ens I EMERGENCY DEoRBIT SYSTEM
ETS, 2 EXPLOSIVE DEVICE SYSTEM
EDSC ENGINEERIN6 DATA SERVICE CENTER
EDSS ENGINEERING AND DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT SERVICES
EnSV ENAMEL DOUBLE SILK VARNISH
EDT EASTERN DAYLIGHT TIME
EDUC EDUCTOR
EDUSAT EDUCATION TELEVISION SATELLITE SYSTEM
EFC ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT COMMITTEE
EED ELECTRo EXPLOSIVE DEVICE
EEE TWX ERROR OR BREAK
EEG ELECTRo-ENCEPHALOGRAPH
EE1 EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE
EEl I ELECTRICAL & ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE
EEM EARTH FENTRY MODULE
EEM 1 EFFECTIVE EXPOSURE METHOD
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EEOED EMERGENCY EARTH ORBITAL ESCAPE DEVICE
EER EXPLOSIVE ECHO RANGING
EEHL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING RES. LAB.
EES ENGINEERING EXPERXMENT STATION
EE1 EQUIVALENT EXPOSURE TIME
EETC ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
EETF ELECTRoNIC ENVIRONMENTAL TEST FACILITY
E"EWG EMERGENCY EGRESS WORKING GROUP
EF EMITTER FOLLOWER
EFF EFFICIENCY
EFINS ENRICO FERMI INSTITUTE FOR NUCLEAR STUDIES
EFPD EFFECTIVE FULL POWER DAYS
EFSSS ENGINE FAILURE SENSING AND SHUTDOWN SYSTEM
EG FOR EXAMPLE
EGECON ELECTRONIC-GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATE NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Eeti EDGERTONP GERMESHAUSEN AND GR.IER. INC'.
FGO ECCENTtIC GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
EGO I ECCENTRIC'ORBIT GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
EF'RESS EVALUATION OF GLIDE RE-ENTRY STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
E&RESS I EMERGENCY GLOBAL RESCUEP ESCAPE & SURVIVAL' SYSTEMS
EGRS EGRESS
EGSE ELECTRICAL GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPME'NT
EGT EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE
EGTR EGLIN GULF TEST RANGE
EHD ELECTRo HYDRODYNAMICS
EHF EXTREMFLY HIGH FREQUENCY
E.HP ELECTRIC HORSEPOWER
FHV EXTRA HIGH VOLTAGE
EHW EXTREME HIGH WATER
FI FLECTRONZIC INTERFACE
EI 1 ENGINEERING INSTRUCTION
E IA ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOC.
EIr ENGINEERING INSTRUCXTION BULLETIN
EIb I ELECTRICAL INTERFACCE BUILDING
EIC EXPERIMENT INTEGRATION CENTER
EIDD EXPERIMENT INTERFACE DEFINITION DOCUMENT
EIIV ELECTRoNICS IN'ERFACE INTEGRATED VALIDATION
EIL EVENT INDEX LOS
EIMB ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE BOOK
EIP EXPERIMENT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
EIRD EXPERIMENT INTEGRATION REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
EIRD 1 ENGINEERING INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
FrIS EYES 1X THE SKY
EIS 1 END ITEM SPECIFICATION
EITS EAST INTEGRATED TEST STAND
EJ EJECT
EJA ENGINEFRING JOB ANALYSIS
EJC ENGINEERS JOINT COUNCIL
EJEC EJECTITON3
EJECT EJECTOR
FJS rNGINEF'RING JOB SHEET [.BY PROJECT]
EK EASTMAN KODAK COMPA'NY
EKG ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH
EKG 1 ELECTRoCARDIOGRAPHY
EKG 2 ELECTROCARDIOGRAM
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ELEVATION
ELLSWORTH AIR FORCE BASE
EARTH LANDING CONTROL ASSY
EUROPEAN LAUNCHES DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION
ELECTRIC
ELECTROLYTE
ELECTRONICS
ELEMENTARY
ELEUTHERA ISLAND# STATION 4
ELEVATE
1 ELEVATOR
2 ELEVATTON
EXTREMELY LOW FREQUENCY
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTELLIGENCE
EXTENDED LUNAR MISSION
EMITTER LOCATION METHOD
ENGINEFRING LUNAR MODEL SURFACE
ELONGATION
EXTENDED LUNAR ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
EXTENDED LUNAR ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS MISSION
ENGINE: RING LIAISON REOUEST
ELECTRONIC RECONN. ACCESSORY SET
EARTH LANDING SYSTEM
ENVIRO6JMENTAL LIFE SUPPORT ASSEMBLY
ELECTRICAL LAUNCH SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
EMERGENCY LIFE SAVING INSTANT EXIT SYSTEM
EXTRAVEHXCULAR LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
ELECTRONXC SKY SCREEN EQUIP.
ELEUTHERA ISLAND
EARTH LAUNCH VEHICLE
EXTREME LOW WATER
ERASABLE MEMORY
1 ELECTROMAGNETIC
ELECTRONIC5 MATERIEL AGENCY
ELECTRONIC MATERIAL BULLETIN
1 EXPERIMENTAL MODEL BASIN
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY
I EXPERIMENT MOCKUP CONVERTERS
ENTRY MONITOR DISPLAY
ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENTS EXPERIMENTS
EMERGENCY
ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE
ELECTROMYOGRAPH
1 ELECTROMYOGRAPHY
2 ELECTROMYOGRAM
ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE GROUND EQUIPMENT
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE
EMISSION
ENGINEERING MANUFACTURING LIAISON RELEASE
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL MOCKUP
ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE
1. FRASABLE MEMORY PROGRAM
EARLY MANNED PLANETARY-INTERPLANETARY ROUND TRIP EXPERIMENT
ENGINEERING MASTER PARTS LIST
ENGINEERING6 MALFUNCTION REPORT
EL
ELAFB
ELCA
ELDO
ELEC
ELECT
ELECTRO
ELEM
E LEU
ELE V
ELEV
ELEV
ELF
ELINT
ELM
ELME
ELMS
ELONG
ELOR
ELORM
ELRs... 
ELRAC
EL S
ELSA
ELSE
FLSIE
ELSS
ELSSE
ELU
ELV
ELW
EM
EM
EsMA 'EMB
EmbCMb
E MC
EMCEMD
EME
EMER
EMF
EMG
EM6
E M(E
EMIS
EMLR
EMM
EMP
EMP
EMPIRE
EMPL
EMR
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EMS ENTRY MONITOR SYSTEM
EMSA ELECTRONXCS MATERIEL SUPPORT AGENCY'
EMSS EMERGENCY MISSION SUPPORT
EMSbS 1 EXPERIMENTAL NAN SPACE STATION
EMT ELECTRICAL MATE TEST
EMTIF EQUIVALENT MEAN TIME TO FAILURE
EMU EXTRAVEHICULAR 'MOBILITY UNIT
EMU 1 EXTRAVEHICULAR MANEUVERING UNIT
EMV ELECTROMAGNETIC VELOCITY
EN ENGINEERING NOTE
ENAM ENAMEL
ENCL ENCLOSF
ENUOR ELECTRON-NUCLEAR DOUBLE RESONANCE
ENEA FUROPEAN NUCLEAR ENERGY A6ENCY
EN6 ENGINE
FNb 1 ENGINEERING
ENGR ENGINEER
ENT EXHAUST NOZZLE TEMPERATURE
ENV ENVELOPE
ENVR ENVIRONMENTAL
EO ENGINEERING ORDER
Eo 1 EARTH nORBIT
RoD EXPLOSiVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL
Eo 1 ESTIMATED ON DOCK
EOGo ECCENTRIC ORBITXNG 6EOPHYSICAL OBSERVAToRY
EOH EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS HANDBOOK
EOI EARTH oRBIT INSERTION
EOL EARTH ORBIT LAUNCH
EOLC EARTHi ORBITAL LAUNCH CONFIGURATION
EOLLL ERNEST ORLAND LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LABORATORY
EoLM ELECTRo-OPTICAL LIGHT MODULATOR
EOM EARTH ORBITAL MISSION
EOP EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
EOP 1 EMERGEjCY OXYGEN PACK
EOPF END OF POWERED FLIGHT
EOR EARTH ORBIT RENDEZVOUS
EpR 1 ELECTRo&OPTICAL RESEARCH
EOS ELECTRo-OPTICAL SYSYEMS
EoS I EARTH-TOORBSIT-SHUTTLE
EnS 2 EARTH OBSERVATIXON SATELLITES
E0SS EARTH ORBnTING SPACE STATIONS
EOT END OF TAPE
EP ENGINEFRING PRINT
EP I ELECTRIC POWER
EP 2 EXPLoSroN PROOF
EPA ENVIROr4mENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
EPAM ELEMENTARY PERCEIVER AND MEMORIZER
EPC EARTH PRELAUNCH CALIBRATION
EPC I EXPERImENT POINTING AND CONTROL
EPCO EMERGENCY POWER CUTOFF
EPCS EXPERIMENT POINT CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
EpDO ENLISTED PERSONNEL DISTRIBUTION OFFICE
EPDS ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
EPEC EMERSOw PROGRAMMER EVALUATOR CONTROLLER
EPI EXPANDED PLAN INDICATOR
PAGE
EXHAUST PLUME INTERFERENCE CHARACTERIZATION
1 ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES INFORMATION CENTER
ENGINEERING PARTS LIST
1 EMERGEt4CY POWER LEVEL
ENGINEERING PARTS LIST/DRAWING RELEASE LIST
ENGINEERING PROCEDURES MANUAL
ENGINE PROJECT OFFICE
I EARTH PARKING ORBIT
2 EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE OPTION
END PIECES OF EQUIPMENT
ENGINEERING PARTS RELEASE
I EMERGEtCY PARTS REQUISITION
2 ENGINE PRESSURE RATIO
ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM
1 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM
2 ENGINEERING PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
3 EXPERIMENT POINTING SYSTEM
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM TEST FACILITY
EVENTS PER UNIT TIME
EQUATION
EQUIPMENT QUALITY ANALYSIS
EQUIPMFNT
EQUIVALENT
EVALUATION REPORT
ELECTRONIC REPLACEABLE ASSEMBLY
EARTH RESOURCES APPLICATIONS MISSION
ELEC. RECONN. ACCESS SET
ELEVATED RADIATION SEEKING ROCKET
EXTENDED-RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE
ELECTRONICS RESEARCI CENTER
ESTIMATED RECEIVAL DATE
1 EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
ELECTRONICS RESo & DEV. ACTIVITY
EXPLOSIVE RES@ & DEVo ESTAB.
ELECTRONIC RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT LAB
ERECTION
EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
EYE RESEARCH FOUNDATION
ELECTRoRETINOGRAPH
I ELECTRoRETINOGRAPHY
2 ELECTRoRETINOGRAM.
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CENTER
ENVIROriMENTAL RESISTANCE INHERENT IN EQUIP.
EVENT RECORD LOG
1 EARTH RESOURCES LABORATORY
2 ENVIRONMENTAL RESERVE LABORATORIES
EARTH RETURN MODULE
EXPANSION RATE MEASURING APPARATUS
ELIMINATION RANGE ZERO SYSTEM
1EXPERIAENTAL REFLECTOR ORBITAL SHOT'
EYE REFERENCE POINT
EARTH RESOURCES RESEARCH DATA FACILITY
EARTH RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM
1 EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITES
2 EQUIPMFNT RECORD SYSTEM
EPIC
EPIC
EpL
EPL
EPL/DRL
EPM
EPO
E PDEPOEPo
EPOE
EPR
EPR
EPS
EPS
EPS
EPS
EPS
EPSTF
EPUT
En
EOA
E.QUI P,
EaUIV
EN
ERA
ERAM
ERAS
ERASER
ERBM
ERC
ERU
ERL)
ERDA
EDE,
ERDL
EPECT
EREP
ERF
E~IG
ERG
ERIC
ER I CE'RIE
ERL
ERL
ERL
ER M
EN MA
EROS
EROS
ERP
ERRDF
ERS
ERS
ERS
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ERSP EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY PROGRAM
ERTS EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
ERTS I EDwARDs ROCKET TEST SITE
ERU EARTH RATE UNIT t15 DEGREE'S/HOUR3
ERV EXPIRATORY RESERVE VOLUME
ES EMPLOYMENT SERVICEr UoS.
ESA ENGINEERING STUDY AUTHORIZATION D'IV.
ESA 1 EXPLOSIVE SAFE AREA
ESAR ELECTRONICALLY STEERABLE ARRAY RADAR
ESB ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS BRANCH tMSC3
F5C ELECTRONIC SPECIALTY COMPANY
ESC 1 ENGINEERINS SEQUENTIAL CAMERA
FSC 2 EUROPEAN SPACE CONFERENCE
FSC 3 ESCAPE
E:SCc ENGINEFRING SE'QUENTIAL CAMERA COVERAGE:
ESCF ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS COMPATIBILITY FACILITY'
ESCO ENGINEER SUPPLY CONTROL OFFICE
ESU ELECTRONIC5 SYSTEMS DIV.
ESE ENGINEERENO SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
ERSE 1 ELECTRICAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
ESE 2 ELECTRONIC SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
ESI ELECTRONIC SYSTEM INTEGRATION
ESL ELECTRONICS SVSTEM LABORATORY
ESMU ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS MO'CKUP
ESN ENGLISH SPEAKING NATIONS
ESP ENGINE SERVIC'E PLATFORM
ESP 1 ENGINEERZMG SIGNAL PROCESSoR
ESR ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE
ESRO EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION
ESS EXPERItIENT SUPPORT SYSTEM
ESSA ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
EST EASTERN STANDARD TIME
EST 1 ENGINEERINO SUPPORT TEAM
EST 2 ESTIMATE
EST 3 EXHAUST 5YSTEM TERMENAL
ESTAF3 ESTABLISH
ESTC EUROPEAN SPACE TECHNOLOGY CENTER
FSTF ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS TEST FACILITY
ESTP ELECTRONIC YSTEMS TEST PROGRAM
ESTU ELECTRoNIC SVSYEM TEST UNIT
ESv EMERGEwCY SHUTOFF VALVE
ESV I EARTH sATELLITE VEHICLE
EWS EARTH SATELLITE WEAPON SYSTEMS
EFT ELAPSED TIME
FTA ES;MATED TIME OF ARRIVAL
ETA I ESTIMATED TIME OF ACQUISITION
E'rAP EXPANDED TECHNICAL ASSIST PROGRAM
ETB ENGINEERING TEST BASIS
ETC AND 50 FORTH
ETC 1 ENGINEERING a TRAINING CENTER
ETC 2 ESTIMAtED TIME OF COMPLETION
ETD ESTIMATED TIME OF DEPARTURE
ETOD I ELECTRICAL TERmiNAL DISTRIBUTOR
ETECt ELECTRONICS TEST EGUIPMENT COORDINATION GROUP
ETF EGLIN TEST FACiLiTY
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ETG ELECTRICAL THERMAL GENERATORS
ETHO ETHYLEr4E OXIDE
ETL ELECTRONIC TECH, LAB.
ETM ELAPSED TIME METER
ETM 1 ENGINEERING TEST MODEL
ETO ESTIMATED TIME OF OPERATIONS
ETO 1 ESTIMATE TAKEOFF
ETUC ESTIMATED TIME OF cORRECTION
ETOG FUROPEAN TECHNICAL OPERATIONS GROUP
ETP ENGINEERING TEST PROOAM
ETR EASTERN TEST RANGE
ETR I ENGINEERING TEST REQUEST
ETS ELECTRICAL TEST SETUP
ETV ENGINEERING TEST VEHICLE
EU ENGINEERIN6 UNIT
EURATOM EUROPEAN ATOMIC ENERGY COMMUNITY
EUROCAE EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR CIVIL AVIATION ELECTRONICS
EIJROSPACE EUROPEAN INDUSTRIAL' SPACE STUDY GROUP
EUV EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET
EV ELECTRON VOLT
EV 1 EXTRAVEHICULAR
EVA ELECTRTCAL VEHICLE ASSOCIATION
EVA 1 EXTRA VEHICULAR ACTIVITY
EVA 2 EXTRA VEHICULAR ASTRONAUT
EVAL EVALUATECION]
EVAP EVAPORATE
EVC EXTRAVE'HICULAR COMMUNICATOR
EVCS EXTRAVEHICULAR COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
EVCTD EXTRAVEHICULAR CREW TRANSFER DEVICE
EVEA EXTRAVEHICULAR ENGINEERING ACTIVITY
EvG EXTRAVFHICULAR ACTIVIYY
EVS EXTRA VEHICULAR SYSTEM
EVSS EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE SUIT
EVT EXTRAVEHICULAR TRANSFER
EVVA EXTRAVEHICULAR VISOR ASSEMBLY
EWA ENGINEERING WORK AUTHORIZATION
EwASER ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE AMPLIFICATION jBY SIMULATED E4ISSION OF RADIATION
EWES ENGRG. WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION
EwO EMERGENCY WAR OPERATION
EWO 1 ENGINEERING WORK ORDER
EwR ENGINEERING WORK REQUEST
EWS ENGINEERING WORK SCHEDULE FORM
EX EXECUTIVE STAFF
EXAMETNET EXPERIMENTAL INTER AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL ROCKET NETWORK
EXCL EXCLUSIVE
EXCUR EXCURSION
EXEC EXECUTIVE
EXH EXHAUST
EXOP EXPERIMENT AND OPERATIONS
EXP. EXPOSEcURE]
EXP 1 EXPERIMENT
EXP 2 EXPANSION
EXP 3 EXPECTED
EXP 4 EXPONENT
EXP 5 EXPULSION
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EXPL EXPLOSIVE
EXT EXTINGUISH
EXT 1 EXTERIOR
EXTD EXTENDRED3
EXTER EXTERNAL
EXTING EXTINGUISHtER]
EXTR EXTRUDF-
FZ ELECTRICAL ZERO
F FLUORINE
F DR FIRE DoOR
F TO F FACE To FACE
rFA B FIRE AND BILGE
F&D FACILITIES AND DESIGN
F&F FIRE & FLUSHING
F&I FURNISHED AND INSTALLED
F- TIME IN DAYS BEFORE LAUNCH OR OPERATION
F/A FUEL/AIR
F/C FLIGHT CONTROL
F/D FULL DUPLEX
F/il FIELD INTENSITY
F/L FULL LOAD
F/L 1 FILM LOAD
F/L 2 FOCAL LENGTH
F'/ FIRST 'jOTION
F/O FUEL-To-OXIDIZER
F/T FUNCTIONAL TEST
F/T I FLIGHT TEST
FA FULLY AUTOMATIC'
FA 1 FRANKFORD ARSENAL
F.A 2 FAILURE ANALYSIS
FAA FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY
FAB FABRICATION
FABMDS FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE SYSTEM tNOW AADS3
FABU FUEL A3DITIVE BLENDER UNIT
FAC FACILITY
FACI FIRST ARTICLE CONFIGURATION INSPECTION
FAI 1 FLIGHT ANOMALY INVESTIGATION
FACT FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE COMPOSITE TEST
FACT I FLEXIBLE AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT TESTER
FAE FINAL APPROACH EQUIPMENT
FAOC FAST AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL
FAH FAHRENHEIT
FAl FIRST ARTICLE INSPECTION
FAIL FAILURF
FAIR FOCUS ON ARMS INFORMATION a REASSURANCE
FAIS FORCE AIR INTELLIGENCE STUDY
FA1 1 FLIGHT ANOMALY INVESTIGATION
FAME FORECASTS AND APPRAISALS FOR MANAGEMENT EVALUATION
FAMS FARFIELD ACOUSTIC MEASURING SYSTEM
FAMU FUEL A)DITIVE MIXTURE UNIT
FAO FINISH ALL OVER
FAP FORTRAN ASS:Y PROGRAM
FAQ FAIR AVERAGE QUALITY
FAR FAILURE ANALYSIS REPORT
FAHADA FAILURE RATE DATA PROGRAM
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FARC
F ARET
FAS
FAS
FASCOM
FASEB
FAST
FAST
FAST-VAL
FAGTAR
FA.ST AI
FAT
FATE
FAW
FAWS
FAX
FAX
FM
FHMS
FRI
F3M
F$R
F.C
FC
Fc
FC
FC /K SC
FCA
FCA
FCA
FCC
FCC
FC'C
FCCO
FCCT
FcD
FCDA
FCEI '  
FCG
FCH
FCIF,CIC
FCIR
FCL
FCL
FCM
FCMD
FCMU
FCN
F,CO
FC 00OO
FCOD
FCOH
FAST ACCURATE REFRACTION CORRECTION
FAST REACTOR EXPERIMENT TEST
FLIGHT ASSISTANCE SERVICE
I FIXED AIRLOCK SHROUD
FIELD ARMY SUPPORT COMMAND
FEDERATION OF AMERICAN SOCIETIES FOR EXPERIMENTAL' RIOL'OGY
FAST AUTOMATIC SHUTTLE TRANSFER
1 FLUOREsCENT ANTIBODY STAINING TECHNIQUE
FORWARD AIR STRIKE EVALUATION
FREQUEt.CY ANGLE SCANNINGe TRACKING & RAhGING
FAST ACCESS TO SYSTEMS TECHNICAL INFORMATION
FACToRy ACCEPTANCE TEST
FUZING, ARMING TEST EXPERIMENT
FLEET AIR WING
FLIGHT ADVISORY WEATHER SERVICE
FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION
1 FUEL AIR EXPLOSIVES
FUSE BLOCK
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
FEET BOARD MEASURE CBOARD FEET]
1 FLFET RALLISTIC MISSILE
FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE WEAPON SYSTEM
FIiER
FLY BY wIRE
FALSE CAPE
1 FIXED cAMERA
2 FLIGHT CONTROLCLER]
3 FUEL CELL
FREQUENCY CONTROL/ETR SITE AT KSC
FREQUENCY CONTROL ANALYSIS
A FIELD CHANGE ANALYSI S
2 FUEL CAPSULE ASSEMBLY
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
I FLIGHT COORDINATION CENTER
2 FLIGHT CONTROL COMPUTER
FLIGHT CHANGE CONTROL ORDER
FLIGHT CONTROLLER CONFIDENCE TEST
FLIGHT CONTROL DIVISION
FEDERAL CIVIL DEFENSE ADMINISTRATION 
FACILITY CONTRACT END ITEM
FACILITY CHANGE GROUP
FLIGHT CONTROLLERSS HANDBOOK ,
FUNCTIONAL CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION
FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
FACILITY CHANGE INITIATION REQUEST
FRICK CHEMICAL LABORATORY
I FUEL CELL
FLIGHT COMBUSTION MONITOR
FIRE COMMAND
FOOT CONTROLLED MANEUVERING UNIT
FIELD CHANGE NOTIFICATION
FUNCTIONAL CHECKOUT
FLIGHT CREW OPERATIONS BRANCH tNASA 
FLIGHT CREW-OPERATIONS DIRECTORATE'
FLIGHT CONTROLLERS OPERATIONS HANDBOOK
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FCOv FACILITY CHECKOUT VEHICLE
FCr FINAL CONFIGURATION REVIEW
FCRA FECAL COLLECTION RECEPTACLE ASSEMBLY
FCS FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
FcS I FECAL CONTAINMENT SUBSYSTEM
F£SD FLIGHT CREW SUPPORT DIVISION tMSC']
FCSLE FORECASTLE
F CST FORECAST
FcST 1 FEDERAL COUNCIL FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
FCl FACTORY
FCT 1 FLIGHT CREW TRAINER
FCTB FLIGHT CREW TRAINING BUILDING'
FCTS FLIGHT CREW TRAINER SIMULATOR
FCV FACIL'ITY CHECKOUT VEHICLE
FD FLIGHT DIRECTOR [NASA3
FDAI FLIGHT DIRECTOR ATTITUDE INDICATOR
FDAS FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS SHEET
Fbb FORCED DRAFT BLOWER
FOaB I FULL DATA BLOCK
FUC FIRE DFPARTVENT CONNECTION
FDD FOREIGNq DOCUMENT DIVISION
FDDL FREQUE~jCY DIVISION DATA LINK
F~)EC FLUIDYNE ENGINEERING CORPORATION
FD~L FLIGHT DYNAMIC5 GROUP
FID FLIGHT DIRECTOR INDICATOR
FDL FLIGHT DYNAMIC LABORATORY
FDLH FLIGHT DETERMINATION LAB., HOLLOMAN AFB
FOM FREQUEIwCY DIVISION MULTIPLEX
FDN FOUNDATION
FDO FLIGHT DYNAMICS OFFICER
FnP FLIGHT DATA PROCESSING
FoR FEEDER
FORG FLUID r)YNAMICS RES. GROUP
F'Dk ! FLIGHT DIRECTOR RATE INDICATOR
FIRL FLUID )'YNANXC RESo LABo
Fr)RY FOUNDRY
FDS FLUID nXSTRIBUTXON SYSTEM
FoX FULL DUPLEX
F£I TRON tFERRUMI
FFA FAILURE EFFECT ANALYSIS
FfAT FItjAt. ENGINEERING ACCEPTANCE TEST
FF, FLIGHT EVALUATION BOARD
FEB5 FUNCTIONAL ELECTRONIC' BLOCKS
FEC FEDERAl ELECTRIC COMPANY
FEC 1 FIELD ENGINEERING CHANGE
FEU FEDr)RAt.
FFIA FLIGHT ENGINEERSO INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
FEM FEMALE
FFM I1 FLYABLF ENGINEERING MODEL
FEMS FACILITIE5 & ENVIRONMENTAL MEASURING SYSTEMS
FFO FIELD ENGINEERING ORDER
FER FORWARD ENGINE ROOM
FES FINE ERROR SENSOR
FET FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
FFTO FACTORY EQUIPMENT TRANSFER ORDER
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FFWG FLIGHT EVALUATION WORKING GROUP
FFX FLEET EXERCISE
FF FLORIDA FACILITY
FFA PREFIX+ AERONAUTICAL RES. INST, OF SWEDEN
FFAR FORWARD FIRING AIRCRAFT ROCKET
FFAR I FOLDING-FIN AIRCRAFT ROCKET
FFC FEDERAL FIRE COUNCIL
FFI FUEL FLOW INDICATOR
FFP FIRM FIXED PRICE
FFP I FAST FIELD PROGRAM
FFS FLIGHT FOLLOWI NG SERVICE
FFSA & C FIELD FUNCTIONAL SYSTEM ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT
FFTF FAST FLUX TEST FACILITY
FFTV FREE FLIGHT TEST VEHICLE
FGE FACTORY GROUND EQUIPt
FGR FINGER
FH FLAT HEAD
FHC FIRE HOSE CABINET
FHC 1 FAIRCHILD HILLER CORPORATION
FHP FRICTION HORSEPOWER
FHR FIRE HOSE RACK
FH5 FORWARD HEAD SHIELD
FHY FIRE HYDRANT
FIC FREQUEFJCY INTERFERENCE CONTROL
FICA FEDERAL INSURANCE CONTRIBUTIONS ACT
FILCO FORD Ip4ST* COMPANYt INC.
FIDO FLIGHT DYNAMICS OFFICER
FIFO FIRST IN-FIRST OUT tSEQUENCE OF ROTATING CREWMAN*
FIG FIGURE
FSIG FEDERAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION GUIDE
FIIN FEDERAL ITEM INVESTIGATION NUMBER
FIL FILAMENT
FILS FLARESCAN INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM
FILUP FRANKLIN INSTITUTE LABORATORIES UNIVERSAL PULSER
FJM FIELD ION MICROSCOPE
FIMATE FACTORY-INSTALLED MAINTENANCE AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT.
FIN FINISH
FIPS FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARDS
FIR FUEL IADICATOR READING
FlR 1 FULL INDICATOR READING
FIRE FLIGHT INVESTIGATION RE-ENTRY EVALUATION
FIREX FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM
FIRL THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE RESEARCH LABORATORIES
FIRST FABRICATION OF INFLATABLE RE-ENTRY STRUCTURES FOR TESTS
FIS FLIGHT INFORMATION SERVICE
FIST FAULT ISOLATION BY SEMIAUTOMATIC TECHNIQUlES
FIT FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLO6Y
FITH FIRE IN THE HOLE
FIUDO FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY
FJSRL FRANK J. SILER RES. LAB.
FL FLUID
FL I FUEL
FL. 2 FLAME
FL 3 FLOW LINE
FL DIAG FUNCTIONAL LINE DIAGRAM
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FORWARD LAUNCHED AERODYNAMIC MISSILES
FLIGHT ANOMALXES REPORTING
FLIGHT CREW
FIELD
I FUNCTIONAL LINE DIAGRAM
FLUX LoGIC ELEMENT ARRAY
FLEXIBLE
FLEXIBLE ENERGY MANAGEMENT
FLOORING
FLASHLESS
FLOATED INERTIAL MEASUREMENT BALL
FLIGHT OPERATIONS PLANNER
FLOATING INSTRUMENT PLATFORM
1 FLIGHT LAUNCHED INFRARED PROBE
FORWARI) LOOKIN6 INFRARED SYSTEMS
FUNCTIONAL LINE ORGANIZATION
FRESNEL LENS OPTICAL LANDING SYSTEM
FLUORINE-ONE STAGE ORBITAL SPACE TRUCK
FLOTATT ON
FLUORI.E-LIQUID OXYGEN
FAULT LOCATION PANEL
FORWARDt LOOKING RADAR
FLEXIBLE LINEAR SHAPED CHG.
FLIGHT
FLUORESCENT
FREQUENCY MODULATION
I FIELD MANUAL
FREQUENCY MODULATION-CONTINUOUS WAVE
FAILURE MODE ANALYSIS
1 FOOD MANAGEMENT AREA
FLIGHT MISSION ASSIGNMENTS DOCUMENT
FOOD MACHINERY &a CHEMICAL CORP.
FREQUENCY MODULATED CONTINUOUS WAVE
FLIGHT MECHANICSe DYNAMICSt AND CONTROL
FAILURE MODE AND EFFECT ANALYSIS
FAILUJRE MODEo EFFECTS AND CRITICALITY ANALYSIS
FULL MYSSEON ENGINEERING SIMULATOR'
FREGUErJCY MODULATION WITH FEEDBACK
FINANCIAL MANAWEMENT OFFICE
FIRST MAN-ORBITING FLIGHT
FLUID MOTION PANEL, ARC
FEDERAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT REGULATION'
FAILURE A MALFUNCTION REPORT
FLIGHT MISSION RULES DOCUMENT
FOOD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
1 FECAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FILM MAGAZINE STORAGE CONTAINER
FORT MONMOUTH SIGNAL LABORATORY
FLASH MASS THERMAL ANALYSIS
FIELD MAINTENANCE TEST STATION
FUNCTIONAL MOCKUP
1 FORCE MEASURING UNIT
FM TRANSMITTER
FLAT NOSE 1PROJECTILE3
FUMING NITRIC ACID
FLAM
FLARE
F;C
FLD
FLD
FLEA
FLEX
FLEXEM
FL8
FLHLS
FLIMBAL
FLIOP
FLIP
FLIP
FL I RFLIR
FLOLS
FLOSOST
FLOT
FLOX
FLP
FLR
FLSC
FLT
FLUOR
FM
FM
FM-CW
FMA
FMA
FMAD
FMC
FMCW
tMD&C
FME A
FMEC A
FMES
FMFR
FMO
FMOF
FMP
FMRD
FmS
FmS5
FMSC
FMTA
FMTS
FiM U
FMU
FmX
FN
FNA
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FUNDING;
FLASHLFSS NON-HYGROSCOPE
FUSION POINT
FOR NASA PERSONNEL ONLY
FAILURF NOTIFICATION SHEET
FUEL OTL
1 FUNCTIONAL OBJECTIVE
2 FAIL OPERATION
FREE ON BOARD
1 FIBER IPTICS BOARD
FOCUS
FLEET ORIENTED CONSOLIDATED STOCK LIST
FLIGHT OPERATIONS DIRECTORATE
FREE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENT FLOAT
FIELD OF INTEREST REGISTER
FIGURE OF MERIT
FOREIGN MATERIAL CATALOG
FINANCIAL OPERATING PLAN
1 FLIGHT OPERATIONS PLAN
FLOATIrNG OCEAN RESEARCH & DEV. STATION
FORMULA TRANSLATION
FLIGHT OPNS SUPPORT
FILM OPTICAL SENSING DEVICE FOR INPUT TO COMPUTERS
FLIGHT OPERATIONS SCHEDULING OFFICE rHOUSTON]'
FIELD oF VIEW
FIXED PRICE
1 FLIGHT PROGRESS
FACILITY PLANNING DESIGN
FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT
FLIGHT PATH ANGLE
FLIGHT PATH ANALYSIS AND COMMAND
FUEL PREBURNER
FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION
FUNCTIoNAL PROGRAM ELEMENT
FEDERAL PACIFIC ELECTRIC CO.
FINE POINTING FACILITY
FUEL PRESSURE INDICATOR
FIXED-PRICE-INCENTIVE-FEE
FORWARD PROPAGATION IONOSPHERIC SCATTER
FOREST PRODUCT LAB.
FEET PFR MINUTE
FUTURE PROJECTS OFFICE tMSFC]'
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE PROPELLANT RESERVE
FLYING PERSONNEL RES., COMM.
FIREPROOF
FEET PER SECOND
1 FRAMES PER SECOND
FORWARD PROPAGATION TROPOSPHERIC SCATTER
FLIGHT QUALIFICATION
FORT WORTH OUALIFIED MATERIAL LIST
FLIGHT QUALIFICATION TAPE RECORDER
FIRING ROOM
1 FAILURE REPORT
FROM BELOW
FRACTIONAL
FNDG
FNH
FNP
FNPO
FNS
Fo
F O)
F O
Fcob
ab
FOC
FOCSL
FOD
FOIF
FOIR
FoM
FOMCAT
FOP
FpP
F¢ORDS
FORTRAN
FoS
FOSDIC
FOSO
FoV
FP
FP
FP&D
FP&L
FPA
FPAC
FPB
FPC
FPE
FPEC
FPF
FpI
FPIF
FPIS
FPL
FPM
FPO
FPE
FPRC
FPRF
FPS
FPS
FO
FPML
FtTR
FR
FR
FR BEL
FRAC
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FPAG
FRAM
FKC
F I~C 1
FRC 2
Fr8D
FRD I
FRDI
FREDI
FREEBD
FREL
FREe
FRESCANNAR
FRF
FRI
FRKLN
FR L
FROST
FRUMULT
FRR
FRR 1
FRSS
FAT
FRT 1
FRWK
F5
Fs
FS AR
FSBL
FSC
FSC 1
FSD
FSE
FSE
FSK
FSL
FSMWO
FSN
FSN 1
FSR
FSR I
FSH 2
FSRD
FSkT
FSS%5
FSS I
FST
FSTC
FSTV
Fsu
FSU 1
FT
FT LB
FRAGMENT
FLEET REHABILITATION & MODERNIZATION
FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
FEDERAL RECORDS CENTER
FREDERICK RESEARCH CENTER
FAILURE RATE DATA
FLIGHT READINESS DEMONSTRATION
FLIGHT RESEARCH a DEVELOPMENT INSTRUMENTATION
FLIGHT RANGE AND ENDURANCE DATA IND'ICATOR
FREEBOARD
FELTMAN RES. & ENGRG, LAB,
FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY SCAN RADAR
FLIGHT READINESS FIRING
FRIDAY
FRANKLI N
FELTMAN RES, LAB.
FIBER REINFORCED MATERIALS
FOOD RESERVES ON SPACE TRIPS
FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER
FLIGHT READINESS REVIEW
FAILURE REPORTING REVIEW
FLIGHT REFERENCE STABILIZATION SYSTEMS
FLIGHT RATING TEST
FLIGHT READINESS TEST
FRAMEWORK
FORESIGHT
FIELD sERVICE
FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT
FUSIBLE
FINAL 5YSTEMS CHECK
FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION
FLIGHT SUPPORT DIVISION tHOUSTON]
FACTORY SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
FIELD SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
FEDERAL STOCK ITEM
FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING
FEDERAL STOCK LISTINGS
FIELD SERVICE MODIFICATION WORK ORDER
FEDERAL STOCK NUMBER
FRENCH SPEAKING NATIONS
FLIGHT SUPPORT REQUEST
FIELD SERVICE REPORT
FINAL SYSTEM RUN
FLORIDA STATE ROAD DEPARTMENT
FLIGHT SYSTEMS REDUNDANCY TEST
FLIGHT SERVICE STATION
FINE SuJN SENSOR
FORGED STEEL
FORElGw SCIENCE a TECHNOLOGY CENTER
FULL SCALE TEST VEHICLE
FULL SCALE UNIT
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
FEET
FOoT-PoUNDE S I
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FT-C FOOT-CANDLE
FT-L FOOT-LAMBERT
FTA FLIGHT TEST ARTICLE
FTC FAST TIME CONSTANT
FrL 1 FLIGHT TEST CENTER
FTC 2 FLORIDA TEST CENTER
FPICA FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT
FTCP FLIGHT TEST CHANGE PROPOSAL
FTU FLIGHT TEST DIRECTIVE
FTDIP FLIGHT TEST DIV.. INTERNAL PROJECT
FTE FACToRY TEST EQUIPMENT
FTG FOOTING
FTL FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS LAB-
FTM FLIGHT TEST MISSILE
FTO FIELD TEST OPERATIONS
FTO 1 FUNCTIONAL TEST OBJECTIVE'
FTP FLIGHT TEST PROCEDURE
FTP 1 FIXED THROTTLE POINT
FTP 2 FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURE
FTR FACTOR
FTR I FINAL TEST RACK
FTRM FLIGHT TEST REQUEST MEMORANDUM
FTS FED)ERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM`
FTS I FEDERAL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
FTS 2 FREQUENCY & TIMING SUBSYSTEM
FTS 3 FLIGHT TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM
FTU FACTORY TRAINING UNIT
FTU 1 FLIGHT TEST UNIT
F'TU 2 FUEL TiANSFER UNIT
FTV FLIGHT TELEVISION
FTWG FLIGHT TEST WORKING GROUP
FU FIRING UNIT
FUNCT FUNCTION
FUNCT LINE FUNCTIONAL LINE DIAGRAM
FURN FURiNISH tES, EDt ING]
FUS FUSELAGE
FV FLUSH VALVE
FVV FLIGHT VERIFICATION VEHICLE
FH FEED WATER
FWA FORWARD WAVE AMPLIFXER
FWD FORWARD
FwDT FLIGHT WORTHINESS DEMONSTRATION TEST
FWG FACILITIES WORKING GROUP
FWMAF FREE WORLD MILITARY ASSISTANCE FORCES
FWS FILTER WEDGE SPECTROMETER
FX FACSIMILE
FxD FIXED
FY FISCAL YEAR
FYFSFP FIVE-YEAR FORCE STRUCTURE AND FINANCIAL PROGRAM
G ACCELERATION tDUE TO GRAVITYJ
6 a A GENERAL & ADMINISTRATIVE OVERHEAD
G & C GUIDANCE AND CONTRO.
G & CC GUIDANCE AND CONTROL COUPLER
G & N GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION
G VS T DECELE4ATION UNITS OF GRAVITY VERSUS TIME
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DECELERATXON UNITS OF GRAVITY VERSUS VELOCITY
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE
GROUND & ENVIRONMENTAL
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION SYSTEM
GRAM-CALORIE
GRAM-METER
GREEN PHONE
GEMINI AGENA
I GENERAL ATOMIC
2 GOVERNMENT AGENCY
3 GAGE
GEMINI ATLAS AGENA TARGET VEHICLE
GOoDvEAR AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
I GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT A ENGINEERING CORP.
GENT I LF AIR FORCE STATION
GIMBALLESS ANALYTIC INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
GOVERNmIENT AND INDUSTRY TEAM
GALLONt S ]
GUGGENHEIM AERONAUTICAL LAB. tCALIF. INST. OF TECH.]
GALVANOMETER
GEMINI AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE wORKIN6 GROUP
GUIDED AIRCRAFT MISSILE
GAS APPLIANCES MANUFACTURERS: ASSOCIATION
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
GUIDED AIRCRAFT ROCKET
GENERAL AMERICAN RESEARCH DIVISION
GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGRAM
GAS E!.4ERATOR
GENo APPLIED SCIENCE LAB.
GRAND ACCELERATED SPACE PLATFORM
I GENERALIZED AEROSPACE PRO-RAM'
GiMBAL ANGLE SEQUENCING TRANSORMAYION' ASSY
GROUND/AIR TRANSMITTER
I 6EMINI AGENA TARGET
2 GOODYEAR ATOMIC CORP'ORATION
GENERAL AMERICAN TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION
GEOPHYSIC'AL AUTOMATIC' TRACKER UNIT
GEMINI AGENA TARGET VEHICLE
GOVERNMENT BILL OF LADING
GRAND BAHAMA ISLAND
GOVERNMENT BILL OF LADING
GIGACYCLES E1000 MESACYCLtS3
I GIMBAL CASE
2 GUIDANcE COMPUTER
GROUND CONTROL APPROACH
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL ANALYSIS TEAM
1 GEOPHYS!ICS CORPORATION OF AMERICA
2 GROUND CONTROL APPROACH
GREATE-T COMMON DIVISOR
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT NETWORK OPERATIONS CENTER
GROUND COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY
GUIDANCE Q CONTROL FLIGHT, ANALYSIS PROoRAM
GROUND CONTROL INTERCEPTOR
GEORGETOWN COLLEGE OBSERVATORY
G vs V
GR CEP
GRE
6R NS
G-CAL
G-METER
G/P
GA
GA
GA
GA
GAATV
GAC
GAC
GAEC
GAFS
GAINS
GAIT
GAL
GALCIT
GALV
GALVWG
&AM
GANA
GAO
GAR
GARD
GANP
GAS GEN
GASL
GASP
GASP
GASTA
GAT
GAT
GAT
GATC
GATU
GATV
GK/L
GH!
GBL
GC
GC
GC
GCA
GCAT
GCA
6CA
GCD
GCEN
GCF
GCFAP
GC I
GCO
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GROUND-CONTROLLED RADAR
GROUND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
GREENWICH CIVIL TIME
GROUND COMMUNICATIONS TRACKING SYSTEM
GYRO COUPLING UNIT
GENERAL DYNAMICS/ASTRONAUTICS
GENERAL DYNAMICS/CONVAIR
GENERAL DYNAMICS/ELECTRIC BOAT DIVISION
GENERAL DYNAMICS/FORT WORTH
GENERAL DYNAMICS/GENERAL ATOMIC
GIMBAL DRIVE ASSEMBLY
GYRO DISPLAY C3UPLER
GAS. DYlAMICS FACILITY
GROUND DATA HANDLING SYSTEM
GEOMETRIC DILUTION OF PRECISION
GOLDSToNEP CAL.
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
1 GERMANIUM
GENERAL ELECTRIC/APOLLO SUPPORT DIVISION
GENERAL ELECTRIC ATOMIC POWER
GENERAL ELECTRODYNAMICS COMPANY
GUIDANCE ENGINE CUT'OF
GROUND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING INSTALLATION A6ENCY
GENERAL ELECTRIC ELECTRONIC SYSTEM EVALUATION
GASEOUS EJECTION
GEMINI PROGRAM
GENERAL
I GENERATOR
GRADUATE ENGINEERING EDUCATION SYSTEM
GEOTECHNICAL CORPORATION
WORLD GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCE SYSTEM
GEODETIC EARTH ORBITING SATELLITE
GODDARD EXPERIMENTAL PACKAGE
GOODYEAR ENGINEERING RPT.
GENERALIZED EQUIPMENT RELIABILITY EVALUATION PROCEDURE
GRAPHICAL EVALUATION AND REVIEW TEC4NIQUES
GENERAL ELECTRIC SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM
GAS FILTER CORRELATION
GROUND FUEL START TANK
GROUND ELAPSED TIME
GROUND EQUIPMENT TURN OFF
GROUND EFFECT - TAKE-OFF & LANDING
GROUND EoUIPMENT TEST SET
I GENERAL TRACK SIMULATION
GROUND EFFECT VEHICLE
GENERAL ELECTRIC VARIABLE INCREMENT CbMPUTER
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED ARTICLES
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED AEROSPACE EGUIPMENT
1 GOVERNMENT FURNISHED AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED DOCUMENTATION
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY
GAS FILLED RECTIFIER
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED SERVICES
GOVERNMENT FURNISHED SUPPORT PROPERTY
GCR
GCSGcsGCT
GCT!
GCU
GD/A
GD/C
GD/EB
GD/FW
GD/GA
GDA
GDC
GDF
GDHS
GDOP
GDS
GE
GE
GE/ASD
GEAP
GEC
GFCOSEEZAP
SEJ
BEM
GEN
GFN
GENESYS
GEO
GEOREF
GENS
GEP
GER
GEREP
GERT
GESAC
GFC
GFST
GET
GETO
GETOL
EFTS
GETS
GEV
GEVIC
GFA
GFAE
GFAE
GFD
GFE
GFP
BFR
GFS
GFSP
PAGE 70
6FST
BG
GG
GGC
GGL
GGSE
GGV
GH2
GHAT
GHC
GHESHEGHE
GHN2
GHZ
GI
GI
GIDEP'
GIG6S
SIMB
GSIRADA
GIMU
GIN
GIPSE
GIRLS
GIRLS
GIS
GISS
GIT
GITPGipGJP
GL,
GLANCE
GLC
BLD5
GLE
$LIPAR
GLO
GLOBECOM
GLOCOM
GLOMEGLOMEX
GLOP AC
GLOTRAC
GLO6
GLP
GLT
L V
SLY
GM
GM
GqC
GMCF
GMUD
GMDRL
GROUND FUEL START TANK
GAS GENERATOR
I GRAVITy GRADIENT
GROUND GUIXDANCE COMPUTER
6RAVXTY-GRADIENT LIBRATION
GRAVITY GRADIENT STABILIZATION EXPERIMENT
GAS GENERATOR VALVE
GASEoUS HYDROGEN
GROUND HANDLXNG AND TRANSPORTATION
GROUND HALF COUPLING
GASEOUS HELIUM
I GROUND HAMDLING EQUIPMENT
GASEOUS NXTROGEN
GIGA HERTZ
GALVANIZED IRON
I GOVERNMENT ISSUE
GOVERNMENT INDUSTRY DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM
GEMINX B INERTSAL GUIDANCE sYSTEM
GINBA-L
GEODESY¥ INTELL9GENCE & MAPPING RES. & DEV. AGENcY
GIMBALLESS XNERTIAL MEASURING UNIT
GIXMBALED INTECRAL NOZZLE
GRAVITY INDEPENDENT PHOTO SYNTHETIC GAS EXChA6sER
GENERALIZED INFORMATION RETRIEVAL a LISTING6 SYSTE'
1 GENERAL INDEXIN6 IN RECIPROCAL LATTICE SPACE
GENERAL INSTALLATION SUBCONTRACTOR
GODDARD INSTo OF SPACE STUDIES
GEORGIA INST. OFP TECH.
GROUND INTEeRATION TEST PRO'GRAM
GALACTIC JUPITER PROBE
GRADE LINE
GLOBAL LIHTWEISHT AIRBORNE NAVIGATION COMPUTER EUIXPMENT
GENERAL LEARNING CORP.
GEMINI LAUNCH DATA SYSTEM
GOVERNMENT LOANED EQUIPMENT
GUIDE LINE XDENTXFICATION PROGRAM FOR ANTI-MISSIL~ RES.
GROUND LOGOISTICS OPERATIONS
GLOBAL COMMUNSCATIONS SYSTEM
GLOBAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
GRo5S LIFT OFF MASS
GLOBAL METEOROLOGICAL EXPERIMENT
GYROSCOPIC LO-POWEIR' ATTITUDE CONTROL
GLODAL TRACKINw eETR UPRANSE SYSTEMSi
GROSS LIFT-OFF WEIGHT
GOVERNMENT LOANED PROPERTY
GUIDE LIGHT
GErM.N LAUNCH VEHICLE
GLY'COL
GRAN
GEl 6ER-MUELLER
GAS METAL ARC
GUIDED WSSILE COMMITTEE
GODDARD MSSxON CONTROL FACILITY
GUIDED MISSXLE DEVELOPMENT DIVXSION
GENERAL MOORS DEENSE' RESEARCH LABORATORY
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GME GIMBAL MOUNTED ELECTRONICS
GMP GEMINI MANAGEMENT PANEL
GMR GROUND MAPPING RADAR
GMRD GUIDED MISSILE RANGE DIVISION
GMRWG GUIDED MISSILE RELAY WORKING GROUP
GMs GEMINI MISSION SIMULATOR
Gms I GROUND MAINTENANCE SUPPORT
GMT GREENWICH MEAN TIME
GN GREEN
GN2 GASEOUS NITROGEN
GNC GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION COMPUTER
GNC I GODDARD NETWORK CONTROL
GNCS GUIDANcEP NAVIGATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM
GND GROUND
GNE GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION ELECTRONICS
GNEC GENERAL NUCLEAR ENGRG, CORPORATION
GNF GOOD NEIGHBOR FUND
GNOS GODDARD NETWORK OPERATIONS SUPPORT
GNP GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT
GNSO GODDARD NETWORK SUPPORT OPERATIONS [OFFICE]
GNT GROUND TEST
GO GENERAL ORDERS
GOCO GOVERNMENT=OWNED CONTPACTOR OPERATED
GoE GROUND OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT
GOES GEOSTATIONARY OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE
GOGO GOVERNKENT OWNEDv GOVERNMENT OPERATED
GOM GOVERNMENT OWNED MATERIAL
GOR GENERAL OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
GORP GROUND OPERATIONAL REQUIRE'MENTS PLAN
GOSS GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
GOST GODDARD SATELLITE TRACKING
GOV GOVERNOR
GOVT GOVERNMENT
GOX GASEOUS OXYGEN
GP GROUP
GP I GENERAL PURPOSE
GP 2 GENERAL PUBLICATION
GPAD GALLONS PER ACRE PER DAY
GPAS GENERAL PURPOSE AIRBORNE SIMULATOR
GPATS GENERAL-PURPOSE AUTOMATIC TEST SYSTEM
GPD GIMBAL POSITION DISPLAY
GPD 1 GALLONS PER DAY
GPES GROUND PROXIMITY EXTRACTION SYSTEM
GPG GRAINS PER GALLON
GPH GALLONS PER HOUR
GPI GIMBAL POSITION INDICATOR
GPI 1 GENERAL PRECISIONe INC.
GPI 2 GROUND POSITION INDICATOR
GPI1 3 GENERAL PURPOSE INVERTER
GPM GALLONS PER MINUTE
GPO GEMINI PROGRAM OFFICE
GPO 1 GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
GPPH GEMINI PROGRAM PLANNING BOARD
GPS GALLONS PER SECOND
GPSS GENERAL PROCESS SIMULATION SYSTEM
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GEMNZ PAD ?EST
GRAIN
1 GRADE
2 GRAM
GRAPHIC ARTS COMPOSIXNG EOUIPMENT
GRADUATE
GODDARD RANGE & RANGE DATA
GAMMA RAY AMPLIFICATION BY SIMULATED EMISSION OF RADIATIoN
GENERALIZED REENTRY APPLICATION SIMULATION PROGRAM
I GENERAL RESOURCt ALLOCATION a SELECTION PROGRAM
GRADUATE RELIABSILITY ENGINEERING
GALACTIC RADXATXON EXPERIMENT BACKGROUND SATELL'ITE'
GODDARD RESEARCH ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT EXERCTIsE
GENERAL RETRIEVAL XNQUIRY NEGOTIATION STRUCTURE
GRADUATED REDUCTION IN TENSIONS
GLOBAL RANSE MISSILE
GREEN
GROMMET
GROUP
1 GLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC
2 GROUND RELAV PANEL
GUIDANCE RZFE'RENCE RELEASE
GRATXNG
GROOVE
GROSS tEIGHT
GALVANIZED STEEL
1 GROUND SPEED
2 GROUND STATION
GENERAL SERVICES ADANISTRATION
I GRAHAN9 SAVAGE AND ASSOCIATES# INC.
GXANNMEX SCZENTIFIC CORP'.
GROUND SUPPOR? COOLING UNIT
GEOPHYSICS & SPACE DAYA BULLEYIN
GOLODSToNE DUPLICATE STANDARD CSTANDARD DSIF EQuIPMENT3
GROUND SUPPOR@ EUPMENT
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GOVERNMEN? SdURCE ZNSPtCTION
GASKET
GUiDAMCE 5VSTEMS OPERATION PLAN
GUTDANcE SEGNAL PROCESSOR
GUIDAncE SIGNAL PROCESSOR-REPEATER
GEMINX SPAC[CRAFT PROJECT OFFXCE
GALVANIC SrgN RESPONSE
GLOBAL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
I GROUND SUPPOR SYYSTEMS
GROUND SUPPORT SMULATION COMPUTER C[IMCCI]
GUIDED SPACE VEHCLE
GALMANMZED STEEL WgRE ROPE
GEMIEN TTAN
I GROUND TRASPIV
GEMINI ma TAIDN
1 GAS TUNGSEN AC
6ROUND ?RASPORT ECUPMENT
GAS TURORME GMERATOR
GRAND TUR ISLAND
GPT
GR
GH
GR
GRACE
GRAD
GRARD
6RASERS
GRASP
GRASP
GRE
GREB
GREMEX
GRINS
GRIT
GRM
GRN
GROM
GRP
GRP
GRP
GRG
BR TG
GRV
GRWT
55GSG5
GS
GSAGSA
GSC
GSCU
GSDB
GSDS
SSE.
GSFC
Gsl
GSKT
GSOP
GSP
GSP-R
GSPO
65SCGSs
GSsRGSSCGSv
GSWR
GT
GT
GTA
G¥E
aT5
STI
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GTK GRAND TURK
GTL GAS TURBINE LAB.
GTM GROUND TEST MISSILE
GTOW GROSS TAKE-OFF WEIGHT
GTP GENERAL TEST PLAN
GTS GENERAL TECHNICAL SERVICES. INC.
GTS 1 GROUND TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM
GTV GROUND TEST VEHICLE'
GTW GROSS TAKE-OFF WEIGHT
GUJl) GUIDANCE
GUJSTO GUTDANCE USING STABLE TUNXNG OSCILLATIONS
GVL GRAVEL
GVN GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
BWM GUAM
GwU GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
BY GRAY
GYl GRAND CANARY ISLAND'CREMOTE SITE]
GYM GUAYMASP MEXICO EREMOTE SITE]
GYP GYPSUM
GYRO GYROSCOPE
GZ RIGHTIwG ARM
GZ 1 GROUND ZERO
H HARD
H 1 HORIZOijTAL
H 2 HYDROGEN
HAD HARDENED AND DISPERSED
H&S HEADQUARTERS a SERVICE
H a T HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION
H-S HORIZON SCANNER
H/A HAZARDOUS AREA
H/C HAND CARRY
H/CO HABITABILITY/CREW QUARTERS
H/D HALF DUPLEX
H/E HEAT EXCHANGER
H/EX HEAT EXCHANGER
H/F HUMAN FACTORS
H/O HARD OvER
H/S HEAT SHIELD
H/X HEAT EXCHANGER
HA HECTARE
HA 1 HIGH ALTITUDE
HAA HIGH ALTITUDE ABORT
HAAW HEAVY ANTI-TANK ASSAULT WEAPOD
HAH HAZARDS ANALYSIS BOARD
HAC HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
HAD HEAT ACTUATED DEVICE
HADC HOLLOMAN AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
HAUD HAWAIIAN AIR DEFENSE DIV,
HADES HYPERSONIC AIR DATA ENTRY SYSTEM
HADES 1 HYPERSoNIC AIR DENSITY ENTRY SYSTEM
HAFB HOLLOMAN AIR FORCE BASE
HALCON HIGH ALTITUDE LONG-FOCUS CONVERGENT MAPPING SYSTEM'
HAO HIGH ALTITUDE OBSERVATORY
HAP HYDROXYLAMINE PERCHLORATE
HAP I HIGH ALTITUDE PLATFORM
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HANFORI) ATOMIC PRODUCTS OPERATION
HIGH ALTITUDE RADAR ALTIMETER ANTENNA
HARNESS
HIGH ALTITUDE RESEARCH PROGRAM
HEALTH AND SAFETY LAB.
HIGH ALTITUDE SAMPLING PLANE
I HIGH ALTITUDE SOUNDIN6 PROJECTILE
HIGH ALTITUDE TERRAIN CONTOUR DATA SENSOR
HAVERS I NE
HAWAII
HAZARDOUS
HIGH BAY
I HIGH BAND
HYPERSONIC BOOST-GLIDE MISSILE
HAZARD BEACON
HIGH BiT RATE
HOT BRIDGEWIRE
HANO CONTROL
1 HEXACHoRETRORE
2 HIGH CARBON
HONEYCOMB
HARDENED COMPACTED FIBER
HORIZONTAL CENTER LINE
HARVARD COLLEGE OBSERVATORY
HIGH CROSS RANBE ORBITER
HYDROMECHANICAL CONTROL SYSTEM
1 HIGH CARBON STEEL
HYDRAULIC CYCLIN6 UNIT
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON UN-AMERICAN ACTIVlTIES
HEADCING]
1 HIGHLY DESIRABLE
HAND WHEEL
HOLDDOwN ARM
HANDBOOK
HOLSTON DEFENSE CORP.
HIGH DENSITY DATA
HEADING
HANDLE
1 HARRY DIAMOND LABORATORIES
HEADLEsS
HARDEN
HOME DOCKYARD REGULATIONS
HALI DUPLEX TELETYPE
HARDWARE
HALF DUPLEX
HELIUM
1 HEAVY EQUIPMENT
2 HIGH ExPLOSIVE
3 HANDLING EQUIPMENT
4 HUMAN ENGINEERING
HEADOUARTERS COMMAND
HIGH ENER6Y ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORY
HUMAN ERROR ACTION REPORT
HUMAN ERROR DATA CONTROL CENTER
HIGH ENERGY FORMING
HAPO
HARA
HAHN
HARP
HASL
HASP
HASP
HATS
HAV
HAW
HAZ
HH
H BbM
HfINH83H W
H RN
HCk
HC
Hc,C
HCF
HCO
HMC El
HC F
HCL
HCRO
HCS
HCS
HCU
HCUA
HI)
HD
HD wHL
HDA
HDBK
HDC
HDu
HDG
HUL
HDL
HpLS
HpN
HDR
HDT
Hnw
HpX
HE
HE
HE
HE
HF
HEADCOM
HF AO
HEAR
Hf£[CC
HFF
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HEF 1 HIGH ENERGY FUEL
HEI HIGH Er-ERGY IGNITION
HEIAS HUMAN ENGINEERING INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS SERVICE
HEIS HIGH ENVIRONMENT TEST SYSTEM
HEI T HIGH-EXPLOSIVE INCENDIARY WITH TRACER
HFL HUMAN ENGINEERING LABo
HELO HELICOPTER
HEOS HIGHLY ECCENTRIC ORBITING SATELLITE
HEFOS 1 HIGHLY ELLIPTICAL ORBIT SATELLITE
HEPC HYDROELECTRIC POWER COMMNSSION OF ONTARIO
HFPL HIGH EtJERGY PHYSICS LABo
HFkF HIGH ENERGY RATE FORMING
HFRO HAZARDS OF ELECTROMAGNETTC RA. TO ORDNANCE
HESSES HIGH ENJERGY SQUIB SIMULATORS
HETS HYPER=FNVERONMENTAL TEST SYSTEM
HEW HEALTH9 EDUCATXONo AND WELFARE
HEX HEXAGON
HF HIGH FREQUENCY
HF 1 HOLD FIRE
HFA HIGH FREQUENCY RECOVERY ANTENNA
HFAS HIGH FREQUENCY ANTENNA SYSTEM
HFCV HELIUM FLOW CONTROL VALVE
HFDF HIGH FREQUENCY DIRECTION-FINDER
HFORL HUMAN FACTORS OPERATION RES. LAB.
HFE HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT
HFR HUMAN FACTORS RESE'ARCH' INC. 
HFX HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSCEIVER
Hr, MERCURY
HNc 1 HAND GFNERATOR
HNA HIGH GAIN ANTENNA
HGB HEMOGLOBIN
HGDS HAZARDOUS GAS DETECTION SYSTEMS
HGk HANGAR
H(;RF HOT GAS RADIATING FACILITY
HGT HEIGHT
HH HANDHOLE
HHD HOGSHEAD
HHMU HAND-HELD MANEUVERING UNIT
HI ALT HIGH ALTITUDE
HI PR HIGH PRESSURE
H IAD HANDBOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR AIRCRAFT DESIGNERS
HIAGSED HANDBOOK OF INSTe FOR GROUND SUPPORT EQUIP. DESIGiNEAES
HIBEX HIGH ImPULSE BOOSTER EXPERIME&TS
HIC HARDWARE INDENTURE CODE
HICAT HIGH ALTITUDE CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE
H\ICO HASTINGS INSTRUMENT COMPANY
HIDE HIGH-ABSORPTION INTEGRATED DEFENSE ELECTROMA6NETIC WARFARE SYSTEM
HIG HIGH IwTEGRATIN6 6YROSCOPE
HIGH GASSERHIGH GEOGRAPHIC AERO=SPACE SEARCH RADAR
HIIHAT HIGH RFSOLUTION HEMISPHERICAL REFLECTOR ANTENNA TECHNIQUE
HIPAR HIGH-PoWER ACQUISITION RADAR
HTPERNAS HIGH PERFORMANCE NAVIGATION SYSTEM
HIPOT HIGH POTENTIAL TEST
HIPERTHINO HIGH PFRFORMANCE THROTTLEABLE INJECTOR
HIPR HIGH PRESSURE
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H'INAN H-PREcXS9ON SHORT RANGE ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION SYSTEM
HIND HIZGH 2T0EMNTY RADIATION DEVICE
H'IRES HYPERSONRC N-FLIGHT REFUELING SYSTEM'
HIVAC HIGH VALVE ASSET CONTROL SYSTEM
HI¥OS HXG-VACUUM ORXTAL SIMULATOR
HJ HOSE JACKET
HL HORIZONTAL LANDING
HL I HIGH LOW
HL 2 HIGH LEVEL
HL 3 HYDRODYNAamCS LAB.
HLR HOLDER
HM HECTOMETER
HMCC HOUSTOm NMSSION CONTROL CENTER
HMG HEAVY mACHENE GUN
HMS HAZARDS5 MONITORING SYSTEM
HMS 1 HELMET MOUNTED SGHT
HN HOLMES AND N¥RVER INCe
HNET HOUSTON NItJORK CONTROLLER
HNGR HANGAR
HNI HOLMES A N MRVERo XNCe
HO0 HYDROSGRAPHC OFFICE eCHANGED TO Oo]
HonS HIGH OPB'TAL BOMBARDMENT SYSTEM
HOC HURRXCANE OPERAVXONS CENTER
HOFCO HORIZONTAL FUNCt1ON CHECKOUT
HO! HEADOUARVTERS OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
HOJ HOME ON JAMMING
HOR HELSOCENTRC ORBIT RENDEZVOUS
HOSC HUNTSViLLE OPERATIONS SUPPORT CENTER
HOSP HOSPIYAL
HOw HOWnTeER
Hp HORSEPOWER
HP 1 HIGH PoWER
HP 2 HIGH PRESSURE
HP 3 HORIXZONTAL POLARiZATION
HP-DHA HIGH PuRiTV DUAL HARDNESS ARMOR
HP-HR HORSFPOWER-HOUR
HPAGQ HIGH PERFORMANC E AXR TO GROUND
HPFC HERCULES POWDER COnPANY/RESEARCH CENTER
HPF HIGH PASS FELTER
Hr.,'( HIGH PiRESSURE eAS
HPN HEAVY pRRMARY NUCLEI
HPOX HIGH PAESSURE OAEMN
HPS HYDRAUL.KC POWER SYSTEM
HPU HYDRAULIC PUNPENG UNIT
H'G HLADCUARTERS
H'COM HEADOUARTERS COMMAND
HQDM HEADQUARTERS DA MANAGER
HQTR HLADOUARTERS
HR HOUR
HR I HOUSE oF EPRESENTATVES
HRAF HUMAN RELR~IONS AREA F ILESe INC.
HRB HALLERo RAMDONo ~ BROWN
HNE HYPERSOMNC RSAeRCH ENGINE
HRIR HIGH RESoLUTEOM NRARED RADIOMETER
HRL HUGHES RESEARCH LABORATORIES
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HRP HUMAN RELIABILITY PROGRAM
HRRC HUMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER
HRRO HUMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH OFFICE
HAS HOT ROLLED STEEL
HRS 1 HOURS
HRT HIGH RESOLUTION TRACKER
HRV HYPERSoN0C RESEARCH VEHICLE
HS HEATSHIELD
HS I HAMILTON STANDARD DIVISION
HS 2 HIGH SrPEED
HS/C HOUSE .PACECRAFT
HSD HIGH SPEED DATA
HSD I HAMILTON STANDARD DIVISION
HSDL HIGH SPEED DATA LINE
HSGT HIGH SPEED GROUND' TRANSPORTATION
HS51 HORIZONTAL SXITUATION INDXCATOR
HSI I HIGH SPEED INTERFEROMETER
HSK HONEYSUCKLE CREEK TRACKING STATION
HSM HIGH SPEED MEMORY
HSMHA HEALTH SERVICES AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMIN,
HSW HEATSHTELD QUALIFICATION
HSR HUMAN SCIENCES RESEARCH# INC.
HSS HIGH-SPEED STEEL
HSS I HARITARILITY SUPPORT SYSTEM
HT HEAT
HT 1 HIGH TENSION
HT TR HEAT-TREATEED3EMENT]
HTB HYPERGOLIC TEST BUILDING
HTC HARRIS TRANSDUCER CORPORATION
H'TCI HIGH-TENSILE CAST IRON
HTG HEATING
HTL HEAT TFCHNOLOGY LABORATORY. INC.
HTO HORIZOtTAL TAKE-OFF
HTOHL HORIZONt4TAL TAKEOFF HORIZONTAL' LANDING
HTR HEATER
HTRS HEATERS
HTS HIGH-TENSILE STEEL
HTS I HEAT TRANSPORT SECTION
HTV HYPERSONIC TEST VEHICLE
HTXGR HEAT EXCHANGER
HUD HOUSING; AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
HUD 1 HEADS UP DISPLAY
HUD HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
HIJ(iO HIGHLY UNUSUAL GEoPHYSICAL OPERATION
HIJMRRO HUMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH OFFICE
HV HIGH VOLTAGE
HVAC HEATINGPVENTILATIONPAIR CONDITIONING
HVAP HYPERVELoCITY# ARMOR PIERCING
HVAR HIGH VELOCITY AIRCRAFT ROCKET
HVC HARDENED VOICE CHANNEL
HVPS HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY
HVRL HIGH VOLTAGE RESe LAB,
HVTP HYPERVELOCITYe TARGET PRACTICE
HW HOT WIRE
Hw 1 HEADWIND
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HWC
HwL
Hwy
HwY
HYU
HYDAC
HYURO
HYFAC
HYGL
HYLA
HYPER1GN
HZ
H2
H20
H25
I
[ C
I & R
9 % RS
IoE.
I P, 
X/c
T/F
[/0
X/P
IA
IA
IA
IA
IAA
gAAC
3AC
XAC
RAC
XAGR
IACS
XAU
IAD
XADC
I AEA
lEAF
IA'FS
7ANECY FC
RAP
RAS
)AS
7AS
9AS
I ATA
RATC
IAU
2AVC
IAWR
HOT WATER CRCULATM6
HHtWATER L TNE
HYPERSONRC 9ND TUNNEL
HIGHWAY
HYDRAUL XC
HYBRID DIX1TALANALOO COMPUTER
HYDROSTATXC
HYPERbOiC RECORb FACILITY STUDY
HYPERBoLIC
HYBRED LANGUE AE SLER
HYPERGOLXC EGNITON
HERTR ECVCLES]
HYDROGEN
WATER
HYDROGEN SULFIDE
IXODXINE
INTEGRATRON AND CHECKOUT
INTERCHANGEABILTY AND REPLACEABILITY
XNSTRU~EMATEON AND RANGE SAFETY
THAT S
ISRUmENTXNOM AND COMMUNICATIONS CABLE SYSTEM
XNsVALLATX©N AMD AZNYENANCE
INTERCOM
7NTERFACE
INPUT/OUTPUT
IPAC'v PREDiCTOR
INPUT AgXE
I MPLErMNYrO AeENCY
2 8SSUNG A@e T
3 NVERTFR A5SSeBV
INTENATZOAL ACDEMY OF ASTRONAUTICS
INTERNAT0NAL ASOCo FOR ANALOGUE COMPUTING
INTERiMEDEXAE AXR COMMAND
XNTEGRATXON ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT
2 INFOPRAT0MN NMALVS2S CENTRE
XN7ERNAT9ONAL ASSOC'o OF CONVE'NTION BUREAU
ZNTERNATIOMAL mNzALED COPPER STANDARD
YTERFACE nNALVSZS DOCUMENT
1 NTERNAYEONAL ASYROFHYSICAL DECADE'
XMTER-AERZCAN DFENSE COLLEGt
INTERNATiONAL AOXC ENESGY AGENCY
TNYERNATWONAL ASTRONaUTICAL FEDERATION
INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGRG. STUDIES
INTERNATONMAL ASSOCIATXON OF MACHINISTS
XNTERo AMERSCAN NUCLEAR ENERAY COMM.
XWERNATIONAL ACADEMY OF PATHOLOGY
INDICATED AUR SPEED
I SNSXTuTE OF NTHE AERONAUTICAL SCIENCES
2 INSTTUTE OF THE AEROSPACE SCIENCES
5 INTERNAL ALRNOMENT SENSOR
TNTERNA790ML AIR TRANSPORT ASSN.
YNTERATi0MAL ASS50Co OF TOOL CRAFTSMEN
INTERNATIONAL ASTRONOMICAL UNION
IMSTANTANEOUS alTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL
YNSTTuTE OF AO R WIEAPONS RESo
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IH INSTRUCTION BOOK
IRBM IRON BODY BRONZE MOUNTED
ITRECO INBOARD BOOSTER ENGINE CUTOFF
IHIT ICRM BLAST XNTERFERENCE TEST
IBiM INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES
IC INTERCOMMUNIXCATI'ONS
IC I INFORMATION CENTER
Ic 2 INTERIM CHANGE
IC. 3 INSTRUMENTATION CONTROLLER
IC 4 INERTIAL COMPONENT
IC 5 INTEGRATED CgRCUXT
IC 6 INCREMENTAL COST
ICrC INSTALLATION CALIBRATION AND CHECKOUT
ICA ITEM Ci-iANGE ANALYSIS
ICA I INVESTIGATIVE AND CORRECTIVE ACTION
ICAF INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE OF THE ARMED FORCES
ICAO INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGAN'IZATION
ICAR INVESTIGATIONo CORRECtTIVE ACTION REPORT
ICARUS INTER-CONTINENTAL AEROSPACECRAFT-RANGE UNLIMITED SYSTEM
ICAS INTERNATIONAL COUNCXL OF THE AERONAUTICAL SCIENCES
ICAS 1 INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF AEROSPACE SC'IENCE'S
ICBM INTERCONTINENTAL BALLXSTXC MISSILE
ICBT INTERCONTIXNENTAL BALLISTIC TRANSPORT
ICC INSTALLATXON CHECKOUT a CALIBRATION
ICC 1 INSTRUMENT CONTROL CENTER
ICC 2 INTERNATIONAL CONTROL COUNCIL
IcC 3 INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
IcD INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT
ICDL INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENTATION LOG
ICDU INERTIAL COUPLXNG D'xSPLAY UNIT
ICE INSTRUMENT CHECKOUT EOUIPMENT
ICE 1 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
ICED INTERFACE CONTROL ENVELOPE DRAWINGS
ICG INFLIGHT COVERALL GARMENT
ICGM INTERCONTINENTAL GLIDE MISSILE
ICM INSTRUMENTATION AND COMMUNICATION MONITOR
ICMk INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION a MAINTENANCE RECORD
IcO INTERAGENCY COfMITTEtE ON OCEANOGRAPHY
ICOS INTEGRATED CHECKOUT SYSTEM
ICP INVENTORY CONTROL POINT
ICR INSTITUTE FOR COOPERATIVE RESEARCH
IC'R I ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE
ICRPG INTERAGENCY' CHENCAL ROCKET PROPULSION GROUP
ICS INTERCOMMUNICATION CONTROL STATION
ICS I INSTRUMENTATZON AND COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM
IcS 2 INTEGRATED CHECKOUT SYSTEM
ICsU INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS
IcTC INERTIAL COMPONENTS TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER
ICTE INERTIAL COMPONENT TEST EQUIPMENT
ICW INTERRUPTED CONTINUOUS WAVE
ICWG INTERFACE CONTROL WORKING GRoUP
ICW6A INTERFACE CONTROL WORKING GROUP ACTION
ID INSIDE DIAMETER
ID 1 IMAGE DISSECTOR
ID 2 IDENTIFICATIO'N
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RDA XNSY7YUE FOR DEFEMS ANALYSIS
IDA I tNTER~NAT©AL DEVEL@PMENM ASSOCIATION
IDAP TNTERNATEONAL DEVELO©MEN? AND ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
lg)D INERYXAL DhTA 809
IDA ImNDRRECT BOMB DAMGE ASSESSMENT
ID)C INFOR A7N DMAEC CORPORATION
T)C I IMTRANSXY DVTh CARD
IDCN INTERCHANOEAXL9VTY OOCUMENT CHANGE NOTICE
!nCS IMAGE 1ISSECTO7 CAERA SYSTEM
nDCSP INITIAl_ DEVESE COmNUNiCATIONS SATELLITE PROGRAM
IDE TNDUSThRAL DEVELOPMEN EQUIPMINT
IDENT XDENTiFECAtRON
I)EP XNRTERVERCE DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM
InES YNTEGRATED DEFENSE SYSTEM
1OF XNT7ERNDETE DESTR.UTIXNG FRA)4E
[)X INDVuEnUAL DROP GLRDER
I[)OQ UAHO oPERATSOnS OFF'CE
IDDE INTERNATZ@NAL DECADE OF OCEAN
~DP lY7EGRTED DAVA PREENTA7XON
~DP 1 YNDENTULJRE PARTS LZS$
~nN SNSPECTEON D0SCREPAN¥ REPORT
XDsCmN XTYAL DEFENSE SATELLTE COMMUNICATION
IDSCS RNXRTAL DEnENSE $ATELLITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
IDT XNSPECTXOM DESCREPANCV TAG
IDWA INTEnDaVI$ONAL WORK AUTHORIZATION
IE THAT ES
XE I mNSPCEYXON ERROR
IEC RNTER57TAE ELECUROgNCS CORPORATION
k-co INBOARDo E E CuoFFc
IE NMSVTEUTE OF EKVM GONMRNTAL ENGINEERS
7ELE ENSUERUTE OF EL&C'OC'ML a ELEtTRONIC ENGINEERS
IFNGF NSTTUTO LECOTNCO NAZIONALE FERRARIS
9FR NSTRTUTE OF ENSHME ER RES.
YER I XETERFACE EVaLUAT9ON REPORT
XENRC INTERN¥ONMAL ELEM¥WNC RESEARCH CORP.
YE'S LX LUN'NAN iEVNHG SOCItTY
EFSo XNSTRUmEN¥T7ON AND 'LECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION r[MSC'
XEU INT aF\CE ELECvRomXcO UNIT
IF ZNTERNEDXATE FAEUEMCV
7FU XNV~TtT.ON FOR BEDS
RFDS INERTRAL FLKGT DAVA SYSTEM
EFF ~DENTE¥FEAV9OND FREDM OR FOE
RFXPS IMNERNATA7NAL FEDERA ON OF INFORMATION PROCESSING SOCIETY
3FLOT gNTERNFONATE FOCAL LENSTH OPTICAL TRACKER
XFM IMNFL'GHT NAENVENAM&C
RFPM INoFL9GH¥ PENF©RNANCE MOMITORING
IFR XNSTRUMENmY FL'H? RULES
IFRB MTERWTMOAL' F~RUEC¥ REGISTRATION BOARD
IFS RNFORNATEOM FLOU STANDARDS
3l F T RIN-FLiGHT TES?
XFTA MNFLXHT THRUSV AUgmENTATION
FTM EN-FL'GHT TEST AND AENYT'4ANCE
E F T S I M 60 L V ¥SR FS VEM
IFV ROPO'ER FUNELVLVE
IC, 9MME~R G~1IBAL
PAGE
Ici I INERTIAL GUIDANCE
IGA INNER GIMBAL AXIS
IGCG INERTIAL GUIDANCE & CALIBRATION GROUP
Ic;m ITERATIVE GUIDANCE MODE
IGN IGNITION
IGOR INTERCEPT GROUND OPTICAL RECORDER
IGPA IGoR-PATRICK AIR FORCE BASE
IGS INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM
IGY INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR
IHAS INTEGRATED HELICOPTER AVIONICS SYSTEM
IHCOS ISOTOPE - HEATED CATALYTIC OXIDIZER SYSTEM
IHF INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE FOUNDATION OF AMERICA
IHP INDICATED HORSEPOWER
IHP-HR INDICATED HORSEPOWER-HOUR
IHSB INFLIGHT HELMET STOWAGE BAG
IHTU INTERSERVICE HOVERCRAFT TRIALS UNIT
I IAILS INTERIM INTEGRATED AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION &' LETDOWN SYSTEM
II IMAGE INTENSIFIER
III INFORMATION INTERNATIONAL INC
=
*
ITIOE INTERNATIONAL INDIAN OCEAN EXPEDITION
ITIP INSTANTANEOUS IMPACT POINTS
IP 1 INSTANTANEOUS IMPACT PREDICTOR
lIP 2 INSTANTANEOUS IMPACT PLOTS
TITRI ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
IKU INTERFACE KEYING UNIT
IL INERTIAL LAB [NASA]
IL I INSIDE LAYER
IL.AAS INTEGRATED LIGHT ATTACK AVIONICS SYSTEM
ILAS INSTRUMENT LANDING APPROACH SYSTEM
ILCA INVERTFR LIGHT CONTROL ASSEMBLY
ILCC INTEGRATED LAUNCH CONTROL AND CHECKOUT
ILCCS INTEGRATED LAUNCH CONTROL AND CHECKOUT SYSTEM
ILCEP INTERLABORATORY COMMITTEE ON EDITING AND PUBLISHING'
I LLUM ILLUMINATE
ILLUS ILLUSTR4ATE
ILO INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION
ILRV INTEGRAL LAUNCH AND RE-ENTRY VEHICLE
ILRV 1 INTEGRAL LAUNCH AND RECOVERY VEHICLE
ILRVS INTEGRAL LAUNCH & RECOVERY VEHICLE SYSTEM
ILS INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM
ILSMT INTEGRATED LOGISTIC SUPPORT MANAGEMENT TEAM
ILSO INCREMENTAL LIFE SUPPORT OPERATIONS
IM INTERCEPTOR MISSILE
IM 1 INSTRUMENTATION MANAGER
IM 2 IMPULSE MODULATION
IMBLMS INTEGRATED MEDICAL BEHAVIORAL LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS SYSTEMS
IMC IMAGE MOTION COMPENSATION
1MCC IMAGE MOTION COMPENSATION AND CALIBRATION
IMCC 1 INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER
IMEO INERTIAL MASS IN EARTH ORBIT
IMH .INLET MANHOLE
IMM INDEPENDENT MANNED MANIPULATOR
IMP IMPULSE
IMP I IMPEDANCE
IMP 2 INTERPLANETARY MONITORING PLATFORM
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XIp 3 INYERPLANE¥ARV MONITORXNG PROBE
2 pLp 4 IMPACT
X;4PACT IMPLENFNTATION PLANNING & CONTROL TECH.
7MPG IMPREGmATE
IMs XNST2uT7E OF MARINE SCIENCE
IM$R INTERPLANETARY HISSION SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
IMU INERTXAL MEASUREMENT UNIT
IN INDEUN
IN 1 INCH
IN 2 IDAHO NUCLEAR CORPORATION
IN 3 INTERNAL MOTE
XNo HKG INCHES OF MERCURY
ING H20 INCHE$ OF WATER
RN. LB INCHPoUUND[S§
7NA RNDEVEDU&L NONRECURRENCE ACTION
mNBD INBOARD
Xtc INCORPORATED
ymc 1 YDAHo N.jUCLEAR CORPORATION
XNC 2 2NSTALLAT79N NOTICE CARD
2NC 3 NCO~NgG
ENCAND 7MCANDESCENY
INCO INTERNATMONAL NICKEL COMPANY
RMCL INCLUDiNG
YNCR INCREASE
g1,dD 7NDUSTREAL
RND 1 MINDCATE
INDXGO YNTELLGENCE DIVISION GAMIN6 OPERATION
XNDOC INDOCTRENATION
INER INERTRAL
INF INTERFACE
XNF I INTERFERENCE
INFL IMFLA~mABLE
INFO INFORmAtiM
MNFOES 7N FLIGHT OPERATIONAL EVALUATION OF A SPACE SYSTEM
XmNJ 2MECTnR
IML IML£-
NPH RNERPHONE
XNRTY YERTRA
INS XINERgAL NAVGATION SYSTEM
YNS 1 I MEGRATVON AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE
RNS 2 XNFORMATON SYSTEMS
ENSATRAC RM7ERCEP'ION WiTH SATELLITE TRACKIN6
mSETE XMTENG~AED SENSOR INTERPRETATION TECHNIQUES
~$sP NSPEC T ON
ENV XNERSCR
2NVCHG 2MTERCiiANeEABLE
INTELSAT NERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CONSORTIUM
INTER NM¥ERNAL
2MTERCOM 2M oERCOMMUNICATIONS
INME7CON S2?ERCoNECTXON
NMTERDEPT ZNYEREPnRTMENTAL
ENEREGEN SNTERMAL REGEMERATIVE
YNTFR EMVERFERENCE
INTGL gTEGRAL
INTR INTERIOR
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1 INTERNAL
INFORMATION TRANSFER EXPERIMENTS
INTERSTAGE
INVERTER
INVITATION
INFORMATION OFFICER
INPUT OUTPUT ADDRESS
INITIAL OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY.
INPUT oUTPUT CONTROL SYSTEM
INPUT OUTPUT DATA CkANNEL*:
IN ORBIT PLANE
INPUT oUTPUT REGISTER
INDIAN OCEAN SHIP CTRACKING]
1 INPUT cUTPUT SENSE
2 INVESTORS OVERSEAS SERVICES
INITIAL ORBIT TIME
INTERORGANIZATIONAL WORK AUTHORIZATION
IMPAC'T PREDICTOR
1 IMPACT POINT
INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM AND COMPONENTS
INTERMEDIATE POWER AMPLIFIER
INCOMING PROCUREMENT AUTHORIZATION DOCUMENT
ILLUSTRATED PARTS BREAKDOWN
INTERPLANETARY BALLISTIC MISSILE
INFORMATION PROCESSING CENTER
INSULATED POWER CABLE ENGINEERS: ASSOCIATION
ISSUE PRIORITY DESIGNATION
1 IMPACT PREDICTION DATA
INTEGRATED POWER a ENVIRON, CONTROL' SYSTEM
INDIVIDUAL PERSONAL HYGIENE EQ'GUIPMENT
INSTRUMENT PILOT INSTRUCTOR SCHOOL
INFORMATION PROCESSING LAhGUAGE
INTERRUPTIONS PER MINUTE
INSTRUMENTATION POWER SUPPLY
1 INCHES PER SECOND
ISRAEL PROGRAM FOR SCIENTIFIC' TRANSLATIONe LTD.
IN-PLANT TEST
INTERNATIONAL QUIET SOLAR YEAR
INFRARFD
I IMMUNIZATION RATE
2 INSTRUMENT READING
3INTELLIGENCE REPORT
4IRIDIUm
INTERDEPARTMENTAL RADIO ADVISORY COMMITTEE
INSTRUMENTED RANGE ACQUISITION
INDEPENDENT RES. & DEV.
INSPECTIONo REPAIR AS NECESSARY
INFRARED AMPLIFICCATION BY SIMULATED EMISSION OF RADIATION
INSPECTION REVIEW BOARD
INTERMEDIATE - RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE
IONOSPHERE RESEARCH COMMITTEE
I INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COO
INFRARED COUNTERMEASURES
INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
INHIBITED RED FUMING NITRIC ACID
INTR
INTREX
INTRSTG
INV
INvIT
IQ
IDA
IOC
IocS
IODC
IOP
IOR
105
IOS
101
IOWA
IP
IP
IP & C
IPA
IPAD
IPB
IPBM
IPC
IPCEA
IPD
IPD
IPECS
IPHE
IPIS
IPL
IPM
IPS
IPS
IPST
IPT
I QSY
IR
IR
IRIR
JR
IRACG
IRAD
IRAN
IRASERS
IRB
IRaM
IRC
IRC
IRCM
IRE
IRFNA
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UR6 7NERVTAL RAVE 6VRO
2RIA NFRARED ENFOR@ATZOM g ANALYSIS GROUP
~fi~G XNERVL REFERENCE ENVEGRATING GYRO
IRIG I INTER ®ANSE ZNSTRUMENTAT¥ON GROUP
IRIS INFRARFD SNFORKATXON SYMPOSIA'
IRIS I INFRARED ZNTERFEROKZ¥[R SPECTROMETER
~IRL INFORNATVON RETR[EVAL LANSUAet
URLS 7NTERROGATAONo RECOlD[N5 AN9 LOCATION SYSTEM
IRK INTERgm RESeaRH MENO
IRAFSG 7NTER-RANeE NZ65ELE FL'GHT SAFETY SROUP
IRMGSC INTERhANgE MSSILE OROUND SAFETY GROUP
IRN INTERFACE RE~V9.5ON ~TICE'
ERP INERVZAL REFERENC E PACKAG~t
IRK 2NSPECTON RE[E M:ON REPORT
ERR I INSTAL'LAYM AND RE40VAL' RECORD
XRREG IREUWLAR
IRS INTEGRATED RECORD SYSTEM
2RS I tNWERNAL PEVEMUE SEIRVIEE
IRS 2 SNERTEAL R~FZRENCE SYSTEM
2R55 TNSVRUmENVTAO9 RANOE SAFETY SYSTEM
EgSiv Y~NRARD SEARCHo-Mt SYSTEM
VRU rNER7XAL REFERENCE UNIT
IRV INTER RANOE VECToR
Is I tNSTRUMENTATSON SYS?~E
Z sA I NSYRUENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA'
RSA I NYERNATS©MAL STANDARDIZATION ASSOCIATION
SA^ 2 INTERSamT SVOUASSE M As$EBLY
1I-3AD INFORMAV¥SN SCIENCE ANW AUTOMATION' DtVISION.
2 Ic 10-0 FYAST- COLILWEG
SLC I INDUSTR AL SUPPORT CONTRACTOR
RsCo INTERFACE 5PEC9K'CA7ON CONTROL' DOCUMENT
3SCO NSTAEL M¥$?EMS CHECKOUT
XSDS INAD¥E~REMV SEPARA7TON DESTRUCT SYSTE6'
XSF INTERNAT©OMAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
vsA INTSURUmENTUTARO SUPPORT INSTRUCTION
Esis :NTERNATSOMAL SATELLUTE FOR IONOSPHERIC STUDIES
~s~ hM NDUSVREAL SECURNSTV MANUAL
~go 2 5OYROP~C
XSOL ISOLAT7ON
som ISON~E;,X C
2SOTH IS07HERM&L
9s IPXMPUL$E2SEP SPE C9C
Xip I INTER'ATED SUPPORT PLAN
95tPR MNTEGRATED SUPPORT PARTS REQUIREMENT
g SR ISNDUSYRZL SECUR2TY REGULATIONS
5ss XNER79AL SUBSVSEN
9151b YNERVEAL SENSOR SYSTEM
E ST X NIM6 YEGRATED SVSTES ?EST
2 ST A FNSVE 7 UTE OF SC '9ENCE AND TECHNOLOSY
2ST 2 I NTERoSTAVTON ¥RANRNMSION'
2S5 3 Y$NS7RUEN7AyTom SUPp'O.T TEAM
2,-U 700 STATE UN9VERMXTY
IT RNSULATENO ¥RMSFORE'R
IT XI RNERROGAVORo-MNSPONDER
IFA YNSTV¥UTE OF DMSPORTY AVIATION
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ITCP INTEGRATED TEST AND CHECKOUT PROCEDURES
ITD INTERNAL TEST DXIRECFIVE
ITE INSTITUTE OF TRAFFIC ENGINEERS
ITF IMPULSE TRANSFER FUNCTION
ITG INDUSTRY TECHo GROUP
ITL INDUSTRIAL TEST LABORATORY
ITL I INTEGRATED TRANSFER LAUNCH
ITLSA INTEGRATED TORSO LIMB SUIT ASSEMBLY
ITM INTERCFPTOR TACTICAL MISSILE
ITMG INTEGRATED THERMAL MICRON METEOROID GARMENT
ITOS IMPROVED TELEVXS ON XNFRARED OBSERVATION SATELLITE
ITP INSPECTION TEST PROCEDURE'
ITP I INTEGRATED TEST PROGRAM
ITR INVERSE TIME RELAY
ITS INFORMATION TRANSFER SATELLITE
IT1 INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE £ TELEGRAAPH CbRPo
ITTE TNST. OF TRANSPORTATION A TRAFFIC ENSRG.'
ITU INTERNATIONAL TELECOmNMUNxCATION UNION
IU INSTRUMENT UNXT
IUA INERTIAL UNIT ASSEMBLY
IUCR INTERNATIONAL UNION OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
IUPAC INTERNATIONAL UNION OF PURE a, APPLIED CHEM.
IVA INCREMENTAL VELOCITY INDICATOR
IVA 1 INTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITIES
IVALA INTEGRATED VISUAL APPROACH AND LANDING AIDS
IVC INTERVEHICULAR COMMUNICATION
IVI INCREMENTAL VELOC'TY INDICATOR
IVPT INTERVEHICLE POWER TRANSFER
IvSI INSTANTANEOUS VERTICAL SPEED INDICATOR
IVT INTERVEHICULAR TRANSFER
IwS INDUSTRIAL WATER SYSTEM
IwsM INTEGRATED WEAPON SUPPORT MANAGEMENT
IwST INTEGRATED WEAPON SYSTEM TRAINING
IYQS INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF THE QUIET SUN %APRIL 1964-DECEMBER 1965m
J JULI'ET
J I JACK
J 2 JOUJLE
J-boX JUNCTION BOX
J-FACT JOINT FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE COMPOSITE TEST
J/M JETTISoN MOTOR
JAAF JOINT ARMY - AIR FORCE
JACC JOINT AIRBORNE COMMUNICATION CENTER
JACS JET ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
J,AERI JAPAN ATOMIC EMERGY RAESO IHSTo
JAIEG JOINT ATOMIC INFORMATION EXCHANGE GROUP
JAN JOINT ARMY NAVY
JANAF JOINT ARMY NAVY
'
AIR FORCE
JANAIR JOINT ARMY - NAVY AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH
JANAP JOINT - ARMY - NAVY AIR FORCE PUBLICATION
JANOT JOINT ARMY NAVY' OCEAN TERMINAL
JAOC JOINT AIR OPERATIONS CENTEh
JAP JAPAN
JAS JOURNAL OF AEROSPACEt SCIENCE
JASC JPL ASTRONAUTIC(A' STAR CAtALOG
JASDF JAPANESE AIR SELF DtENSE FORCE
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JATo JET ASsISTED TAKEOFF
JM JUNCTION BOX
JtlES JODRELL BANK EXPERIMENTAL STATION
JCAE JOINT COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY
JCC JOINT cOMPUTER CONFERENCE
JCLC JOINT cOMMUNICATIONS/ELECTRONIC COMMITTEE
JcS JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
JCST JOINT COMBINED SYSTEM TEST
JCT JUNCTION
JDC JOB DESCRIPT[ON CARD
JEDEC JOINT ELECTRON DEVICE ENGINEERING COUNCIL
JEEP JOINT ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS PROGRAM
JEEP 1 JOINT FFFORT EVALUATION PROGRAM
JEEP 2 JOINT EMERGENCY EVACUATION PLAN
JEFM JET ENGINE FIELD MAINTENANCE
JETEC JOINT E:LECTRON TUBE ENGINEERING COUNCIL'
J'ETT JETTIXSoN
JFIAP JOINT FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE' ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
JFRC JAMES FORRESTAL RES, CENTER
JG&C JOINT (UIDANCE 8 CONTROL
JHU JOHNS H4OPKINS UNIVERSITY
JI JUPITEfR INLET
J1 C JOINT INDUSTRY CONF.
JiLA JOINT INSTITUTE FOR LABORATORY ASTROPHYSICS
Jt C JAPANEsE INDUSTRIAL STANDARDS CoMMITTEE
JKT JACKET
JLRPG JOINT LONG RANGE PROVING GROUND
JM JOHNS AANSVXLLE CORPORATION
JiC JOINT METEOROLOGICAL COMMXTTEt
JMI JACKSON & MORELAND, INCo
JMPTC JOINT MILITARY PACKAGING TRAINING CENTER
JMSPO JOINT METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE PROGRAM OFFICE
JNL JOURNAL
Jo JOB ORDER
JOC JOINT OPERATIONS CENTER
JOD JOINT oCCUPANCY DATE
JOP JOINT oPERATIN PROCEDURE
JOR JOi ORi)ER REGUEST
JOSS JOHINNIAC OPEN SHOP SYSTEM
JP JET PRoPELLANT
JP-1 HYDRAULIC OIL
JP-4 KEROSENE-BASED LIQUID FUEL
JPL JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
JPRS JOINT PUBLXCATIONS RESEARCH SERVICE
JPTF JOINT PARACHUTE TEST FACILITY
Jk JUNCTION RACK
JSsPG JOR SHOP SIMULATION PROGRAM 6ENERATOR
JsT JOINT %YSTEMS TEST
JSTPS JOINT STRATEGIC TARGET PLANNING STAFF
JT JOINT
JTAC JOINT TECHNICAL ADVXSORY COMMITTEE
JTETF JOINT TEST EVALUATION TASK FORCE
JTR JOINT TRAVEL REGULATIONS
JTS JOB TRAINING STANDA RD
JTS 1 JOINT TRAINING STANDARDS
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JUPITER
JANESBURY VALVE
JACKET WATER
KILO
I KELVIN SCALE
KAMAN AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
KAISER ALUMINUM AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION
KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASE
KN4OLLS ATOMIC POWER PLANT
KENNEDY ATHLETIC RECREATION 8 SOCIAL
KILO BITS PER SECOND
KILOCYCLEE 5
KILOCYCLES PER SECOND
KILOCALORIE
KREISINGER DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
KIT ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL
KILO ELECTRON VOLT
KILOGRAMtS]
KILOGRAM-CALORIE
KILOGRAMS PER CUBIC METER
KILOGRaM-METER
KILOGRAMS PER SECOND
KILOHENT?
KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
KA-INE!TIAL LAUNCH & LEAVE SYSTEM
TWX BREAK OR ERROR
KILOLITER
KILOMETER[S]
KILOMEGACYCLE
KSC MANAGEMENT INSTRUCTION
KILOMETERS PER SECOND
KNOT
1 KAMAN NUCLEAR CORPORATION
2 KENNEDY NOTICE
KNOCKOUT
POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE
KENNEDY OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
KICK PLATE
KICK PLATE & DRIP
KITT PEAK NATIONAL OBSERVATORY
ONE THOUSAND PULSES PER SECOND
KRYPTO0N
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
KEYSEAT
KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
KILOTON
KEESLER TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTER
KEEP UP TO DATE
KILOVOLTES]
KILOVOLT AMPERE-S]
KILOVOLT-AMPERE HOUR
KILO VOLT AMPERE REACTIVE
KILLOVOLTS# DIRECT CURRENT
KILOWATT[S]
KILOWATTHOUR
JUP
Jd
Jw
K
K
KRiC
KACC
KAFBF
KAPL
KARS
IKfAS
KC
KC/S
KCAL
KDL
KECP
KEV
KG
KG-CAL
K G/CUM
K c"-M
K GPS
KHZ
KI
KILLS
KKK
KL
KM
KMC
KMI
KMPS
KN
KN
KN
KO
KOH
K01
KP
KP&D
KPNO
KP5
KR
KSC
KST
KSU
KT
KTTC
KUTD
KV
KVA
KVAH
K V AR
KVDC
KW
KWHR
PAiE BS
KwIC KEYWORDI N - C O N TEX T
KWR KILOWATTS REACTIVE
KwY KEYWAY
K YTOON BALLON KITE VMETEOROLOGICAL]
L LEFT tPREFERABLE TO SPELL OUT]
L 1 LAUNCH
L 2 LIMA
L 3 LUMEN
L~N LAND!NLG AND RECOVERY
~L- DAYS BrFORE LAUNCH
L-DO DAY LAUNCH DAY
L-1 DAY DAY PRECEDIN6 LAUNCH DAY
L/A LAUNCH ABORT
L/D LIFT-DRAG RATIO
L/D 1 LENGTH/DIAMETER
L/E LAUNCH ESCAPE CLE XIS PREFERRED)
L/F LAUNCH FACILITY
L/I LINE ITEM
L/O LIFT-OFF
L/R LOCUS oR RADIUS
L/R I LIFE/REVISIT
L,/~S LIMIT sWITCH
L/V LAuNCH VEHICLE
LA LAUNCH ABORT
LA 1 LANTHANUM
LA 2 LAUNCH ANALYST
LA 3 LAUNCH AREA
LA 4 LOS ALANOS
LAA LOW ALTITUDE ATTACK
LAAR LIQUID AIR ACCUMULATOR ROCKET
LAAW LIGHT ASSAULT ANTI-TANK WEAPON
LAB LABORATORY
LABS LOW ALTITUDE BOMBING SYSTEM
LAC LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
LACB LOOK ANGLES OF CELESTZAL BODIES
LACE LIOUID AIR CYCLE ENGINE
LAD LO5 ANGELES Dg.SIXON
LAET LIMITING ACTUAL EXPOSURE TIME
LAGS LASER ACT¶IATED GEODETIC SATELLITE
LAHS LOW-ALTXTUDEoQ HIGH-SPEED
LAINS LbW ALTITUDE IMERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
LAL LANGLEY AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
LALO LOw ALTITUDE OBSERVATION
LAN LAMINATE
LANA LEAD AIR MATERIEL AREA
LAMP LOW ALTITUDE MANNED PENETRATOR
LAMP 1 LUNAR ANALYSIS AND MAPPING PROGRAM
LANABS LIGHT-ATTACK TACTICAL NAVIGATION AND BOMBING SYSTEM
LANNET LARGE ARTIFICIAL NERVE N'ET
LAOAR LATIN AMERICAN OFFICE OF AEROSPAC'E' RESEARCH
LAPES LOW ALTRTUDE PARACHUTE EXTRACTION SYSTEM
LAQ LACQUER
LARA LIGHT7 ARMED RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT
LARC LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
LA5 LABORATORIES OF APPLIED SCIENCES
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LARGE APERTURE SEISMIC ARRAY
LIGHT AMPLIFICATION BY STIMULATED EMISSION' OF RADIATION
LASER ANTI-TANK SEMI-ACTIVE HOMING
LOS ALAMOS SCIENCE LAB.
LOW ALTITUDE SHORT RANGE MISSILE
L'AND 8 APPROACH SYSTEM FOR SPACE VEHICJLES
LOW ALTITUDE SUPERSONIC VEHICLE £FORMERLY SLAM]
LATITUDE
1 LATERAL
LAVATORY
LIGHT ANTI-TANK WEAPON
I LIGHT ASSAULT WEAPON
POUND CS3
1 LOW BAY
2 LIFEBOAT
3LOAD BANK
POUND-FEET
POUND-INCH
LOWER iODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE
LENGTH BETWEEN PERPENDICULARS
LUMBER
1 LOW BURNIN6 RATE
2 LOw-BIT RATE
POUNDS [THRUST]
LAUNCH BOOSTER UNIT
LAUNCH COMPLEX
1 LAUNCH COUNT
2LEESONA CORPORATION
3 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
4 LOW CARBON
5 LOWER CASE
LAUNCH COMPLEX 39
LAUNCH CONTROL ANALYST
1 LIGHTING CONTROL ASSEhBLY
2 LOCAL COMMUNICAtIONS AREA
LINEAR COMBINATION OF ATOMIC ORBITALS
LAUNCH COMPLEX ASSESSMENT REPORT
LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER
1 LITTLE CARTER CAY
LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER MEASURING STATION
LM CHANGE DIRECTIVE
1 LAUNCH CONTROL DESIGN
2 LEAST COMMON DENOMINATOR
LAUNCH COMPLEX ENGINEER
1 LAUNCH COMPLEX EQUIPMENT
2 LOw COST EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
LAUNCH CONTROL EOUIPMENT BUILbING
LAUNCH CONTROL FACILITY
LIQUID-COOLED 6ARMENT
LOWER cONTROL LIMIT
LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE
LOGISTTCS COMMAND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
1 LAUNCH CONTROL & MONITORING SYSTEM
LIQUID CORE NUCLEAR ROCK'T
LAUNCH CONTROL OFFICER
LASA
LASER
LASH
LASL
LASRM
LASSV
LASV
LAT
LAT
LAV
LA W
LAW
Ls
.LB-IN
LJNP
LRP
LBR
LRRLBRLMR
LPU
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
Lc-39
LCA
LCA
LCA
LCAO
LCAR
LCC
LCCC
LCCMS
LCD
LCD
LCD
LCE
LCE
L,C E
LCER
LCF
LC.G
LCL
LCM
LCMS
LCMS
LCNR
LCO
LANDINr, CRAFT - PERSONNEL
1 LEFT CIRCULAR POLARI2ATION
LOGISTIC CHANGE REPORT
LOW CRoSS°RANGE ORBITER
LUNAR COMMUNICATIONS RELAY UNIT
LAUNCH CONTROL SYSTEM
1 LINCOLN CALIBRATION SPHERE
2 LIQUID CONTROLLED SOLID
LAUNCH CONTROL SUPPORT BUILDING
LAUNCH CRITICAL SUPPORT ITEMS
LAUNCH CRITICAL SPARE PARTS LIST
LABo OF CHEM, & SOLID-STAtIE PHYSICS
LAUNCH CONTROL TRAILER
LAUNCH CONTROL UNIT
LUNAR DRILL
1 LAUNCH DIRECTOR
2 LOAD
LIMITEoj DATA BLOCK
LOw DENSITY DATA
1 LUNAR DtUST DETECTOR
LANDING
LANDING GEAR
LEM DUMMY GUIDANCE EOUIPMENT
LANDMARK
LOCAL DATA PACKAGE
LOW DATA RATE
I LEADER
LEVEL DETECTOR
LINE DRIVER UNIT
LAUNCH ESCAPE
1 LEADING EDGE
2 LIFTING EYE
3 LOW EXPLOSIVE
LONG ENDURANCE AIRCRAFT
1 LAUNCH ESCAPE ASSEMBLY
LUNAR ESCAPE AMBULANCE PACK
LOWER ELJUIPMEN'T BAY
LAUNCH ESCAPE CONTROL
1 LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS COMPANY
LAUNCH ESCAPE CONTROL AREA
LABORATORY FOR ELECYRONICSo INC.
LONGITUDINAL EXPANSION JOINT
LOWER F XPLOSIVE LIMIT
LUNAR EXCURSION MODULE
LUNAR FXCURSION MODULE DESCENT ENGINE
LOW EARTH ORBIT
1 LIBERATING EQUIDISTANT OBSERVER
LAUNCH ESCAPE PROPULSION SYSTEM
LONG ENDURANCE PATROLLING TORPEDO
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEM
I LIUCOLt EXPERAMENTAL SATELLITE
2 LUNAR ESCAPE SYSTEMS
LUNAR EXPLORATION SYSTEM FOR APOLLO
LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEM CONTROL
PASE 90
Lc P
LCP
L.Ch
LCRO
LC RU
LCS
LOS
LCS
LCSB
LCSI
LCSPL
LCSSP
LCT
LCU
LO
Ln
Lp
LDb
LDD
LDD
LOG
LDG GR
LD6E
LDNK
LOP
LI)
LDk
LOT
LDU
LE
LF
LE
LA
LEA:
LE AP
LEb
LyC
LEC
LECA
LE:F
LFJ
L fL
LEM
LFMDF
LEO
LEO
LFPS
LEPT
LERC
LE.5
LE. S
LESA
LESC
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LUNAR rSCAPE SYSTEMS
LAUNCH ESCAPE TOWER
1 LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER
LAUNCH ESCAPE VEHICLE
1 LUNAR EXCURSION VEHICLE
LUNAR FXTRAVEHICULAR VISOR ASSEMBLY
LUNAR EXTRAVEHICULAR VISOR ASSEMBLY
LOW FREQUENCY
1 LAUNCH FACILITY
2 LOAD FACTOR
3 LIFE FLOAT
LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL
1 LUNAR FACSIMILE CAPSULE
LANDING FORCE MANUAL
LAMINATED FERRITE MEMO'RY SYSTEM
LOW FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
LEWIS FLIGHT PROPULSION LABORATORY
LAUNCH FACILITY SECURITY SYSTEM
LANDING FORCE SUPPORT WEAPON
LUNAR FLYING UNITS
LONG
1 LANDING GEAR
LEM GUIDANCE COMPUTER
1 LUNAR GEOLOGICAL CAMERA
LEXICAL-GRAPHICAL COMPOSER PRINTER
LEM GUIDANCE EQUIPMENT
I LUNAR GEOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT
LAMONT GEOLOGICAL OBSERVATORY
LEFT-HAND
LOCAL HOUR ANGLE
LEFT-HAND FORWARD EQUIPMENT BAY
LEFT-HAND SIDE CONSOLE
I LIQUID HYDROGEN SYSTEM COMPLEX
LUNAR HAND TOOLS
LIQUID HYDROGEN
LITHIUm
1 LINE ITEMS
LICENSE
1 LUNAR INSTRUMENT CARRIER
LIGHTNING CORRELATION
LIFT To DRAG RATIO
LIGHT DETECTION AND RANGING
LAUNCH INFORMATION EXCHANGE FACILITY
LINEARLY FREQUENCY MODULATED PULSE
LAST-IN-FIRST-OUT
LINK INTELLECTUAL FUNCTIONS TESTER
LOGISTICS ITEM IDENTIFICATION GUIDE
LUNAR INTERNATIONAL LAB.
LIGHT LYNE OPTICAL CORRELATIOI
LIMIT
LASER INDUCED MODULATION OF INFRARED IN SILICON
LUNAR INTERPLANETARY MONITORING PLATFORM
LIMB MOTION SENSOR
LINEAR
LINEAR FOOT
LESS
LET
LElT
LEV
LEV
LEVA
LE VA
LF
LF
LF
LFCLFCLF C
LFM
LFMS
LFO
LFPL
LFSS
LFSW
LFU
LG
LC
LGC
L,i;C
LGCP
LtGE
LpE
LGO
LH
L.HA
LHFERB
LHSC
LHSC
LHT
LH2
L,
LI
LIC
LIC
LICOR
LID
LIDAR
LI EF
LIFMOP
LIFO
LIFT
LIIG
LIL
LILOC
L,IM
LIMIRIS
LI MIP
LIMS
LIN
LIN FT
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LINC LABORATORY RNSTRUMENY COMPUTER
LINS LIGHTWEIGHT XNERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
LIQ LIQUID
LIR LABORATORY FOR INSULATION RESEARCH
LTR 1 LOST ITEM REPLACEMENT
LIS LM INTERFACE CONTROL SPECIFICATION
LITHO LITHOGRAPH
LITVC LIQUID INJECTION THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
L.IV LOW INPUT VOLTAGE
LVE LUNAR IMPACT VEHICLE
LJ LITTLE JOE
LJ I LIFE JACKET
LJED LARGE JET ENGINE DEPARTMENT
L~F LINK
LK I LEAK
LK CK LEAK CHECK
LKD LOCKED
L)fiG LOCKINGj
LKR LOCKER
LL LOW-LEVEL
L. 1 LUNAR LANDING
LL 2 LEASED LINE
LL 3 LOWER LIMIT
LLL LAND LOCOMOTION LABORATORY
LLL 1 LAwRENcE LIVERMORE LABORATORY
LLM LUNAR LANDING MODULE
LLOS LANDMARK LINE OF SIGHT
L' 'R LOAD LIMITING RESISTOR
LLRF LUNAR LANDING RESEARCH FACILITY
LLRV LUNAR L ANDING RESEARCH VEHICLE
LLS LUNAR LOGISTICS SYSTEM
LLS I LOW-LEVEL SENSOR
LSV LUNAR LOGISTICS SYSTEM VEHICLE
LLTV LUNAR LANDING TRAINING VEHICLE
LLV LUNAR LANDING VEHICLE
LLV I LUNAR LOGISTICS VEHICLE
LM LANDMARK
LM 1 LUNAR MODULE
L.M 2 LIST OF MATERIAL
LmSS LUNAR M4APPING AND SURVEY SYSTEM
LMA LUNAR MODULE ADAPTER
LMC LARGE MAGELLANIC CLOUD
LME LAUNCH MONITOR EQUIPMENT
LMEC' LIQUID METAL ENGINEERING CENTER
LMFBR LIQUID METAL FAST BREEDER REACTOR
LMH LIGHT METAL HYD'RIDES
LNI LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT IN5TITUTE
LMIC LIQUID METALS INFORMATION CENTER
LMP LM MISSION PROGRAMMER
LMP I LUNAR MODULE PI LOT
LMR LAUNCH MISSION RULES
LpS LEM MISSION SI4ULATOR
LMSC LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE COMPANY
LMSD LOCKHEED MISSILE SYSTEM DIVISION
LMSS LUNAR MAPPANG AND SURVEY SYSTEM
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LOG MEAN TEMPERATURE
LIQUID NITROGEN
LAUNCH
LANDINt;
LIOUID NATURAL GAS
LABORATORY FOR NUCLEAR SCIENCE
LIoUID NITROGEN
LIFTOFF
I LOCAL oSCILLATOR
2 LUNAR ORBITER
3 LAUNCH OPERATIONS
4 LOW
LENGTH OVER ALL
1 LAUNCH OPERATIONS AGENCY
LAUNCH OPERATIONS BUILDING
1 LINE OF BALANCE
LAUNCH OPERATIONS CENTER
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS AUTOMATION TECHNIQUES EXCHANGE
LOCKHEED OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS & TRACKING SYSTEM
LAUNCH OPERATIONS DIRECTIVE
1 LAUNCH OPERATIONS DIRECTORATE
2 LAUNCH OPERATIONS DIVISION
LEVEL oF EFFORT
LOW-FREQUENCY ACQUISITION AND RANGING
LOW-FREQUENCY TRANS-IONOSPHERE £SATELLITE]
LOGISTICS
1 LOGARITHM
LIGHT OBSERVATION HELICOPTER
LUNAR ORBIT INSERTION
LUNAR ORBIT 8 LANDING APPROACH [SIMULATED]
LOW LEVEL EXTRACTION SYSTEM
LUNAR ORBITAL MISSION
I LAUNCH OPERATIONS MANAGER
LONGITUDE
LONGITUDE
LONGERON
LONG PATH INFRARED SYSTEM
LOW-POwER ACQUISITION RADAR
LUNAR ORBIT PLANE CHANGES
1 LANDING POINT DESIGNATOR
LUNAR ORBIT RENDEZVOUS
LONG RANGE ACCURACY %CW NAVIGATION SYSTEM4n
LONG RANGE ACTIVE DETECTION
LONG RANGE NAVIGATION
LOCKED-ON RADAR BEARING INDICATOR
LONG RANGE EARTH CURRENT COMMUNICATIONS
LARGE ORBITAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
1 LARGE ORBITING RESEARCH LABORATORY
LM OPTICAL RENDEZVOUS SYSTEM
LONG RANGE & TACTICAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
LOW OBSERVABXLITY RE-ENTRY VEbICLE
LOSS OF SIGNAL
1 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SYSTEM
2 LINE OF SIGHT
LUNAR ORBITAL SURVEY SYSTEM
LmT
LN
LNCH
LNUG
LN6
LrjS
L N2
LO
LO
Lo
LO
Lu
LpA
LO Ao
LObLo d
L,OC
LpCATE
LOCATS
LpU
LOD
LOD
LOE 
LOFAR
LOFTI
LoG
L,OG
LOH
LOI
LOLA
LOLEX
LOM
LOM
LON
LONG
LN ONGN
LOPAIR
LoPAR
LOPC
LPD
L,oR
LORAC
LORAD
LORAN
LOR,!
LOREC
LORL
LpRL
Lp RS
LORTAN
LORV
LOS
Lp0
LOS
LOSS
LEM OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEM
LAUNCH OPERATIONS AND TEST VEHICLE
LIMIT OF VISIBILITY
I LOSS OF VISION
2 LOSS OF VEHICLE
LIQUID oXYGEN
L IQoUID OXYGEN
LAUNCH PAD
1 LIQUID PROPELLANT
2 LOw POWER
3 LOW PRESSURE
LOG PERIODIC ANTENNA
LOCK'HEED PROPULSION COMPANY
LANDING POINT DESIGNATOR
LOw PAsS FILTER
LIQUID-PHASE FLOW REACTOR
LEM PARTIAL GULDANCE EQUIPMENT
LITERS PER HOUR
1 LANDING PLATFORM HELICOPTER
LIQUID PROPELLANT INFORMATION AGENCY
LM PLAN
LITERS PER MINUTE
LOW PRESSURE OXYGEN
LITERS PER SECOND
LARGE PAYLOAD TEST VEHICLE
LUMENS PER WATT
LABOR RELATIONS OFFICE
I LANDING RADAR
2 LONG RANGE
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
1 LOGISTICS READINESS CENTER
2 LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
LAUNCH READINESS DEMONSTRATION
LUNAR RETROGRADE ENGINE
LARGE RADIOISOTOPE HEAT SOURCE CAPtULe'
LONG RANGE INTERCEPTOR
1 LEFT-RIGHT ZNDICATOR
LIVERMoRE RESEARCH LABORAToRY
1 LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY
2 LUNAR RECEIVING LABORATORY
LUNAR RECONNAISSANCE MODULE
1 LIoUID ROCKET MOTOR
LARGE RADIO OBSERVATORY
LONG RANGE PROVING GROUND DIVISION
LAUNCH READINESS REPORT
I LAUNCH READINE'SS REVIEW
2 LONG RANGE RADAR
LASER RANGE RETROREFLECTOR
LONG RANGE SEISMOGRAPH MEASUREMENTS
LINE REPLACEMENT UNIT
1 LINK RF:TRACTION UNIT
LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE
LONG RANOE WEAPONS ESTABLISHMENT
LAUNCH STE
1 LOw SPEED
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LOTS
LoTV
LOV
LpV
LOV
LpX
L02
LP
LP
LP
Lp
LPA
LPC
LPD
LpF
LPFR
Lp6EPG
LPH
LPH
LPIA
LPL
LPM
LPOX
LpS
LPTV
Lpw
LR
LH
LR
LRC
LRC
LRC
LREL~R E
LRHSC
LRI
LWI
LRL
L$ L
LRL
LRMLKK
LRO
L RPGD
LRR
LRR
LPR
L,RRR
LRSM
LRU
LRU
LpV
LRWE
LS
LS
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LSAT LAw SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST
LSB LOWER sIDEBAND
LSH 1 LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT
LSb 2 LUNAR suRFACE BASE
LSC LINEAR-SHAPED CHARGE
L SCE LAUNCH SEQUENCE & CONTROL EQUIPS
LSD LAUNCH sySTEMS DATA
LSU I LAUNCH SUPPORT DIVISION
LSU 2 LOw SPEED DATA
L'iD 3 LANDIN,i SITE DETERMINATION
LSE LAUNCH SEQUENCER EQUIPMENT
LSE 1 LAUNCH SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
LSE 2 LIFE S!jPPORT EQUIPMENT
L;EED LAUNCH SUPPORT EQUIPMENT-ENGINEERING DIVISION rNASAI
LSLEP LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENT PACK'AGE
L!;F LAUNCH SUPPORT FACILITY
LSF I LUNAR SCIENTIFIC FACILITY
LSl LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
LSIC LARGE SCALE INTEGRATED COMPONENTS
LrL LIFE SCIENCES LABORATORY
LSL I LOGISTICS SPARES LIST
LSM LOGISTICS SUPPORT MANAGER
LSM 1 LUNAR sURFACE MAGNETOMETER
LSO LIFE SYSTEMS OFFICER
L..OUP LUNAR SURFACE OPERATIONS PLANNING
LSP LM SPECIFICATION
LsPO LUNAR sURFACE PROJECT OFFICE
LSR LAUNCH SITE RECOVERY
LSR I LAUNCH SUPPORT REQUIREMENT
LSR 2 LUNAR SUFFACE RENDEZVOUS
LFRC LUNAR SURFACE RETURN CONTAINER
LSRO LIFE SCIENCES RESEAcCH OFFICE
L5S LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
LSS 1 LAUNCH SUPPORT SYSTEM
LSS 2 LUNAR SURVEY SENSOR
LSS 3 LUNAR SOIL STIMULANT
LSSM LOCAL SCIENTIFIC SURVEY MODULE
LST LANDING SHIP# TANK
LST 1 LAUNCH SUPPORT TEAM
LST 2 LOCAL STANDARD TIME
LST 3 LIQUID STORAGE TANK
LST 4 LARGE STELLAR TELESCOPE
LSTD LUNAR SATELLITE TRACKING DATA'
LSTS LUNAR SURFACE THERMAL SIMULATOR
LSU LOUISIANA STATE U.
L.SU I LIFE SuPPORT UMBILICAL
LSV LUNAR S;URFACE VEHICLE
L/T LEAD TIME
LT LOW-TORQUE
LT I LIGHT
LT 2 LOw TENSION
LTA LEM TFsT ARTICLE
LTC LAUNCH VEHICLE TEST CONDUCTOR
LTC 1 LOAD TAP CHANGING
LTC 2 LUNAR TOPO6RAPHIC CAMERA
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LOCAL rEST DESK
1 LAUNCH TEST DIRECTIVE
2 LIMITEn
LAUNCH TRAJECTORY DATA SYSTEM
LANGLEY TRANSONIC. DYNAMICS TUNNEL
LOCAL THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM
LIGHTNING
LEATHER
LOWELL TECHNOLOGICAL INST. RES. FOUND.
LUNAR TRAJECTORY INJECTION VEHICLE
LEM TEST PROCEDURE
1 LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
LETTER
LIG6HTNING AND TRANSIENTS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
LIGHTING TEST SET
LING TEMCO VOUGHT
LTV AERfOSPACE CORPORATION
LUBRICATE
I LUBRICATION
2 LUBRICANT
LUNAR COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
LOWEST USABLE FREQUENCY
LIGHT uTILITY GLIDER
LUNAR .LOGISTIC SYSTEM
LIVING UTILITY MODULE
LUNAR
LANGLEY UNITARY PLAN WIND TUNNEL
LAUNCH UMBILICAL TOWER
LAUNCHFR UMBILICAL TOWER TRANSPORTER
LAUNCH VEHICLE
1 LOW VOLTAGE
LAUNCH VEHICLE ASSESSMENT REVIEW
1 LAUNCH VEHICLE ASSESSMENT REPORT
LOw VEL OCITY DROP
I LOW VELOCITY DETONATION
LAUNCH VEHICLE DATA ADAPTER
LAUNCH VEHICLE DIGITAL COMPUTER
I LAUNCH VEHICLE DATA CENTER
LAUNCH VEHICLE DIGITAL COMPUTER/DATA ADAPTER
LAUNCH VEHICLE GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
LAUNCH VEHICLE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS
LEVEL
LAUNCH VEHICLE OPERATIONS CMSFC3
LAUNCH VEHICLE OPERATIONS DIVISION
LOw VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY
LOW-VOLTAGE RELEASE
LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDY GROUP
LANDIN; VEHICLE TRACKED
LAUNCH VEHICLE TEST CONDUCTOR
LAUNCH WINDOW
LEFT WING DOWN
LOAD WATER LINE
LEAVE wITHOUT PAY
LEAVE wITH PAY
LOWER
LTD
LTD
LTD
LTUS
LTUT
LTE
LTG
LTHR
LT1RF
LTIV
LTP
LTP
LTR
LTRI
LTS
L,T V
LTVAC
L,U8
LUB
LUB
LUJCOM
LUF
LUG.
LULS
LUJM
LUN
LUPWT
LtJT
LUTT
LUV
LV
LVAR
LVAR
LVD
LVD
LVDA
LVDC
LVDC
LVDC/DA
LVGSE
LV15
LV L
LVO
LVOD
LVPS
LVR
LVSG
LVT
LVTC
LW
LwU
LwL
LwOP
LWRLWR
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LWS LIGHTNING WARNING SYSTEM
M METER
M 1 MERCURY
M&DV MAP & IATA VIEWER
M&F MALE & FEMALE
M & I MODIFICATION AND INSTALLATION
MAIR MANUFACTURING AND INSPECTION RECORD
MRO MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION
MfS MATERIALS & SERVICES
&S5 MAPPING AND SURVEY SYSTEM
a TE MEASUREMENT AND TEST EQUIPMENT
A1'P MANUFAcTURING AND TESTING PROCESS
M - TIME IN DAYS BEFORE MOVE OPERATION
M-KG METER-KILOGRAM
M-K-C MARLIN ROCKWELL CORPORATION
M/A MAINTEJANCE ANALYSIS
U/I MECHANICAL IMPULSE
M/L MORILE LAUNCHER
M/M MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM
M/S MINOR SUPPORT
M/U MOCKUP CMU IS PREFERRED]
M/W MICROWAVE
M/w 1 METHANOL WATER
MA MASTER
MA I MAINTErNANCE ABILITY
MA 2 MATERIAL AUTHORIZATION
MA 3 MILLIAMPERES
MA 4 METABOLIC ANALYZER
MA 5 MISSED APPROACH
MA SW MASTER SWITCH [PREFERABLE TO SPELL ouT MASTERI
MAA MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
MAAG MILITARY ASSISTANCE ADVISORY GROUP'
MAAT MAC ACoUISITION AND ATTACK TRAINER
MAi MECHANICAL AUTOMATION BREADBOARD
MAB 1 MATERIALS ADVISORY BOARD
MAB 2 MISSILE ASSEMBLY BUILDING
MAC MEAN AFRODYNAMIC CHORD
MAC 1 MILITARY AIRLIFT COMMAND
MAC 2 MILITARY ARMISTICE COMMISSION
MAC 3 MULTI-4CCESS COMPUTER
MAC 4 MAINTENANCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
MACH MACHINE
MACS MARINE AIR CONTROL SQUADRON
MACS I MCDONNELL AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT SYSTEM
MACV MILITARY ASSISTANCE COMMAND* VIETNAM
MAD MADRID
MAD 1 MISSION ANALYSIS DIVISION
MADCAP MAMMoTH DECIMAL ARITHMETIC PROGRAM
MADRE MAGNETIC DRUM RADAR EQUIP.
MAE MCDONNELL AIRBORNE EVALUATOR
MAECON MID-AMERICA ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE
MAET MISSILE ACCIDENT EMERGENCY TEAM
MAF MIXED .MINE FUEL
MAF I MAJOR ACADEMIC FIELD
MAF 2 MANPOWER AUTHORIZATION FILE
PAGE 9 6PAGE 9a
MAF
M A F Ei
MA Lob
MAG
MA6 AMPL
MAI
MAI
MAIDS
MAINT
MAIR
MAJ
MAL
MAL
MALF
MALL
MALLAR
MAMOS
MAN
MAN
MANE   F
MANIAC
MANPWR
MANTRAC
MANUV
MAO
MAP
MAP
MAP
MAP
MAPCHE
MAR
MAR
MARC
MARC
MARCO
MARKAR
MARS
MARS
MAWNS
MARS
MARS
MART
MARV
MASD
MASE
MASER
MATCON
MATE
MATE
MATH
MATICO
MATL
MATS
3 MICHOUD ASSEMBLY FACILITY
MALMSTROM AIR FORCE BASE
MAGNETIC
1 MAGNI TUDE
2 MAGNETo
MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER
MILITARY ASSISTANCE INSTITUTE
1 MACHINE-AIDED INDEXING
MULTIPURPOSE AUTOMATIC INSPECTION & DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM
MAINTAIN
MANUFACTURING & INSPECTION RECORD
MAJOR ITY1
MALFUNCTION
1 MATERIAL ALLOWANCE LIST
MALFUNCTION
MALLEABLE
MANNED LUNAR LANDING & RETURN
MILITARY 'ASSISTANCE MANUAL
MARINE AUTOMATIC METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVING STATION
MICROWAVE AEROSPACE NAVIGATION
1 MANUAL
MANIFOLD
MATHEMATICAL ANALYZER NUMERICAL XNTEGRATOR AND COMPUTER
MANPOWF R
MANUAL ANGLE TRACKIXN CAPABILITY
MANEUVERING
MANNED APOLLO OPERATIONS
MISSED APPROACH POINT
1 MESSAGE ACCEPTANCE PULSE
2 MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
3 MAINTENANCE ANALYSIS PROGRAM
MOBILE AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMED CHECKOUT EQUIP.
MARCH
I MATERIAL AVAILABILITY REPORT
MACHINE-READABLE CATALOGUING
1 MATERIAL ACCOUNTABXLITY RECOVERY CODE
MARTIN COMPANY
MAPPING & RECONNAISSANCE KU-BAND AIRBORNE RADAR
MAGNETIC AIRBORNE RECORDING SYSTEM
1 MANNED ASTRONAUTICAL RESEARCH STATION
2 MILITARY AFFILIATE RADIO SYSTEM
3 MANNED AERODYNAMIC REUSABLE SPACES
4 MOBILE ATLANTIC RANGE 5TATION
MOBILE AUTOMATIC RAtIATION TESTER
MANEUVFRING ANTI-RADAR VEHICLE
MOBILE AIR & SPACE DEFENSE
MCDONNELL AIRBORNE SIDEWINDER EVALUATOR
MICRoWAVE AMPLIFICAYTION BY SIMULATED EMISSION OF RAbIATION
MICROWAVE AEROSPACE TERMINAL CONTROL
MCDONNELL AIRBORNE TRAINER AND EVALATOR
1 MISSION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE FOR EXPERIMENTS
MATHEMATICS [ICALI
MACHINF APPLICATIONS TO TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER OPERATIONS
MATERI AL
MILITARY ZAIR TRANSPORT SERVICE
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MATERIALS SCIENCEe CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
MULTIPLE AIRBORNE TARGET TRAJECTORY SYSTEM
MODULAR ATMOSPHERE SIMULATION PROGRAM
MAGNETIC ANNULAR SHOCk TUBE
1 MISSILF AUTOMATIC SUPPLY TECHNIQUE
MULTI-AXIS SPIN TEST INERTIAL' FACILITY
MATERIEL DEPARTMENT
1 MOBILE ARMING TOWER
MICROMINIATURIZED AUTONETICS TELEMEfTRY
MODULATOR AMPLIFIER USING VARIABLE RESISTANCE
MANNED MARS & VENUS EXPLORATION STUDIES
MARINE AIR WING
I MEDIUM ASSAULT WEAPON
MAXIMUq
MAYAGUANA ISLAND
MOTOR 3BOAT
1 MILLIBAR
MAXIMUM BREATHING CAPACITY
MISSION BASELINE DESCRIPTION
MAKE-OR-BUY DATA RECORD
MISSILF BORNE GUIDANCE EQUIPMENT
MOBILE
MISSION BRIEFING ROOM
MANEUVERABLE BALLISTIC RE-ENTRY VEHICLE
MAIN BANG SUPPRESSOR
MAIN BATTLE TANK
MEDICAL CORPS
I MAGNETIC COURSE
2 MILITARY CONSTRUCTION
3 MEGACYCLE
4 MISSION CONTROLLLER]
MAPPING# CHARTING AND GEODESY
MASTER CAUTION AND WARNING
MAIN CONSOLE ASSEMBLY
MCCONNELL AIR FORCE BASE
MEAN CYCLE BETWEEN FAILURES
MAINTENANCE CONTROL CENTER
1 MERCURY CONTROL CENTER
2 MISSION CONTROL CENTER
3 MlDCOURSE CORRECTION
MISSION CONTROL CENTERt HOUSTON
MISSION CONTROL CENTER. CAPE KENNEDY
METALS & CERAMICS DIV.,
MINIMUm COST DESIGN/SPACE LAUNCH VEHICLE
M'INIMUH COST DESIGN BOOSTER
MICRO-PROGRAMMED DATA PROCESSOR
MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS BOARD
MODIFIED CURRENT EXPENDABLE LAUNCH' VEHICLE
THOUSAND CUBIC FEET
MICROWAVE COMMAND GUIDANCE SYSTEM
MASTER CONFIGURATION' LIST
I MID-CANADA LINE
THOUSAND CIRCULAR MILLS
MASTER CHANGE NOTICE
MISSIONi CONTROL OPERATIONS
MATSCIT
MATTS
MASP
MAST
MAST
MASTIF
MAT
MAT
MAUTEL
MAVAR
MAVES
MAW
MAW
MAX
MAY
MR
MH
MBCI
MBD
MBDR
MR(bE
M8L
MBR
MRRV
MBS
MBT
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC
MC a G
MC & W
MCA
MCAFB
MCBF
MCC
MC C
MCC
MCC
MCC-H
MCC-K
MCD
MCD/SLV
MCDB
MCDP
MCEB
MCEN
MCF
M CCS
MCL
MCL
MCM
MCN
MCL
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mcOP MISSION CONTROL OPERATIONS PANEL
mCP MASTER CHANGE PROPOSAL
MCP 1 MASTER COMPUTER PROGRAM
MCP 2 MEASURFMENTS CONTROL PROCEDURE
MCP 3 MISSION CONTROL PROGRAMMER
MCR MASTER CHANGE RECORD
Mcs MISSILr CONTROL SYSTEM
MCS 1 MELA'SURFMENTS CALIBRATION SYSTEM
MCS 2 MEGACYCLES PER SECOND
MC.SS MICROSCOPIC CAMERA SUBSYSTEM
MCTI METAL CUTTING TOOL INST.
MCTS MASTER CENTRAL TIMING SYSTEM
MCW MODULATED CONTINUOUS WAVE
MD MISSION DIRECTOR
ML) I MICRODOT
Mi)A MAINTAINABILITY DESIGN APPROACH
MDA 1 MULTIPLE DOCKING ADAPTER
MDAC MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS COMPANY
MOAP MUTUAL DEFENSE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
M[DAR MALFUNCTION DETECTION ANALYSIS AND RECORDING
MD)AS METEORoLOGICAL DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
MDAS 1 MEDICAL DATA ACGUISITION SYSTEM
MDC MAIN DISPLAY CONSOLE
MDC I MISSILE DEVELOPMENT CENTER
MnC 2 MISSION DUTY CYCLE
MDC 3 MISSION DIRECTOR CENTER
Mocs MAINTENANCE DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM
MDCS 1 MASTER DIG9TAL COMMAND SYSTEM
MOCS 2 MATERIAL DATA COLLECTXON SYSTEM
MDDA MECHANICSBURG DEFgNSE DEPOT ACTIVITY
MDDC MANHATTAN DISTRICT DECLASSIFIED CODE
MDE MAC DESIGN EQUIPMENT
MDE I MISSION DEPENDENT ELEMENTS
MpE 2 MISSION DEPENDNtHT EQUIPMENT
PflF MAIN DISTRIBUTING FRAME
MDF 1 MILD DETONATXNG FUSE
MDFNA MAXIMUM DENSITV FUM'NG NITRIC' ACID'
M()FRR MISSION DXEECTORS FLIGHT READINESS REVIEW
mODI MISS-DISTANCE INDICATOR
mD)Ji MANNED DATA INSERTION UNIT
MDL MASTER DATA L'BRARY
MOP MASTER DISPLAY PANEL
MDR MISSION DATA REDUCTION
MON 1 MAJOR [.)ESGN REVIE'W
M 'OR 2 MINOR DISCREPANCY REPAIR
MDS MASTER DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
DS I1 MALFUNCTION DETECTION SYSTEM
MD6 2 MINIMUm DZSCERNIBLE SYSTEM
MDnPR MODE SuJPPRESSOR
MDSS MISSION DATA SUPPORT SYSTEM
MOlT MOUNTAIN DAYLI'HT TIME
mDT I1 MEAN DoN TIME
MDV MAP AND DATA VgEwER
MnXDCR MODE TRANSDUCER
MF MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING
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1 MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
MAIN ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY
MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING ANALYSIS RECORDS
MEASURING
MANUAL EMERGENCY CONTROLS
MECHANICAL
MAIN ENGINE CUTOFF
MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING CHANGE REQUEST
MEDIUM
1 MEDICAL
MIcRo-lEcHANIZED ENGINEERING DATA FOR AUTOMATED LOGISTICS
METEOROLOGICAL DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
MARINE ENGINEERING LAB.
MASTER EQUIPMENT LIST INDEX
MARS EXCURSION MODULE
MEMBRANE
MOLECULAR ENGINEERIN6 & MATERIAL LAB.,
MEMORANDUM
MAINTErANCE ENGINEERING EXCHANGE
MAINTE;ANCE ENGINEERING ORDER
MAXIMUM EXPECTED OPERATIN6 PRESSURE
MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE
1 MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING PROGRAM
Z MINUTEMAN EDUCATION PROGRAM
MANNED EARTH RECONNAISSANCE
1 MULTIPLE EJECTOR RACk
2 MERIDIAN
MERCURY PROJECT
MARTIAN EXPLORATORY ROCKET GLIDE VEHICLE
MATERIAL EVALUATION ROCKET MOTOR
MEDICAL CIVIC ACTION TEAMS
MEDITERRANEAN COMMUNICATIONS
MEDICAL LITERATUR E ' ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
MISSION ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT
MARINE EXPEDITIONARY FORCE
I MAXIMUM EXPIRATORY FLOW
MEGOHM
MILITARY EVALUATION OF GEOGRAPHIC AREAS
MAIN ENGINE IGNITION
MULTI-END ITEM MODIFICATION NOTICE
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY (MSFC'C)
MICROPoUNO EXTENDED RANGO' THRUST STAND
MILLI-EARTH RATE UNIT 0t.015 DEGREES/HoUR3
MAIN ENGINE START
MANNEDb ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT
I MODULARIZED EQUIPMENT STORAGE ASSEMBLY
MASTER EVENT SEQUENCE CONTROLLER
1 MISSION EVENTS SEQUENCE CONTROLLER
MISSILE ESCORT TEAM
1 MODULAR EQUIPMENT TRANSPORTER
2 MISSION ELAPSED TIME'
MAXIMUM EXPECTED TAKEOFF POWER
MILLION ELECTRON VOLTS
MICROWAVE EARLY WARNING
MISSILE EARLY WARNING STATION
ME
MEA
MEARS
MEAS
MEC
MECO
MECR
MFL)
MED
MEDAL
MEDAS
MEL
MELI
MEM
ME MB
MEML
MEMO
MENEX
MF 0
MEoP
MFPMEP
ME P
MER
MER C
MERGV
MERM
MEDCAT
MEDCOM
MEDLARS
MEE
MEF
ME F
ME6
ME GA
ME1G
ME IMN
MELAB
MFRTS
MFRU
MES
MESA
MESA
ME SC
MESC
ME T
MET
MET
METOP
MEV
MEW
MEWS
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MEZZ
MF
MF
MF
MFAP
MFL
MFDG
MFIC
MFL
MFLD
MFOD
MFPS
MFR
MFS
MFSK
MFT
MFV
MG
MG
mGC;
MGE
~.G.CRMGC
MGMT
MGR
MCSE
MHCP
MHD
MHE
MHF
MHF
MHT
NH ~
MHZ
MHZ
MI
MI
MIRR
Ml &RR
MICR
MICROMET
MICS
MIDAS
MIDAS
MIDAS
MIDES
MIDOT
MIDS
MEZZANINE
MEDIUM FREQUENCY
I MOTOR FIELD
2 MAGNETOMOTIVE FORCE
MANNED FLIGHT AWAOENESS PROGRAM
MASTER FILE COPY
MANUFACTURED
MAJOR FUNCTIONAL GROUP
MILITARY FLIGHT INFORMATION CENTER
MISSILE FIRING LABORATORY
MANIFOLD
MANNED FLIGHT OPERATIONS DIREtTIVE'
MODULAR FORCE PLANNING SYSTEM
MANUFACTURER
MULTIFlUNCTION SENSOR
MULTIPLE FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYED
MEAN FLIGHT TIME
MAIN FUEL VALVE
MAGNESIUM
I MGGREGOR AND WERNER
2 MOBILE GENERATOR
3 MOTOR GENERATOR
MIDDLE GIMBAL AXIS
MISSILE GUIDANCE COMPUTER
1 MANUAL GAIN CONTROL
MARITIME GAS COOLED REACTOR
MAGNEToGASDYNAMICS
MAINTENANCE GROUND EQUIPMENT
MANAGEMENT
MANAGER
MAINTENANCE 6ROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
MEAN HoRIZONTAL CANDLEPOWER
MAGNEToHYDRODYNAMX CS
MATERIALS HANDLING EOUIPMENT
MIXED HiYDRAZINE' FUEL
I MEDIUM HIGH FREOUENCY
MEAN HIGH TIDE
MEAN HIGH WATER
MILLION CYCLES PER SECOND
I MEGA HERTZ
MERRITT ISLAND
1 MELLON INSTITUTE
2 MODIFICATION INSTRUCTIONS
3 MALLEABLE IRON
MATERIAL INSPECTION AND RECEIVING REPORT tFORM DD'2503
MICROMETER
MAGNETIC INK CHARACTER RECOGNITION
MICROMETEOROID
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
MISSILF DEFENSE ALARM SYSTEM
1 MODIFIED INTEGRATION DIGITAL ANALOG SIMULATOR
2 METEORoLoGICAL & LIGHTNING DATA ACtGUISITION SYSTEM
MISSILE DETECTION SYSTEM
MULTIPLE INTERFEROMETER DETERMINATION OF TRAJECTORTES
MANAGEmENT INFORMATION DISPLAY SYSTEM
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MIF MAXIMUM INSPIRATORY FLOW
MIF 1 MASTER ITEM FILE
MIFI MISSILE FLIGHT INDICATOR
MIG METAL INERT GAS
M11A MERRITT ISLAND INDUSTRIAL AREA
MIKE MICROPHONE
MIKER MICROBALANCE INVERTED KNUDSEN EFFUSION RECOIL
MIL MERRITT ISLAND USB STATION [MSFN]
MIL SPEC MILITARY SPECIFICATION
MIL STD MILITARY STANDARD
MILA MERRITT ISLAND LAUNCH AREA
MILCEST MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS ELEC. SYS. TECH.
MILDIP MILITARY INDUSTRY LOGISTICS DATA INTERCHANGE PROCEDURES
MILPAS MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION LISTING PROGRAM APOLLO SPACECRAFT
MILS MISSILE IMPACT LOCATOR SYSTEM
MILS I MILLIRADIANS
MILSCAP MILITARY STANDARD CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION PROCEDURES
MILSPEC MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
MILSTAAD MILITARY STANDARD ACTIVITY ADDRESS
MILSTAMP MILITARY STANDARD TRANSPORTATION A MOVEMENT PRoCEDURES
MITLSTAN MILITARY AGENCY FOR STANDARDIZATION
MILSTEP MILITAPY SUPPLY AND TRANSPORTATION EVALUATION PROCEbURES
MILSTICCS MILITARY STANDARD ITE' CHARACTERISTICS CODING STRUCTURE
MILSTRAP MILITARY STANDARD TRANSACTION REPORTING & ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES
MILTAG MILITARY TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE GROUP
MIMOSA MISSION MODES AND SPACE ANALYSIS
MIN MINUTE
MIN 1 MINIMUM
MINI MINIATURE
MINOX MINIMUM OXIDIZER
MINS MARE ISLAND NAVAL SHIPYARD
MINS I MINIATURE INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
MINT MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION & NEW CONTROL TECH.
MIP MISSILE IMPACT PREDICTION
MIP 1 MANDATORY INSPECTION POINT
MIP 2 MODIFIcATION INSTRUCTION PACKAGE
MIPE MAGNETIC INDUCTION PLASMA ENGINE
MIPIR MISSILE PRECISION INSTRUMENTATION RADAR [C-BAND RADAR]
MIR MALFUNCTION INVESTIGATION REPORT
MIR 1 MIRROR
MIRAGE MICROELECTRONIC RADAR INDICATOR FOR GROUND' EOUIPMENT
MIROS MODULATION INDUCING RETRO-DIRECTIVE OPTICAL SYSTE'M
MIRV MULTIPLE INDEPENDENT RE-ENTRY VEHICLE
MIRVS MULTIPLE INDEPENDENTLY TARGETABLE REENTRY VEHICLES
MIS MILITARY INTELLIGENCE SERVICE
MIS 1 MAN IN SPACE
MISA MILITARY INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY AGENCY
MISC MISCELLANEOUS
MISER MANNED INTERCEPTOR SAGE EVALUAT. ROUTINE
MISL MALFUNCTION INVESTI6ATION SUPPORT LABORATORY
MISS MISSILF INTERCEPT SIMULATION SYSTEM
MISS 1 MlSSION
MISTRAM MISSILF TRAJECTORY MEASUREMENT
MIT MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
MITE MISSILE INTEGRATION TERMINAL EQUIPMENT
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MITM MILITARY INDUSTRY TECHNICAL MANUAL
MITO MINIMUM INTERVAL TAKE OFF
MITOC MULTIPLE INTERCOMMUNICATIONS TECHNICAL OPERATIONS COMMUNICATIONS
MITRE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY RAND ENGINEERING
MiTTS MOBILE INTERMEDIATE TRACKING TELESCOPE SYSTEM
MIU MOBILE INSPECTION UNIT
MIX bMAGNETIC IONIZATION EXPERIMENT
MIX I MIXTURE
MK MARK
MrR MARKER
ML MOLD LINE
ML 1 MISSILE LAUNCHER
ML 2 MOBILE' LAUNCHER
ML 3 MILLILITER
MLD MOLPED
MLDG MOLDING
MLEP MANNED LUNAR EXPLORATION PROGRAM
MLEV MANNED LIFTING ENTRY VEHICLE
MLF MULTILATERAL FORCE
MLF I MOBILE LAUNCHER FACILITY
ML6 MAIN LANDING GEAR
ML. MULTILAYER INSULATION
9LLP MANNED LUNAR LANDING PROGRAM
MLLW MEAN LOWER LOW WATER
MLS MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEM
MLSE MECHANICAL LAUNCH SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
MLT MEAN Low TIDE
MLT 1 MANNED LUNAR TEST
ML' MAIN Lox VALVE
MLW MEAN LOW WATER
m'm MILLIMETER
NM 2 MANAGEMENT MANUAL
M 3 MARINER MARS
MM 4 MEMORY MODULE
MMD MATERIEL MANAGEMENT D IVISION
MMD I MEAN MISSILE DURATION
MME MATERIAL MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT
MMF MICROELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING FACILITY
MMF 1 MAGNEToMOTIVE FORCE
MMH MONOMETHVLHYDRAZINE tFUEL3
MMHG MILLIMETERS OF MECURY
MMHO MEGAMHO
Mmm MANNINceMAXWELL & MOORE CO.[NOW DIVIDI
MMm 1 MEASURING MONITORING MODULE
MMm 2 MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Mm 3MARS MISSION MODULE
MmM 4 MULTI-MISSION MODULE
MMMIS MAINTENANCE & MATERIAL MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
MmMS MAINTENANCE AND MATERIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
MMOS MOBILE MICROMETEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATION SYSTEM
lmRBM MORBILE MID-RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE
MMkREM MOBILE MEDIUM RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE
MMS MAC MATERIAL SPEC,
mmSS MULyTIMoDULE SPACE STATION
MMT MANUFAcTURING METHODS A TECHNOLOGY
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MIDCOURSE MEASUREMENT UNIT
1MODULAR MANEUVERING UNIT
MANGANESE
MAIN BUS A
MAIN BUS B
MARTIN NUCLEAR DIVISION
MISSION NONESSENTIAL EOUIPMENT
MOUNT
MANEUVER
MOLYBDFNUM
I MONTH
2 MARS ORBITER
MANUAL-OFF-AUTOMATIC
MOBILE DIGITAL COMPUTER
MISSION OPERATIONS COMPLEX
I MASTER OPERATIONS CONTROL
2 METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS
MOBILITY COMMAND
MISSION OPERATIONS CONTROL ROOM rIMCC]
MASTER OPERATIONS CbNTROL SYSTEM
MANJPOWER & ORGANIZATION DIVISION
I MISSION OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
2 MODEL
3MODIFICATION
4 MODULATION
5 MODULE
S-BAND RADAR [MODIFIED SCR-584]
X-BAND RADAR HIGH RESOLUTION TRACKER CMODIFIED NIkE-AJAXI
MODIFIED APOLLO
MODULATOR DEMODULATOR
MISSILE OPTICAL DESTRUCTION TECHNIQUE
MODULAR-DISPERSED-CONTROL
MODIFICATION
MANNED ORBITAL DEVELOPMENT sYSTEM
1 MILITARY ORBITAL DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
MODULAR OVERLAND HANDLINB & TRANSPORT SYSTEM
MOMENT OF INERTIA
1 MISSIOrj OPERATIONS PLANNING SYSTEM
MACRO oUTPUT SYSTEM
MANNED ORBITAL LAUNCH
I MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORY
MANAGEkIAL ON-LINE SYSTEMS
MCDONNELL ORGANIZATION MANUAL
MONDAY
1 MONITOR
2 MIXED oXIDES OF NITROGEN COXIDIZER]'
MISSILE OPERATIONS OFFICER
MEETING OUR OPERATIONAL NEEDS
MAN OUT oF SPACE EASIEST
MISSION OPERATIONS PLAN
MASTER OSCILLATION POWER AMPLIFIER
MISSILE OPERATING PHONE SYSTEM
MARS ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
MORSE TAPER
MANNED ORBITAL RESEARCH LAB*
MMU
MMU
MN
MN A
MN BR
MNU)
MNEE
MNT
MNVR
MO
MO
MO
MOA
MoBIDIC
MOC
MOC
MOC
MOC OM
MOCR
MOCS
MOD
MObu
MOD
MOD
MOD
MOD
MOD II
MoD IV
MODAP
MODEM
MODEST
MODICON
MODIF
MausMODS
MOHATS
MOI
MOPS
mopsrMoIST
MoL
MOL
MOLDS
MOM
MON
MON
MDON
MoO
MOON
MOOSE
MOP
MOPA
MoPS
MOR
MOR T
MORL
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MORS MILITARY OPERATIONS RESEARCH SYMPOSIA'
MoS MXISSION OPERATEONS SYSTEM
MOS 1 METAL-oXIDE SILXCON
MOSAIC MOBILE SYSTEM FOR ACCURATE ICBM CONTROL
MOSAR MODULATION SCAN ARRAY' RECEIVER
MoSS MANNED ORBATAL SPACE STATION
MOT MANNED ORBT7ING TELESCOPE
MOTOR MORILE ORIENTED TRIANGULATION OF RE-ENTRY
MnTP MANUFACTURING OR TESTING PROCESS
MOTS MODULE TEST SET
MOTS 1 MOB2LE oPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEM
MoTU MOBILE oPTICAL TRACk2'NG UNIT
MOV MAIM OxIOXIZER VALVE
MOV 1 MANNED ORBITAL VEHICLE
MoW MISSIOj OPERATIOM WING
14p MICHOUD PLANT
MP I MEDIUM PRESSURE
Vp 2 MELTING PONT
MPA MORE=PETERSON ASSOCIATES
MPA I MISSION PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
MPAD MISSION PLANNXNM6 ANALYSIS BRANCH
mpb MATERIXAL PERFORMANCE BRANCH
MPU 1 MAINTENANCE PARTS BREAKDOWN
MPC MANUAL POINTINt CONTROLLER
MPCD MANUFACTURINg' PROCESS CONTROL DOCUMENT
MPD MAGNETo-PLASMADYNAMXC
MPD 1 MATERIALS PHYSgCS DIVISION
MPDC MECHANICAL PROPERTIES DATA CENTER
MPE MISSILE POSITIONING EGUIPMENT
MPLP METALWORKING PROCESSES AND EQUIPMENT PROGRAM
MPG MILES PER GALLON
MPH MILES PER HOUR
MPHPS MILES PER HOUR PER SECOND
MPI MEAN POINT OF lPACt
MPL METALS PROCESSENG LABORATORY
MPLE MULTOPURPOSE LONG ENDURANCE AIRCRAFT]
mPm MANUFACTURE PR CEDURE MANUAL
MPM 1 MONOCYCLE POSITION MODULATION
Mpm 2 MILES PER MENUTE
MPMIC MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS INFORMATION' CENTER
MPP MILES PER POUND
MPR MANUFACTURING PARTS RECORD
MPR 1 MATERIALS AND PROCESS REQUIREMENT
mPS MISSION PREPARATION SHEET
MP5 I MAIN PROPULSXON SYSTEMS
MP!-25 C-BAND RADAR tMOSBIL FPs-163
MpT MERCURY PROCEDURES TRAINER
MPTF MISSION PLANNING TASK FORCE
MPTS MOBLE PHOTOGRAPHIC' TRACKING STATION
MPX MULTZPL.EX
MOF MOBILE QUARANTINE FACILITY
MR MATERIAL REQUISTI ION
'R 1 METEOROLOGVY RESEARCH INC.
Mk 2 MATERgAL REV¥XEt
MR 3 MIXTURE RATIO
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4 MEMORANDUM REPORT
MILLIRADIANS
MODIFICATION REQUIREMENTS BOARD
1 MATERIAL REVIEW BOARD
MEDIUM RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE'
MATHEMATICS RESEARCH CENTER
1 MISSION REQUIREMENTS CHANGE
MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENT CHANGE REQ'GUEST
MISSILE RANGE CALIBRATION SATELLITE
MISSIONr REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
1 MATERIAL REVIEW DISPOSITION
MEDICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
MISSION RELATED HARDWARE
MEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
1 MICROWAVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE
2 MIDWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE
MEDIUM RESOLUTION INFRARED
MANUFACTURING REFERENCE LINE
1 MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
2 MINERALS RESEARCH LABORATORY
METEOROLOGICAL ROCKEtY NETWORK
MAINTENANCE, REPAIR# AND OPERATION
MAINTENANCE, REPAIRt, AND OPERATION OF FACILITY
MALFUNCTION REPORTING PROGRAM eNAVY3
MILESTONE READINESS REVIEW
I MATERIAL REVIEW REPORT
2 MINIMUM REPORTING RE'OUIREMENT
MATERIAL RETURNED TO STORE
1 MODIFICATION RECORD SHEET
MICROWAVE RELAY UNIT
1 MOBILE REFRIGERATION UNIT
MANAGEMENT SERVICES
1 MASS SPECTROMETRY
2 MACHINE SCREW
3 MACHINE STEEL
4 MILESTONE
5 MILITARY STANDARDS
6 MILLISECOND
MATERIAL STORES AREA'
MINE SAFETY APPLIANCE RESEARCH CORPORATION
MATERIAL SUPPORT BRANCH
1 MOST SIGNIFICANT BIT
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
MANNED SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS
1 MANUAL SUSTAINER CUTOFF
MEAN SPHERICAL CANDLEPOWER
MISSILES & SPACE DIVISION
MECHANICAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
MILLISECOND CS]
MOORE SCHOOL OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS BOARD
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT HEADQUARTERS
MANNED SPACE FLIBHT NETWORK
jMh
MNAUit D
MRB
MRBM
MRC
MRC
MRCR
MR C S
MRD
MRD
MR DC
MRH
MR I
MRI
MRI
MRIR
MRL
MRL
MRL
MRN
MROU
MROF
MRP
MRN
MR H
MRR
MRS
MRUMRU
MRU
MS
Ms
MS
MS
mS
Ms
MSMSA
MS AR
MSB
MSB
MSC
MSCO
MSCO
MSCP
MSD
MSE
MSEC
MSEE
MSF
MSFC
MSFEB
MSFH
MSFN
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MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NETWORK OPERATIONS CENTER rGSFC']
MANNED SPACE FL'GHT OPERATIONS
MANNED SPACE FLXIGHT PROGRAM
MESSAGE
MOON SPHERE OF INFLUENCE
MANNED SATELLITE INSPECTION SYSTEM
MOBILITY SUPPORT KIT
MEAN SEA LEVEL
MARS SURFACE MODULE
MEASUREMENTr S]
MANNED SPACE NETWORK
MANNED SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS
MANNED SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS BUILDING'
MEDICAL SPECIALa[ST CORPS
MCDONNELL SIMULATOR RECORDER
1 MISSION SUPPORT ROOM
2 MODIFICATION STATUS REPORT
MOLTEN SALT REACTOR EXPERIMENT
MISSION SUPPORT REAL PROPERTY
MODE SICKNESS SUSCEPTIBILITY
I MODE SELECTION SWITCH
2 MILITARY SUPPLYI STANDARDS
3 MOBILE SERVICE STRUCTURE
MARS SPINNXNG SUPPORT MODULE
MARS SURPLUS SAMPLE RETURN
MOBILE SERVICE STRUCTURE TEST CONDUCTOR
MOUNTAIN STANDARDb TIME
I MOBILE SERVICE TOWER
MANNED SPACECRAFT TEST CENTER
MILITARY SEA TRANSPORTATION SERVICE
MISSILE & SPACE VEHICLE DEPARTMENT
MICROSwITCH
MAGNETIC TAPE
1 MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN
2 MAXIMUm TORQUE
3 MOUNT
4 MOUNTAIN T'ME
5 MASTER TIMER
MASS TiERMAL ANALYSIS
MATERIALS TESTING BRANCH
MEAN TIME BEFORE FAXILURE
MEAN TImE BETWEEN MAINTENANCE
MEAN TIME BETWEEN MAINTENANCE ACTION
MISSILE TEST CENTER
1 MISSION AND TRAFFIC CONTROL
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT AND CIVIL AVIATION
MAGNETIC TAPE CONTROL UNIT
MOUNTED
MULTI-SYSTEM TEST EQUIPMENT
MECHANICAL TIME FUSE
1 MISSISSIPPI TEST FACXLITY
MOUNTING
MOVING TARGET INDICATORS
1 MAIN TANK' INJECTION
MATERIXAL
MSFNOC
MSFO
MSFP
MS5
MS[
MSiS
MSK
M'iL
MSM
MSMTES]
MSN
MSO
MSOB
MSPC
MSR
"SREMF.R
MSRP
MSS
MS S
MSSM
MSSMS ST 
M5,TC
MSTC
M5TS
MSVD
M5 W
M7
MT
MT
MT
MT
MT
MTA
MITHMTB
MTBM
MTBMA
MTC
MTC
MTCA
MTCU
MTE MTL-
MTF
MTF
MY6
MTI
MT I
MTL
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MTMT5 MILITArY TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT & TERMINAL SERVICE
MTO MISSION, TASK* OBJECTIVE
MTO I MISSISSIPPI TEST OPERATIONS
MTO 2 MODIFICATION TASK OUTLINE
MTP MASTER TEST PLAN
MTP I MISSION TEST PLAN
MTA MEAN TIME TO REPAIR
MTR 1 MISSILE TRACK RADAR
MTRK MINITRACK
MTS MOBILE TRACKING STATIONS
MTSS MILITARY TEST SPACE STATION
MTTF MEAN TIME TO FAILURE
MTTFF MEAN TIME TO FIRST FAILURE
MTTR MEAN TIME TO REPAIR
MTU MOBILE TRAINING UNIT
MTVC MANUAL THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
MTVC 1 MANNED THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
MTW MOBILE TRAINING WING
MlJ MAIL UwIT
MLJ 1 MOCKUP
MU 2 MOBILE UNIT
MU 3 MULTIPLE UNIT
MU 4 MANEUVERING UNIT
MUA MAXIMUM USABLE ALTITUDE
MUlHIS MULTIPLE BEAM INTERVAL SCANNER
MULJC MUCHEA, AUSTRALIA CREMOTE SITE]
MUF MAXIMUM USABLE FREQUENCY
MULT MULTIPLE
MURA MIDWEST UNIVERSITIES RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
MUSAP MULTI-SATELLITE AUGMENTATION PROGRAM
MJSE MONITOR OF ULTRAVIOLET SOLAR ENERGY
MUST MEDICAL UNIT SELF-CONTAINED TRANSPORTABLE
MUT MEAN Up TIME
MUX MULTIPLEXC ER]
MV MUZZLE VELOCITY
MV 1 MILLIVoLTS
MV 2 MULTIVIBRATOR
MVC MANUAL VOLUME CONTROL
MVD MAP ANn VISUAL DISPLAY tUNIT]'
Mw MICROWAVE
Mw I MILLIWATT
MwARA MAJOR wORLD AIR ROUTE AREA
MWC MULTIPLE WATER CONNECTOR
MwuP MUTUAL WEAPON DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
MWG MUSIC WIRE GAGE
MwP MAXIMUM WORKING PRESSURE
MWR MEAN WIDTH RATIO
Mw&T MEAN WFIGHTED SKIN TEMPERATURE
Mwv MAXIMUM WORKING VOLTAGE
MX MULTIPLEX
MY MAN YEARS
N NITROGEN
N2H4 HYDRAZINE CFUEL]
N,204 NITROGEN TETROXIDE
N'G NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE EG&N IS PREFERRED]
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N GS
N/A
N/b
N/CN/C
N/0
NA
NA
NA
NA
NAA
NAA
NAAF
NAAS
NAATC
NAB
NAC
NAC A
MACE
NAC TU
MAD
NAAD
NADC
NADE VCEN
NADGE
NADMC
NADS
NADU
NAE
NAEC
NAECON
NAES
NAFS
NAF
NAFNAFB
NAFEC
NAFI
NAFS
NAG
NAGS
NAI
NALMAL
NAMN
NANC
NAMC
NAMI'
NAML
NAMO
NAMRU
NAMSO
NAMTC
NAMU
NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE SUBSYSTEM'
NOT APPLICABLE
NARROW BAND
NO CHANGE
I NORMALLY CLOSED
NORMALLY OPEN
SODIUM tNATRgUM3
1 NATIONAL AIRLINESe INC.
2 NOT APPLICABLE
3 NOT ASSIGNED
NORTH AMERXCAN AVIATIONP INCORPORATED
1 NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
NAVAL AUXILIARY AIR FACILITY
NAVAL AUXILIARY AIR STATION
NAVAL AIR ADVANCED TRAINING6 COMMAND
NAVAL AIR BASE
NACELLE
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CORROSION EN'GINEERS
NIGHT ATTACK COMBAT TRAINING UNIT
NAVAL AIR DEPOT
I NAVAL AMMUNITION DEPOT
NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
NATO AIR DEFENSE GROUND ENVIRONMENT
NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT & MATERIAL CENTER
NAVAL AIXR DEVELOPMENT STATION
NAVAL AIRCRAFT DELIVERY UNIT
NATIONAL AERONAUTICAL ESTABLISHMENT
NAVAL AIR ENGINXEERING CENTER
NATIONAL AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS CONFERENCE
NAVAL AIR EXPERIMENTAL STATION
NAVAL AVIATION ELECTRONIC SERVICE UNIT
NAVAL AIR FACILITY
1 NAVAL AXRCRAFT FACTORY
2 NAVAL AVRONSCS FACXL'TY
NORTON AMR FORCE BASE
NATIONAL AVIATION FACILITIES EXPERIMENTAL CENTER
NAVAL AIR F9HTENG INSTRUCTIONS
NAVAL AIR FGHTER SCHOOL
NERVA ADVISORY GROUP
NAVAL AIR GUNNERS SCHOOL
NORTHROP AIRCRAFTo INCe
NAVAL AERONAUTICAL LA§BORAToRY'
1 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS LABORATORY
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS
NATIONAL AIR MATERIAL CENTER
1 NAVAL AIR MATERIAL CENTER
NAVAL AEROSPACE MEDICAL INSTITUTE
NATIONAL APPLIXED MATH, LABORATORY
NAVAL AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE ORDERS
NAVAL AIRCRAFT MEDICAL RESEARCH UNIT
NATO MAINTENANCE AND SUPPLY ORGANIZATION
NAVAL AIR MISSILE' TEST CENTER
NAVY AIRCRAFT MOD'IFICATION' UNIT
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NATIONAL AIRCRAFT NOISE ABATEMENT COUNCIL
NAVAL AMMUNITION & NET DEPOT
NAVY ATR NAVIGATION ELECTRONIC PROJ.
NAVAL AIR OPERATIONAL TRAINING
NAVAL AVIATION ORDNANCE TEST STATION
NATIONAL AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
NIGHT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEM
NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER UNIT
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS RESEARCH
I NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
2 NARROW
NAVY RADAR AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
NATIONAL AERONAUTICAL CoRPORATION
NAVY AUTOMATED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
NUCLEAR AEROSPACE RESEARCH FACILITY
NUCLEAR AEROSPACE RESEARCH INSTITUTE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RELAY MANUFACTURERS
NATIONAL ASSOCe FOR RESEARCH IN SCIENCE TEACHING
NAVAL AIR ROCKET TEST STATION
NAVAL AIR RESERVE TRAINING UNIT
NATIONAL AIRSPACE. SYSTEM
I NAVIGATION AVOIDANCE' SYSTEM
2 NAVAL AIR STATION
3NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCE - NATSL. RES, COUNCIL'
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
NAVAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE' AVIATION OFFICIALS
NETWORK ANALYSIS FOR SYSTEM APPLICATION PROGRAM
NORTH AMERICAN SEARCH & RANGING RADAR
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE' COUNCIL
1 NATIONAL AIRCRAFT STANDARDS COMM.
2 NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES COMMITTEE ON OCEANOrGRAPHY
NASA GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
1 NASA WORLD-WIDE COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
NASA COMMUNICATIONS OPERATIONS PROCEDURE
NAVAL AVIATION SUPPLY DEPOT
NAVAL APPLIED SCIENCE LABORATORY
NAVAL AVIATION SUPPLY OFFICE
NASA PROCUREMENT REGULATION,
NAVAL AIR SIGNAL SCHOOL0
NATIONAL AEROSPACE SERVICES ASSOCIATION
NASA STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS COMpUTER SYSTEM
NAVAL AIR SPECIAL WEAPONS FACILITY
NASA APOLLO TRAJECTORY 
1 NATURAL
NAVAL AIR TEST CENTER
NAVIGATION# AIR TRAFFXCE CONTROL AND COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM
NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT COORDINATING COMMITTEE
NAVAL AIRSHIP TRAINING & EXPERIMENTAL COMMAND
NORTROI4ICS AUTOMATIC'TEST EQUIPMENT LANGUAGE
NAVAL AIR TEST FACILITY
NAVAL AERONAUTICAL TURBINE LABORATORY
I NATIONAL
NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION
NANAC
N AND
NANEP
NAOT
NAOTS
NAPC
NAPS
NAPU
NAR
NAR
NAR
NARATE
NARCO
NARDIS
NARF
NARI.
NARM
NARST
NAR TS
NARTU
NAS
NAS
NAS
NAS
NA S/ NRC
NASA
NASAO
NASAP
NASARR
NASC
NASC
NASC
NASCO
NASCOM
NASCOM
NA SC OP
NASD
NASL
NASO
NASPR
NASS
NASSA
NASTRAN
NASwF
NAT
NAT
NATC
NATCAS
NATCC
NATEC
NATEL
NATF
NAIL
NATL
NATO
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MATOPS NAVAL AIR TRANING AND OPERATING PROCtDURES STANDARDIZATION
MTAS NAVAL X ?RAMNSPORT SERVICE
N.JTTS NAVAL AR ?UR*XNE TE~T STATION
NATU NAVAL AIRCRAFT TORPEDO UNIT
NATwP NAVAL AR TRANSPOR'T WXNG PACIFIC
NAUT NAUTXCAL
NAUW5. NAVAL ADVANMCE UNDERSEA WEAPONS SCHOOL
NAV NAVAL OR NAVY
NAV I NAVIGATION
MNAYADCOM NAVAL ADMINIsTRATIVE COMMAND
NAVAIR NAVAL AIR SYSTEM5 COMMAND
MNAVARFAC NAVAL AIR FACILITY
MAVANDEP NAVAL AMMUNITION DEPOT
NAVBDiLAB NAVY GoXLER LABORATORY
NAUCON NAVAL COMmUNiECATiON
MAVCOSSACT NAVAL COMMAND SYSTEMS SUPPORT ACTIVITY
NAVDOCKS NAVVY BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS
MNAEXOS NAVYo EXECUTVE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
NAVFAC NAVAL FACLXTV
NAVGEN NAVY GENEAL PUBL'CATION
MAVGUN NAVAL GUN FAC'ORY
NAVLO NAVV LWASON OFFICER
NAYVAT NAVAL MATERIAL CONMMAND
MVM'ED NAVYo BUREAU OF MEDIC!NE AND SURGErY
NAVMINDEP NAVAL MXNE DEPOT
NA¥OSSY NAVAL OBSERVATORy'
NAVOPFAC' NAVAL OPE-A?'I FACeL'ITY
NAYORD NAVAL oRDNANCE PUBLIXCATION
NAVPERS BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL
NMAVPOFAC NAVAL POWDER FACTORY
NAUPROV NAVAL PROMS $ROUND
NAVPUR NAVAL PURCHASXNS OFFICE
NAVRESLAB NAVAL ESEARCH LABORATORY
NAVS NA ATAaN SvSTKm
NAVSANDA MAVV RUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS
NAUSAT NAViGATRONAL SATELL'TE
NAUSHIPS NAVVo BUREAU OF SHIPS
NAVSIHP'D NAVAL 5HEP T&RD
NAVSO NAVAL SUPPY OFFICE' SUPERSEDING NAVEXOs3
NAVASPSUR NAVAL SPA@CE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
NAVSTA NAVAL STOMON
NAVECHTRACN&VAL AXR VCEo TRAINING CENTER
NAVTORPSTA NAVAL TORPOEDO ,ATION
NMAUTRADECE NAVAL T¥RNSG DEVICE CENTER
AUYRADISTCPNAVAL TRAENgNS A DISt RIBUTION CENTER
NAVTRAS7A NAVAL TRAENINS STATION'
MAVwARCOL NAVAL dAR COLLE' 8
NAv¥EPs 8NAVAL WEAPONS BUREAU 
MAWAF NAVY W1TH AIR FORCE
NA wA R NAVY WTH ARMV
NAWAS MATIONAL UARNMNG SYSTEM 
mn NAVAL RASE
NB I NARROW BAND
NH 2NIOBNUm
MRAA MATIONAL MUSYNESS AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION
NRAD
NRAO
NBIPVI
NRC
NRFU
NFL
NlLN B~ L
NBSNJ5
N.TL
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NCAR
NCAR
NC6
NC BC
NCC
NCCAT
N.CDC
NCDT&E
NCEL
NCES
NC S ,CG
NC IC
NCMRED
NCO
NCP
NCR
NCR
NCR
NCRL
N CS
NC SC
NCSL
NCSSA
NCTSI
N U
NCWM
ND
ND
NDAC
NOC
NDD S RF
NDE
NDE A
NDI
Nt)L
NDOS
NpRC
NDRE
NDS
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NAVAL RASES AIR DEFENSE
NEW BRUNSWICK AREA OFFICE
NATIONAL BOARD OF BOILER & PRESSURE VESSEL INSP.
NATIONAL BROADCASTIN BCOo
NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS
NAVAL BIOLOGICAL LAORATORY
1 NEW BRUNSWICK LABORATORY
NUMBER
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
NAVAL ROlLER AND TURBINE LABORATORY
NATIONAL COARSE.
1 NETWORK CONTROLCLER]
2 NO CHANGE
3 NORTHROP CORPORATION
4 NOSE CONE
5 NORMALLY CLOSED
NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
1 NONCONFORMANCE AND CORRECTIVE ACTION REPORTING SYSTEM
NATIONAL CONSERVATION BUREAU
NAVAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION CENTER
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR CLEAN AIR TURBULENCE
NAVAL CONTRACT DISTRIBUTION CENTER
NAVAL COMBAT DEMOLITION TRAINING & EXPERIMENTAL BASE
NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERIXNG LABORATORY
NATIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATION STATISTICS
NETWORK CONTROL GROUP
NATIONAL CRIME INFORMATION' cENTER
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON MARINE RESOURCES AND ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT
NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER
NITROGEN CHARGE PANEL
NETWORK CHANGE REQUE'ST
1 NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY
2 NONCONFORMANCE RECORD
NATIONAL CHEMICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY EPRETORIA]
NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
NORTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE
NAVAL CODE & SI6NAL LABORATORY
NAVAL COMMAND SYSTEMS SUPPORT ACTIVITY
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TECHNICAL SUPPORT INDUSTRIES
NOZZLE CONTROL UNIT
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON WEXIGHTS & MEASURES
NASA DOCUMENT
1 NEODYMTUM
NATIONAL DEFENSE ADVISORY COMM.
NATIONAL DEFENSE COUNCIL
NAVAL DRY DOCK & REPAIR FACILITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION ACT
NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECtlON
NUCLEAR DEFENSE LABORATORY
NATIONAL DEFENSE OPERATIONS SECTION
NATIONAL DEFENSE RESEARCH COUNCIL'
NORWEGIAN DEFENSE RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT
NUCLEAR DETECTION SATELLITE
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NOT NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING
NE NEON
NE I NORTHEAST
NEAR NATIONAL EMERGENCY ALARM REPEATER
NEBA NASA EMPLOYEE'5 BENEF'IT ASSOCIATION
NEC NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE
NECAP NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY ANALYSIS
NECS NATIONAL ELECTRIC, CODE STANDARDS
NFDU NAVY EXPERIMENTAL DIVING UNIT'
NEEP NUCLEAR ELECTRONICS EFFECTs PROGRAM
NEES NAVAL ENGINEERING EXPERIMENTAL STATION
I NEG NEGATIVE
NEIF NEAR EARTH INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
NEIR NARRATTVE END XITEM REPORT
NEL NAVAL ELECTRONIC LABORATORY
NFL 1 NAVAL FXPLOSIVE LABORATORY
NELC NAVY ELECTRONICS LABORATORY ClNTER
NEMA NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
NEMP NUCLEAR ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE
NEPA NATIONAL ENVERONMENTAL POLICY ACT
NEPA NUCLEAR ENERGY POWERED AIRCRAFT
NEPN NEAR EARTH PHASE NETWORK
NFR NONCONFORMANCE EVENT RECORD
NEREM NORTHEAST ELECe RESEARCH & ENGINEERING MEETING
NERO NEAR EARTH RESCUE AND OPERATIONS
NERV NUCLEAR EMULSION RECOVERY VEHICLE
NERVA NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET VEHICLE APPLICATION
NF5 NAVAL EXPERIMENTING STATION
NESC NATIONAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CODE
NESC I NATIXONAL ENGINEERING SCIENCE COMPA'MY
NESC 2 NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE CENTER
NESCO NATIONAL ENGINEERING SCIENCE COMPANY
NESEP NAVY ENLISTED SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION PROGRAM
NESS NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SAtELLITE SERVICE
NESTS NON-ELECTRiC STIMULUS TRANSFER SYSTEM
NET NETWORK
NFTOPS NUCLEAR EMERGEMCY TEAN OPERATIONS
NE'UT NEUTRAL
Nk:a MOONS NASA EVALUATION 'WITH MODELS OF OPTIMIZEDb NUCLEAR SPACECRAFT
NFC NO FURTHER CLEARANCE REQUIRED
NFLSV NATIONAL FRONT FOR THE LIBERATION OF' SOUTH VIETNAM
NFMSAEG NAVAL FLEET MISSILE' SYSTEM ANALYSIS a EVALUATION GROUP
NFPA NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION
NFPM NUCLEAR FLIGHT PROPULSION MODULE
NFTS NAVAL FLEET TRAINING BASE
NFSAXS NATIONAL FEDERATION OF SCIENCE' ABSTRACTING a INDEXING SERVICES
NG NARROW GAGE
NGB NATIONAL GUARD BUREAU
NGF NAVAL GUN FACTORY
NGs NATIONAL GOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
NGrSP NATIONAL GEODETIC SATELLITE PROGRAM
NGTE NATIONAL GAS TURBINE ESTAa'LISHMENT
NHA NATIONAL HOUSINS AGENCY
NHA 1 NLXT HIGHER A$SEMBLY
NH8 NASA HANDBOOK
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NASA HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION COMMITTEE
NATIONAL HARDWOOD LUMBER ASSOCIATION
NAVAL HYDROGRAPHXC OFFICE
NICKEL
NICKEL-SILVER
NATIONAL INFORMATION & ANALYSIS CENTER
NON-INTERFERENCE BASIS
NOT IN CONTRACT
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE BOARD' INC.
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF HEALTH
NUCLEAR INSTRUMENT LANDING sYSTEM
NATIONAL INSULATION MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATES
NIMBUS INTEGRATION AND TEST
NUCLEAR ISOTOPE MONOPROPELLANT HYDRAZINE ENGINE
NAVAL INSPECTION OF ORDNANCE
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF THE BOLTZMAN TRANSPORT EQUATION
NIPPLE
NON-INTERFERENCE PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
NAVAL INTELLIGENCE SCHOOL
r NITROGEN TETROXIDE
NITROSTARCH
NAVAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT
NEON LAMP
NORDEN LABS. CORPe
NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
NOSE LANDING GEAR
NATIONAL LENDING LIBRARY
NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE
NATIONAL LUMBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
NAVY LIAISON OFFICE FOR GUIDED MISSILtS
NOT LATER THAN
NON-LOCAL THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM
NAUTICAL MILES
1 NONMETALLIC
NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND
I NAVAL MEDICAL CENTER
2 NAVAL MISSILE CENTER
3 NAVAL MISSION CENTER
NAVY MISSILE CENTER LABORATORY
NATIONAL MILITARY COMMAND SYSTEM
NAVAL MINE DEPOT
NAVY MINE DEFENSE LABORATORY
NATIONAL MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT
NAVY MARINE ENGINEERING LABORATORY
NAVAL MEDICAL FIELD RESEARCH LABORATORY
NASA MANAGEMENT INSTRUCTION
NAVY MEDICAL NEUROPSYCHIATRIC RESEARCH UNIT
NORMAL MANUAL OPERAYTON
NEW MEXICO PROVING GROUND
NATIONAL MISSILE RANGE'
NAVAL MEDICAL RESEARCh INSTITUTE
NAVAL METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE
NAVAL MATERIAL SUPPORT ESTABLISHMENT
NATIONAL MULTIPURPOSE SPACE STATION
NATIONAL MACHXNE TOOL BUILDERS: ASSOCIATION
TET
NHIC
NHLA
NHO
N I
NI-SIL
NIAC
NI£
N I CC
N ILE)B
NIH
NILS
NIMA
NIMIT
NIMPHE
NID
NIOBE
NIP
NIPA
NIS
NITRO
NITROS
NIU
NL
NLC
NLCO
NLG
NLL
NLM
NL MA
NLOGM
NL T
NLTE
NM
NM
NMC
NMC
NMLC
NMC
NMCL
N ,CS
NMD
NMDL
NME
NMEL
NMFRL
NM1
NMNRU
NMO
NMPG
NMR
NMRI
NMS
NMSE
NMSS
NMTSA
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NAVY MATERIAL TRANSPORTATION OFFICE [FORMERLY TASD'l
NATIONAL NAVAL MEDICAL CENTER
END TRANSMISSION
NORMALLY OPEN
NATIONAL OPTICAL ASSOCIATION
I NEW OBLIGATIXONAL AUTHORITY
NATIONAL OCEANIC & ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION
NETWORK OPERATION CONTROL
NETWORK OPERATIONS DIRECTIVE
NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHXC DATA CENTER
NAVAL oRDNANcE EXPERTIMENTAL UNIT CNWEF']
NAVAL ORDNANCE LABORATORY
NAVAL ORDNANCE LABO'ATORY CORONA
NOMINAL
NAVY OcEANOGRAPHIC METEOROLOGICAL AUTOMATIC DEVICE
NATIONAL OPERATXONAL METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE SYSTEM
NONESSFNTIAL
NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICEt
NUCLEAR ORBXT TO ORBIT SHUTTLt
NATIONAL OCEaNOgRaPHIC PROGRAM
1 NAVAL oRDNANCE PLANT
NAVAL ORDNANCE PLANT INST.
NORMAL
NORTHRoP-VENTURA
NO RADIO CONTACTS
NORTH AMERXCAN AIR DEENSE COMMAND
NATIONAL OPINION RESEARCH CENTER
I NAVAL oRDNANCE RESEARCH CALCUL'AToR
NORMAL
NORWEGIXA SEISMIC ARRAY
NAVAL oRDNANCE STATION
NAVAL oRDNANCE SYSTEMS COMMAND
NATIONAL ORBIXTING' SPACE STATION
1 NIMBUS OPERATIONAL SATELLITE SYSTEM
NAVAL oRDNANCE TEST CtNTER
NORTHERN TIER INTEGATION PROJECT
NAVAL oRDNANCE TEST STATION
NOVEMBER
NOVA PROJECT
NOZZLE
NEUROPSYCHIATRIC
1 NEPTUNIUM
NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION
NASA PUBLICATION CONTROL
NASA POLICY DIRECTIVE
NUCLEAR PARTICLE DETECTION SYSTEM
NAVAL PARACHUTE FACILITY
1 NAVAL POWDER FACTORY
NAVAL PROVING GROUND
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION CENTER
NATIONAL PHYSICS LABORATORY
1 NATIO'NAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY
2 NORMAL POWER LEVEL
NAVAL PROPELLANT PLANT
NAVAL PERSONNEL RESEARCH ACTIVITY
NMTO
NNMC
NNNN
NO
NOA
NOA
NOAA
NOC
MOP
NODC
NOEU
NOL
NOLC
NMO
NOMAD
NOMSS
NON ES5
NOo
NOD S
MOP
NoPO I
NOR
NOR-V
NORAC
NORAD
NORC
NORC
NORM
NORSAR
NO5
NOSC
MOSS
Moss
NOTC
NoTIP
NOTS
NOV
NpVA
NOZ
NP
NP
NPA
NPC
NPD
MpDS
NPF
NPF
Np 
NPIC
NPL
NpL
NPL
NPP
NPRA
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NPS NAVAL pOSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
NP5 1 NASA PLANNING STUDIES
NPSH NET POsITIVE SUCTION HEAD
NPU NAVAL PARACHUTE UNIT
NPV NXTROGFN PRESSURE VALVE
NPV 1 NON-PROPULSIVE VENT
NpV 2 NET PRESENT VALUE.
NPVCE NET PRESENT VALUE FOR CURRENT EXPENDAbLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
NPVNE NET PRESENT VALUE FOR NEW EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
NPVSH NET PRESENT VALUE FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
NPSP NET POsXTIVE SUCTIO N'PRESSURE'
NOC NASA QUALXTY CONTROL
NR NUCLEAR QUADRUPLE RESONANCE
NR NUMBER
NR I NOT REQUIRED
NR 2 NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
NR 3 NON RECURRING COSTS
NRA NETWORK RESOLUTION AREA
NRAG NAVAL RESEARCH ADVISORY GROUP
NRH NUCLEAR REACTORS BRANCH
NRC NATIONAL RESEARCH CORPORATION
NRC 1 NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL'
NRC 2 NON RECURRING COSTS
NRD NATIONAL RANGE DIVISION
NRD I NAVAL RESEARCH 8 DEVELOPMENT
NRDL NAVAL RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE LABORATORY'*
N~DS NUCLEAR ROCKET DEVELOPMENT STATION
NREC NATIONAL RESOURCE EVALUATION CENTER
NRL NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
NRM NON-RECURRING MAINTENANCE
NRMC NAVAL RESERVE MANPOWER CENTER
NRP NORMAL RATED POWER
NRRS NAVAL RADIO RESe STATION
NRS NUCLEAR ROCKET SHUTTLE'
NRTOI NATIONAL RANGE TECHNICAL OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
NRTSC NAVAL RECONNA'ISSANCE a TECHNICAL SUPPORT CENTER
NRU NEUROPSYCHIATRIC RES. UNIT
NRX NERV Er4GINE SYSTEM
NRZ NON RETURN TO ZERO
NRZ-C NON-RETURN TO ZERO-TYPE C
NS NATIONAL EMERGENCY STEEL
NS 1 NICKEL STEEL
NSA NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
NSA 1 NATIONAL STANDARDS ASSOCIATION
NSAM NAVAL SCHOOL OF AVIATION MEDICINE
N.Sb NAVAL STANDARDIZATION BOARD
NSC NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL
NSCS NAVAL. SUPPLY CORPS SCHOOL
RSD NAVAL sUPPLY DEPOT
NSEC NAVAL SHIP EN6INEERING CENTER
NSF NATIONAL SCIENCt FOUNDATION
NSF 1 NAVAL SUPERSONIC FACILITY
NSFD NOTICE OF STRUCTURAL OR FUNCTIONAL DEFICIENCY
N.SIA NATIONAL SECURITY INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION
NSIC NUCLEAi SAFETY INFORMATION CENTER
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NSIF NEAR SPACE XNSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
NSL NATIONAL SCIENCE LABORATORIES
NSL 1 NATIONAL SCIENTVIFXCIC LABORATORY. INC.
NsL 2 NAVAL SUPERSONUC LA$ORATORY'
NSL 3 NORTHRUP SPACE LABORATORIES
NSM NETWORK STATUS MONITO
NSmC NAVAL sUBMARXNE MEDIXC'AL CENTER
NsMG NAVAL sCHOOL OF MILITARY GOVERNMENT
NSO NASA SUPPORT OPERATION
NSP NASA SUPPORT PLAN
NSP 1 NETWORK SUPPORT PLAN
NSPE . NATIONAL SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL ENGIONERS,
NSQCRE NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON QUALITY CONTROL AND RELIABIL'TTY IN ELECTRONICS
NSR NOMINAL SLOW RATE
NSRDC NAVAL SHXP RESEARCH AND DgVE'LPMENT CENTEP
NsRDF NAVAL suPPLY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
NSRDS NATIONAL STAMDARD REgERENCE DATA SYSTEM
NSSDC NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
NSSET NATIONAL SVMPOSIUM ON SPACE ELECTRONIC5 9 TELtMETRY
NSSL NATIONAL SEVERE STORMS LABORATORY
NSSP NATIONAL SEVERE SYoRS, POJECYt
NSSS NATIONAL SPACE SURVEXLLANCE SYSTEM
NST NETWORK SUPPORT TEAM
NSY NAVAL SHIPYARD
NT NON-TIGHT
N'TC NATZONAL TELEETERIN S'CONFERENCE
NTC 1 NAVAL TRAINNG CENTER
NTD NUCLEAR TEST DIRECTORATE
NTDC NAVAL TRA IING DEVI'CE CENTER
NTDS NAVAL TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM
NTlAC NONDESTRUCVZVE TESTING INFORMATION' ANALYSIS CENTER
NTIXS NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVIC'
NTME NAVAL rECHNICAL MISSIONS IN EUROPE
NTMJ NAVAL TECHNC'AL MISSIONS XN JAPAN
NTO NITROGEN EROXIDE' [OXIDIZERJ'
NTP NOTICE TO PROCEED
NTP X NETWORK TES7 PANL
NTP 2 NORMAL TENPERATURE A PRESSURE
NTH NEUTROwj TEST REACToRS
NTS NAVIGATOR TRAINING SOUADRONS
NTS I NAVAL TORPEDO STATION
NTS 2 NOT TO SCALE
NTSC NATIONAL TELEV'SION SYSTEN COMMITTEE
NTSO NASA TEST SUPPORT OFFICE
NTTC NAVAL TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTER
NTTF NETWORK TRAINXNG Ž TEST FACILITY
NTTR NAVAL TORPEDO TESTING RANGE
NTU NAVAL TRAINING UNIT
NU NEBRASKA UNIVERSITY
NUDET NUCLEAR DETONATION REPORT
NUDETS NUCLEAR DETECT9ON & REPORTXNOG SYSTEM
NUHELI NUCLEAR HELICOPTER LIFT INDICATOR
NULACE NUCLEAR LIOUID AIR CYCLE ENGXNE
NUOS NAVAL [iNDERWATER ORDNANCE, STATION
NwJPAD NUCLEAR POWERED ACTIVE DETECTION SYSTEM
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Nus
NU5
OJSL
NtJWRES
NVB
NVR
NW
NWAC
NWAG
NWC
NwC;
N,WC
NwCME
NwEF
NWL
NWL
Nwo
NWP
NwRC
NwRF
NW5wS
NW SC
NWSD
NWSI
NW$O
NWSSG
NW/
NYNS
NYO
NYU
0
Or% C
OAC BLDG
ORC/O
O & IR
O!M
O4P
0sR
O/A
0/u
0/F
O/F
O/T
O/T
OA
OA
OA
OA
OAC
OAD
OAM
DAME
OAMP
OAMS
NUCLEAR UTILITY SERVICE
1 NEW UPPER STAGE
NAVAL uNDERWATER SOUND LABORATORY
NAVAL UNDERWATER WEAPONS RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING STATION
NAVIGATIONAL BASE
NO VOLTAGE RELEASE
NASA WAIVER
NATIONAL WEATHER ANALYSIS CENTER
NAVAL WARFARE ANALYSIS GROUP
NATIONAL WAR COLLE'Gt
I NAVAL WAR COLLEGE
2 NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER
NATIONAL WINTER CONVENTION ON MILITARY ELECTRONICS
NAVAL WEAPONS EVALUATION FACILITIES
NATIONAL WATER LIFT COMPANY
I NAVAL WEAPONS LABORATORY
NASA WASHINGTON OFFICE
NAVAL WEAPONS PUBLICATIONS
NATIONAL WEATHER RECORDS CENTER
NAVAL WEATHER RESEARCH FACILITY
NOSE WHEEL STEERING
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE CENTER
NAVAL WEATHER SERVICE DIVIsIoN
NEw WORLD SERVICES INC
NAVAL wEATHER SERVICE OFFICE
NATIONAL WEATHER SATELLITE SYSTEM
NUCLEAR WEAPONS SYSTEM SAFETY GROUP
NONWATERTIGHT
NEW YORK NAVAL SHIPYARDS
NEW YORK OPERATIONS
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
OXYGEN
OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT
OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BUILDING
OPERATION AND CHECKOUT [O'C IS PREPERREDJ
OPERATION AND INSPECTION RECORD
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
OPERATIONS & PROCEDURES
OVERHAUL & REPAIR
ON OR ABOUT
ON DOCK
ORBITAL FLIGHT
1 OXIDIZERS TO FUEL'
OVERTIME
1 OVERTEMPERATURE
OMNIANTENNA
1 ORBITAL ASSEMBLY '
2 OVER-ALL
3 OUTPUT AXIS
OCEANIC AIR CONTROL
OPERATIONS ANALYSIS DIVISION
OFFICE OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE tNASAI
ORBITAL ATTITUDE AND MANEUVERING ELECTRONICS
OPTICAL ANALOG MATRIX PROCESSING
ORBITAt. ATTITUDE AND MANEUVERING SYSTEM
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OAO ORBITAL ASTRONO IcAL OBSERVATORY
OAR OFFICE OF AEROSPACE RESEARCH
OAR 1 OVERTIME AUTHORIZATION REQUEST
OAHT OFFIcE oF ADVANCED RESEARCH AMD TECHNOLOGY
OAS ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES
OASO OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SEtCRETARY OF DEFENSE
OASF ORBITAL ASTRONOMY SUPPORT FACILITY
OASM OFFICE OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE'
OASV ORBITAL ASSEMBLY SUPPORT VEHICLE
OAT OVERALL TEST
OAWP OPERATIONS ANALYSIS WORKING PAPER
OH ONBOARD
08 1 OPERATIONAL BASE
OHA OPTICAL BASE ASSEMBLY
OBCE ON BOARD CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
ORE OFFICE OF BUSXNESS ECONOMICS
ORLECO OUTBOARD ENGINE CUTOFF
OBcS ORBITAL BO1MBARDMENT GUIDANCE SYSTEM
OiIFCO ON-BOAROD-N-FLI*HTmCHECKOUT
OaJ OBJECTYcIVE
OiMC OUTBOUND MIDCOURSE CORRECTION
ORR OFFICE oF RUDGETS & REPORTS
ORfS OBSOLETE
ORS 1 OBSERVATION
Ofs 2 OPERATIONAL BXOINSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
oc OVERCURRENT
OC 1 OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC
OC 2 ON CENTER
OCA OCEANXC CONTROL AREA
OCAMA OKLAHOMA CITY AIR MATERIEL AREA
OCa OIL CIRCUiT BREAKER
Occ OPERATiONS CONTROL CENTER
OCCM OFFICE OF COMERCCIAL COM0UNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
OCD OFFICE OF CIVIL 'DEFENSE
OCDMS ONBOARD CHECKOUT AND DATA' MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
OCDU OPTXCS COUPLXNG DISPLAY UNIT EGAN3
OCL OPERATIONlL CONTROL LEVEL
OCMH OFFICE OF CHIEF OF 'MXLITARY HISTORY
OCNO OFFICEe CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS
OCMS ONBOARD CHECKOUT AND MONITORING SYSTEM
ocP OPERATING CONTROL PROCEDURE
OCP 1 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT PROCEDURE
OCPS OXYGEN CABIN PRESSURtZATION SECTION
OCR OVERHAUL COMPONENT REQUIREMENT
OcS OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL
OCSTL ONBOARD CHECtKOUT SYSTEM TEST LANGUAGE
OCT OCTOBER
OCTI ORDNANCE CORPS TECHNICAL INSTITUTE'
OD OUTSIDE DIAMETER
on 1 OPERATIONS DIRECTIVE
OCM OFFIcE DEFENSE CIVIL MOBILIZATION
OrDA oFFIcE oF DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR ADMINISTRATION EMSFC3
ODDRD OFFICE OF DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CMSFC]
OrG ORBIT DATA GENERATOR
ODN oFFIcE OF DEFENSE MANPOWER
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I ONE DAY MISSION
ORaIT DETERMINATION PROGRAM
OFFSET DOPPLER TRACKING SYSTEM
ORBIT [)ETERMINATION A VEHICLE ATTITUDE REFERENCE
ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION & DEVELOPMENT
OUTBOARD ENGINE CUTOFF
OPERATIONS EVALUATION GROUP
ORFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
OPTIMUM EARTH RE-ENTRY CORRIDOR
OFFICERS EDUCATION RESEARCH LABORATORY
OFFICE OF EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION
OUTSIDE FACE
OVERSEAS FLIGHT ASSISTANCE SERVICE
OPERATIONAL FACILITIES BRANCH tNASA']
OPERATIONAL FLIGHT CONTROL
OPERATIONAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
OFFICE
OFFICE OF FLIGHT MISSIONS
OFFICE OF FLIGHT OPERATIONS [NASA]
I ORBITING FROG OTOLITH
OPERATIONAL FORMAT PROGRAM
OPEN FAILURE REPORT
OPERATING FLIGHT STRENGTH DIAGRAM
OUTER GIMBAL
OUTER GIMBAL AXIS
OPERATTONAL GROUND EQUIPMENT
OCuLOGYRAL ILLUSION
ORDNANCE 'GUIDED MISSILE CE'NTER
OHIBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
OUTGOING REPEATER
OFFICE OF GRANTS AND RESEARCH CONTRACTS
OUTGOING TRUNK
OPERATIONAL HARDWARE
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTER
1 OPTICS HAND CONTROLLER
OVER THE HORIZON DETECTION
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH FACILITY
OIL HEAT INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
O.HMMETFR
OHM-CENTIMETER
OXYGEN AT- HIGH PRESSURE
OIL INMULATED
I ORBIT INSERTION
OPERATIONS INTEGRATION BRANCH CNASAJ]
OPERATIONS INSTRUMENTATION COORDINATOR
OFFICE OF INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT
OILL INsULATED FAN-COOLED
ORDNANCE INVESTIGATION LABORATORY
OPEN ITEM REVIEW
OPERATIONAL INTERCOMMUNICATIO' SYSTEM
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE ACTIVITIES
OIL INSULATED SELF-COOLED
OIL IMMERSED WATER-COOLER
OFFICE oF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
ODM
ODP
OnTS
ODVAR
OECD
OECO
OEG
OEU
OEP
OERC
OE RL
OET
OF
OFAS
OFB
OFC
OFCS
OFF
OFM
OFO
OFO
OFP
OFR
OFSD
OG
OGA
OGE
OGI
06MC
OGO
OGR
OGRC
OGT
OH4
OHC
OHC
OHD
OHF
OHIA
OHM
OHM-CM
OHP
OI
0O
01d
OIC
OTCO
OIFC
OIL
OIR
OIs
OISA
ozsc0OISC
OIWC
OJCS
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OJT
OL
OL
OLF
OLLS
OLO
OLOM
OLOW
OLP
OLS
OLVP
OM
OMA
OMB
OMBI
omCC
OMDR
OMEGA
O!
OML
OMNI3
OMRSomsr
OMPS
OMSF
OtjH
ONM
ONL
O NM
OMRL
DO0
OOR
DOSo0sDP
op
OPADEC
OPE
OPDAR
OPDEVFOR
OPE
OPE
OPE
OPER
OpFAD
OPH
OPL
OPM
OPN
OPNAV
ON THE JOB TRAINING
OVERLOAD
1 OPEN LoOP
ORRITAL LAUNCH FACILITIES
ON - LINE LOGICAL SIMULATION SYSTEM
ORBITAL LAUNCH OPERATION
ORBXTER LIFT OFF MASS
ORBITER LIFT OFF WEIGHT
OXYGEN LOW PRESSURE
ORBITNJG LUNAR STATION'
OFFICE OF LAUNCH VEHXCLE PROGRAMS
OPTICAL MASTER
OPTICAL MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATION
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND THE BUDGET
OBSERVATIOM-NEASUREMENT-BALANCING AND' INSTALLATION
OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL CORPORATION
OPERATION a MAINTENANCE D-EFIC'ENCY REPORT
OPERATION MODEL EVALUATION GROUP A.F.,
ORDNANCE MODIFXCATION INST.
ORDNANCE MISS5LE LABORATORIES
OMNIDIRECtIONAL
ORBIT MANEUVERING PROPULSION SYSTEM
OBSERVED MAN POINT TRAJECTORY
OPERATION MANAGEMENT ROOM
ORBITAL MANEUVERING SYSTEM
OFFICE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGHT tNA'SA]
OPTICAL MEASURING UNIT
OFFICE OF NAVAL HISTORY
OFFIcE NATIONAL D'rETUDESET DE REC4ERCCES AEROSPATIALES
OFFICE OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE
OFFICE OF NAVAL LIAISON
OFFICE OF NAVAL MATERIAL
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH
OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH LONDON
OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE'
OFFICE OF ORDNANCE RESEARCH
ORBI TcTO-RMT SHUTTLEt
OPERATI ONS
1 OUTPUT
2 OPERATING PROCEDURE
OPTICAL PARTICLE DECOY
OXIDXZFR PREBURNER
OPTICAL DETECTION AND RANGING
OPERATIONS DEVELOPMENT FORCES
OPERATIONS PROJECT ENGINEER
I OUTER PLANETS EXPLORER
2 ORBITING PRIMATE EXPERIMENT
OPERATION
OUTER-PERIMETER FLEET AIR DEFENSE
OPERATIONAL PROPELLANT HANDLING
OPERATIONS PLAN
OFFICE OF PROCUREMEMNT AND MATERIAL
OPERATIYON
1 OPEN
O0FCcE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS
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OPP
OPP CE
OPP PE
OPPLAN
OPR
OPR
OPRD
OPRM
OPS
OF'f::
OPS
O PSC'ON
OPSF
OPT
OPT
OPT
OPTEVFOR
OOC
OR
ON
ORo A
ORAN
Of!ATE
ORAU
ORB
O N C
OR C
ORC
ORC0
0 Q, D
OR D
ORD
ORDC
ORDCOR PS
ORDEAL
ONOLOiNLG
ORF
ORG
Ok6DP
ORI
Oi IDE
ORINS
ORIT
ORL
OR L
ORN14
Oik NL
OROoi NLRR 
ORRRC
ORSA
OPPOSITE
OPPOSITE COMMUTATOR END
OPPOSITE PULLEY END
OPERATIONS PLAN
OFFICE OF PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY
1 OPERATE
OFFIcE OF PRODUCTION RESEARCH S DEVELOPMENT
OFFICE OF PROGRAM REVIEW AND RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
OPERATIONAL PAGING SYSTEM
1 OPERATIONS
2 OXYGEN PURGE SYSTEM
OPERATIONS CONTROL [ROOM]
ORBITAL PROPELLANT STORAGE FACILITY
OPTICAL
1 OPTIMUM
2 OPTIONAL
OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION FORCE
OUTSIDE QUALITY CONTROL
oFFICE OF THE QUARTERMASTER GENERAL
OPERATIONAL READINESS
1 OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS
2 OVERLOAD RELAY
5 OUTSIDE RADIUS
OFFICE OF RESEARCH ANALYSIS
ORBITAL ANALYSIS
ORDERED RANDOM ACCESS TALKING EQUIPMENT
OAK RInGE ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES
ORBITAL
ORDNANCE ROCKET CENTER
1 OPERATIONS RESEARCH CENTER
2 nRBITAL RESEARCH CENTRIFUGE
ORDNANCE
1 OPERATIONAL READINESS DATE
2 OPERATIONS REQUIREMENT DOCUMENT
ORDNANCE RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT CENTER
ORDNANCE CORPS
ORBITAL RATE DRIVE ASSEMBLY
OHIO RIVER DIVISION LABORATORIES
ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE CORPS PAMPHLET
ORIFICE'
OPERATIONS RESEARCH GROUP
OAK RIi'GE GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANT
OPERATIONS READINESS INSPECTION
1 OPERATIONS RESEARCH INC.
OVERRIoE
OAK RIDGE INSTITUTE OF NJCLEAR STUDIES
OPERATIONAL READINESS INSPECTION TEAM
ORBITAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
1 ORDNANCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
ORANGE
OAK RInGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
OAK RIiDGE OPERATIONS OFFICE
OUTDOOR RECREATION RESOURCES REVIEW COMM.
OPERATIONS RESEARCH SOCIETY OF AMERICA
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CrT OPERATOMS READ9h:Z- _. ,ES?
ORV ORBITAL RE'CUE VEHXCLE
ORV 1 OCEAN RANW` VESSEL
Os OIL 9D~TCH
Os I OFFXCE OF SYSTEMS
OS 2 OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE
OS 3 OERS zE
OS&Y OUTSIDE SCREW & YOKE
OSA OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
OSAF OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FoRcE
OSB ORDNANCE SUPPLY BULLETIN
OSB I OPERA.TONS SUPPORT BUILDING
Osc OSCILLATOR
OsC 1 OSCILLATE
OsC 2 OSCELLATXON
OsC 3 OSCiLLoSCOPE
OSCAR ORB7TAL SATELLITE CARRYING AMATEUR RADIO
OSO OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
OSE OPERATfONAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
OSF ORDNANCE STORAGE FAtILITY
OSF-M OFFXCE OF SPACECRAFT AND FLIGHT MISSIONS
OSFP OIFCE OF SPACE FLIGHT PROGRAMS
OsG OFFIcE OF THE SURGEON GENERAL
OS[ OFFICE OF SCiENTIFIC YNYELLXGENCE
OSIS OFFICE OF SCIENTiyFC INFORMATIXON SERVICE ZNSFU
OSL OUTSTANDiNG LEG
OSo ORBITAL SOLAR OBSERVATORY
050so 1 ORBITiNG SOLAR OBSERVATORY
OSR OPERATYONS SUPPORT ROOM
OSR 1 OFFXCE oF SCIENTXFIC RESEARCH
OSRD OFFICE OF STANDARD REFERENCE DATA %NBSO
OSRO OPERA7TONS SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS OFFICE
OSS5 ORBITAL SPACE STATION
0s5 I OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCES
OSS 2 OFFXCE OF STATiSTICAL STANDARDS
oss 3 OPERATIONAL STORAGE SITE
oss 4 OPTICAL SUBSYSVTEM
OSSA OFFIcE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
OSSs ORBITAL SPACE STATION SYSTEM
OST OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
OST I OPERATxONAL SVSTEM TEST
OSTD ORDNANCE STANDARDS
OSTF OPERATXONAL SYSTEM TEST FACILITY
OSU OHIO SYATE UNiVERSITY
OSV ORBITAL SUPPORT VEHICLE
OsV 1 OCEAN STATION VESSEL
OSWoD OFFICE OF SPECIAL WEAPONS DEVELOPMENT
OT OIL TIGHT
OT 1 OVERALL TEST
OT 2 OPTICAL TRACKXNG
OT 3 ORGANIZATION TABLE
OTC OPERATIONAL TEST CENTEk
OTDA OFFICE OF TRACKING a DATA ACQUISITION
OTE OPERATIONAL TEST EQUSPMENT
OTG OTOLITT TEST GOGGLES
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OTIA ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE A6ENCY
OTIGi OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
OTL OGDEN TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES
OTL I OPERATING TIME LOG
OTP OPERATIONAL TEST PROCEDURE
OTQ OPTICAL TRACKING
OTRT OPERATING TIME RECORD TAG
OTS oFFIcE OF TECHNICAL SERVICES
OTS 1 OFFICE? TRAXNING SCHOOL
OTS 2 ORBITAL TRANSPORT SYSTEMS
OTS 3 OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICE
OTS 4 OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
OTS 5 OPERAT7ONAL TEST SITE
OT5 6 OXYGEN TEST STAND
Or OPERATIONAL TEST UNIT
OTV OPERATIONAL TELEVISION
OlD OPERATIONAL USE DATE
OUEL OXFORD UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING' LABORATORY
OUPT OUTPUT
OUT oUTLET
OUTBD OUTBOARD
OUTG OUTAGE
ov ORBITIXtG VEHICLE
OVBD OVERBOARD
OVERS ORBITAL VEHICLE RE-ENTRY SIMULATOR
OVFL OVERFLOW
OVHD OVERHEAD
OVLD OVERLOAD
OVR OVER
OVRD OVERRInE
OVV OVERVOLTAGE
OwF OPTIMNUM WORKING FREQUENCY
Owl OPEN WORK ITEMS
OwS OPERATIONAL WEATHER SUPPORT
OwS I ORBITAL WORKSHOP
OXD OXIDIZFD
OXH OXYGEN HEAT EXCHANGER
OXID OXIDIZER
OXy OXYGEN
OZ OZONE
oZ 1 OUNCE
OZ 2 OUNCES
OZ-FT OUNCE-FOOT
OZ-IN OUNCE-INCH
P PHOSPHORUS
P 1 PLUG
P 2 PORT
p 3 PITCH
p 4 PLATE
P 5 POLE
P 6 PRIMARY
PAC PROCUREMENT AND CONTRACTS cMSFC]
PAO PAINTS AND OILS
PAE PYROTEcHNICAL & EXPLOSIVE
P&FS PARTICLE5 AND FIELDS SUBSATELLITES
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P# AS
P.8 V F
PRW
P&WA
P C
P/G
P/6
P/D
P/L
P/N
P/P
P/U
P-P
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
PAA
PAC
PACAF
PACC
PACCS
PACCT
PACE
PACE
PACE-S/C
PACE/LV
PACER
PACOM
PACOR
PACP
P'ACTPACT
PAD)
PAD
P.AD
PAUARPADL
PADLOC
PAURE
PADS
PAE
PAF
PAFB
PAFSC
PA6E
PACEOS
PAL
PAL
PoRPLV' & iN~E NMgEEMG LABORATORY OF MSFC
P T ~ U~TENV AIRCRAFT
P@OL'AR TO0 COESIX~~ sa 1O~ALOr&
PREDETCD
PaRS LSTV
PARY MUNDER
PART OF
POINT 7O POEMT
I PEAK To PEAr
PXCKUP
PUSHPULL
POdEn AMPLYIER
I PENm'DG A¥ALA2gL'ETV
¢ PRO~MaLT V OF 2CE&VANCE
3PRODR&c &~TN©R~ERTXON
4 PAD AMORT
5 PUBL8 ADDRESS SVSTEN
6 PREQN9NARV ACCEPTAN6'
PAN APEMCAN uORLD 2~RwYS
PACgFEC &MN©t¥ coPORATION
PACiFEC AgA FORCES
PORTABLE ARM CONTROL CONSOLE
pOST ?TT CONmNND 6 CONTROL SYSTEM
PERT Afo COST CORRELA?XON TECNHNIQUE
PRELAUNCH AUTOMAT'EC CHECKOUT E(UIPMENT
1 PREFL9GHT ACCEPTANCE CHECKOUT EoUXlMENT
PREFL'HT £CC'ETANC' CHECkOUT EQUXPMENT FOR SPACECRAFT
PREFL~;NT AC@CEPTANCE CHECk'OUT EGUPMENT-LAUNCH' VEHICLE
PRORAm OF A@gUE C©LNM EFFECTS & REGUTREMENTS
PAcEFEC C@pmAND
PASSVE¥ Con@ELaTOm AmD RANGNG SYSTEM
PROPULSION AULMRV coNTRoL PANEL
PRORAMmED ANALV5%S COMPUTER TRANSFER
a PRODUCTROM ANALVSES tONTROL TECHNIGUE
PRoPELLAY ACTUATED DEVICE
I PROJECT aPROP AL DOtUNENT
2 POL-PTERTURE DEVICt
PASSIVE DEVECM©N a RANGIN
PILOTLE£S ARCRAFT DE'VELOPMENT LABORAYORY
PASSIXE DETETON a LOCAYTON OF COUNTERMEASURES
PORTABLE UTONATC DATA RECORDING EOUIPMFNT
PASi¥E-TVVE DATA SIULATION
PORT OF A &AL EAKRRATION
PUBLECAT9@M AUTHOR¥Y' FORM
PATRICK AEA FORCE BASE
PRiARV AER FORCE SPECIALTY CODE
PERT AUTOmATED GRAPHXCAL EXTENSION
PASSIVE GE©DET6 ETH ORBITENG SATELLITE
PSVCHO CoUSTvM LABORATORY
I PARTS AU TORgATEON LXST
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PAM
PAM
PAMPER
PANS
PANT
PAO
PAPM
PAR
PAR
PAR
PAR
PAR
PAR
PAR
P'A R .,
PARA
PARADLPARAGLPAR A L
PARAME 5 ]
PARAMI
PARC
P'ARM
PARR
PARSEV
PARSYN
PART
PARV
PAS
PAS
PASS
PASS
PASS
PASSIM
PAT
PAT
PAT
PAT
PATE
PATH
PATS
PAT T
PAAU
PAX
Pa .
PfH
PnPR
PnAT
PREC
PFHP
PHPS
Ps STA
PRV
PBX
PULSE tMPLITUDE MODULATION
1 PORTABLE AMPHA MONITOR
PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF MID-POINTS FOR EXPONENTIAL REGRESSION
PAD ABORT MEASURING' SYSTEM
PANTOGRAPH
PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE
PALL AIRCRAFT POROUS MEDIA, INC.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS & REVIEW
1 PRECISION APPROACH RADAR
2 PARALLEL
3 PULSE ACQUISITION RADAR
4 PERT ANALYSIS REPORT
5 PROBLEM ACTION RECORD
6 PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS OF RISK
PARACHUTE
1 PARAGRAPH
PASSIVF-ACTIVE RANGING AND DETERMINATION
PARAGLIDER
PARAMETERE S3
PARSONS ACTIVE RING-AROUND MISS INDICATOR
PROGRESSIVE AIRCRAFT RECONDITIONNG' CYCLE
POST-ATTACK RESOURCE MANA'$EMENT SYSTEM
PROCURFMENT AUTHORIZATION AND RECEIVING REPORT
PARAGLIDER RESEARCH VEHICLE
PARAMETRIC SYNTHESIS
PARTIAL
PARAVANE
PRIMARY ALERT SYSTEM
1 PYROTECHNICS ARMING SWITCH
PROGRAM ALTERNATXVE SIMULATION SYSTEM
1 PASSAGE
2 PASSENGER
PRESIDENT:S ADVISORY STAFF ON SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
PATRICK AIR FORCE BASE
1 PATENT
2 PRODUCTION ACCEPTANCE TEST
3 PROGRAM ANALYSIS TEAM
PROGRAMMED AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND TEST HISTORIES
PRECISION ALTIMETER tECHNIQUES STUDY
PROJECT FOR THE ANALYSIS OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT UNIT
PRIVATE AUTOMATIC EXCH'ANOE
PLAYBACK
1 PLoT BOARD
2 PULSE REACON
3 PUSH BUTTON
PYRO BATTERY
PACKARD-BELL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
POUNDS PER BRAKE HORSEPOWER
POST BOOST PROPULSION SYSTEM
PUSH BUTTON STATION
PoST BooST VEHICLE
PROPORTIONAL BAND WIDTH
PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE
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PRECI E [S
i PzvCm cor.7-5L
2 PARTS CnTv PO
3 mmU 'En KcvUogv
PAC~FC CRN~ AND RIGGING
PARVS CON¥20L AREA
I PHYS@AL CONF0URATION AUDIT
2 POLAR CAP ABi02PTXON
3 PROGRAM COUPLER ASS EMBLY
4 PYROT'C~HE COMTROL ASSEMBLY
POXNV oF COMPOUND CURVE
PART CARD CHANME NOTICE
PRELENg2nRY COnRACT CHANGE PROPOSAL
PHO7ORAPKC CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEM
PROCUREENM 6 CONTRACTS DIVISION
I PNEUMATIC CONVROL DISTRIBUTORS
2 PRESSUpE COROTL DISTRIBUTOR
3 PRoCEDLRAL CHANE DIRECTIVE
4 PROZRiM COMYROL DOCUMENT
PAGE CoMMUNECATONS ENGINEERSP INC.
POUmDo PER CUo.C FOOT
PLAMN9N 6 CONTROL GUIDE
! PHOROAD~OG~)
2 POWER £OmD¥oIONG GROUP
PUNCH
PRODUCT cgFU ORA N IDENTIFICATION
PITCH CONTROL MOTOR
1 PULE CODE MODULATXION
2 PASSEVF COUNE R MEASURES
PULSE cODE ODULATRON/NONRETURN TO ZERO
PARTICLE COUNT MONITORING DEVICE
1 PASS5VE COUNT MONITORING DEVICE
PULSECODE ©ODULATION EVENT
PHOTO-C.HPNRTC rICRO 7MAGE
PIECE MARK
PULSLE CODG N@DULATON & TIMING EQUIPMENT
PROPELLAVNT CALBRATON MEASURIN6 UNIT
PRODUCTY9O CHANOE NUMBER
1 PROCEDURE CHANSE NOTICE
PURCHASE CHAME oRDER
1 PROCUrEmEM @DONTRACTING OFFICER
PRaSDFNTM COUNCIL' ON PHYSICAL FITNESS
PROJECT CONROL PLAN
1 PROGRAM CHAMNE PROPOSAL
2 PRESSURX9I0T1N CONTROL PANEL
PART CARD PROCUREMENT CHANGE NOTICE
PROPOSED CH2MO POINT LINE
PRoCEDUJR CHAME REOUEST
1 PNEUMATXC CHECkGUT RACK
2 PRODUCTKON CONTROL RECORD
3 PROJECT COST RECORD
4 PNEUMATZC CONtrOL REGULATOR
PRESTRESSe CONCRETE REACTOR VESSELS
POINTING COWRL SYSTEM
1 PRoJECT C@RoD9ATXoN STAFF
PC
PC
PC
PC
PCAR
PCA
PCA
PCA
PCA
PC.A
PCC
P,CCN
PC£D
Pc U
PCD
PC D
P,C U
PCE
P F
PCG
Pcs
PCG
PCH
PcI
PCM
PCM
PCM
PCM/NRZPc MDNR
PCMD
PcMD
PCME
PcMI
PC 4K
PcMTE
PCMU
PCN
PCN
PCO
Pco
PcOPF
PCP
PCP
PCP
PPCPCN
PCPL
PCR
PCR
PCR
PC R
PCR
PCs
PCr.s
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PcSC POWER CONDITIONING, SWITCHING' & CONTROL
PcT PLANNING & CONTROL TECHNIQUES
PCT 1 PERCENT
PCU PROGRESS CONTROL UNIT
PCU I PRESSURE CONTROL UNIT
PCU 2 POWER COORDINATIN6 UNIT
PCV PETTY cASH VOUCHER
PCV I PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE
PCVP PYRO CONTINUITY VERIFICATION BOX
PD PITCH DIAMETER
PD 1 PRELIMINARY DESIGN
PC 2 PROPELLANT DISPERSION
PD 3 PALLADIUM
PD 4 POINT DETONATING
PD 5 PRESSURE DROP
PD 6 PULSE DURATION
Pt)-O PROGRAM DXRECTXVE - OPERATIONS
PDA PRECISyON DRIVE AXIS
Pr)A I PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE
PDA 2 POWER DISTRIBUTION ASSY
PI)A 3 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
PDA 4 PUMP DPIVE ASSEMBLY
PDC PREVENTION DETERIORAT-ION CENTER
PDC 1 PREVENTION OF DETERIORATION CENTER
PnC 2 POWER DISTRIBUTION CONTROL
PDC 3 PRE-MISSION DOCUMENTATION CHANGE
PDCL PROVISIONING DATA CHECK LIST
PDD PHYSICAL DEFENSE DIVISION
PDF POINT i)ETONATIN6 FUSE'
PDFRR PROGRAM DIRECTORS FLIGHT READINESS REVIEW
PDG PRECISION DROP GLIDER
PObDL PLASMA DYNAMICS & GASEOUS DISCHARGE LABORATORY
PDGS PRECISION DELIVERY GLIDES SYSTEM
PDI POWERED DESCENT INITIATION
PnL PARTS DOCUMENTATION LIST
PDM PULSE DURATION MODULATION
PBO PUBLICATIONS DISTRIBUTION OFFICER
PDP PROGRAm DEFINITION PHASE
P[)P 1I PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PLAN
PDP 2 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PLAN
PDR PRECISTON DEPTH RECORDER
PDR 1 PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW
PnH 2 PHASE D)ATA RECORDER
PDS PROCEDURES DEVELOPMENT SIMULATOR
PI)5 1 POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
P)S 2 PROPELLANT DISPERSION SYSTEM
PDS 3 PLANNING DATA SHEET
PDS 4 PRODUCTION DATA SHEET
POs 5 PHASED DEVELOPMENT SHUTTLE
PpSA PRE-DESIGN a SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
PDSD POINT !ETONATING SELF-DESTROYING
PDST PACIFIC DAYLI6HT SAVING TIME
P)T PACIFIC DAYLIGHT TIME
PpU PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION UNIT
PDV PREMODULATION PROcESSOR-DEEP-SPACE VOICE
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PE PURCHASED EZUR1EN.
P£AP PAD EMEROMY AR PACK
PEC PHT$ZCS EV RNEhgNG CHEMISTRY CORPORATION
PfEC I PROL'CON ZO UEPMENT CODE
PFCAN PULSL .FUOP GORRELATION AIR NAVIGATION
PECBI PROFzSs©(L ENGINEERS CONFERENCE BOAD FOR INDUSTRY
PFCS PORTABLE ENVXONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
PE) PEDESTAL
PED I PERSO©MEL EOUXPMENT DATA
PFDN PLANMED EVENT DISCREPANCY NOTIFICATION
PEDRO PNEUJMATXC ENERGY DETECTOR WITH REMOTE oPTICS
PEF PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS FACILITY
PFI PRELmXINARY ENGINEERING INSPECTION
PEIC PERXODIC EROR XNTEGRATINs CONTROLLER
PEIR PNOJECT EQUIPMENT INSPECTION RECORD
PF>; PRODUMTIOM ENGINEERING MEASURES
PEN PENETRATE
PEN 1 PROGRAm ELEMENT NUMBER
PENT PENTODE
PEP PROGRAM EVALUATION PROCEDURES
PEP I PHYSXOLOGYCAL EVALUATION OF PRIMATES
PEP 2 PEAK ENVELOPE POWER
PEPAG PHYSXCAL ELEcTo & PHYSICAL ACOUSTICS GROUP
PEPP PLANETARY ENTRY PARACHUTE PROGRAM
PFPR PRECiSxON ENCODER & PATTERN RECOGNITION
PEGQUA PRODUCtiON EQUXPMENT AGENCY
PER PERSONNEL
PFR 1 PRELNINARY ENGINEERING REPORT
PFR 2 PER2GEF
PERC PERCUSSION
PEREF PROPELLANT ENGINE RESEARCH ENVIRONMENTAL FACILITY
PFRF PERFORATE
PERF 1 PERFORmANCE
PFRIM PERIMETER
PFRIPH PERAPERV
PERIS PER$SCOPE
PERM PERMANFNT
PFRP PERPENDHCULAR
PFRT PROGRAm EVALUATRON AND REVIEW TECHNIQUE
PF'RTCO PROGeRA EVALUAION REVIEW TECHNIQUE WITH COST
PES PHoTO.ELECTVRC SCANNER
PES 1 POINTisG ERROR SENSOR
Pt:T POST7ION EVENT - TIME
PET 1 POLVYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE]
PF.T 2 PRELxMINARV EXAM!NATION TEAM
PETE PNEUM'ATC END TO END
PF PICOFARAD
PF 1 POWER FACTOR
PF 2 PROF9LF
PF 3 PULSE FREQUENCY
PFAR PREL [NARY FAILURE ANALYSIS REPORT
PFD PREFERRED
PFI POUER FAiLURE NDIXCAYOR
PFIAR PREDSINTO FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE ADVISORY BOA'D
PFL PROPULSYON FELD LABORATORY CROCKETDYNE3
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PFLV PRESSURE FED LAUNCH VEHICLE
PFM POWER FACTOR METER
PFM I PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION
PFN PULSE FORMING NETWORK
PFR PARTS FAILURE RATE 
PFR 1 PREFLIGHT REVIEW
PFR 2 PROBLEM FAILURE REPORT
PFR S PORTABLE FIELD RECORDING SYSTEM
PFRT PRELIMINARY FLIGHT READINESS TEST
PFRT I PRELIMINARY FLIGHT RATING TEST
PFS PROPELLANT FEED SYSTEM
PFS 1 PERCENT FULL SCALE
PG PREGNAwT GUPPY
P(, I PYROLYTIC GRAPHITE
PC; 2 PAGE
PG; 3 PRESSURE GAGE
PGA PRESSURE GARMENT ASSEMBLY
P(;A 1 POWER GENERATING ASSEMBLY
PGEWS PROFESSIONAL GROUP ON ENGINEERING WRITING S SPEECH
PGMA PULSED GAS METAL ARC
PGNCS PRIMARY GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION CONTROL SYSTEM
PGNS PRIMARY GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION SYSTEM
PGcS POWER 6ENERATOR SECTION
PGS 1 POWER GENERATION SYSTEM
PGU PRESSURE GAS UMBILICAL
PH ALKAL'INE-ACID BALANCE
Pli 1 POWER HOUSE
PH 2 PHASE
PHAMOS PREMOTE HEMODYNAMICS a METABOLISM IN AN ORBITING SATELLITE
PH BRZ PHOSPHOR BRONZE
PHEN PHENOLIC
PHE PREFLIGHT HEAT EXCHANGER
PHIN POSITION AND HOMING INERTIAL NAVIGATOR
PHM PHASE METER
PHN PHONE
PHO PHILCO, HOUSTON
PHOFL PHOTOFLASH
PHOS PHOSPHATE
PHOS 1 PHOSPHORESCENT
PHOTO PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOMULT PHOTOMULTIPLIER
PH4OTUE[ PHOTOTUBE
PHP POUNDS PER HORSEPOWER
PH4P I PROPELLER HORSEPOWER
PHR POUNDS PER HOUR
PiiR 1 PREHEATER
PH5 PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
PHS 1 PERSONAL HYGIENE SUBSYSTEM
PHTC PNEUMATIC HYDRAULIC TEST CONSOLE
PFHY5 PHYSICAL
Pt PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION
PI 1 POINT INITIATING
PI 2 POINT INSULATING
PI 3 POINT OF INTERSECTION
Pl 4 PRESSURE INDICATOR
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5 PRINCEPAL INVESTXCG',,-
PRLINSTALLATS0M CCEPTANCE
1 PRoDUCTXOH RN¥ENTORY ANALYSIS
POLkR IONOSPHERE BEACON
I POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE OF BROOKLYN
2 PYROTECHNIC INSTALLATION BUILDING
3 PROPELLANT INSPECTION BUILDING
WEATHER BALLOON
POINT INITIATING BASE DETONATING
PHoToGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION CENTER
I PROCUREMENT INFORMATION FOR CONTRACTS
PERSONNEL INFORMATION COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
PAYLOAD INTEGRATION FACILITY
PENDULOUS INTE6RATING GYROSCOPIC ACCELEROMETER
PRESSURIZED INERT. GAS METAL ARC
PUBLIC INFORMATION LIAISON OFFICER
PULSE INTERVAL MODULATION
P-TYPE INTRINSIC-N-TNTE
PUBLIC INFORMAtION OFFICE
I PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER
PREDICTED IMPACT POINT
1 PULSED INTEGRATING PENDULUM
PULSE INTEGRATING PENDULOUS ACCELEROMEYER
POST INJECTION PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
PROGRAm INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
PRELIMINARY INTERFACE REVISIoN NOTICE
PARTS INSTALLATION & REMOVAL RECORD
1 PROBLEM INVESTIGATION & REPAIR RECORD'
PRECISION INFRARED TRIANbULATION
PROGRAM INSTRUMENTATION SUMMARY HANDBOOK
PRE-INSTALLATION TEST
PEAK INVERSE VOLTAGE
PICTURE
PRELIMINARY JOXNT OPERATION PROCEDURE
PACK AE
I PARKING
PARKWAY
PROPELLANT LOADING
I PAYLOAD
2 PUBLIC LAW
3 PARTS LIST
4 PLATE
5 POST LANDING
PHYSIOLOGICAL LEARNINS APTITUDE
PACKAGED LIQUID AIR-AUGMENTED ROCKET
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE FOR AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT EOUIPMENT
PARACHUTE LOW ALTITUDE DELIVERY SYSTEM
PLANNED LOGISTICS ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION TEC)hNIOUES
PLASTER
PLASTIC TECHNICAL EVALUATION CENTER
PLATFORM
PROGRAMMED LG06IC FOR AUTOMATIC TEACHING OPERATIONS
POWER-LINE CARRIER
PROPELLANT LOADING CONTROL MONITOR
PRE-LAuNCH CHECKOUT PLAN
PI
PIA
PIA
P1[
PI8
P.18PISB
PI 8AL
PI BD
PIC
PIC
PICS
PIF
PIGA
P I GMA
PILO
PIM
PIN
P.1O
PIO
P,IP
PIP
PIPA
PIPS
PIRD
PIRNP 1 R N
PIRR
PITRR
PIRT
PISH
PIT
PIV
P IX
PJOP
PKG
PKi
PKWY
PL
PL
PL
PL
PL
PL
PLA
PLAAR
PLACE
PLADS
PLANET
PLAS
PLASTEC
PLAT
PLATO
PLC
PLCM
PLCOP
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PLCU PROPELLANT LEVEL CONTROL UNIT
PLD PAYLOAD
PLOTS PROPELLANT LOADING DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
PLENCH PLIERS & WRENCH ECOMBINATION]
PLIM POST LAUNCH INFORMAtION MESSAGE
PLL PHASE LOCKED LOOP
PLM PRELIMINARY
PLM 1 PRE-LAUNCH MONITOR
PLMB PLUMRING
PLO PROGRAM LINE ORGANIZATION
PLO I PACIFIC LAUNCH OPERATIONS
PLOO PACIFIC LAUNCH OPERATIONS OFFICE
PLOT PLOTTING
PLP PARTS LIST PAGE
PLP? PROPELLANT LOADING AND PRESSuRIZATION SYSTEM
PLR PSYCHOLOGICAL LABORATORIES
PLR I PILLAR
PLS PROPELLANT LOADING SYSTEM
PLSS PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
PLT PILOT
PL'V POsT LANDING VENTILATION
PLVC POST LANDING VENT CONTROL
PM POUNDS PER MINUTE
Pm 1 PHRASE MODULATION
PM 2 PULSE MODULATION
PM 3 POST MERIDIAN
PM 4 PROMETHIUM
PM 5 PROPULsION MODULE
PMAR PRELIMINARY MAINTENANCE ANALYSIS REPORT
PMa PHYSICAL METALLURGY BRANCH
PMC POST MANUFACTURING CHECKOUT
PMEE PRIME MISSION ELECTRONIC EQ'UIPMENT
PMI PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE INSPECTION
PML PARKE MATHEMATICS LABORATORIES
PML I PEATP MARWICKv LIVINGSTON AND COMPANY
PMM PULSE MODE MULTIPLEX
PNIMA POLYMETHYLMETHACRYLATE
P.4O PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICE
PMP PREMODuJLATION PROCESSOR
PMP 1 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PLAN
P'P 2 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT PLAN
PMP 3 PUMP
PMPFR PROGRAM MANAGE.RS PRE-FLIGHT REVIEW
PMR PACIFIC MISSILE RANGE
PmR 1 'PROGRAMMED MIXTURE RATIO
PMRG PRELIMINARY MATERIALS REVIEW GROUP
PMRR PRE-MATE READINESS REVIEW
PMSS PRECISION MEASURING SUBSYSTEM
PMT PRODUCTION MONITORING TEST
PMU PRESSURE MEASURING UNIT
PN PULSE NETWORK
Pw I PART NUMBER
PN 2 PRODUCTION NOTICE
P'N 3 PROGRAM NOTICE
PND PREMODuJLATION PROCESSOR - NEAR EARTH DATA
PNEU PNEUMATIC
PNGCS PRIMARY NAVIGATIONP GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM
PNL PANEL
PNM PULSE NUMBER MODULATION
PNR POINT OF NO RETURN
PNRC POTOMAC NAVAL RIVER COMMAND
Po PROJECT OFFICE
Po 1 PURCHASE ORDER
Po 2 PROJECT OFFICER
Po 3 POLARITY
Po 4 POLONIuM
Pt 5 POWER oSCILLATOR
PO 6 PRODUCrION ORDER
Po 7 POwER oUTPUT
POA PURCHASED ON ASSEMBLY
POBATO PRoPELLANT ON BOARD AT TAKE-OFF
POC PRODUCTION ORDER CHANGE
PnOCN PURCHASE ORDER CHANGE NOTICE
POD PORT OF DEBARKATION
POD I PREFLIGHT OPERATIONS DIVISION
POD 2 PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED DISCONNECT
PoD 3 PURCHASE ORDER DEVIATION
PODM PRELIMINARY ORBIT DETERMINATION METHODS
PODS POST OPERATIVE DESTRUCT SYSTEM
POE PORT OF EMBARKATION
POED PROGRAm ORGANIZATION FOR EVALUATION AND DECISTON
POGO POLAR ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
PoI PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION LNASA]'
POI 1 PURCHASE ORDER ITEM
POINTER 1 PARTICLE ORIENTATION INTERFEROMETER
POISE PANEL ON IN-FLIGHT SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS
POL PETROLEUM OIL LUBRICANTS
POL 1 POLARITY
POLAR POLARIZATION
Po. PRINTER oUTPUT MICROFILM
POM! PRELIMINARY OPERATING & MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION
PoP PROGRAM OBLIGATION PLAN
PoP I PROGRAM OPERATING PLAN
PoP 2 PAYLOAD oPTIMIZED PROGRAM
PoR PURCHASE ORDER REQUEST
PORCN PRODUCTION ORDER RECORDS CHANGE NOTICE
PORT PORTABLE
PO5 POSITIVE
POS 1 POSITION
POSS PRoToTYPE OPTICAL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
PoST PROGRAM TO OPTIMIZE SHUTTLE TRAJECTORIES
POT POTENTIAL
PoT 1 POTENTIOMETER
POTS PRECISION OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEM
PoT W POTABLE WATER
Pp PROJECT PROPOSAL
PP 1 PEAK To PEAK
PP 2 POWER PLANT
pp 3 PRESSURE PROOF
PP 4 PRoPuLSION POWER
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pP 5 PURCHASED PARTS
PP 6 PUSH-PULL
PP 7 PARTIAL PRESSURE
PPd PLANNING PROGRAMMING BUDGE'TING
PPb I PARACHUTE PARAGLIDER BUILDING
PPR 2 PROVISIONING PARTS BREAKDOWN
ppli PLANNIN4G PROGRAMMING AND BUDGETING SYSTEM
PPbS IPOSITIVE PRESSURE BREATHING SYSTEM
PPC PROGRAM PLANNING & CONTROL DEPT.
PPCE PORTABLE PNEUMATIC CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
PPCP PROPELLANT PNEUMATIC CONTROL PANEL
PPD PROGRAm PLANNING DIRECTIVES
.PE PREMODLJLATION PROCESSOR EQUIPMENT
PPG PRoPuLSION & POWER GENERATION
PPH POUNDS PER HOUR
PPI PLAN POSITION INDICATOR
PPL PLASMA PROPULSION LABORATORY
PPL I PREFERRED PARTS LIST
PPM PULSE POSITION MODULATION
PPM 1 POUNDS PER MINUTE
PPM 2 PARTS PER MILLION
PpO PHOTOGRAPHIC PROGRAM OFFICE
PPP PHASED PROJECT PLANNING
PpR PURCHASE PARTS REQUEST
PPR 1 PRODUCTION.PARTS RELEASE
PPRN PURCHASED PARTS REQUIREMENT NOTICE
PPS PULSES PER SECOND
PPS 1 PHOSPHOROUS PROPELLANT SYSTEM
pps 2 PRIMARY PROPULSION SYSTEM
PpS 3 PARTS PROVISIONING SYSTEM
P@C PRODUCTION QUALITY CONTROL
POGS PROPELLANT QUANTITY GAUGING SYSTEMS
Ppp PREQUALIFICATION PROTOTYPE
PR PRINTING REQUEST
PR 1 PARACHuTE RIGGER
PR 2 PROGRAm4 REQUIREMENTS
P9 3 PERFORMANCE REPORT
PR 4 PURCHASE REQUEST
PR 5 PROCUREMENT REGULATION
PR 6 PULSE RATE
PR 7 PRESSURE REGULATOR
PR 8 PAIR
PR 9 PRASEOnDYMIUM
PRA PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
PRA 1 PROGRAM READER ASSEMBLY
PRA 2 PRECISION AXIS
PRA 3 PROGRAM READER ASSEMBLY
PRA 4 PRODUCTION READER ASSEMBLY
PRA 5 PENDULUM RETERENCE AXIS
PRAC PRACTIcE
P;6 PANEL REVIEW BOARD
PRC PRODUCTS RESEARCH CbRPORATION
PRC 1 PLANNIf4G RESEARCH CORPORATION
PRC 2 PARTS RELEASE CARD
PRD PROGRAM REQUXREMENTS DATA
1 PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
2PERSONAL RADIATION DOSIMETER
PREDECFSSOR [ PERT]
I PRETORIA
PREAMPLIFIER
PREDICTION OF RADIATION EFFECTS BY DI6ITIL COMPUTER TEcHNIQUES
PROPULsION RESEARCH ENVIRONMENTAL FACILITY
I PROOF
PREFABRICATED
PREFL IGHT
PRELIMINARY
PREPARATION
1 PREPARE
PREQUALIFIED
PRESSURIZING
PACIFIC RANGE ELECTROMAGVVTZT/SZXVATURE STUDIES
1 PRESSURED
2PRESSURIZATION
3PRESSURE
PRESENTATION EQUIPMENT FOR SLOW SCAN RADAR
PROGRAM REPORTING' & EVALUATION SYSTEM FOR TOTAL OPERATION
PULSE REPETITION FREOUENCY
I PROOF
PRESSURE FED LIQUID
PURGE
PRIMARY
PRIORITY IMPROVED MANAGEMENT EFFORT
1 PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION FOR MANAGEMENT EDUCATION
PRINCIPAL
PROGRAMMED REINFORCED INSTRUCTION NECESSARY TO cONTINUING EDUCATION
1 PARTS RELIABILITY INFORMATION CENTER
PROGRAM FOR INTEGRATE'D SHIPBOARD ELECYRONICS
PLASTICS RESEARCH LABORATORY
I PERSONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
2 PETROLEUM REFINING LABORATORY
3 PARTS REQUIREMENT LIST
PULSE-RATE MODULATION
PARTS REQUIREMENT NOTICE
1 PSEUDO-RANDOM NOISE
2 PULSE RANGING NETWORK
PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE
1 PLANNING RESIDENT ORDER
PROBABILITY
PROCESS
PROCUREMENT
PRODUCTION
PROPULSIVE FLUID ACCUMULATOR
PROGRAM
I PROGRESS
PROGRAM DEVICE
PROJECTr
1 PROJECTOR
2 PROJECTION
PROJECT REPORTING ORGANIZATION & MANABEMENT PLANNING TECHNIQUE
PROPELLANT
PRD
PAD
PRE
PRE
PRtEAMP
PREDICT
PREF
PRF
PREFAB
PREFLT
PRELIM
PREP
PREP
PREQUAL
PRESI6
PRESS
PRESS
PRESS
PRESS
PRESSAR
PR ESTO
PRF
PRF
PRFL
P8G
PR1
PRIME
PRIME
PRIN
PR l NCE
PRINCE
PRISE
P#L
PRL
PRL
PRL
PRM
PRN
PRN
PRN
PRO
PRO
PROB
PROC
PROCUR
PROD
PROFAC
POG
PROG
PR OGDEV
PROJ
PROJ
PROJ
PROMPT
PROP
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I PROPELLER
2 PROPOSED
3PLANETARY ROCKET OCEAN PLATFORM
4 PROPERTY
5PROPORTIONAL
PROPOSAL
PROPULSION
PROTECT
PROBABILITIES RECALL OPTIMIZING THE EMPLOYMENT OF CALIBRATION TIME:
PROTOTYPE
PROVIDE
PROCURFMENTP VALUEP ECONOMYt RELIABILITY
PROPELLANT I
PROGRAM REQUIREMENT PROCESS SPECIFICArION
PULSE REPETITION RATE
PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENTS REVIEW
2PARTS REPLACEMENT REQUEST
3PROGRAM REVISION REPORT
POINTING REFERENCE SYSTEM
PULSE-REPETITION TIME
PROGRAMS RESEARCH UNIT
PRESSURE REDUCING VALVE
POWER sOURCE
1 PAYLOAD SHROUD
2 POWER suPPLY
3 PROPELLANT SUPPLY
POWER SERVO AMPLIFIER
1 PROGRAM STUDY AUTHORIZATION
PRESIDENTS SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE
PLANE STRESS ANALYSIS AND PLOTS
PERMANENT SPACE BASED LOGISTICS SYSTEM
PERSONNEL STATUS CHANGE
1 PRESSURE SUIT CIRCUIT
2 POST STORAGE CHECKOUT
PHOTO SYSTEMS CONTROLLER CONSOLE
PHASE SENSITIVE DEMODULATOR
I POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY
PROPULSION SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
PASSIVF SEISMIC EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
POUNDS PER SQUARE FOOT
POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH
POUNDS PER SGUARE INCH ABSOLUTE
POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH LDIFFERENTIAL]
POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH GAGE
PHASE- SHIFT KEYING
PIPE SLEEVE
PORT SIDE LIGHT
PROGRAM SUPPORT MANAGEMENT
1 PROPELLANT STORAGE MODULE
PARTS SPECIFICATION MANAGEMENT FOR' RELIABILITY
PUGET sOUND NAVAL SHIPYARD
PILOT sYSTEMS OPERATOR
1 PAD SAFETY OFFICER
2 PLANET SENSOR OUTPUT
PROP
PR OP
PROP
PROP
PROP
PROPOS.
PROPUL
PROT
PROTECT
PROTO
PROV
PROVER
PRPLNT
PRPS
PRP
PRR
PRR
PRR
PRS
PRT
PRU
PRV
PS
PS
PS
PS
PSA
PSA
PSAC
PSAP
PSULS
P5'C
PSC
P.S C5C
PSCC
P50D
PS, D FS
PSE
PSEP
PSF
PSI
PSIA
PS I D
PSIG
PSK
P SL
PS LT
PSM
PSm
PSMR
PSNS
PSO
pso
Pso
PSP PLANET SCAN PLATFORM
PSPF POTENTIAL SINGLE POINT FAILURES
PSP I PROGRAM SUPPORT PLAN
PSpp PROPOSED SVSTEM PACkAGE PLAN
PSR PROGRAM SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
PSRD PROGRAM SUPPORT REQUEREMEN'TS DOCUMENT
PSS PROPULSION SUPPORT SYSTEM
PSSR PROBLEM STATUS & SUMMARY REPORT
PST PACIFXC' STANDARD TIME
PST 1 POINT OF SPIRAL TANGENT
PSU PENNSVLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
PT PLATINUM
PT 1 PACIFIC TIME
PT 2 PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
PT 3 PNEUMATIC TUBE
PT 4 POWER TRANSFER
PT 5 POINT OF TAN6ENT
PT 6 POTENTIAL TRANSFORMER
Pr 7 PROPELLANT TRANSFER
PT B PROPERTY TRANSFER
PT 9 PLATINUM
PTA PULSE TORQUING ASSEMBLY
PTA I PROPOSED TECHNICAL APPROACH
PTC PASSIVE THERMAL CONTROL
PTC I PNEUMATIC TEST CONSOLE
PTC 2 PORTABLE TEMPERATURE CONTROL
PTC 3 PRESSURE & TEMPERATURE CONTROL
PTC 4 PROPULSION TEST COMPLEX
PTCR PAD TERMINAL CONNECTION ROOM
PTCS PROPELLANT TANKING COMPUTER SYSTEMPTU PAINTEn
PTEC PLASTICS TECHNICAL EVALUATION CENTER
PTI PRELIMINARY TEST INFORMATION
PTIL PARTS TEST INFORMATION LIST
PTIS PROPULSION TEST INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMPTL PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY LAB.
PTM PROOF TEST MODEL
PTM 1 PULSE TIME MODULATION
PTM 2 PULSE TIME MULTIPLEX
PTMD PROPELLANT TOXICITY MONITORING DEVICES
PTMU POWER a TEMPERATURE MONITOR UNIT
PTN PARTITION
PTO PORT TRANSPORTATION OFFICER
PTO I POWER TAKE-OFF
PTP PREFERiRED TARGET POINT
PTPS PROPELLANT TRANSFER PRESSURIZATIoN SYSTEMPTR PRFLIMiNARY TEST REPORT
PTR 1 PRODUCTION TEST REQUIREMENTS
PTR 2 PROGRAM TROUBLE REPORT
PTRC PERSONNEL & TRAINING RESEARCH CENTER
PTS PNEUMATIC TEST SET
PTS 1 PROPELLANT TRANSFER SYSTEM
PTT PUSH-To-TALK
PTV PARACHUTE TEST VEHICLE
PTVA PROPULSION TEST VEHICLE ASSEMBLY
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PTVC PITCH THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
Po~ PICK UP
PU I PROPELLANT UTILIZATION
Pu 2 PROPULsION UNIT
PUB PUBLICATION
PUCK PROPELLANT UTILIZATION CHECKOUT KIT
PUCS PROPELLANT UTILIZATION CONTROL SYSTEM
PUE PROPELLANT UTILIZATION EXERCISER
PUFFS PASSIVE UNDERWATER FIXRE CONTROL FEASIBILITY STUDY
PUFL PUMP FED LIQUID
PUGS PROPELLANT UTILIZATION' BAUGING SYSTEM
PUL PULLEY
PULV PULVERIZER
PUR PURDUE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH
PU, I PURIFIER
PUSS PILOTS UNIVERSAL SIGHTING' SYSTEM
Pv PRESENT VALUE
P'V/ST PREMATE VERIFICATION/SYSTEM TEST
PVAC PEAK VOLTS ALTERNATING CURRENT
PVC POSITION AND VELOCITY COMPUTER
PVC 1 POLYVINYL CHLORIDE
PVL 2 PRESSURE VOLUME COMPENSATOR
PVD PHYSICAL VULNERABILITY DIVISION
PVR PRECISION VOLTAGE REFERENCE
PV5 PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION SYSTEM
PVT PRESSURE VOLUME TEMPERATURE
Pw PULSE wIDTH
PWA PRATT A WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
PWB PRINTED WIRING BOARD
PWD POWER DISTRIBUTOR
PwD 1 POwDER
PWI PROXIMITY WARNING INDICATOR
PWM PULSE wIDTH MODULATION
PwR POWER
PWR SERVO POWER AND SERVO ASSEMBLY
PWN POTABLE WATER SYSTEM
PWT PROPULSION WIND TUNNEL
PX POST EXCHANGE
Py PROGRAM YEAR
PYPH POLYPHASE
P-Y-R PITCH-YAW-ROLL
PYR PYROMETER
PYRO PYROTECHNIC
0 DYNAMIC PRESSURE
0/A QUALITY ASSURANCE
G/L QUICK LOOK
OA QUALITY ASSURANCE
GA 1 QUICK ACTIN6
OAM QUALITY ASSURANCE MANUAL
GAP QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURE
QC QUALITY CONTROL
OCDR QUALITY CONTROL DEFICIENCY REPORT
OCT QUESTIONABLE CORRECYIVE TASKS
QD QUICK DISCONNECT
ODRI OQUALITATIVE DEVELOPMENT REOUI'REMENTS INFORMATION
QUICK ENGINE CHANGE
QUICK FIRXNG
QUARTERMaSTER FOOD s CONTAINER INST.
QUAN?!TY INDICATOR
OUALITY INSPECTAON POINT
QUICK LOOK ANALYSIS PROGRAM
QUICK LOOK DATA STATION
QUALIFIED
QUALIXTY
QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER CORPS
QUALITATIVE MATERIEL REQUIREMENT
QUARTERMASTER RESEARCH a ENGINEERING COMMAND
QUARTERMASTER SUPPLY OFFICER
QUALIFIED PRODUCT LIST
QUALITATIVE PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
OUANTITATIVE'AND QUALITATIVE PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS IFORMATON
QUALITY REVIEW
OUALITY & RELIABILITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT
QUALITY AND RELIABILITY ASSURANCE LABORATORY
QUICK REACTION CAPABILITY
QUARTERMASTER RESEAkCH & DEVELOPMENT COMMAND
QUARTERMASTER RESEARC) & DEVELOPMENT EVALUATION AGENCY
QUALIFICATION REVIEW SHEET
QUARRY
QUALIFICATION STATUS LIST
QUADRUPLE
1 QUART
QUARTER
QUARTERS
QUANTITY
QUARTZ
QUEENoS UNIVERSITY
FOUR ENGXNE CLUSTER
I QUADRANT
QUALITY
QUANTITY
QUASI-sTELLAR OBJECT
QUALITY ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TEST
QUIET EXPERIMENTAL SHORT TAKEOFF AND LANDING
QUALITY VERIFICATION TESTXNG
RADIUM
I RANGE
2 ROLLOUT
3 ROUTINE
4 RANKINE
5 ROENTGENS
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
RECEIVING AND INSPECTION
RELIABILITY & QUALITY ASSURANCE
REPORTS a MEMORANDUM
REMOVE AND REPLACE
RANGE AND ZERO
RADAR nEACON CRB IS PREFERRED']
RADIO COMMAND
QEC
OF
QFCI
QI
OIP
QLAP
OLDS
OLFD
OLTY
GM
OMC0mc
QMR
QMREC
QMSO
QPL
QPR
QQPRI
OR
ORA
Q AL
ORC
QRDC
ORDEA
GORS
ORY
QSL
QT
or
QTRQTEOTHS
OTY
OTZQtJGO
QUAD
QUAD
QUAL
OUAN
QUASAR
QUEST
QUESTOL
OVT
R
R
R
R
R
R
R 8 D
R &I
R A QA
RoM
RaR
R&Z
R/B
R/C
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R/C 1 RADIO CONTROL
R/C 2 RATE OF CLIMB
R/C 3 RANGE CLEARANCE
R/E RE-ENTRY
R/O READOUT
P/S REMOTE SITE
R/S I RANGE SAFETY
R/T RADIO TELEPHONE
R/T 1 REAL TIME
R/T 2 RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER
R./¥ RE-ENTRY VEHICLE
R/W RIGHT oF WAY
RA RADAR ALTIMETER
RA I REDSTONE ARSENAL
RA 2 RAYON
RA 3 RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT
RAAF ROYAL AUSTRALIA AIR FORCE
RAC REPUBLIC AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
RAC I REPUBLIC AVIATION CORPORATION
RAC 2 RESEARCH ANALYSIS CORPORATION
RACC' RADIATION AND CONTAMINATION CONTROL
RACE RAPID AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
RACEP RANDOM ACCESS a CORRELATION FOR EXTENDED PERFORMANCE
RACIC REMOTE AREA CONFLICT INFORMATION CENTER
RACOMS RAPID COMBAT MAPPING SYSTEM..
RACON RADAR REACON
RACS REMOTE AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEM
RAD RADIATION
RAD 1 REQUIRFMENTS ACTION DIRECTIVE
RAD 2 RADIAL
RAD 3 RADIATOR
RAD 4 RADIATION ABSORBED DOSE
RAD 5 RADIAN
RAD 6 RESEARCH AND ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
RAD 7 REQUEST FOR APOLLO DOCUMENTS
RADA RANDOM ACCESS DISCRETE ADDRESS
RADAC RADAR ANALOG DIGITAL DATA AND CONTROL
RADAR RADIO DETECTION G RANGING
RADAS RANDOM ACCESS DISCRETE ADDRESS SYSTEM
RADATA RADAR DATA TRANSMISSION & ASSEMBLY
RADC ROME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
RADCC RADIOLo6ICAL CONTROL CENTER
RADCON RADAR DATA CONVERTER
RADEM RANDOM ACCESS DELTA MODULATION
RADFAC RADIATING FACILITY
RADHAZ RADIATION HAZARDS
RAD,! RADIOGRAPHIC INSPECTION
RADIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INFORMATION CENTER
RADL RADIOLOGICAL
RADOT REAL TIME AUTOMATIC DIGITAL
RADVS RADAR ALTIMETER AND DOPPLER VELOCITY SENSOR
RAE ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT
RAE 1 RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER
RAE 2 RANGE AZIMUTH ELEVATZON
RAF ROYAL AIR FORCE
RAF13 RANDOLPH AIR FORCE BASE
RAF REMOTE AIR/GROUND FACILITY
RAl RELIASRLY'Y ASSURANCE INSTRUCTIONS
RAI I ROLL ATTWUDE CND'CATOR
RAIC REDSYONE ARSENAL INFORMATION CENTER
RAIDS RAPID AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION AND DATA FOR STEtY
RAILS REMOTE AREA iNSTRUMENT LANDING SENSOR
RAIS RANGE AUTOMATED INFORMAT9ON SYSTEM
RAL RIVERBAND ACOUSTICAL LABORATORY
RAM RADAR ABSORBING MATERIAL
RAM 1 RADIO ATTENUATION MEASUREMENTS
RAM 2 RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY
RAM 3 RESEARCH AND APPLICATION MODULE
RAM 4 REMOTE AREA MONiTORING
RAMA ROME AIR MATERIEL AREA
RAMI5 RAPID AUTOMATIC MALFUNCTION ISOLATION 5YSTEM
RAMP RAYTHEON AIRBORNE MECROWAVE
PAD RADIO ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY
RAP ROCKET ASSISTED PROJECTILE
RAPCON RADAR APPROACH CONTROL CENTER
RAPEC ROCKET ASSISTED PERSONNEL EJECTION CATAPULT
RAPID REACTOR AND PLANT INTEGRATED DYNAMICS SCOMPUTER PROGRAMm
RAPO RESIDENT APOLLO PRoJECT OFFICE [NASA]
RAPS RISK APPRAISAL OF PROGRAMS SYSTEM
RAPT REUSABLE AEROSPACE PASSENGER TRANSPORT
RAR RELIABIITY ACTION REPORT
RARDE ROYAL ARMAMENT RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT ESTAMLISHMENT
RARE RAM AIR ROCKET ENGINE
RARR REINSTALLATION AND REMOVAL RECORD
RAS ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY
RAS I THE ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY
RAS 2 REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS SHEET
RASERS RADIO AMPLIFICATION BY SIMULATED EMISSION OF RAD=ATION
RASM REMOTE ANALOG SUBMULTXPLEXER
RASPO RESIDE0T APOLLO SPACECRAFT PROGRAM OFF'CE
RASS RAPID AREA SUPPLY SUPPORT
RASSR' RELIABLE ADVANCED SOLIXD STATE RADAR
RAT RELIABILITY ASSURANCE TEST
RATA RArJKINE CYCLE AIR TURBOACCELERATOR
RATAC RADAR TARGET ACQUISITION
RATAN RADAR AND TELEIVISION AID TO NAVIGATION
RATCC RADAR AIR TRAFFIC CbONTROL CENTER
RATO ROCKET ASSIST TAKE-OFF
RATR REL'IABILITY ABSTRACTS AND TECHNICAL REVIEWS
RATT RADIO TELETYPE
RATT 1 RADIO TELETYPEWRITER
Rji RADAR BEACON
RHA RECOVERY BEACON ANTENNA EVHF]
RiC ROLLER BEARING CORPORATION
REC I REDUNDANT BATTERY CHARGER
RHD RED BANK DIVISION
RBDE RADAR t3RIGHT DISPLAY EQUIPMENT
RBE RADIATION BlOLOeICAL EFFECTIVENESS
RBP RETURN BATTERY PACK
RRR RADAR BORESXIHT RANGE
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R'tS RANDOM BARRAGE SYSTEM
R4. I RECOVERABLE BOOSTER SYSTEM
RKSS RECOVEPABLE .BOOSTER SUPPORT SYSTEM
RC RESISTANCE-CAPACITANCE
RC 1 REMOTE CONTROL
Rc 2 RANGE CONTRACTOR
RC 3 RANGE CONTROL
RC 4 REVERSE CURRENT
Rc 5 RATE OF EXCHANGE
Rr 6 RESISTANCE/CAPACITANCE
RC/OC REVERSE CURRENT/OVERCURRENT
RCA RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCAF ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE
RCAP RCA PRoGRAM OFFICE
RLe RADIATION CONTROL BOARD
RCC RANGE CONTROL CENTER
RCC I RANGE COMMANDERS COUNCIL
RCC 2 RECOVERY CONTROL CENTER
RCC 3 REACTION CONTROL CENTER
RCCA ROUGH COMBUSTION CUTOFF ASSEMBLY
RCCRA ROUGH COMBUSTION CUTOFF REPLACEABLE ASSEMBLY
RCDR RECORDER
RCEI RANGE COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS INSTRUCTIONS
RCCG RADIOACTIVITY CONCENTRATION GUIDE
RCI RADAR COVERAGE INDICATOR
RCI I RANGE COMMUNICATIONS INSTRUCTIONS
RCL RADIATION COUNTING LABORATORY
RCL 1 RELIABILITY CONTROL LEVEL
RCM RADAR COUNTER MEASURE
RCM I1 RECEIPT FOR CLASSIFIED MA.TER
RCM 2 REFURBISHED COMMAND MODULE
RCN ROYAL CANADIAN NAVY
RCO RANGE CONTROL OFFICER
RCO I RANGE CONTROL OFFICE
RCP REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE
RCP I RIGHT CIRCULAR POLARIZATION
RCPT RECEIPT
RCS RADIO COMMAND SYSTEM
RCS 1 REACTIoN CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
RCS 2 REENTRY CONTROL SYSTEM
RCS 3 REACTIoN CONTROL SYSTEM
RCS 4 REMOTE CONTROL CENTER
RCs 5 REFURBISHMENT COST STUDY
RCU REMOTE CONTROL UNIT
RC.VR RECEIVE
RCVR 1 RECEIVER
Ri) RADIATION DETECTION
Rn 1 REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
RD 2 RESTRICTED DATA
RD 3 ROAD
RD 4 RELAY .RIVER
RDB RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BOARD
RDC RELIABILITY DATA CENTER
RODD REQUIRED DELIVERY DATE
RDF RADIO DIRECTION FINDING
Rl)L
RDMU
RDR
RDR INT
RDRBCN
ROS
RDTE
ROY
RE
REAC
READI
REASM
REC
REL
RECAP
RECD
RECIP
RECIRC
RECL
RECM
RECOG
RECON
RECON,
RECONN
RECOV
RCP
RECT
REDES
REDUC
REF
REFL
REFR
REFSMMAT
REG
REG
REG
REG
REGAF
REGAL
REGEN
RFHAB
REHT
REIC
REINF
REINS
REL
REL
REL
RELC
RELOC
RFM
REM
REM
RFM
4,
ROCKET DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
RANGE-nkIFT MEASURING UNIT
REJECTION DISPOSITION REPORT
1 RADAR
RADAR INTERMITTENT
RADAR riEACON
RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING SIMULATOR
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENTt TEST. a EVALUATION
READY
RHENIUM
REACTION
ROCKET ENGINE ANALYZER & DECISION INSTRUMENTATION
REASSEMBLE
REOUEST FOR ENGINEERING CHANGE
1 RESDEL ENGINEERING CORPORATION
RESOURCE AND CAPABILITIES MODEL
RECEIVED
REC IPRoCATE
REC IRCULATE
RECLOSING
RECOMMEND
RECOGNITION
REMOTE CONTROL
1 RETROSPECTIVE CONVERSION PILOT PROJECT
RECONNA ISSANCE
RECOVERY
RECEPTACLE
RECTIFY
REDESIGN
REDUCTION
REFERENCE
REFLECT
REFRIGERATE
REFERENCE TO STABLE MEMBER MATRIX RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH
REGULATE
I REGULATED
2 REGULATING
3 REGULATOR
REGULAR AIR FORCE
RANGE a EVALUATION GUIDANCE FOR APPROACH a LaNDING
REGENERATE
REHABILITATION
REHEAT
RADIATION EFFECTS INFORMATION CENTER
REINFORCE
REQUIREMENTS ELECTRONIC INPUT SYSTEM
RELIABILITY
1 RELEASE
2 RELAY
RELIABILITY COMMITTEE
RELOCATE
ROENTGEN EQUIVALENT MAN
1 REMOVAPLE
2 RELIABILITY ENGINEERING MODEL
3 RAPID-EYE MOVEMENT
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RE.MA
REN
RENA
RENDZ
RENE
REP
REP
REP
REPL
REPLN
REPLN
REPRO
RCPRQMv   OHM
REQ
R E0
RE,
RES F
RE SCU
RESID
PESID FLD
RESIS
RF.SLV
R FSP
RESS
REST
RET
RET
RET
RETMA
RETR
RE TR'
RETRO
RETRO
RETRO
REV
RFV
RFV
REVP F.: 
REV
P F
RFA
q4FCIFC
?F C
RFCP
~FD
IFE
.~FEI
Z.F II
tR1T
tFM
t FNA
tFO
REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS: ASSOCIATION
RENEWAHLE
RED FUmING NITRIC ACID
RENDEZVOUS
ROCKET ENGINE/NOZZLE EJECTOR
REPORT
1 RANGE ERROR PROBABLE
2 RENDEZVOUS EVALUATION PAD
REPLACE
REPLENISH
1 REPLENISHING
REPRODUCE
REPRO'GRAMMAbLE READ ONLY MEMORY
REQUISITION
1 REQUEST
RESERVE
I RESEARCH
RADIO EMERGENCY SEARCH COMMUNICATIONS UNTT
RESIDUAL
) RESIDUAL FIELD
RESISTANCE
RESOLVE
RESPONSE
RADAR ECHO SIMULATION SUBSYSTEM
RE-ENTRY ENVIRONMENT & SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
RETARD
1 RETAIN
2 RETURN
RADIO ELECTRONICS TELEVISION MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATION
RETRIEVE
1 RETRACT
RETROFIRE
1 RETROACTIVE
2 REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING AND RESEARCH ORGAN'jZATION
RE-ENTRY VEHICLE
I REVERSE
2 REVISION
3 REVISE
4 REVIEW
5 REVOLUTION
RADIO FREQUENCY
REQUEST FOR ACTION
REQUEST FOR BID
RADIO FACILITY CHARTS
1 REQUEST FOR CHANGE
RADIO FREQUENCY COMPATIBILITY PROGRAM
RE-ENTRY FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION
REQUEST FOR ESTIMATE
REQUEST FOR ENGINEERING INFORMATION
RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
1 REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE TESTS
REACTIVE FACTOR METER
RED FUMING NITRIC ACID
REQUEST FOR FACTORY ORDER
PAGF 1'6
RF{P REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
r!.FPRF RESERVE FORCES POLICY I30ARD
RF ~REQUESTr FOR QUOTATION
R~,F 1 REQUEST FOR QUOTE
RFSTF PF SYSTEMS TEST FACILITY
R,G RATE GYROSCOPE
RGA RATE GYRO ASSEMBLY
R,(P RATE GYRO PACKAGE
R GR ROGER RECEIVED AND UNDERSTOOD
fGS ROCKET GUIDANCE SYSTEM
RGS I RADIO GUIDANCE SYSTEM
RS E RATE GYRO SYSTEM
RPH RELATIVE HUMIDITY
RH 1 RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH
RH 2 RHODIUM
RH 3 RISHT HAND
RHAW RADAR i-OMING AND WARNING
RPC ROTATION HAND CONTROLLER
RHiE RADIATION HAZARD EFFECTS
RtiEO RHEOSTAT
RHFEB RIGHT-HAND FORWARD EQUIPMENT BAY
RH RANGE HEIGHT INDICATOR
RHR REHEATER
:H~SC RIGHT-HAND SIDE CONSOLE
R~I ~REPORT OF INVESTIGATION
t1A ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL
'IAR REQUIREMENTS INVENTORY ANALYSIS REPORTS
·tIAS RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDIES
:IC RANGE INSTRUMENTATION COORDINATION
tICS RANGE INSTRUMENTATION CONTROL SYSTE'r
tIF REDUCTION IN FORCE
tIFIP REAL TIME FORWARD ITERATOR PROGRAM
t IFT REACTOR IN-FLIGHT TEST
tIG RADIO INERTIAL 6UIDANCE
?II ROYCO INSTRUMENTSPINC
II1A ROYAL' INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
{IM RECEIVING INSPECTION A MAINTENANCE
~IMS RECORD INFORMATION MOVEMENT STUDY
1IN REGULAR4 INERTIAL NAVIGATOR
~INAL RADAR INERTIAL ALTIMETER
qINS ROTORACE INERTIAL NAVICATION SYSTEM
RIO RIDE-IT-OUT
lip RECOVERAfBLE ITEM PROGRAM
RIPS RADIO ISOTOPE POWER SYSTEM
:IPS 1 RANGE INSTRUMENTATION PLANNING STUDY
RIR RELIABILITY INVESTIGATION REQUESTS
RIR 1 RECEIVING INSPECTION REPORT
RIS RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SHIP
RISE RESEARCH IN SUPERSONIC ENVIRONMENT
RIST RADAR INSTALLED SYSTEM TESTER
RITA REUSABLE INTERPLANETARY TRANSPORT APPROACH VEHICLE
rITE RAPID INFORMATION TECHNIQUE FOR EVALUATION
RITU RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF TEMPLE UNIVERSIYTY
RJ RAMJET
RJB RELAY .JUNCTION BOX
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RJS REACTXoN JET SYSTEM
RKV ROSE KI4OT VICTOR CEIR COMMUNICATION AND TELEMETRY SHIP]
RL ROCKET LAUNCHER
RLBM REARWAHD LAUNCHED BALL'SIC MXSSILES
RLC ROTATING LXTTER CHAIR
RLE RESEARCH LABORATORY OF ELECTRONICS
RLHTE RESEARCH LABORATORY OF HEAT TRANSFER IN ELECTRONICS
RLMM RESEARCH LABO*RlA0RY FOR MECHANICS OF MATERIALS
RLVS RECOVERABLE LAUNCH VEHZCLE STRUCTURE
RLY RELAY
RNm ROOM
RMA RADIO (ANUFACTURERSg ASSOCIATION
RMC RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
RMI REACTION O'TORS5 INCo
RM; 1 RADIO MAGNETIC ENDICATOR
R'Ml 2 REACTIVE NETALSo XNCQ
RML RADAR mXCROWAVE LIXNK
RMO RESOURCES MANAGEMENT OFFICE
RNR REFERENCE MIXTURE RADXO
RmS ROOT=MEAN=GQUARE
RMU REMOTE MANEUVERRNG UNIT
RN REVISION NOTICE
RN 1 REYNOLDS NUMBER
RNS REUSABLE NUCLEAR SHUTTLE
RNV REUSABLE NUCLEAR VE'0CLE
RO RANGE OPERATIONS
Ro 1 READOUT
RO 2 REwORK ORDER
RO 3 RADAR oPERATOR
ROAD REORGANIjZATZON OBSJECTIVE ARMY' DIVISION'
RoAMA ROME AIR MATERMEL AREA
ROBIN ROCKET BALLOON INSTRUMENT
ROBO ROCKET BOMBEER
ROC RANGE OPERATIONS CONFERENCE
ROC I REUSABLE ORBITAL CARRIER
ROCKET RANDOS OMNIBUS CALCULATOR OF THE KINETICS OF EARTH TRAJECTORIES
ROD REQUIRED ON DOCK
RODATA REGISTFRED ORGANZZATON DATA BANK
ROE REFLECTOR ORBITAL EOUIPM'EN'T
ROE RANGE OPERATIYONS INSTRUCTION
RoIS RADIO oPERATIONAL N'TERCOM SYSTEM
ROK REPUBLIC OF KOREA
RoL RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE LABORATORY
ROLS RECOVERABLE ORSEBITAL LAUNCH SYSTEM
ROM ROUGH ORDER OF MAGNITUDE
RobmUS REUSABLE ORBITAL MODULE B0OSTER UTILITY SHUTTLE
RON REMAIN OVER NGHMT
ROOST REUSABLE ONE-STA6E ORBITAL SPACE TRUCk
RoSE RISING OBSERVATIO'N SOUNDING EQUIPMENT
RO' REUSABLE ORBITaL TRANSPORT
ROTc RESERVE oFFXcERS TRAINING CORP
ROTE RANGE OPTICAL TRACKING EQUIPMENT
ROTI RECORDING OPTRCAL' TRACKING INSTRUMENT
RP RELATIVE PRESSURE
RP I RESUPPLY PROVSIONs
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RP-1 POCKET PROPELLANT No i [KEROSENE]
RP-1 1 REFINEn KEROSENE
RPE. ROCKEY PROPULSION ESTABLISHMENT
RPI RADkR PRECiPiTATION INTEGRATOR
RPIA ROCkET PROPELLANT INFORMATION AGENCY
RPIE REAL PROPERTY IN5TALLED EQUIPMENT
RPL RADIATION PHYSICS LABORATORY
RPL I ROCKET PROPULSION LABORATORY
RPM RATE PER MINUTE
RPM 1 RESUPPLY PROVISIONS MODULE
RPM 2 REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE
RPOP ROVER PREFLIGHT OPERATIONS PROCEDURES
RPS REVOLUTIONS PER SECOND
RPT REPORT
RPT 1 REPEAT
RPU RADIO PRoPAGATION UNIT
R@ RESPIRATION QUOTIENT
RuTS REQUIREMENTS
RR ROUTINE RELAY RENDEZVOUS RADAR
RR I RETRO ROCKETS
RR 2 RENDEZVOUS RADAR
RR 3 ROUTINE RELAY
RR 4 RAILROAD
RR 5 RAPID RECTILINEAR
RR 6 RECEIVING REPORT
RR 7 RESPIRATION RATE
RR 8 RLADINFSS REVIEW
RR/T RENDEZVOUS RADAR/ TRANSPONDER
ARC ROCKET RESEARCH CORPORATION
RRC I RECEIVING REPORT CHANGE
RRE RADAR RESEARCH ESTABLSHMENT
RRI ROCKET RESEARCH INSTITUTE
RRI I RESOURCES RESEARCHt INC.
RRI 2 RANGE RATE INDICATOR
RRL ROCKET RESEARCH LAGORATORIES
RRS RADIATION RESEARCH SOCIETY
RRS I RETROGRADE ROCKET SYSTEM
RRS 2 REACTION RESEARCH SOCIETY
RRS 3 RESTRAINT RELEASE SYSTEM
RRT REQUIREMENTS REVIEW TEAM
RRT 1 RENDEZVOUS RADAR TRANSPONDER
RRT 2 REFERENCE FOR RADIOGRAPHIC INTERPRETERS
RS RANGE SAFETY
RS 1 RELIA8ILITY SUMMARY
RSA REDSTONE ARSENAL
RSAC RADIOLoGICAL SAFETY ANALYSIS COMPUTER %PRoGRAM=
RSb RANGE SAFETY BEACON
RSC RANGE SAFETY CONTROL
RSC I RANGE SAFETY COMMAND
RSCIE REMOTE STATION COMMUNICATION INTERFACE' EQUIPMENT
RSCR RANGE SAFETY COMMAND RECEIVER
RSCS RATE STABILIZATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM
RSDP REMOTE SITE DATA PROCESSING
RSDS RANGE SAFETY DESTRUCT SYSTEM
RSG RATE SIGNAL GENERATOR
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RSH RLYNOLDS, SMITHw AND HILL
RSI RESEARCH STUDIES INSTITUTE
RSI I REUSABLE SURFACE INSULATION
RSIC REDSTONE SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION CENTER
RSL RADIO STANDARDS LABORATORY
RSN RESONATE
RSO RANGE sAFETY OFFICER
RSQ RESCUE
RSR RANGE SAFETY REPORT
RSS REACTANT SERVICE SYSTEM
RSS I REACTANTS SUPPLY SYSTEM
RSS 2 REFRIGERATION SUBSYSTEM
RSS 3 ROoT SUM SQUARE
RSSS REUSABLE SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEM
RST RESEARCH STUDY TEAM
RSV REMOVE SHUTOFF VALVE
RT REJECTION TAG
RT 1 REAL TIME
RI 2 RADIO TRACKING
RTAF ROYAL THAI AIR FORCE
RTC REAL TIME COMMAND
RTCA RADIO TECHNOLOGICAL COMMISSION FOR AERONAUTIC5
RTCH ROTI TRACKER - COCOA BEACH
RTCC REAL TIME COMPUTER COMPLEX
RTCF REAL TIME COMPUTER FACILITY
RTCS REAL TIME COMPUTING SYSTEM
RTCS 1 REAL TIME COMPUTER SUBSYSTEM
RTD REAL TTME DISPLAY
RTD I RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
RTDE RANGE TIME DATA EDITOR
RTE REGENERATIVE TURBOPROP ENGINES
RTE I RECOVERY TECHNIQUES EVALUATION
RTF RADIOTELEPHONE
R TG RADIOTELEGRAPH
RTG 1 RADIOIsOTOPIC THERMOELECTRIC GENERAToR
RTG 2 RADIOISOTOPE THERMAL GENERATOR
RT1 RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE
RTM RUNNING TIME METER
RTMA RADIO-TELEVISION MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
R'TN RETURN
RTN I RETAIN
RTOP RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVE PLAN
RTP REQUIREMENT & TEST PROCEDURES
RTP 1 REVERSE TIE POINT
RTK USNS RANGE TRACKER
RTT RADIOTELETYPEWRITER
RTTD REAL TIME TELEMETRY DATA
RTTV REAL TIME TELEVISION
RTTY RADIO TELETYPE
RTV REENTRY TEST VEHICLE
RTV I RESEARCH TEST VEHICLE
RTV 2 RETURN TO VENDOR
RU RANGE JSER 9
RU 1 REFRIGERATION UNIT
RU 2 RUTHENIUM
RUDI REPORT OF UNSATISFACVORY OR DEFECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION
RtLm REMOTE UNDERWATER MANIPULATOR
RV RE-ENTVRY EHICLE
RV I RELEEF VALVE
RV 2 REAR VIEW
Rv/GC RE-ENTYRY VEHICLE AND GROUND CONTROL
RVA RELIABILITY VARIATION ANALYSIS
RPvm REACTIVE VOLTMETER
RVM I RE-ENTRY VEHICLE MODULE
RVR RUNWAY VISUAL RANGE
RWB ROBERT We BENSON AND ASSOCIATES, INC,.
RwD RIGHT WING DOWN
Riwv READ-WRITE-VERFIFY
RX RECEIVER
RY RAILWAY
RZ RETURN TO ZERO
S SECRET
S 1 START
r, 2 SLATE
g 3 SOUTH
SA SAFE-AND-ARM
S&C STABILIZATION AND CONTROL
g&C 1 SIGNAL & CONDITIONING
sasl SPACE AND INFORMATION DIVISION# NAA
S a M SEQUENCER AND MONITORt
S/A SPACECtAFT ADAPTER
S/A 1 SToRAGE AREA 
S/A 2 SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT
S/C SPACECRAFT
S/C 1 SCOPE CHANGE
S/C 2 SUR CABLE
S/C 3 SUBCONTRACTOR
S/CA SPACECRAFT ADAPTER
S/Lo SPACECRAFT OBSERVER
r/L SPACE LABORATORY
S/m SERVICE MODULE
S/N SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
S/u SWITCHovER
S/0 1 SHUToFF
S/P SERIAL TO PARALLEL
S/H SE0D AND RECEIVE
S/s SKID STRIP
S/s 1 SECOND STAGE
S/S 2 SINGLE SIDEBAND
S/s5 5 SAMPLES PER SECOND
S/T START TANK
S/V SPACE VEHICLE
SA SOLAR ARRAY
SA I SCIENTIFIC ATLANTAP INC,
SA 2 SPRINGFIELD ARSENAL
SA 3 STANDARD AGENA
SA 4 SATURN APOLLO
SA 5 SATURN STAGE
SA 6 SERVICEF ARM
SA 7 SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT
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B SUPPORT AGENCY
9 SWING ARM
SATURN APOLLO APPLICATIONS
1SOUTH ATLANTIC ANOMALY
SVENSKA AEROPLAN AKTIEBOLAGET
SAN ANTONIO AIR DEPOT
SAN ANTONIO AIR MATERIEL AREA
SATURN APOLLO APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY BOARD
I.1 SAME AS BASIC
2 SITE ACTIVATION BOARD
SAME AS BASIC OPERATIONS DIRECTIVE
SECURE AIRBORNE RADAR BOMBIN6 EQUIPMENT
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND'
I SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE
2 STANDARD AGENA CLAMSHELL
SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES CONTROL BOARD
SUPREME ALLIED COMMANDER OF EUROPEAN FORCES
SPACE AND COMPONENT LOG
1 STANDARDS AND CALIBRATION LABORATORY
SELECTIVE AUTOMATIC COMPUTATIONAL MATCHING a POSITIONING SYSTEM
SACRAMENTO TEST oPERATIONS
SEMI-AUTOMATIC DECENTRALIZED INTERCEPT ENVIRONMENT
STERILIZATIONt ASSEMBLY, AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
SIX HUNDRED MEGACYCLE' AIR DEFENSE RADAR
SHAPE AIR DEFENSE TECH. CENTER
SHAFT ANGLE ENCODER
1 SOCIETY oF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS
SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE'
1 SAFETY
2 SPACECRAFT ASSEMBLY FACILITY
SEMI-AUTOMATIC GROUND ENVIRONMENT
SATELLITE INTERCEPTOR
SUPERSONIC AEROPHYSICS LABORATORY
1 SCIENTIFIC AIRLOCK
1 SAN SALVADOR, STATION 5
2 SALINOMETER
SOCIETY OF AIR LINE METEOROLOGISTS
SALVAGE
SIGNAL ANALYZING MONITOR
1 SCHOOL OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE
2 SCHOOL OF AVIATION MEDICINE
3 SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT
4 SURFACE TO AIR MISSILE
SOCIETY OF AMERICAN MILITARY ENGINEERS
SIGNATURE ANALYSIS METHODS FOR MISSION IDENTIFICATION
SCHEDULING ANALYSIS MODEL FOR MISSION INTEGRATED EXPERIMENTS
SATELLITE & MISSILE OBSERVATION SYSTEM
I SATELLITE AND MISSILE OBSERVATION SATELLITE
SAMPLING
SOCIETY OF AEROSPACE MATERIAL & PROCESS ENGINEERS
SPACE AND MISSILE SYSTEMS ORGANIZATION
SUPPORT AVAILABILITY MULTI SYSTEM OPERATIONAL MODEL
1 SYSTEM ANALYSIS OF MANNED SPACE OPERATIONS
SANITARY
SA
SA
SAA
SAA
SAAB
SAAD
SAA4A
SAAP
SAB
SAB
SAB
SABOD
SABRE
SAC
SAC
SAC
SACH
SACEUR
SACL
SACL
SACMAP
SACTO
SADIE
SADL
SADR
SADbTC
SAE
SAE
SAF
SAF
SAF
SAGE
SAINT
SAL
SAL
SAL
SAL
SALM
SALV
SAM
SAM
SAM
SAM
SAM
SAME
SAMMI
SAMMIE
SAMOS
SAMOS
SAMP
SAMPE
SAMSO
SAMSON
SAMSON
SAN
SANOVA SIMULTANEOUS AALYSZ5 OF VARXANCE
SAO SMXTNSomF£M ASROPH¥S CAL OBSERVATORY
SAP SLMR-AMOn PEERCEMGSAP I ~MSAP 1 S90ERFD LURNWUN POWDER
SAPE SOLENOD AR&V PATERN EVALUAWTOR
SAR SEARCH AN RESCU
SAR I SYSTEMS ASSESSENT REVEEW
SAR 2 SPECXiaL A5SONUTXCAL REeUIREMENT
SARAH SEARCH AND RESCUE AD HOMXNG
SARP SCHEDOUL9N AMD REVEW PROCEDURE
SARP 1 SCHEDULE9 ANALYSES AND REVIEW PROCEDURE
SARP 2 SCHEDULE AND RESOURCES PROCEDURES
SARP 3 SCHEDULING ANMD REPORTING PROCEDURE
SARS SIN0LEAXS REFERECE SYSTEM
SA'RS I SPARE' AC@OUNUTM' RE NLENSHMENT SYSTEM
SAS SOCIETv FOR APPLED SPECTRO'scbOPY
SAS 1 SOLAR RRAV SYSTEM
SAS 2 SPACE ACTXu¥TY SUET
SAS 3 SMALL AYRNONW1V SATILL' EE
SAS 4 S"ALL APPLMCATZNS SATELLITE
SAST SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCENE'T oF SPACE TRAVEL
SAT SATURM
SAT I SATSFACtOrY
SAT 2 SATURATE
SAT 3 SYSTEMS ACCEPTANCE TESTS
5ATAF SITE ACTETV' ? TASK FORCE
SATAN SENSOR FOR A 0RME TERRAXN AN'ALYSIS
SATAR SATELLxTE FOR AEROSPACE RSEARCH
SATCOM ARMY ZATELLST CO6MUECATIOXNS AGEN'CY
SATIF SCIEHTxFEC AMD VECHMCAL INFORMAT!ON FACILITY
SATIN SAGE AIR TRAFFgC ZTEGRATDON
SATRAC SATELLTE AUTOATiC' TERMN'AL RENDEZVOUS A COUPLING
SATS SHORT AXEFELD FOh TA'ICAL SUPPoRT
SAVE SOCIEY' OF AEREC'AN VALUE ENGINEERS
SAVS STATUS D A ENSF'gC¥ON SYSTEM
SAWC SPE'CAL AlR UARF' AE CINTER
SAWE SOCIETY OF AEROA.UT' AL WEIGHT ENGINEERS
SAWG SCHEDULE AD ALLOCtaEONS WORKIMG GROUP
SAwS SOLAR ARRAVY WXG SiMULATOR
SFA SELECVKVE &L90GRAAPH¥
SBR I SBAND
s5l 2 SLEEVE BEARING
Sii 3 SPLASH BLOCK
Sn 4 SUPPLY BULLET2N
S8 5 SPACE BASE
SE3A SMALL BUSMNES ADMSYNSRTIYON
SRAC SOCIETY OF DR9TISH AEROSPACE CONSTRUCTION
SBAMA SAN BERNARDIMO AR MATERIEL AREA
SBM SUBMERGE
5BN SPACEBORNE
SRTT SOUTHERN BELL ?ELEPHONE AMD TELEGRAPH CO@
SRUE SZTC=BACKUP ENTRY
SBX SSAND TRARSPONDER
SC SANDRA CORPo
SC 1I SIPPICAN CORPORAYON
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SC 2 SUPERVISORY CONTROL
SC 3 SUPPORT CONTROLLER
SC 4 SUPERIMPOSED CURRENT
SC 5 SHAPED CHARGE
SC 6 SPACECRAFT
SC' 7 SUPPLY CORPS
SCA SEQUENCE CONTROL AREA
SCA 1 SIGNAL CONDITIONING ASSEMBLY
SCA 2 SNAP CRITICAL ASSEMBLY
SCA 3 SOFTWARE CONTROL AUTHORIZATION
SCA 4 SPACECRAFT ADAPTER
SCALE SPACE CHECKOUT & LAUNCH EQUIP.
SCAM SUBSONIC CRUISE ATTACK MISSILE
SCAMA SWITCHINGP CONFERENCE AND MONITORING ARRANGEMENT
SC: . SELF CORRECTING AUTOMATIC NAVIGATION
SCAN 1 SELECTED CURRENT AEROSPACE NOTICES
SCAN 2 SWITCHED CIRCUIT AUTOMATIC NETWORK
SCANS SCHEDULIN6 CONTROL & AUTOMATION BY NETWORK SYSTEMS
SCAP SILENT COMPACT AUXILIARY POWER
SCAP 1 SPACE CHARGE ATOMIZING PRECIPITATERS
SCAPE SELF CONTAINED ATMOSPHERIC PROTECTIVE ENSEMBLE
SCAR SATELLITE CAPTURE AND RETRIEVAL
SCAR 1 SPACECRAFT ASSESSMENT REPORT
SCAT SPACE COMMUNICATION AND TRACKING
SCAT 1 SPEED CONTROL APPROACH/TAKEOFF
SCAT 2 SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT
SCAT 3 SOLID CATALYSTS
SCATE STROMBERG-CARLSON AUTOMATIC TEST EQ'UIP.
SCATS SIMULATION CHECKOUT AND TRAINING SYSTEM
SCAV SCAVENGE
SCC SUPERVISORY CONTROL CONFERENCE CNET]
SCC 1 SPEER CARBON COMPANY
SCC 2 STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
SCC 3 SIMULATION CONTROL CENTER
ScC 4 SECURITY CONTROL CENTER
SCC 5 SPACECRAFT CONTROL CENTER
SCC 6 STANDARD CUBIC CENTIMETER
SCCN SUBCONTRACT CHANGE NOTICE
SCCRI SWEDISH CEMENT & CONCRETE RES. INST.
5CO SPACE CONTROL DOCUMENT
SCD I SPECIFICATION CONTROL DRAWING
SCDR SANDIA CORP. DEVELOPMENT REPORT
SCE SIGNAL CONDITIONING EOUIPMENT
SCEA SIGNAL CONDITIONING ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY
SCEL SIGNAL CORPS ENGINEERING LABORATORY
SCENIC SCIENTIFIC ENGINEERING INFORMATION CENTER
SCEP STUDY OF CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEM
SCERT SYSTEMS & COMPUTERS EVALUATION & REVIEW TECHNIQUE
ScF SPACECRAFT CHECKOUT FACILITY
SCF 1 SATELLITE CONTROL FACILITY
SCF 2 SEQUENCE COMPATABILITY FIRING
ScCD SPECIFICATION CONTROL GROUP DIRECTIVE
SCLSS SUPER-CRITICAL GAS STORAGE SYSTEM
SCHED SCHEDULE
SCHEM SCHEMATIC
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SCIA
SCIEN
SC I M
SCIP
SCL
SCL
SCLEC
sCM
SCM
SCN
SCN
SCO
SCOMO
SCOR
SCORDES
SCORE
5COST
ScOT
SCOTS
SCP
ScP
SCP
5CR
Sck
SCR
SCR
SCRAM
SCRAMJET
SC$
SC$
SCS
ScS
SCS
SCS
ScSCO
SCT
SCT
ScTESCT!SCTI
SCTP
SCTPP
sc rPSCU
SCUBA
SD
SD
SD
SDA
SDAD
SOB
SDC
SDC
SoC
SDC
SDCE
SIGINAL CORPS XNTELL'G'ENCE AGENCY
SCIENTXFC
SPEECH COMmUNiCATION INDEX METER
SELF'CoNMTANED INSTRUMENT PACKAGE
SIGNAL CORPS LABORATYORY
1 SYSTEMS COMPONENT LIST
SIGNAL CORPS LOGISTICS EVALUAYtON COMMITTEE
SIGNAL CONDITIONING MODULE
I SERVICE COMMAND MODULE
SPECIFICATION CHANGE NOTICE
1 SPECIAL CHANGE NOTICE
SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS
SATELLITE COLLECTION OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATION'
SELF-CALIBRATING OMNI-RANGE
SFERICS CORRELATION DETECTION SYSTEM
SIGNAL COMMUNICATIONS .BY ORBITING RELAY FnUIPMENT
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON SPACE TECHN'OLOGY
STEEL CAR OF TOMORROW
SYSTEM CHECKOUT TEST SET
SYSTEM COMMo PAMPHLET
I SPHERICAL CANDLEPOWER
2 SPACECRAFT PLATFORM
SUPPORT CONTROL ROOM
1 SILICONE CONTROLLED RE'CTIFIER
2 SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER
3 SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
SPACE CAPSULE REGULATOR & MONITOR
SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET
SECRET CONTROL STATION
I SPACECRAFT SYSTEM
2 STANDARD COORDINATE SYSTEM
3 STABILIZATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM
4 SIMULATION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
5 SIGNAL CONDITIONING' SYSTEM
SECURE SUBMARINE COMMUNICATIONS
SCANNING TELESCOPE
1 SKYLAB COMMUNICATION TERMINAL
SANTA CRUZ TEST BASE ELOCKHEEDJ
S/C CENTRAL TIMING EgUIPMENT
SODIUM COMPONENTS TEST INSTALLATION
STRAIGHT CHANNEL TAPE PRINT
STRAIGHT CHANNEL TAPE PRINT PROGRAM
STATIC CHECKOUT UNIT
SELF CONTAINED UNDERWATER BREATHING APPARATUS
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS
I SUPPORT DIRECTIVE
2 SUPPORT DOCUMENT
SHAFT DRIVE AXIS
SPECIAL DOMESTICALLY AVAILABLE DOCUMENTS
STRENGTH & DYNAMICS BRANCH
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
1 SYSTEM DESIGNATION CODE
2 SIGNAL DATA C'ONVERTER
3 SPACECRAFT DATA SIMULATOR
SOCIETY OF DIE CASTING ENGINEERS
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SDD SYSTEMS DEFINITION DIRECTIVE
SDEG SPECIAL DOCTRINE E'QUIPMENT GROUP
SOF SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
SOF 1 SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM
Sul SUPPORT DIRECTIVE INSTRUCTION
SrI 1 SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION
SDM SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF MICROFICHE
soO SCHEDULES DUTY OFFICER
SDP SITE DATA PROCESSOR
SDPL SERVOMECHANISMS & DATA PROCESSING LABORATORY
SDR SENDER
SDR I SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT
SDN 2 SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION ROOM
SDS SAFETY DATA SHEET
SDn I SCIENTIFIC DATA SYSTEMS
SDS 2 SHOP DISTRIBUTION STANDARDS
SDS 3 SIMULATION DATA SUBSYSTEM
SOS 4 SYsTEM DATA SYNTHESIZER
SD5 5 SPECIAL DOCKING SIMULATOR
sass SELF-DEPLOYING SPACE' STATION
SDW STANDING DETONATION WAVE
SE SELENIUM
SE I SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
SE 2 SYSTEMS ENGINEER
SEal SYSTEMS ENGINEERING a INTEGRATION
SE/TD SYSTEM ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL DIRECTION
5EALS STORED ENERGY ACTUATED LIFT SYSTEM
SEALS 1 SEVERE ENVIRONMENTAL AIR LAUNCH STUDY
SEAS SEA SCHOOL
SEATO SOUTHEAST ASIA TREATY ORGANIZATION
S:8 SOURCE EVALUATION BOARD
SE~ 1 SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT BAY
SEC SUPPORT EQUIPMENT CHANGE
SEC I STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS COUNCILS
SEC 2 SECONDARY/SECOND
SECANT SEPARATION CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT BY NONSYNCHRONOUS TECHNIQUES
SECHT SCOPING EMERGENCY COOLING HEAT TRANSFER
SECO SEQUENTIAL CONTROL
SECO 1 SUSTAINER ENGINE CUTOFF
SECOR SEQUENTIAL COLLATION OF RANGE
SECPS SECONDARY PROPULSION SYSTEM
SECS SEQUENTIAL EVENTS CONTROL SYSTEM
SECT SECTION
SED SANITARY ENGINEERING DIVISION
SEDD SYSTEMS EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION tMSCI
SEDR SYSTEMS ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT REPORT
SEDS SPACE ELECTRONICS DETECTION SYSTEM
SEF SPACE EDUCATION FOUNDATION
SEFAR SONIC END FIRE FOR AZIMUTH & RANGE
SEG SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 6ROUP
SEG 1 STANDARDIZATION EVALUATION GROUP
SF1 2 SEGMENT
SEIP SYSTEMS ENGINEERING IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
SEL STANFORD ELECTRONIC LABORATORY
SEL 1 SELECT
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SFLR SATURN ENGINEERING L~AgSON REQUEST
SELT SELF-EJEC'T LAUNCH TECHNIQUE
SEMI SELF EVACUATING MULTILAYER INSULATION
SEMLAM SEMICONDUCTOR LASER AMPLIFIER
SEMLAT SEMICONDUCTOR LASER ARRAY TECHNIQUES
SEO SYNCHRONOUS EQUATORIAL ORBIT(ER)
SF.P SUPERVISOR EXECUTIVE PROGRAM
SFP I SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
SEP 2 SEPARATE
SFEPI SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTSp INC.
SEPR SOCIETE D:ETUDE DE LA PROPULSION PAR REACTION
SE:PS SERVICE' MODULE ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM
SFe SEQUENCE
SEQ 1 SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT
SE-QUIP STUDY OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY INFORMATION PROGRAMS
SER SERIAL
SER 1 SNAP EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR
SERAPE SIMULATOR EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR ACCELERATING PROCEDURAL EVOLUTO
SERB STUDY OF ENHANCED RADIATION BELT
SERD SUPPORT EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDATION DATA
SEREB SOCIETE POUR L:ETUDE E LA. REALISATION L ENGENS BALISTIQUES
SERL SANITARY ENGINEERING RESEARCH LABORATORY
SER NO SERIAL NUMBER
SERPS SERVICF PROPULSION SYSTEM
SERT SPACE ELECTRIC ROCKET TEST
SERV SINGLE-STAGE EARTH-ORBITAL' REUSABLE VEHICLE
SES STANDARDS ENGINEERS SOCIETY
SESA SOCIETY FOR EXPERIMENTAL STRESS ANALY'SIS
SESC SURFACF ENVIRONMENT SAMPLE CONTAINER
SESL SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL SIMULATION LABORATORY
SET SOLAR ENERGY THERMIONIC
SFTA SIMPLIFIED ELECTRONIC TRACKING APPARATUS
SETE SECRETARIAT FOR ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT
SFTP SOCIETY OF EXPERIMENTAL TEST PILOTS
SETS SOLAR ENERGY THERMIONIC CONVERSION SYSTEM
SEW SONAR EARLY WARNING
SF SQUARE FOOT
SF 1 SECONDARY FAILURE
SFA SUNFINnER ASSEMBLY
SFA 1 SUPPLEMENTARY FAILURE ANALYSIS
SFAL SAMUEL FELTMAN AMMUNITION LAB.
SFB STRUCTURAL FEED BACK
SFBNS SAN FRANCISCo BAY NAVAL SHIPYARD
SFC SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION
SFO SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DRAWING
SFE SOCIETY oF FIRE ENGINEERS
SFEL STANDARD FACILITY EQUIPMENT LIST
SFGEP SPACE FLIGHT GROUND ENVIRONMENT PANEL
SFI SCIENCF FOR INDUSTRY INC.
SFNA STABILIZED FUMING6 NITRIC ACID
SFO SERVICE FUEL OIL
SFOD SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
SFOF SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIDONS FACILITY
SFPA SINGLE FAILURE POINT ANALYSIS
SFS SYSTEM FAILURE SUMMARIES
. -.:. PAGE ].57
SFSD STAR FIELD SCANNING DEVICE'
SFT SIMULATED FLIGHT TEST
SG SUPER GUPPY .
SG , 1 STRAIN GAGE 
SGC SPACE-GENERAL CORPORATION 
SGC 1 SPERRY GYROSCOPE COMPANY
SGL5 SPACE ;ROUND LINK SYSTEM
SGS SYMBOL GENERATOR AND STORAGE
SGSO SPACE GROUND SUPPORT OPERATIONS
SHA SIDEREAL HOUR ANGLE
SH ABS SHOCK ABSORBER
SHAPE SUPREMF HEADQUARTERS ALLIED POWERS EUROPE
SHAPE 1 SUPERSONIC HIGH ALTITUDE PARACHUTE EXPERIMENT
SHARP SHIPS ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL PROJECT
SHL SUPERCRITICAL HELIUM
SHEP SOLAR HIGH ENERGY PARTICLES
SHF SUPER-HIGH FREOUENCY
SHFT SHAFT
SHIELL SYLVANIA HIGH INTELLIGENCE ELECTRONIC DEFENSE
SHIRAN S-BAND OF HI PRECISION SHORT-RANGE ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION
SHM STAGE HANDLING MANUAL
SHORAN SHORT-RANGE AID TO NAVIGATION
SHORAN I SHORT RANGE NAVIGATION
SHR SOLAR HEAT REFLECTING
SHRAP SHRAPNEL
SHTB SOUTH HARBOR TERMINAL BUILDING
SHVSCE SHUTTLE VS CURRENT EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
SHVSNE SHUTTLF VS NEW EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
Si SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE
SI 1 SCOPE INCORPORATEp
SI 2 SALINITY INDICATOR
Si 3 SILICON
51 4 SYSTEME INTERNATIONAL DtUNITES
SI/AO SMITHSoNIAN INSTITUTE'/ASTRoPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
SIA STRATEGIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION CFORMERLY SDIA)]
SIA I SYSTEM INTEGRATION AREA
SIAM SOCIETy FOR INDUSTRIAL & APPLIED MATHEMATICS
SlAT SINGLE INTEGRATED ATTACK TEAM
SiaS STELLAR-INERTIAL BOMBING SYSTEM
SIC SCIENCE INFORMATION COUNCIL
SICO SWITCHED IN FOR CHECKOUT
SID SYNCHRONOUS IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
-SID 1 SPACE AND INFORMATION DIVISION XNAA'
SID 2 SUDDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCE
SID 3 STANDARD INSTRUMENT DEPARTURE 
SIDE SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR EXPERIMENT
SIDS STELLAR INERTIAL DOPPLER SYSTEM
SIE SCIENCF INFORMATION EXCHANGE
STE I SYSTEM INVESTIGATION EOUIPMENT
SIF SELECTIVE IDENTIFICATION FEATURE
SI G SIGNAL
SIG 1 SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP
SILS SHIPBOARD IMPACT LOCATOR SYSTEM
SIM SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
SIm 1 SHIP INSTRUMENTATION MANAGER
SIm$>IM
SIMCHE
SIMICORE
SIMM
SIMPL
SINA
SIND
SINS
SIO
SIO
SIOP
SIP
SIPM
SIPO
SIPOP
SIPRE
SIR
SIR
SIRS
S%5
SIRScss
SISS
SIT
SIT
SITE
SITS
SITVC
Si XPAC
SIZ
SJART
SL
SL
SL
SLA
SLA
SLA
SLA
SLAG
SLAM
SLAM
SLAM
SLANT
SLAP
SLATE
SLBM
SLC
SLC
SLCC
SLD
SLDO
SLOS
SLEW
SLI
2 SIMULATED
3 SCIENTIFIC INSYRUMENT MODULE
SIMUL'ATION AND CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
SIMULTANEOUS MULTIPLE IMAGE CORRELATION
SYMBOLXC INTEGRATED MAINTENANCE MANUAL'
SIMULATION IMPLEMENTATION MACHINE PROGRAMMING' LANGUAGES
SCHEDULING INFORMATION NOT AVAILABLE
SOUTHERN-INTERSTATE NUCLEAR BOARD
SHIPBOARD IMPACT LOCATOR SYSTEM
SCRIPPS INSTITUTE OF OCEANOGRAPHY
I STAGED IN ORBIT
SINGLE INTEGRATED OPERATIONS PLAN
STANDARD INSPECTION PROCEDURE
STAR IDENTIFICATION PROGRAM
SPACECRAFT INTE6GRATION PROJECT OFFICE
SATELLITE INFORMATION PROCESSOR OPERATIONAL PRoGRAq
SNOW, ICEP A PERMAFROST RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT
5UBMARINE INTEMEDIATE REACTOR
I SIMULTANEOUS IMPACT RATE
SUPPORT INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
SATELLITE INFRARED SPECTROMETER
SIMULATION INTERFACE SUBSYSTEM
1 SATELLITE INTERCEPTOR SYSTEM
SUBMARINE INTEGRATED SONAR SYSTEM
SEPARATION-INITIATED TIMER EVENT
1 SOFTWARE INTEGRATION TEST
SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTATION TEST EQUIPMENT
SAGE INTERCEPT TARGET SIMULATION
SECONDARY INJECTION THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
SYSTEMS FOR INERTIAL EXPER'IMENT PRIORITY AND ATTITUDE CONTROL
SECURITY IDENTIFICATION ZONE
SAN JACINTO ARMY TERMINAL
SEA LEVEL
1 SAMPLE LABORATORY
2 SKYLAB
SPACECRAFT LM ADAPTER
1 SPECIAi. LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
2 SPACECRAFT LUNAR MODULE ADAPTER
3 SATURN LAUNCH ADAPTOR
SAFE LAUNCH ANGLE GATE
SPACE LAUNCHED AIR MISSILE
1 SUPERSoNIC LOW ALTITUDE MISSILE
2 SIDE LOAD ARRESTING MECH
SIMULATOR LANDING' ATTACHMENT FOR NIGHT LANDING TRAINING
SYMBOLIC LANGUAGE ASSEMBLY PROGRAM
STIMULATED LEARNING BY AUTOMAtED TYPEWRIXTER ENVIRONMENT
SEA-LAUNCH BALLISTIC MISSILE
SINGLE LAUNCH CONTRACYOR
1 STANDARD LAUNCH COMPLEX
SATURN LAUNCH CONTROL COMPUTER
SIMULATED LAUNCH DEMONSTRATION
I SLOWDOwN
SKYLAB LAUNCH DATA SYSTEM
STATIC LOAD ERROR WASHOUT SYSTEM
SEA LEVEL INDICATOR
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SLOH SKYLAB OPERATIONS HANDBOOK .
SLOMAR SPACE LOGISTICSt MAINTENANCE AND RESCUE
SLOS STAR LINE-OF-SIGHT
SLPD SKYLAB PROGRAM DIRECTIVE
SLR SIDE-LOOKING RADAR
SLR 1 SKYLAB RESCUE
SLR 2 SOLAR
SLS SURFACE LABORATORY SYSTEM
SLS 1 SEA LEVEL STATIC
SLT SIMULATED LAUNCH TEST
SLU ST. LUCIA ISLAND
SLV STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE
SLV I SATELLITE LAUNCHING VEHICLE
SLV 2 SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLE
SLwv 3 SPACE LAUNCH VEHICLE
SLVG SPECIAL LAUNCH VEHICLE GROUP
SM STABILIZED MEMBER
SM 1 SERVICE MODULE
SM 2 STRATEGIC MISSILE
SM 3 SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC
SMAC SPECIAL MISSION ATTACK COMPUTER
SMAC 1 SUB MICRON AEROSOL COLLECTOR
SMAMA SAN MARINO AIR MATERIAL AREA
SMART SATELLITE MAINTENANCE & REPAIR TECHNIQ.UES
SMCC SIMULATION MONITOR AND CONTROL CONSOLE
SMD SYSTEM MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVE
SMD I SYSTEMS MEASURING DEVICE
SMDC SUPERCoNDUCTIVE MATERIALS DATA CENTER
SME SOCIETY OF MILITARY ENGINEERS
SME 1 SOIL MFECHANICS EXPERIMENT
SMEC SPERRY MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS COMPANY
SMG SPACECRAFT METEOROLOGY GROUP
SMM SAFEGUARD AND MATERIAL MANAGEMENT
SMM I SPECTRAL MATRIX METHOD
SMMD SPECIMEN MASS MEASUREMENT DEVICE
SMPTE SOCIETY OF MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION ENGINEERS
SMRD SPIN MOTOR ROTATION DETECTOR
SMRL SUBMARINE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
SMS SYNCHRONOUS-ALTITUDE METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
SMSA STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA
SMSA 1 SIGNAL MISSILE SUPPORT AGENCY
SMSAE SURFACE MISSILE SYSTEM AVAILABILITY EVALUATION.
SMT SERVICE MODULE TECHNICIAN
SN SERIAL NUMBER
SNAME SOCIETY OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS & MARINE ENGINEERS
SNAP SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER
SNDT SOCIETY FOR NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING
SNE SOUTHERN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING INC.
SNL STANDARD NOMENCLATURE LIST
SNORT SUPERSONIC NAVAL ORDNANCE RESEARCH TRACK
SN1PO SPACE NUCLEAR PROPULSION OFFICE
SNH SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
SNRC SEVERN NAVAL RIVER COMMAND
SNS SIMULATED NETWORK SIMULATIONS
SNUD STOCK HiUMBER USER DIRECTORY
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SPECIAL ORDER
SELF OpTIE2XNG AUTOMATIC PILOT
SAFE OPERATING AREA
1 STATE-oF-THE-ART
2 SIMULATION OF APOLLO RELIABILITY
3 SHUTTLE ORBITAL APPLCATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
SIMULATION OPERATIONS CENTER
I SECTOR OPERATIONS CENTER
2 SIMULATED OPERATIONAL COMPUTER
SWITCHED OUT FOR CHECkOUT
SOLAR nPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
SUSTAINED OPERATIONS CONTj,OL ROOM
SPACECRAFT-ORIENTATION-CONTROL SYSTEM
SOUND FIXING AND RAN'XNG
SELF ORGANIZING FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
STANDARD OPERATING INSTRUCTION
I SPACE OeJEC'T IDENTIFICATION
2 SPECIFIC OPERATING INSTRUCTION
SOLENOID
SUBMERGED OBJECT LOCATING a RETRIEVING/IDENTIFIcATION SYSTEM
SELECTIVE OPTICAL LOCk' ON
SOLAR RADIATION
SHIP OPERATIONS MANADER
1 STAGE oPERATING. MANUAL
SOUND NAVISATION & RANGING
SONOBUOY
SONIC NOISE ANALYZER
SCHENECTADY OPERA*ION OFFICE
SAFETY OPERATING PLAN
I SIMULATION OPERATIONS PLAN
2 STRATE(IC ORBIT POINT
3 SAFETY OPERATING PROCEDURE
4 STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE
5 SYsTEMs OPERATION PLAN
6 SECONDARY OXYGEN PACK
STANDARD ORBITAL PARAMETER MESSAGE
SPECIFIC OPERATIONAL REGUIREMENT
I STABLE ORBIT RENDEZVOUS
SONIC RANGING & DETECTION
SATELLITE ORBITAL TRACK & INTERCEPT
SUPERCIRCULAR ORBITAL RE-ENTRY TEST INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENT
SQUADRonI OFFICERS SCHOOL
1 STABILIZED OPTICAL SIGHT
SUSTAINED OPERATIONS SUPPORT AREA
SCIENCF OPERATIONAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
SONIC OBSERVATION OF THE TRAJECTORY & IMPACT OF MISSILES
SHUT OFF VALVE
SOLID OXYGEN
1 SUPERCiiTICAL OXYGEN
SPECIAL PUBLICATION
I SINGLE POLE
2 SOLID PROPELLANT
3 SHORT PERIOD
4 SYSTEM PARAMETER
SYSTEM AND PROCEDURES ASSOCIATION
Sr
SOAP
SOAR
SOAR
SOAR
SOAR
SOLSoc
SOC
SOCRsoco
SOCOMSoCR
SoCS
SOFCS
Sol
SOI
SOL
SoLARiS
SOLO
SOLRAD
5014
SOm
SONAR
SONO
SONOAN
500
SOP
SOP
SOP
SOP
SOP
SOP
SOP
SOPM
SOR
SO)R
SORAD
SORTI
SORTIE
SOS
SOS
SOSA
SOSE
SOTIM
SoY
5sOX
SOX
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SPA
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SPA I SERVO POWER ASSEMBLY
SPA 2 SIGNAL PROCESSING ASSEMBLY
SPAC SPACECRAFT PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND COMMAND
SPAC 1 SPACECRAFT ANALYSIS AND COMMAND
SPACETAC SPACE a TACTICAL SYSTEM CORPORATION
SPAD SATELLITE PRoTECTIoN FOR AREA DEFENSE
SPAD 1 SPECIAL DOMESTICALLY AVAILABLE DOCUMENTS
SPADATS SPACE oETECTION& TRACKING SYSTEM
SPADE SPERRY AIR DATA EQUIPMENT
SPAN STORED PROGRAM ALPHA-NUMERICS
SPAN 1 SOLAR PARTICLE ALERT NETWORK
SPAN 2 SPACECRAFT ANALYSIS
SPANRAD SUPERPoSED PANORAMIC RADAR DISPLAY
SPAR SEAGOING PLATFORM FOR ACOUSTICAL RESEARCH
SPA. 1 SPECIAL PRELAUNCH ANALYSIS REQUEST
SPARES SPACE RADIATION EVALUATION SYSTEM
SPARS SPACE PRECISION ATTITUDE REFERENCE SYSTEM'
SPARSA SFERICSP POSITION, AZIMUTH, RANGE, SPECTRUM ANALYT'ER
SPARSA I SFERICs# PULSE. AZIMUTH, RATE AND SPECTRUM ANALYER
SPASUR SPACE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
SPD SYSTEM PROGRAM DIRECTOR
SPDP STORED PROGRAM DATA PROCESSOR
SPDT SINGLE-POLE DOUBLE-THROW
SPE SOCIETY OF PLASTICS ENGINEERS
SPE 1 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
SPE 2 STATIC PHASE ERROR
SPEARS SATELLITE PHoTOELEC. ANALOG RECTIFICATION SYSTEM'
SPEC STORED PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL CoMPUTER
SPEC 1 SPECIAL
SPEC 2 SPECIMEN
SPECDEVCEN SPECIAL DEVICES CENTER
SPEC£S] SPECIFICATION[S]
SPED SUPERSONIC PLANETARY ENTRY DECELERATOR
SPEEA SEATTLE. PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION
SPEED SIGNAL PROCESSING IN EVACUATED ELkCTRON DEVICES
SPFA SINGLE POINT FAILURE ANALYSIS
SPFP SINGLE POINT FAILURE POTENTIALSPG SINGLE POINT GROUND
SPH SPACE HEATER
SPHE SOCIETY OF PACKAGING AND HANDLING ENI'S'NEERS
SPI STANDARD PRACTICE INSTRUCTION
SPI 1 SPECIAL POSITION IDENTIFICATION
SPIA SOLID PROPELLANT INFORMATION AGENCY
SPIDER SMOKELFSS PROPELLANT IN DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENTAL ROCKET
SPIE SOCIETY OF PHOTO-OPTICAL INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEERS
SPIN STANDARD PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONS
SPIRT SHORT PATH INFRARED TESTER
SPKR SPEAKER
SPL SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL
SPL 1 SPACE PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
SPLIT SPACE PROGRAM LANGUAGE IMPLEMENTATION TOOL
SPMS SOLAR PARTICLE MONITORING SYSTEM
SPO SACRAMENTO PEAK OBSERVATORY
Spo 1 SYSTEM PROGRAM OFFICE
Spo 2 SATURN PROGRAM OFFICE
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SPO-I/ I
Spo-VSF' 0-
SPP
SPR
SPRA
SPRAM
SPREE
SPRINT
SPR.I TE
SPS
SPS
SPS
5fS
SPS
SPS
SPSF
SPST
SPT
SPUR
SPURT
SC
Su
So FT
So IN
SoR
SOUAD
SR
SR
SR
SR
SRA
SHA
SNAM
SRAM
SRC
SRC
SRD
SRDE
SRUS
SRE
SREL
SR G
SRI
SRI
SRI
SRL
SRL
SRL
SRM
SRM
SRRC
SATURN I/lB PROJEC7 OFFPCE
SATURN ¥ PROJECT'OFFICE
SYSTEM PROGRA PACKAGE
SPECIAL PROGRAM REGU2REMENT
1 SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
SPACE PROBE RADAR ALTIMETER
SOLID PROPELLANT AIRAUGMENTED ROCKET MOTOR
SOLID PROPULSION ROCKET EXHAUST EFFECTS
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET INTERCEPT MISSILE
SOLID pROPELLANT ROCKET IGNITION TEST AND EVALUATION
SECONDARY CSERVICE] PROPULSIoN SYSTEM
I STANDARD PRESSED STEEL COMPANY
2 SYMBOLIC PROGRAMMING SYSTEM
3 SERVICE PROPULSION SYSTEM
4 SPACECRAFT PROPULSION SYSTEM
5 SAMPLES PER SECOND
SOCIETY OF PHOTOGRAPHIC SCIENTISTS & ENGINEERS
SINGLE-POLE SINGLE-THROW
SCIENTIST-PILOT
SPACE pOWER UNIT REACTOR
SPINNING UNGUIDED ROCKET TRAJECTORY
SQUADRON
1 SUPERGUICK
SQUARE FOOT
SQUARE INCH
SEOUENCE RELAY
SQUADRON
STUDY REGULATION
1 SHORT RANGE
2 SUPPoRT REQUEST
3 SUPPORT REQUIREMENT
SPECIALIZED REPAIR ACTIVITY
1 SPIN REFERENCE AXIS
SHORT RANGE ATTACK MISSILE
SHORT RANGE BALLzSTIC MISSILE
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS CODE
1 SAMPLE RECOVERY CONTAINER
SECRET RESTRICTED' DATA
SIGNALS RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT ESTABLISHMENT
SIGNALS RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
SYSTEMS RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT SERVICE
SODIUM REACTOR EXPERIMENT
SPACE RADIATION EFFECTS LABORATORY
5TATISTICAL RESEARCH GROUP
STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE
1 SOUTHERN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
2 SPACE RESEARCH INSTITUTE. INC',
SAVANNAH RIVER LABORATORY [DUPONT DE NEMOURSI
1 SEILER RESEARCH LABORATORY
2 STRESS RELIEVING LINER
STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE MISSILE
1 SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
SUPERINTENDEMT OF RANGE OPERATIONS
SYSTEM RESEARCH & PLANNING DIVISION
SPERRY RAND RESEARCh CENTER
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SRS SPACE RECOVERY SYSTEMS
SRS ISECURE RANGE SAFETY
SRS 2 SIMULATED REMOTE SITES
SRS 3 SEARCH AND RESCUE SHIP
SRS 4 SMALL RESEARCH SATELLITE
SRSS SIMULATED REMOTE SITES SUBSYSTEM
SRT SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
SRT I SYsTEMS READINESS TEST
SRT 2 SYSTEM REACTION TIME
SRV SURFACE ROVING VEHICLE
55 SIGNAL STRENGTH
SS I SCIENTIFIC SERVICES
SS 2 SKID STRIP
SS 3 SINGLE SIDEBAND
SS 4 SERVICr STRUCTURE
S5 5SUNSET
SS 6SUPERSENSITIVE
SS 7 SWITcH SELECTOR
SS 8 SQUAwK SHEET
SS 9SPACE sTATION
SS/CF SIGNAL STRENGTH/CENTER FREQUENCY
SSA STAGING AND SUPPORT AREA
SSA I SPACE SUIT ASSEMBLY
SSAC SPACE sCIENCE ANALYSIS AND COMMAND
SSAR SPIN STABILIZED AIRCRAFT ROCKET
SSb SINGLE SIDE BAND
SS8 1 SPACE %CIENCE BOARD
SSBAM SINGLE SIDEBAND AMPLITUDE MODULATION
SSBN SUBSURFACE BALLISTIC NUCLEAR
SSBN 1 SHIP SUBMERSIBLE NUCLEAR
SSRR SOLID STRAND BURNING RATE
SSC SUBMARINE SUPPLY CENTER
SSCC SATCOM SYSTEM CONTROL CENTER
SSD SPACE sYSTEMS DIVISION CUSAF]
SSE SPECIAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
SSEP SYSTEM SAFETY ENBGINEERING' PLAN
S5ESM SPENT sTAGE EXPERIMENTAL SUPPORT MODULE
SSGS STANDARD SPACE GUIDANCE SYSTEM
SSI SANtq SALVADOR ISLANDe STATION 5
SSLS STANDARD SPACE LAUNCH SYSTEM
SSLV STANDARD SPACE LAUNCH VEHICLE
ssM SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
SSM 1 SINGLE SIDEBAND MODULATION
SSMTG SOLID 'TATE & MOLECULAR THEORY GROUP
SSP STANDApD SHOP PRACTICE tM'ANUAL']
SSR STAFF sUPPORT ROOM
SSRS START-STOP-RESTART SYSTEM
SSRT SUB SYSTEM READINESS TEST
Sss SIMULATION STUDY SERIES
SSS 1 SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEM
SSS 2 SMALL SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
555ss 3 SPACE sTATION SIMULATOR
SSSL SUPERSONIC SPLIT LINE
SST SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS TEST
SST I SIMULATED STRUCTURAL TEST
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2 SPACE SYSTEMS TEST
3 SUPERSONIC TRANPORT
4 SUB SVSTEMS YEST
5 STANLE S STEEL
SPACE SHUTTLE TASK GROUP
SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
SUBSYSTEMS TEST PROC 'DURE
SPACE .HUTTLE VEHICLE
STAR TRACKER
1 STATIC
STAT I ON
STABILITY
1 STABILIZE
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR MSF
SATELLITE TRACKING AND DAYA ACQUISITION METWORK
STELLAR ACQUISITION FLIGHT FEASIBILITY
STRATEGY AND TACTICS ANALYSIS GROUP
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS INTERPRETIVE ROUTINE
SORTIE TURN AROUND MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS SIMULATION
SPACE TECHNOLOGY AND MISSION PLAN
1 SATELLITE TELECOMMUNICATIONS ANALYSIS AND MODELING PROGRAM
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL AEROSPACE REPORTS
I STELLAR ATTITUDE REFERENCE
STELLAR ATTITUDE REWERENCE & NAVIGATION
SPACE TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS & RESEARCH L'B
SATELLITE TELEMETRY AUTOMATIC REDUCTION SYSTEM
SELECTIoNS-TO-ACTIVATE-RANDOM TESTING
SUBSYSTEMS TEST BED
STARBOARD
STANDBY
SHORT TIME CONSTANT
1 SATELLITE TRACKING CENTER
2 SENSITIVITY TIME CONTROL
3 SOCIETy FOR TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION
4 SERVICE TECHNOLOGY coRPORATION
5 SYSTEM TEST COMPLEX
SPACECRAFT TECHNOLOGY DIVISIoN CMSC']
1 SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
STANDARDC SJ]
SPACE TRACKING DATA NETWORK
SOCIETY OF TRACTOR ENGINEERS
I SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
2 SPACECRAFT TEST ENG
STAY TIME EXTENSION MODULE
1 SYSTEM TEST EQUIPMENT MISSION
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL EXPLOITATION PROGRAM'
1 STATISTICAL TRAJECTORY ESTIMATION PROGRAM
SOLAR THERMIONIC ELECo POWER SYSTEM
STATIC TEST FACILITY
SPACE TASK GROUP
SCIENTIFIC TECHNICAL INFORMATION
1 SYSTEMs TECHNOLOGY INC
SCIENTIFiC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION MODULAR SYSTEMS
STELLAR INERTIAL GUID'ANCE SYSTEM
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION OFFICE
SST
SST
SST
SST
SSTG
SsTo
SSTP
SSV
ST
ST
STA
STAB
STAB
STAC
STADAN
STAFF
STAG
STAIR
STAMOS
STAMP
STAMP
STAR
SAR
STARAN
STARLAB
STARS
START
ST&
STBD
STbY
STC
STC
STC
STC
STC
STC
STD
STD
STDC S]
STDN
STE
srTE
STE
STEM
STEM
STEP
STEP
STEPS
STF
STG
STI
STI
STIMS
STINGS
STIO
STK
STL
5TL
STL
STLO
STLOS
STM
STMT
STMU
STO
STU
ST 0L
STOP
STP
STRATCOM
STRETCH
STRESS
STRICOM
STRIP
STRIVE
STS
STS
STS
STS
STSCM
STU
STU
STY
STV
STV
STWP
Su
sto
SU
S LiAS
SLJUIC
SuBSYS
SLJDAER
SUo
SUM
SUN
SLJP
SUPARCO
SUPP
SuPPR
SuPSD
;UPT
SUR C AL
SURI
SURIC
S 1)R5 V
SUS
SV
s vSv
5V5
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STOCK
STEEL
1 SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
2 SYSTEM INTEGRATION LABORATORY
SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL LIAISON OFFICE
STAR LINE-OF-SIGHT
STRUCTURAL TEST MODEL
STATEMFNT
SPECIAL TEST AND MAINTENANCE UNIT
STANDIrNG TOOL ORDER
I SYSTEM TEST OBJECTIVES
SHORT TAKEOFF AND LANDING
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM
SYSTEM TEST PLAN
STRENGTH
STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
SPACE TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING TEST OF COMPONENT HARDWARE
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING SYSTEM SOLVER
U. S. STRIKE COMMAND
STANDARD TAPED ROUTINES FOR IMAGE PROCESSING
STANDARD TECHNIQUES FOR REPORTING INFORMATION ON VALUE ENGINEERING
SATELLITE TRACKING STATION
I STRUCTURAL TRANSITION SECTION
2 SPACE TRANSPORTATION' SYSTEM
3 SYSTEM TEST SETS
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM cOST MODEL
SYSTEMS TEST UNIT
I STATIC TEST UNIT
SURVEILLANCE TELEVISION
1 STRUCTURAL TEST VEHICLE
2 SPACE TEST VEHICLE
SOCIETY OF TECHNICAL WRITERS AND PUBLISHERS
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
1 SET UP
STATE UNIVERSITIES ASSOCIATION
SYSTEM FOR UPPER ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDIN'
SUBMARINE INTEGRATED CONTROL
SUBSYSTEM
STANFORD UNIVERSITY/DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS
STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
SURFACE TO UNDERWATER MISSILE
SUNDAY
SPECIAL UTILITY PROGRAM
SPACE a UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH COMMITTEE
SUPPLEMENT
SUPPRESS
SUPERSEDE
SUPERI NtTENDENT
SURVEILLANCE CALIBRATION
SYRACUSE U. RES. INSTITUTE
SURFACE SHIP INTEGRATED CONTROL
SINGLE UNDERWATER SOUND
SAFETY VALVE
1 SOLENOID VALVE
2 SPACE VEHICLE
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3 STATE VECTOR
SERVICF
SPACE VEHICLE5 DIVISION
SHOCK ANDO VIBRATION INFORMATION CLNTER
SERVO
SHORT wAVE
I SouTHWEST
2 SOLAR wING
3 SWITCH
SPECIAL WARFARE AVIATION DETACHMENT
SIDEWINDER IC ACOUISTION-TRACk
SPECIAL WEAPON5 CENTER [NOw AFWL]'
I SOLAR wIND COMPOSITION
SEA WATER CONVERSION LABORATORY
SPECIAL WEAPONS FACILITY
SHUTTLE WORKING GROUP
SWITCHGEAR
STAFF WEATHER OFFICER
STRUCTURAL WEIGHT OPTiMIZATION PROGRAM
SAFE WORKING PRESSURE
STANDING WAVE RATIO
SOUTHWESTERN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
SPECIAL WEAPONS SYSTEM CFORMERLY SWC]'
1 SATURN WORKSHOP
2 SOLAR wIND SPECTROMETEA
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL
SPECIAL WEAPON TECH. COMMAND
SEVERE WEATHER WARNING
STAFF WEATHER OFFICER
SPACE SEXTANT
SYMPTON-CAUSE-TEST
SYNTHETIC
SYNCHRONOUS
SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
SYNCHROSCOPE
SYSTEM
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS TRANSLATOR
TEST AND CHECK-OUT
TRAINING & DISTRIBUTION CtNTER
TONGUE & GROOVE
TEST AND OPERATION
TIME PRIOR TO LAUNCh
TIME OF LAUNCH
TALK BACK
THERMOCOUPLE
TRANSPoRTER-ERECTOR
TASK LIST
I TRANSPoRTER/LAUNCHEk
TAKE OFF
TRANSMIT/RECEIVE
TIMING AND TELEMETRY
1 TERMINAL TIMING
THERMAL/VACUUM
THRUST/WEIGHT
TANTALUM
Sv
SVC
£VD
SVO
Sw
Sw
SW
Sw
SWAD
5 WAT
SWC
SwC
SWCL
SwF
5w6
SWO
SwOP
SwP
SwR
SwRI
SwS
SwS
SwS
SwT
SwTC
SwW
Swxo
SXT
SYCATE
SYN
SYNC
SYNCOM
SYNSCP
SYS
SYSTRAN
T & C/O
T a DC
TAG
To
T-
T-O
T/8
T/C
T/E
T/L
T/L
T/O
T/R
T/T
T/T
T/V
T/W
TA
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TA 1 TASK ANALYSIS
TAALS TACTICAL ARMY AIRCRAFT LANDING SYSTEMS
TAB TECHNICAL ABSTRACT BULLETIN
TAB I1 TABULATE
TAC TRANSISTOR AUTOMATION CORPORATION
TAC I TACTICAL AIR COMMAND
TAC 2 TOTAL AVERAGE COST
TAC 3 TURBOALTERNATOR-COMPRESSOR
TACAN TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION
TACCAR TIME AVERAGED CLUTTER COHERENT AIRBORNE RADAR
TACH TACHOMETER
TACL TIME AND CYCLE LOG
TACR TIME AND CYCLE RECORD
TACS TACTICAL AIR CONTROL SYSTEMS
TAC, 1 THRUSTER ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
TAD TOP ASSEMBLY DRAWING
TAD 1 TASK ASSIGNMENT DIRECTIVE
TADC TACTICAL AIR DIRECTION CENTER
TAERS TRANSPORTATION ARMY' EQUIPMENT RECORD SYSTEM
TAF TACTICAL AIR FORCE
TAFB TYNDALL AIR FORCE BASE
TAG TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE GROUP
TAI TIME-TO-AUTOI6NITION
TAIC TECHNICAL AIR INTELLIGENCE CENTER
TALK TITLES ALPHABETICALLY LISTED BY KEYWORD
TAME TACTICAL MISSILE ENCOUNTER
TAMMS THE ARMY MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
TAMS TACTICAL AVIONICS MAINTENANCE SIMULATION
TAN TANGENT
TANKS THE ARMY MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
TAO TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ORDER
TAPE TAPE AUTOMATIC PREPARATION EQUIPMENT
TAPS TACTICAL AREA POSITIONING SYSTEM
TAR TERRAIN AVOIDANCE RADAR
TAR I TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS ROOM
TAR 2 TECHNICAL ANALYSIS REQUEST
TARABS TACTICAL AIR RECONNAISSANCE & AERIAL BATTLEFIELD SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
TARAN TEST AND REPLACE AS NECESSARY
TARC TACTICAL AIR RECONNAISSANCE CENTER
TARE TELEMETRY AUTOMATIC' REDUCTION EQUIPMENT
TARMAC TERMINAL AREA RADAR/MOVING AIRCRAFT
TARP TARPAULIN
TARS THREE AXIS REFERENCE SYSTEM
TARS I TERRAIN AND RADAR-SIMULATOR
TAS TRUE AIR SPEED
TAT THRUST AUGMENTED THOR
TATC TERMINAL AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TATS TACTICAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM SUMMARY
TAVE THOR-AGENA VIBRATION EXPERIMENT
TAWC TACTICAL AIR WARFARE CENTER
TH TERMINAL BOARD
TR 1 TLCHNICAL BULLETIN
TB 2 TIME BASE
TR 3 TALKBACK
TBF3A TO BE ANNOUNCED
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TktC BOEING COMPANY
THU TO BE nETERNINED
TBF TAIL BoMB FUSE
TBL TERMINAL BALLISTICS LADORATORY
TRM TAYLOR MODEL BASIN
Trio TIME BETWEEN OVERHAUL
TFS TO BE sUPPLIED
TRK TACTICAL BALLISTIC MISSILE EXPERIMENTAL
TC TEST CONDUCTOR
TC I THRUST CHAMBER
TC 2 TECHNICOLOR
TL 3 TEST CONTROLLER
TC 4 TEST CONSOLE
TC 5 TRACKING CAMERA
Tc 6 THERMAL CONTROL
TC 7 TOTAL CoST
TCA THRUST CHAMBER ASSEMBLY
TCi TECHNICAL COORDINATOR BULLETIN [NASA]
TCdM TRANSCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE
TCC TELECOMMUNICATIONS COORDINATING COMMITTEE
TCC 1 TEST CONTROL CENTER
TCC 2 TEST CoNTROLLER CONSOLE
TCD TELEMETRY AND COMMAND DATA
TCD 1 TEST CONTROL DRAWING
TCD 2 TERMINAL COUNTDOWN DEMONSTRATION
TCE TELEMETRY CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
TCEA TRAINING CENTER FOR EXPERIMENTAL AERODYNAMICS
TCED THRUST CONTROL EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT
TCH THRUST CHAMBER
TCI TELEMETRY COMPONENTS INFORMATION
TC! 1 TEST CONTROL INSTRUCTION
TClD TERMINAL COMPUTER IDENTIFICATION
TCIR TECHNICAL COMMAND INFORMAL REPORTS
TCL TIME AND CYCLE LOG
TCMD TRANSPORTATION CONTROL MOVEMENT DOCUMENT
TCO TERMINATION CONTRACfING OFFICER
TCOP TEST AND CHECKOUT PLAN
TCP TELEMETRY AND COMMAND PROCESSOR
TCP I TEST CHECKOUT PROCEDURE
TCP 2 THRUST CHAMBER PRESSURE
TCR TEMPERATURE CONTROL REFERENCE
TCkC TIME AND CYCLE RECORD CARD
TCRD TEST AND CHECKOUT REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
TCS TERMINAL COUNTDOWN SEQUENCER
TCS 1 TECHNICAL COUNTDOWN SEQUENCES
TcS 2 TERMINAL COUNT SEQUENCE
TCS 3 TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE
TCs 4 THERMAL CONDITIONINS SYSTEM
TcS 5 THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
TCSC TRAINER CONTROL AND SIMULATION COMPUTER
TCSP TEST CHECKOUT SUPPORT PLAN
TCTO TIME CoMPLIANCE TECHNICAL ORDER
TD TERMINAL DISTRIBUTOR
TD 1 TECHNIcAL DIRECTIVE
Tc a E TRANSPOSITION, DOCKING AND EJECTION
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TRACKING & DATA' ACQUISITION
1 TARGET DOCKING ADAPTER
TIME DELAY CLOSING
TECHNICAL DATA CHANGE REQUEST
TARGET DETECTION DEVICE
TIME DIVISION DATA LINK
TECHNICAL DATA DEPARTMENT REPORT
TELEVISION DATA DISPLAY SYSTEM
TECHNICAL DIVISION & ENGINEERING CENTER
TRACKING DATA HANDLING
TOOL & DIE INSTITUTE
TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEX
TIME DELAY OPENING
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENr PLAN
1 TRACKING DATA PROCESSOR
TOOL DESIGN REQUEST
1 TIME DOMAIN REFLECTOMETER
TRACKIrNG DATA RELAY SATELLITE
TEST DATA SHEET
1 TECHNIcAL DATA SYSTEM
2 TRACKING AND DATA SYSTEM
3TRANSLATION AND DOCKIN6 SIMULATOR
4 THERMAL DEGRADATION SAMPLE
TARGET DOCKING TRAINER
TRANSONIC DYNAMIC WIND TUNNEL
TEMPORARY DETACHED DUTY
THERMAL ELEMENT
I TIMING ELECTRONICS
TECHNICAL ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION
TEST & EVALUATION oF AIR MOBILITY
THREAT EVALUATION & ACTION SELECTION
TRANSEARTH COAST
TECHNICAL
TEST EoUIPMENT CONFIGURATION LOG
TEST a EVALUATION COMMAND
TEST ENGINEERING DIVISION
TORPEDo EXPERIMENTAL ESTABLISHMENT
TRANSEARTH INJECTION
TRANSVERSE EXPANSIoN JOINT
TELEMETRY
TELEPHONE CONVERSATION
TELEMETRIC DATA CONVERTER
TE'HER~D LIGHTER THAN AIR
TRANSVERSE ELECTROMAGNETIC
TEMPERATURE
1 TEMPLATE
TECHNICAL MILITARY PLANNING OPERATION
TEST EQUIPMENT MAINTENANC'E SET
TEN YEAR OCEANOGRAPHIC PROGRAM
TRACE ELEMENT PATTERN
TRAINING EQUIPMENT PLANNING I'NFORMATION
TEsT EVALUATION REPORT
I TRIPLE EJECTION RACk
2 TERTIARY
TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS GUIDE
TDA
TDA
TDC
TDCR
TDD
T[.)DL
T[DE.
Tr)DR
TOEC
TDH
TDM
TDO
TDPRtD?
Tt)Rs
TDS
TOR
TD5,
TnsDS
T 5
TOOTTO'T
TDY
TE
TE
TEA
TFAM
TEAS
TCTEC
TECL
TFCOM
TEED
TEE
TEl
TEJ F:, i
TEL
TELECON
TFLEDAC
TELTA
TEM
TEIMP
TFMP
TEMPO
TEMS
TENOC
TE P
TEP I
TER
TER
TER
TERG
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TERM
TERMTRAN
TFST
TFT
TET
TEVROC
TETR
TF
TFA
TFC
TFD
TFUM
TFE
TFT
TFX
TG
TGL
TGS
TGSE
TGSE
TGT
TtH
THC
THERM
THERP
THIR
THP
THPFB
THHU
THURS
TI
Ti
TI
TIARA
TIB
TIBOE
TIC
TIC
TIC
TICE
TID
TIDAR
TIDDAC
TIOES
TIE
TIE
r I E2TIG
TIC
TII
TIM
TIMM
TIMS
TIPL
TIPP
TIPS
TERMINATE
TERMINAL TRAiSLATOR
THESAURUS OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENTIFIC TERMS
TOT¥L ELAPSED TIME
1 TEST EVALUATION TEAM
TAILORED EXHAUST VELOCITY ROCKET
TEST AND TRAINING
TEST FIXTURE
TRANSFER FUNCTION ANALYZER
TOTAL FUEL CONSUMPTION
TELEVISION FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION
TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION MODEL
TIME FROM EVENT
THRESHOLD FAILURE TEMPERATURES
TACTICAL FIGHTER EXPERIMEN'TAL
TUNED GRID
TOGGLE
TELEMETER GROUND STATION
TELEMETRY GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
1 TEST GROUND SUPPORT EQ GUIPMENT
TARGET
THALLIUM
THRUST HAND CONTROLLER
THERMOMETER
TECHNIQUE FOR HUMAN ERROR RATE PREDICTION
TEMPERATURE-HUMIDITY INFRARED RADIOMETER
THRUST HORSEPOWER
TREATED HARD PRESSED FIBER BOARD
TOXIC HAZARDS RESEARCH UNIT
THURSDAY
TECHNICAL INTERCHANGE
1 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. INC.
2 TITANIUM
TARGET ILLUMINATION a RECOVERY AID
TECHNIcAL INFORMATION BUREAU
TRANSMiTTIMG INFORMATION BY oPTICAL ELECTRONICS
TELEMETRY INSTRUCTION CONFERENCE C£NET]
I TEcHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER
2 TRANSDUCER INFORMATION CENTER
TIME INTEGRAL COST EFFECTIVENESS
TECHNICAL INFORMATION DIVISION
TIME DELAY ARRAY RADAR
TIME IN DEADBAND DIGITAL ATTITUDE CONTROL
TIME DIVISION ELECTRONICS SWITCHING SYSTEM
TENTATIVE TABLE OF EQUIPMENT
I TECHNICAL INTEORATION EVALUATION
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
1 TIME OF IGNITION
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS* INC*
TIMING
THERMIONIC INTEGRATED MICRO-MODULES
THE INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCES
TEACH INFORMATION PROCESSING LANGUAGE
TIME PHASING PROGRAM
TECHNICAL INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM
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TIR :TOTAL INDICATOR READING
TIROS TELEVISION & INFRARED OBSERVAT ION SATELLITE
TIRP TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION PRISM
TIS TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE
TJ TURBO JET
TJAG THE JUDGE ADVOCATE 6tENERAL,
TJC TRAJECTORY CHART
TJD TRAJECTORY DIAGRAM
TJM TOWER JETTISON MOTOR
TK TANK
TL TYCO LABORATORIES# INC.
TL 1 TRACKER LOCk
TL/KEN TELEMETRY IIt CAPE
TL/KSC TELEMETRY IV, MERRITT ISLAND
TLC TRANSLUJNAR COAST
TLE TRACKIN6 LIGHT ELECTRONICS
TLI TRANSLUNAR INJECTION
TLM TELEMETRY
TLS TERMINAL LANDIN6 SYSTEM
TLS 1 TELESCOPE
TLSA TORSO LIMB SUIT ASSEMBLY
TLV THRESHOLD LIMIT VALVE
TM TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC
TM 1 TECHNICAL MANUAL
TM 2 TELEMETRY
TMACS TONE MULTIPLEX APOLLO COMMAND SYSTEM
TML TRANSPORTATION MATERIEL COMMAND
TMC 1 THRUST MAGNITUDE CONTROL
TMD TACTICAL MISSION DATA
T6 CsTHERMAL METEOROID GARMENT
TML TITANIUM METALLUR6ICAL LABORATORY
TMMD TACTICAL MOVING MAD DISPLAY
TMP THERMAL MASS PENALTY
TMRSM TRANSPORTABLE MEDIUM RANGE BALLXSTIC MISSILE
TN TECHNICAL NOTE
TNC TEXAS NUCLEAR CORPORATION
TNG TRAINING
TNT TRINITROTOLUENE
TO TAKEOFF
To 1 TRANSPORTATION OFFICER
To 2 TRAVEL ORDER
To 3 TECHNICAL ORDER
TDA TOTAL' OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY
TOC TURN ON COMMAND
To) TECHNICAL OBJECTIVE DIRECTIVE
TOE TABLES OF ORGANIZATION a EQUIPMENT
TOF TIME OF FLIGHT
Tol TEcHNIcAL OPERATION INSTRUCTION
TOJ TRACK oN JAMMING
TOL TOLERANCE
TOLIP TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION AND L'INEARIZED PITCH
TOMCAT TELEMETRY ON-LINE MONITORING COMPRESSION & TRANSMISSION
TOOL TEST ORIENTED ONBOARD LANGUAGE'
TOPS THERMOELECTRIC OUTER PLANET SPACECRAFT
TOPSY TEST. OPERATIONS & PLANNING SYSTEM
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TOR TEST OPERATION REPOR';?
TOR I TECHNICAL OPERATIONS RESEARCH
TORF TIME OF REROFXRE
TORP TORPEDo
ToS TIROS OPERATIONAL SATELLITE
TOS 1 TACTILE OPERATIONS SYSTEM
ToSS TEST OPERATION SUPPORT SEGMENT
ToSS I TIROS oPERATIONAL, SATELLITE SYSTEM
TOWA TERRAI4 & OBSTACLE WARNINS & AVOIDANCE
TP TEST POINT
TP 1 TURBOPUMP
TPA TEST PREPARATION AREA
TPC TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS
TPD TEST PROCEDURE DRAWING
TPF TERMINAL PHASE F'INAL0ATION
TPl TEETH PER INCH
TP1 1 TERMINAL PHASE INITIATE
TPL TEST PARTS LIST
TPM TEST PLANNXN6 MANAGER
TPMA THERMODYNAMICS PROPERTIES OF METALS AND ALLOYS
TPO TANK PRESSURIZING OR'IFICE
TPP TEST POINT PACE
TPPC TOTAL PACKAGE PROCUREMENT CONCEPT
TPPD TECHNICAL PROGRAM PLANNING DOCUMENT
TPRC THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES RESEARCh CENTER
TPS THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM
TPS I TEST PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION
TPTD TEST PILOT TRAINING DIVISION
TPX TRANSPoNDER
TR TAPE RECORDER
TR I TIME-To-RETROGRADE
TRAAC TRANSIT RESEARCH & ATTITUDE CONTROL SATELLITE
TRAC TRANSIENT RADIATION ANALYSIS BY COMPUTER
TRACE TAPE-CoNTROLLED RECORDING AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT EQuIPMENT
TRACON TERMINAL RADAR CONTROL
TRAD~EX TARGET RESOLUTION a DISCRXMINATION EXPERIMENT
TRAJ TRAJECTORY
TRANS TRANSPORTATION
TRANS 1 TRANSFER
TRAP TRACKER ANALYSIS PROGRAM
TRAP 1 TERMINAL RADIATION AIRBORNE PROGRAM
TRAPS TACTICAL RAPID ACCESS PROCESSING SYSTEM
TRd TEST REQUIREMENT BULLETINS
TRB I TECHNICAL REVIEW BOARD
TRD TROUBLE REPORTING DESK
TRo 1 TEST REQUREMENTS DOCUMENT
TRE TELLECOMMUNICATIONS RES. ESTABLISHMENT
TRE 1 TRAINING EQUIPMENT
TREAT TRANSIENT RADIATION EFFECTS AUTOMATED TABULATIoN
TREE TRANSIFNT RADIATION EFFECTS oN ELECTRONICS
TRF TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY
TRFCS TEMPERATURE RATE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM'
TRI TECHNICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
TRIA TELEMETRY RANGE INSTRUMENTATION AIRCRAFT
TRIAL TECHNIoUE FOR RETRIEVING INFORMATION FROM ABSTRACTS OF LITERATURE
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TRiP TECHNICAL REPORTS INDEXING PROJECT
TRL THERMODYNAMICS RESEARCH LABORATORY
TRNFR TRANSFER
TRNSPN TRANSPoRTATION
TRNSPR TRANSPORTER
TRS TETRAHEDRAL RESEARCH SATELLITE
TRSR TAXI & RUNWAY SURVEILLANCE RAbAR
TRS 1 TIME REFERENCE SYSTEM
TRSSM TACTICAL RANGE SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
TRUMP TARGET RADIATION MEASUREMENT PROGRAM
TR~ WTHOMPSON-RAMOOOLDR ' GE
Ts TEST SET
TS 1 TIME SHARING
TSA TEST SITE ACTIVATION
TS8 TWIN SIDEBAND ...
TSC TEST SUPPORT CONTROLLER
TSC 1 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS CENTER
TSCC TEST SUPPORT CONTROL CENTER
TSE TEST SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TsEQ TIME SEQUENCED
TSi TEST a SWITCHING GEAR
TsI TEST SUPPORT INSTRUCTIONS
TSP TAIL SERVICE MAST
TSM 1 TEST SUPPORT MANAGER
TSo TEST SUPPORT OPERATIONS
TSO I TECHNICAL SUPPORT ORGANIZATION
TsOP TEcHNIcAL STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE
TSOR TENTATIVE SPECIFIC OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
TSP TECHNXcAL SUPPORT PACKAGE
TsO TIME AND SUPERQUICK
TSR TEST SCHEDULE REQUEST
TSS TACTICAL STRIKE SYSTEM
TSp 1I TIME SHiARING SYSTEM
TSTM THUNDERSTORM
TSU THERMAL SYSTEMS UNIT
TT TRACKXNG TELESCOPE
TT8C TELEMETRY TRACKING AND COMMUNICATIONS
TTC TELEPHONE TERMINAL CABLES
TTCA TRANSLATION THRUST CONTROL ASSEMBLY
TTrE TImE TO EVENT
TiJI TELETYPE TEST INSTRUCTION
TTL TOTAL TIME TO LAUNCH
TTR TARGET TRACKING RADAR
TTU TERMINAL TIMING' UNIT
TTY TELETYPE
TU TWX THANK YOU
TUi TUBING
TLJES TUESDAY
TLlG TOWED ULNIVERSAL GLIDER
TUR TURRET
TURR TURBXNF
TURBO GEN TURBXNE GENERATOR
TURABOPUMP TURBINF PUMP
TV TELEVXsgION
Tv 1 TIDAL 'VOLUME
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TVA TEMPORARY VARIANCE AUTHORITY
TVA I THRUST VECTOR ALIGNMENT
TVC THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
TVCS THRUST VECTOR CONTROL SYSTEM
TVD TOXIC VAPOR DISPOSAL
TvIST TELEVISION INFORMATION STORAGE TUBE
TVOC TELEVISION OPERATIONS CENTER
Tw THERMAL WIRE
TwA TRANS WORLD AIRLINES
TwG TEST WORKING GROUP
TwM TRAVELING WAVE MASER
TwMR TUNGSTEN WATER MODERATED REACTOR
TwP TASK WoRK PACKAGE
TwR TOWER
TWS THACK WHILE SCAN
TwT TRAVELING WAVE TUBE
TwTA TRAVELLING WAVE TUBE AMPLIFIER
TwX TELETYPE WIRE TRANSMISSION
TwX I TELETYPEwRITER EXCHANGE SERVICE
TX TRANSMIT
TYP TYPICAL
U URANIUm
U/R UP RANGE
UA URINALYSIS
UAA UNIVERSITY AVIATION ASSOC'IATION
UAC UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
UACRL UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION RESEARCH LABORATORY
UACSC UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATE SYSTEMS CENTER
UAG UPPER ATMOSPHERE GEOPHYSICS
UAL UNITED AIR LINES
UAL 1 UNIT AUTHORIZATION LIST
UJAM UNDERWATER TO AIR MISSILE
UAP UNITED AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS
UARI UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA RESEARCH INSTITUTE
UAUM UNDERWATER-TO-AIR-TO-UNDERWATER MISSILE
UAW UNITED AUTO WORKERS
UC UNIT CoOLER
IJC/SSL UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA/SPACt SCIENCES LABORATORY
UCC UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION
UCCS UNIVERSAL CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEM
UCD URINE COLLECTION DEVICE
UCLA UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA LOS AN6,ELES
UCMJ UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE
UCNC UNION CARBIDE NUCLEAR COMPANY
UCORC UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA/OPERATION'S RESEARCH CENTER
UCR UNSATISFACTORY CONDITION REPORT
UCRI UNION CARBIDE RESEA'CH INSTITUTE
UCRL UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RESEARCH LABORATORY
UCS UNIVERSAL CAMERA SITE
UCS 1 URINE cOLLECTION SYSTEM
UCS 2 UNIVERSAL COMMAND SYSTEM
UJCSEL UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA STRUCTURAL EN'GINEERING LABORATORY
UCTA URINE COLLECTION TRANSFER ASSEMBLY
UCWE UNDERWATER COUNTERMEASURES & WEAPONS ESTAB.
UD UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
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UDB
UDL
UDMH
UDOFT
l[[)OP
LUDI
UEP
(In 1
F
UFR
UERD
U)ERL
UES
UFCS
UFO
UH
UHF
UHPFB
UHTREX
UI
UIH
UJB
UKN
llL
ULI
ULLV
ULO
ULOW
ULPR
UL SV
ULT
UM
UMB
U~D
UMIPS
UN
UNC
UNCLA45
UNCOL
LJND ~
UNESCO
UNF
UNI=FREDI
UNICOM
UNICORN
U N I P CI A
UNIV
UNIVAC
UNMD
UNPS
UNSAT
LUOC
UnS
UpLFUPLFlipS
UPPT
UP-DATA BUFFER
UPDATA LINK
UNSYMMETRICAL DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE
UNIVERSAL DIGITAL OPERATIONAL FLIGHT TRAINER
ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCY DOPPLER
UNDERWATER DEMOLITION TEAM
UNPLANNED EVENT PICkUP
UNPLANNED EVENT RECORD
U)NDERWATER EXPLOSIVES RESEARCH DIVISION
UNPLANNED EVENT RECORD LOG
UNIVERSAL ENVIRONMENTAL SHELTER
UNDERWATER FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT
UNIT HFATER
ULTRA HIGH FREeUENCY
UNTREATED HARD PRESSED FIBER BOARD
ULTRA HIGH TEMPERATURE REACTOR EXPERIMENT
UNIT ISSUE
URBAN AND INDUSTRIAL HEALTH
UMBILICAL JUNCTION BOX
UNKNOWN
UPPER LIMIT
UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES, INCORPORATED
UNMANNED LUNAR LOOGSTIC5 VEHICLE
UNMANNED LAUNCH OPERATIONS
UNMANNED LAUNCH OPERATIONS WESTERN TEST RANGE
ULTRA LOW PRESSURE ROCKET
UNMANNFD LAUNCH SPACE VEHICLES
ULT I MATE
UMBIL CAL MAST
UNIVERSAL MEASURING AMPLIFIER
UMBILICAL
UNIT MANNING DOCUMENT
UNIFORm MATERIAL ISSUE PRIORITY SYSTEM
UNITED NATIONS
UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED
UNIVERSAL COMPUTER ORIENTED LANGUAGE
UNnERWATER
UNITED NATIONS EDUCATION'SCIENTIFIC' CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
UNFUSED
UNIVERSAL FLIGHT RANGE a ENDURANCE DATA IN'D'ICATOR
UNIVERSAL XNTEeRATED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
UNILATFRAL ARMS CONTROL
UNIVERSAL PAYLOAD ACCOMODATION CAPSULE
UNI VERSAL
UNIVERSAL AUTOMATIC COMPUTER
UNMANNED
UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY
UNSATISFACTORV
ULTIMATE OPERATING CAPABILITY
UNDERWATER ORDNANCE STATION
UNIVERSAL PAVLOAD FAIRING
UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY
UNDERGRADUATE PILOT TRAINING
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UpwT UNITARY PLAN WEND TUNNEL
UR ULLAGE ROCKET
UR I UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
URkbM ULTIMATE RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILE
JURIR UNIFIED RADIOACTIVE ISODROMIC REGULATOR
URS UNITED RESEARCH SERVICE
URSAM URBAHN-ROBERTS-SEELYE AND MORAN
URV UNDERSEA RESEARCH VEHICLE
Us UNITED STATES
USA UNITED STATES ARMY
USACDA U.S. ARMS CONTROL & DISARMAMENT AGENCY
USACDC U.S. ARMY COMBAT DEVELOPMENT COMMAND
USACRF U.S. ARMY COUNTERINTELLIgENCE RECORDS FACILITY
USAEC UIJ.S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
USAEPG U.S. ARMY ELECTRONIC PROVING GROUND
USAERDA U.S. ARMY ELECTRONIC RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
USAF UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
USAFA UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY
USAFE U.S. AIR FORCE IN EUROPE
USAFETAC USAF ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS CENTER
USAFSS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE SECURITY SERVICE
USAMC U.S. ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND
USAMRN U.S. ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH & NUTRITION'
USAPHS U.S. ARMY PRIMARY HELICOPTER SCHOOL
USAPRO U.S. ARMY PERSONNEL RESEARCH OFFICE
USAREUR U.S. ARMY EUROPE
USARHAW U.S. ARMY HAWAII
USARJ U.S. ARMY JAPAN
USASGV U.S. ARMY SUPPORT GROUP. VIETNAM
USATCA U.S. ARMY TERMINAL COMMAND/ATLANTIC
USATCP U.S. ARMY TERMINAL COMMAND/PACIFIC
USATRECOM U.S. ARMY TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH COMMAND
USAWC U.S. ARMY WAR COLLEGE
U5b UNIFIED S-BAND
USBE UNIFIED S-BAND EQUIPMENT
USBM U.S. BUREAU OF MINES
USBS UNIFIED S-BAND SYSTEM tTRACKING]
UsC UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
USCAL UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AERONAUTICAL' LABORATORY
USCEC UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ENGINEERIN6 CENTER
USCG UNITED STATES COAST GUARD
USDA U.S. DFPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
USDI UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
USDOC U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
USDOD' U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DETENSE
USEUCOM U.S. EUROPEAN COMMAND
USG UNITED STATES GAGE
Us5PO U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
USGRDR UNITED STATES GOVERNtENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT REPORT5
USGS UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
USS5 UNITED STATES STANDARD GAGE
USIA U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY
USIC U.S. INFORMATION CENTER
USICC U.S. INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL COMPANY
USJPRS U.S. JOINT PUBLICATION RESEARCH SERVICE
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USL UNDERWATER SOUND LABORATORY
UsM UNDERWATER TO SURFACE MISSILE
USMA U.S. MILITARY ACADEMY
USMAC/V U.S. MILITARY ASSISTANCE COMMAND, VIETNAM
USMC UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
USN UNITED STATES NAVY
USNA U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY
USPHS U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
USPO UNITED STATES PATENT OFFIC,E
USkL UNDERWATER SOUND REFE'RENCE LABORATORY'
USRS U S ROCKET SOCIETY
USS UNITED STATES STANDARD
USS/ARL UNITED STATES STEEL/APPLIED RESEARCH LABORATORY
USSC U S STEEL CORPORATION
USSG UNITED STATES STANDARD 6A6E
USSR UNION oF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
USSTRICOM U S STRIKE COMMAND
USTIIC U S TECHNICAL INDUSTRIAL INTELLIGENCE COMM
USvMS URINE SAMPLE VOLUME MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
USWB lJ S WEATHER BUREAU
UT UNIVERSAL TIME
UT 1 UMBILICAL TOWER
UTC UNITED TECHNOLOGY CENTER
UTEC UNIVERSAL TEST EQUIPMENT COMPILER
UTIA UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO INSTITUTE OF AEROPHYSICS
UTIAS UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO INSTITUTE OF' AEOSPACE STUDIES
UTIL UTILITY
UTM UNIVERSAL TEsT MESSAGE
UTS UNIVERSAL TEST STATION
UJM UNDERWATER TO UNDERWATER MISSILE
UV UNDER VOLTAGE
UV 1 ULTRAVIOLET
UVASERS ULTRAVIOLET AMPLIFICATION BY SIMULATEb'D EMISSION OF RADIATION
UVU UNDER VOLTAGE DEVICE
UWAL UNIVERSITY OF WASHING6TON AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
UwC UNIVERSAL WINDING COMPANY
UwO UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO
UWSDODMS UNDERWATER WEAPONS SYSTEM DESIGN DISCLOSURE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
UwSRD UNDERWATER WEAPONS SYSTEMS RELIABILITY DATA
V VARNISH
V 1 VELOCITY
V 2 VOLT
V/C VECToR CONTROL
V/H VELOCITY-TO-HEIGHT
VA VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
VA 1 VOLT AMPERE
VAAR VINYL ALCHOHoL ACETATE RESIN
VAH VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BUILDINS
VABR VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BUILDING' REPEATER
VAC VACUUM
VAC 1 VOLTS ALTERNATING CURRENT
VACTL' VERTICAL ASSEMBLY COMPONENT TEST LABORATORY'
VAFB VANDENBERG AIR FORCE' BASE
VAL VALIDATION
VAP VAPORIZER
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VAR VARIABLE
VARN VARNISH
VASIM VOLTAGE AND SYNCHRO INTERFACE MODULE
VASP VARIABLE AUTOMATIC SYNTHESIS PROGRAM
VAST VERSATILE AUTOMATIC SPECIFICATION TESTER
VATE VERSATILE AUTOMATIC TEST 9GUIPMENT
VATLS VISUAL AIRBORNE TARGET LOCATOR SYSTEM
Vil VALVE BiOX
VRD VOICE 1AND DATA
VC VOICE COIL
VCC VEHICLE CREW CHIEF
VCC 1 VOICE CONTROL CENTER
VCG VECTORCARDIOGRAM
VCI VOLATILE CORROSION INHIBITOR
VCL VERTICLE CENTER LINE
VCL 1 VEHICLE CHECKOUT LABORATORY
VCO VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR
VCS VICE CHIEF OF STAFF
VCS 1 VENTILATION CONTROL SYSTEM
VD VANDYKE
VDAS VIBRATION DATA ACQUISITION SYtTEM
VoC VOLTS DIRECT CURRENTS
VDD VISUAL DISPLAY DAIS
VDDI VOYAGER DATA DETAILED INDEX
VDDL VOYAGER DATA DISTRIBUTION LIST
VDDS VOYAGER DATA DEsCRIPltION STANDARDS
VnF VIDEO FREQUENCY
VDPI VOYAGER DATA PROCESSING INSTRUCTIONS
VnRA VOICE AND DATA RECORDING AuxILIARY
VDT VARIABLE DENSITY TUNNEL
VE VALUE ENGINEERING
VE I VERNIER ENGINE
VEC VECToR
VECO VERNIER ENGINE CUTOFF
VECOS VEHICLE CHECKOUT SET
VFCP VALUE ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL
VED VICkERS ELECTRIC DIVISION
VEDS VEHICLE EMERGENCY SYSTEM
VEECO VAcUuM ELECTRONICS E'NGINEERING COMPANY
VEG VEGETABLE
VEH VEHICLE
VEL VELOCITY
VEND VENDOR
VERIF VERIFICATION
VERFNITRAC VERNIER TRACKING BY' AUTOMATIC CORRELAtION
VERS VERSED SINE
VERT VERTICAL
VEWS VERY EARLY WARNING SYSTEM
VF VOICE FREQUENCY
VFO VARIABLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
VFR VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS
VFR I VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
VGA VERY GENERAL ALGORITHM
V(iP VEHICLE GROUND POINT
VGPI VISUAL GLIDE PATH INDICATORS
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VERY HIGH ALTITUDE ABORT
VERY HIGH FREGUENCY
BY WAY OF
VERTICAL INTEGRATION BUILDING
I VIBRATION
VISITOR INFORMATION CENTER
1 VICINITY
VToL INjTEGRATED FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
VOYAGER INFORMATION FLOW INSTRUCTIONS
VIRGINIA INSTITUTE O MARINE SCIENCE
VELOCITY INERTIA NAVIGATION SYSTEM
VISUAL IDENTIFICATION POINT
I VERY ImPORTANT PERSON
VOICE INTERRUPTION PRIORITY SYSTEM
VELOCITY INERTIA RAbAR NAVIGATION SYSTEM
VISIBILITY
VISUAL IDENTIFICATION
VISCOUS
VISIBILITY
VACUUM JACKETED
VON KARMAN INSTITUTE FOR FLUID DYNAMICS
VERTICAL LADDER
VERY LOW FREQUENCY
I VERTICAL LAUNCH FACILITY
VERY LONG RANGE
VIKING LANDER SYSTEM
VELOCITY MODULATION
VALVE MANUFACTURES ASSOCIATION
VISUAL METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
VEHICLE MEASURING GSE
VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE
VOUGHT MISSILES & SPACE CO.
VIETNAm AIR FORCE
VIETNAM MARINE CORPS
VOICE
VOICE OPERATED CODER
VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
VOICE-oPERATED DEVICE FOR AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
VISUAL OBSERVATION INSTRUMENTATION SUBSYSTEM
VOLUME
VOLTAGE AMPERAGE NORMALIZER
VOLT-OHMM I LL' AMETEk
VHF [OR VISUAL] OMNIDIRECTIONAL RANGE
VISUAL OMNIRANGE & TACAN
VIKING ORBITER SYSTEM
VOICE OPERATED TRANSMISSION
VENT PIPE
I VERTICAL POLARIZATION
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
1 VALVE POSITXON INDICATOR
VEHIcLE PROPELLANT LOADING CONTROL CENTER
VOLTS PER NIL
VIKING PROJECT OFFICE
VOLTAGF RELAY
VHF RECOVERY BEACON
VHAA
VHF
VIA
VIa
V18
VIC
VIC
VIFCS
VIFI
VXMS
VINS
VI P
VIP
VIPS
VIRNS
VIS
VIS ID
VISIB
VIj
VKIFD
VL
VLF
VLF
VLR
VLS
Vm
VMA
VMC
VMGSE
VM1I
VMSC
VNAF
VNMC
VO
VOC
VOCOM
VODAT
VOIS
VOL
VOLTAN
VOM
VOR
VORTAC
VoS
VOX
VP
VP
VPI
VPI
VPLCC
VPM
VPO
VR
VR8
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VIB3RATION RESEARCH LABORATORY
VOLT ROOT MEAN SUARE
VOICE REPORTING SIGNAL ASSEMBLY
VENT STACK
I VEHICLE STATION
2 VERSUS
VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND
VIBRATION SAFETY CUTOFF
VENDOR SHIPPING DOCUMENT
VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND MODULATION
VISUAL SEARCH MICROFILM FILE
VERTICAL AND/OR SHORT TAKEOFF AND LANDING
VOLTAGE STANDING WAVE RATIO
VERTICAL TAIL
VERTICAL TAPE DISPLAY.
VACUUM TUBE DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
VERTICAL TEST FIXTURE
VOLTAGF TUNABLE MAGNETRON
VERTICAL TAKEOFF
VERTICAL TAKE-OFF AND HORIZONTAL LANDIN6
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AND LANDING
VAST TRANSLATOR
VERTICAL TEST STAND
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER
VEHICLE UNIT
VULCANIZE
VERSATILE UPPER STAGE
VERIFICATION UNIT TEST SET
VERTICAL WIRE SKY SCREEN
WALL
1 WATT
2 WEST
WITH
WATER 40ILER
WITH EQUIPMENT AND SPARE PARTS
WATER GLYCOL
WATT HoUR
WORDS PER MINUTE
WITHOUT
WITHOUT EQUIPMENT AND SPARE pARTS
WHITE ROOM
WARNER AND SWASEY COMPANY
WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION
1 WATERVLIET ARSENAL
2 WORK AuTHORIZATION
WAKE ANALYSIS & CONTROL
1 WOMENS ARMY CORPS
2 WORLD AERONAUTICAL CHART
WORKSHoP ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
WRIGHT-AERONAUTICAL DIVISION/CURTISS-WRIG'H'T CORPORATION
WRIGHT AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
WRIGHT AIR DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
WESTERN AIR DEFENSE FORCE
WARFARE ANALYSIS GROUP
WATERTOWN ARSENAL LABORATORY
VRL
VRMS
VR SA
VSB
Vs
V%.
VSU
VSG
VSfMF
V 55T 0 LSTO
VT
VTD
VTDC
VTF
V'rm
VTO
VIOHL
VTOL
VTRAN
VTS
VTVM
VU
VUL
VUS
VUTS
VwSS
W
W
W
W/
W/O
W/EE&SP
W/R
 / SW/H
WA/
WA
W/OEASP
WAR
WAS
WA
WA
WA
WAC
WADD
WAC
WACS
WADWADCWADD
WAUF
WAG
WAL
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WATERTOWN ARSENAL MEDICAL LABORATORY
WESTINnHOUSE ASTRONUCLEAR LABORATORY
WESTINGHOUSE ATOMIC' POWER DIVISION
WIDE APERTURE RADIO' LOCATION ARRAY
WEATHER ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDING PROJECTILE
WIDE AREA TELEPHONE SERVICE
WHEEL BASE
1 WEATHER BUREAU
2 WIDE BAND
WEATHER BUREAU/NATIONAL WEATHER RECORDS CENTER*
WIDE BAND DATA
WIDE BAND DATA LINK.
WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
WIDEBAND TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
WESTINGHOUSE COMMERCIAL ATOMIC POWER
WING CONTROL DURING BOOST
WATER COOLED GARMENT
WORKSHOP COMPUTER INTERFACE UNIT
WATER CONTROL MODULE
WESTERN CONTRACT MANAgEMENT RI6ION
WIDE BAND
WORLD oATA CENTER
.WESTERN DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
WINDOW
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
WEDNESDAY
WEAPON DEVELOPMENT GLIDE ENTRY
WISCONSIN EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
WATERWAYS EXPERIMENT STATION
WESTERN CONVENTION ON MILITARY ELECfRONICS
WESTERN TRANSPORT AIR FORCE
WEAPONS EFFECTIVENES TESTING
WHITE FUMING NITRIC ACID
WAVEGUIDE
WORKING GROUP ON EXTRATERRESTRIAL RESOURCES
WATT-HOUR METER
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE'
WATTHOUR
WAREHOUSE
WALLOP5 ISLAND
WESTINGHOUSE ATOMIC POWER DIVISION
WATER IMMERSION FACILITY
WILL CoMPLY
WEATHER INFORMATION NETWORK AND DISPL'AY
WEATHER INFORMATION NETWORK & DISPLAY SYSTEM
WEST INTEGRATED TEST STAND
WEEK
WALTER KIXDDE NUCLEAR LABS INC
WHEELER LAORATORIXEt INC
I WATERLINE
2 WHITE LIGHT
WHITE LXGHW CORONDAGAPH EXPERIMENT
WATTMETER
WAML
WANL
W APD
WARLA
WASP
WATS
WR
WSWR
WR
WB/NWRC
WRD
WROL
WHS
W tiT S
WC AP
wcD 
WC$G
WCIU
WCM
WCMR
WDB
WDC
WDL
WDOo
WEC
WED
WEDGE
WEP
WERG
WES
WESCON
WESTAF
WET
WFNA
WG
WGER
WHM
WHO
WHR
WHSE
WI
WIAP
WIF
WI LC.O
WIND
WINDS
WITS
LK
WKNL
WL
WL
WL
WLCE
WM
WASTE mANGEMENT COOPARTMENT
WESYNEN M1LT7RY ELECTRONICS CENTER
W-ORLD mEZOGLOGICAL ORGANIZATION
WASVE ,rANAGEENT SYSTEM
I WZNqD MEASURING SYSTEM
WESTERN MANAGEMENT SCIENCE INSTITUTE
WET MOCK SXMULATED LAUNCH
WiND
WASHINGTON NAVY YARD/PERSONNEL RESEARCH LABORATORY
WE5YERri OPERATION
1 WORK ORDER
WE5TERNi OFFICEe DOWNEY
WOOMERiA AUSTRALIA CREMOTE SITE]
WESTERNJ OPERATIONS OFFICE
WORLD-WIDE SYNCHRONIZATION OF ATOMIC CLOCKS
WORKSNM PRESSURE
1 WORKRN, PAPER
WORKS PROJECT AGENCY
WRIGHTPATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE
WAR PRODUCTION BOARD
WATTS PER CANDLE
WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
WORDS PER MINUTE
WILLOU RUN AERONAUTICAL CENTER
WALTER REED ARMY INSTITUTE OF RESEARCH
WARNER-ROBINS AIR MATERIEL AREA
WELDING RESEARCH COUNCIL
WEAPON RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT
WINEN RESEARCHP INC,
WILLOW RUN LABORATORY
I WESVTNGHOUSE RESEARCH LABORATORIES
WATER RECOVERY SUBSYSTEM
WILLOU RUN RESEARCH CENTER
w9TH RESPECT TO
WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
WALLOPS STATION
I WORK STATENENT
WEAPOW SYSTEM ANALYSIS DIVISION
WEAPON SYSTEM CONTRACTOR
WEAPON SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
WEAPON SYSTEM EQUIPMENT COMPONENT LIST
WEAPONS SYSTEMS EVALUATION DIVISION
WEAPON SYSTEMS EVALUATION GROUP
WEAPON SYSTEM EFFECtIVENESS INDUSTRY ADVISORY COMMITTEE
WAS~MNGTON STATE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
WEAPON SYSTEM MAINTENANCE ACTION CENTER
WHEE SANDS MISSILE RANGE
WORKENG STEAM PRESSURE
WHITE SANDS PROVING BROUND
WARFARr SYSTEMS SCHOOL
WEAPON SYSTEM TEST
tHITE SANDS TEST FACILITY
WATERTyGHT
1 WE2iHT
WIND TUNNEL MODEL
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WM6WMECWM£JC
WMO
'51WMS
wMSL
WND
WNV/PRL
tj0
to
WODWNY
wnoeWOuWOO
WeOSAC
WP
WP
WPA
WPAFB
wPb
WPC
WPX
WPM
WRAC
WRAIR
WRAMA
WRC
WRE
WRI
WRL
WRL
WRS
WRRC
WRT
WRU
WS
w S
WSAD
WSC
WSE
WSEcL
WSED
WSEG
WSEIAC
WSIT
WSMAC
WSMR
WSP
WSPG
WSS
WST
WSTF
WT
WT
WTM
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WALL TUBE AND METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
WORK TRANSFER RECORD
1 WESTERNJ TEST RANGE
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
WORK UNIT INFORMATION SYSTEM
WARFARE VISION LABORATORY
WATERVLIET ARSENAL
WIRE-WOUND
WATER. AND WASTE MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM
WINDWARD
X-RAY
5.2 KMC-10, 9 KMC
EXCEPT
TRANSCF- IVER
EXECUTE
TRANSMISSION
TRANSMITTER
TRANSPONDER
X-RAY EVENTS ANALYZER
CRYSTAL
EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET
YAW
YARD
YAWING MOMENT
YUMA PR;OVING GROUND
YEAR
YUMA TEST STATION
YAM THRUST VECTOR
YIELD POINT
YALE UNIVERSITY
ZINC
1 ZULU GREENWICH MEAN TIME
IMPEDArNCE CARDIOGRAM
ZERO DEFECTS
ZEUS DETECTION/DISCRIMINATIN RADAR
ZERO LENGTH LAUNCHING
ZERO RFACTION TOOL
ZERO E!ERGY THERMONUCLEAR ASSEMBLY
ZERO GRADIENT SYNCHROTRON
ZONE OF INTERIOR tC'ONTINENTAL USA]
ZONE ImPROVEMENT PROGRAM
ZEUS MULTIFUNCTIONAL ARRAY RADAR
ZINC
ZIRCoNIUM
TQP-18 RADARP MERRITT ISLAND
ZANZIBAR. TANGANYIKA tREMOTE SITE] NASA/KSC JUN/72.
WTMPC
WTR
WTH
WU
WlJIS
WVL
WVT
WW
WwS
WWD
X
X BAND
XCPT
XCVR
XEQ
XMSN
XMTR
XPNDR
X-RE A
XTAL
XUV
Y
YD'
YM
YP6
YR
YTS
YTV
YP
Yu
Zz
ZCG
Zr)
ZuR
7FLL
:FRT
ZE TA
? iAR
Z 
ZY/KSC
ZZB
